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OPENING STATEMENT
Good morning.

As Chairman of the Committee, I have

asked Mr. Hauser to chair today's hearing in my absence and read
this opening statement.
This hearing will focus on the subject matters combined
in AB 2801 and ACR 144 authored by Mr. Hauser.
Our agenda is extensive.

Our Committee Staff has

provided background information in order to familiarize us with
these areas in the health coverage field.
Any materials which witnesses wish distributed should be
given to the Sergeant-at-arms.

Please talk directly into the

microphone and state your name and title for the record.
I wish you well in your deliberations today.
Mr. Hauser to add to these opening remarks.
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OPENING REMARKS BY ASSEMBLYMAN DAN HAUSER
Assembly Committee on Finance and Insurance
October 15, 1986 -- Los Angeles
I'd like to welcome the Members of the Assembly Committee on Finance
and Insurance who are with us today, the many witnesses that have come to
testify, and those of you who have come because of the critical nature of

to

in~ortant

ir today's

hearing on my bill, AB 2801.

I carried AB 2801 as the number one priority of the California Senior
isl~ture,

actual

from

~~om

you will shortly be hearing.

It was a modest bill

, especially vihen you consider the scope of the problem it was
to address: that fully 20 percent or more of our citizens are

at

either medically uninsured or are dramatically under-insured.
No one denies that this problem exists, nor to my knowledge does
anyone

its

ity.

Medical costs are skyrocketing.

This is a time

to be without medical insurance is to tempt the fates, and the many
are wi

lt certainly are in that position because they are without

ce .

bll

simply called for the assemblage of a task force made up of

th care professionals, insurance experts, state agency representatives
and those r.epresenting the vast constituency of the uninsured: the

Commission on Aging, the Senior Legislature, and representatives from other
medical user groups.
The bill called upon this group to study existing models of health
plans in other parts of the world-- I

~~s

shocked to learn that the United

States stands alone with South Africa in the industrialized world in not
offering some form of medical insurance to its citizens-- and to make
recommendations to the Legislature on how to formulate and implement a plan
to deal with the medical insurance crisis.
That bill was stopped in this committee, and recommended for an
interim hearing-- a study of a study.
interests, all of

wh~n

It was opposed by a variety of

however acknowledged the gravity of the situation.

Their opposition was based on a number of points that I find strange.

One

thing I heard over and over was that all the studies on various plans
already existed and thus AB 2801 would simply duplicate what was already
known.

I have yet to receive any of these studies.

I am looking forward to the testimony this committee will receive
today.

I cannot help but believe that any information, whether it favors

the approach of AB 2801 or not, will advance the cause of finding a
solution to this growing crisis that impacts so many of our people, a
solution that the next Legislature will implement.
A final note: I successfully passed ACR 144, which calls upon the
Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development to conduct a study
silnilar to that which I envisioned in AB 2801.

Later today, we will hear

from the Office's representative about their plans.

As the Resulotion was

passed with bi-partisan support in both Houses, I trust the Office is
looking favorably on the idea of reordering its priorities and getting to
work on the most important health planning issue in the state today.

Interim Hearing:

A3 2801 (Hauser)

October 15 1

1986

Testimony by }1. L. Strohbehn, Oalifornia 3enior Legislature:
Although seniors and the California .Senior Legislature are proud to
promote AB 2801 and the concept of a statewide health care delivery system,
it must be stated that it is not exclusively a senior proposal.

The central theme is that equal access to health care must

universal one.

be provided for all our people.
tr~t

groups have

It is a

To illustrate the ·concern that all age

health care may not be available when needed, I would like

to in"':.roduce >lichael :Jrbanek, a young family :nan fro:n Ventura County.

After

he has had an opportunity to speak, I should like permission to continue
my statement.
(Following is an excerpt from a letter written by Mr. Urbanek:·
"I am

55 years old, have been self-employed for nine years, and

I am what you would call 'conservative' on most issues ••••• V~
wife and I have

~~d

medical problems in the past, hers ?retty

serious, -::ine fairly ::1inor.
at anj
are

~rice,

8'"'

And for that, we are uninsureable,

at least in practical terms.

The rates available

•vith s·..<ch severe exclusions, that another e!"isode

co•Jld easily cost us our home and any decent 'future for our
childnm. q)
i..fichael' s family is an example of the three to four :nillion people in
California who are uninsured.

As the price of health care rises, more and

more small firms find it necessary to abandon health care benefits.

Currently,

two-thirds of those who are uninsured are working people and their families.
Part-ti~

workers ordinarily have no health benefits.

have fragile nealth benefit positions.

7

Even

lar~

corporations

A Congressional study states that the

Testi~ony:

A3 2801
M. L. 3troilbehn
Fa&;e 2
unfunded liabili~iee of the Fortune 500 Industrials in the fiJld of lifetime health protection for their employees

~ay

exceed their assets.

Privately,

it is said that liability is placed as high as two trillion dollars.
But the saddest
children.

co~ntary

of all in the health field has to do with

The federal government has been insensitive in ita provision for

the security of children.

The

Adminis~ration

has allowed a bad situation to

de~eriorate.

School nutrition programs have been cut, AFDC funds have been

slashed, food

st~ps

r.o·~

r.av<;

have been taken away.

pro;::er access to health care.

not have their
a6~ ~ot~ora

i~~nizations.

are illegitimate.

Eighty

Twenty-~ive ~llion

children do

Twenty per cent of our children do
~er

cent of births to

~inority

teen-

Many of these girls have no pre-natal care,

accounting in large ?art for the great cost of premature intensive care.
The best insurance against premature birth is good access to pre-natal care •
.ir.at are we doir..g w!:en we neglect our c!i.ildren, our greatest resource

of the future.
Service

=~st

Even the severest critics of England's National Health

admit one incontestible fact:

over the course of the history

of tte Eealt!-1 3ervice t:1e health of 3ritish cnildrer.. has :nar.<edly i:nproved.
:/f.at a;;o...lt cost?

Other national and state programs accomplish quality

care for all at less exoense than we do.
per cent of its

G~I?

Canada spends a little over

for health care 1 including long term care.

ei~ht

Our costa

amount to between eleven and twelve per cent of GNP, with no provision for
lon6 ter:n care.

By neglecting long term care we condone the consignment of

most old people who need institutional care to the gross indignity of losing
in just thirteen weeks on average all the assets it has taken a lifetime

of hard work to accumulate.
The ::10st consistent opponent of both A3 2801 and ACR 144 :r.as been the
California :.iedical Association.

Their principal argument is that because

Tes~i~ony:
A3 2801
M. :... 3tr.:;hbehn
.?age ,;

previous studies have probably bsen done of national health syste.llS, :further
studies would be duplicative and a waste of resources.

If

~~t is true and

valid studies are found, the worl<: of the ?anel will be :nuch si:npler.

However,

the oost significant finding will lie not in the fra:nework of the plan
itself but rather in the up-dated reaction of patients to the various plans.
Studies made five or ten years ago would not have current experience factors
necessary to proper
The
~~

C~~

evaluatio~

has not had a particularly sterling record of leadership in
better accGcJa to health care.

field of provid

res ista."ce to Medicare.

,,·e recall their

Medical societies poured ::Jillions into fighting

t'ne Co:1e;re.:>sio::al proposals which resulted in l•1edicar:;;.

Socialism they

called it, a subversion of the nobility of the 'healing arts'.

My home

:t.own has a physician who received notoriety on national telev.ision for his
ref:.;sal to take l·iedicare patients in the late Sixties.
on assignment.

l•:edica:r:e has been a financial bonanza t·J the world of medical

doctors and hospitals.
of

~edical

soci~l

Today he ta:<:es them

This

1 Johnnia-co:ne-lately 1

reaction is characteristic

associations when they have been confronted by the prospects of

cr.an6e.

One xust rec06nize tre internal conflicts of doctors as

t~ey

strive to ::aintain their status quo and their average $112,000 annual net
inco~es.

The successful pursuit of wealth by doctors has resulted in the attraction
of corporate sharks to whom tre expenditure of )450 billion yearly for medical
services in the

u.s.

has been like blood bait.

'entrepreneurs' have invaded an area that

b~s

These new non-:nedical
traditionally been almost sacred,

the doctor-patient relationship, buying out hospitals, long term care facilities,
up c::ains of walk-in e:nergency care units, and even child-care chains.
It is inevitable, if the present course continues, that before the end of tr.is
ce:1tury the provision of r:1edical care will be corporate owned and pr.ysicians
,,Ll .ill 'oe e::1::loyees.

T;...,, avera;e ;'atient wEl no":.

9

be:~.:;fit.

Tl:e cost of

Testimony: A3 2801
M. L. 3trohbehn
Pa[e 4
medical care will contin~w to skyrocket.

Frofits will ai::lply,. be transferred

from doctors to corporate ?Ockets and distant stockholders.

~ha~

was once a

source of great pride for compassionate caring family doctors who were willing
to donate services to the poor in hospitals and outpatient clinics. and to
supply ::1edical reports as a courtesy, will be a crude numerical concept
quoted on stock exchanges around the world.

For their own prote ction, for

the maintenance of the fee-for-service tenet, and the philDSophy or concern
in the curing and caring for the sick and injurea rather than succumbing

to

a discount-house, fast-food corporate mentality, the California Medical
Association should without delay embrace the principle of a voluntary health
care delivery system implied in AB 2801 and help brin.g it to fruition.
Resistance to the idea has brought a predatory capitalism down upon
all of us.
a.go.

A national health insurance plan should have been enacted decades

Sven thoJgh every other advanced country has one, we can only hope

that for us it is not too late; that the corporate health industry does
not have too powerful a lobby to handcuff legislatures; that, if we are
successful in getting a plan, corporate greed will not
benefits.
they

~~ow

sue~

out all its

We can only hope that there are those who will stand for what
will benefit all our people and not allow a two-tiered system

to develop which will inevitably divide us and cause most of ue to
struggle vainly against tremendous odds to achieve that which should be
a God-given birthright for all.
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Mr. Urbanek:
Good morning.
My name is Michael Urbanek.
A couple of years
ago, Mr. Strohbehn made a presentation to a service club that I
belonged to about this particular problem.
It was amazingthere were a lot of us in that club who could have benefited from
this issue being resolved. When I saw Lee this morning, he asked
me "Well I was glad I got you to come here because it was nice to
hear the perspective of a young man".
I told him by the time
this is resolved, I may no longer be young and I may be pushing
for a job in the Senior Legislature, but I appreciate your
efforts in this regard.
I'd like to read just an excerpt of a
letter that I gave to Lee two years ago, after he spoke, and he's
got it in his prepared statement.
"I am 33 years old, have been self-employed for nine years, and I
am what you would call 'conservative' on most issues.
My wife
and I have had medical problems in the past, hers
have been
pretty serious, mine fairly minor.
And for that, we are
uninsurable, at any price, at least in practical terms.
The
rates available are so high, with such severe exclusions, that
another episode could easily cost us our horne and any decent
future for our children."
Now I will continue with an update which covers the last couple
of years.
The point is that this Assembly bill attacks a problem
that is not just a senior citizens' problem, although it must be
excruciatingly wrenching for them.
But there is a much wider
constituency to get this problem solved.
My family and I have
been fortunate in the intervening time since I first spoke with
Lee, although there have been some close calls.
I would very
briefly like to tell you about them and their ramifications.
Through the latter part of 1984 and 1985, my wife and I both
experienced some kidney stone problems.
They luckily were
shortlived events, costing us only a few hundred dollars each,
straining the budget but not breaking it.
The worst part of it
was that here was yet another ailment, that, if I ever did obtain
any kind of private health coverage, would be excluded on the
policy.
Then in March of 1985, my wife carne within a few hours
of undergoing a major operation to remove a third stone.
This
was a much more serious event than the others, and she
subsequently passed a huge stone.
It is not unrealistic to think
that, had an operation been necessary, we would have faced an
$8,000 to $10,000 hospital bill, which would have cost us our
horne and business.
In fact, after that event, I immediately sent
out resumes and my wife started looking for a part-time job that
would include some kind of medical benefits.
I was willing to
give up my self-employment to save what I felt was our future.
She didn't feel that she was ready to go back to work full time
since our second child had just turned two years old.
She was
enjoying what will probably be her last child of that age and was
not ready to give up that experience.
The only jobs available
that would fulfill our insurance needs, however, were fulltime,

ll

so a fulltime job is what she took.
In February of this year, a
part-time job with a local bank became available, which offered
medical benefits with a split premium, our share being about $80
a month.
The coverage is adequate, she gets to spend more time
with the kids, and it is affordable, but it was a long road.
And
here's a footnote to our story about becoming insured. There was
a 3-month waiting period before her insurance took effect, and we
would be covered as of last May 1.
In March of last year while
running, I experienced some chest pains that really had me
worried.
A few days later, they recurred.
I had no options-my agenda was clear.
I couldn't see a doctor just yet.
I didn't
tell my wife, I stopped doing anything that was physically
taxing, and I waited for May 1 to come.
After all, I did have
life insurance.
It turned out that the pain was some kind of
muscular contraction, not a heart problem at all.
But I can't
express the magnitude of my anxiety, the stress of waiting.
Some
will say that my wife and I did nothing special, that we simply
acted responsibly and solved our insurance problem the American
way.
But look at the roadblocks, look at the time frame.
Any
number of things could have happened to sink us.
We were lucky.
Most of the people in my situation don't want anything for free.
We, after all, are the ones who are self-employed, trying to make
our own way.
Workers' compensation, unemployment benefits, and
food stamps, as a practical matter, are not available to us, and
we don't want them.
We want to be able to buy a product that
doctors, hospitals and insurance companies have made vital.
Those industries really don't want to help people like me,
and
it is immoral for them to spend millions of dollars to defeat the
concept proposed in Assembly Bill 2801.
I don't understand how
they can work so hard to deny families like mine a solution that
means survival, but we have nowhere else to turn.
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ctt ahfornia &rntor l.rgtslaturr------1020 9th Street Room260
Sacramento, California 95814
Octobl:r 14, 1936

CALIFORNIA SENIOR
LEGISLATURE

The Assembly Finance and Insurance Committee
The Honorable Alister McAlister, Chairman
State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814
Subject: AB 2801 (Hauser) California Health Plan Study
Dear Chairman and Committee Members:
An official of the California Medical Association (CMA)
was quoted in one of the Los Angeles papers some weeks ago
to the effect that the Senior Legislators did not know
much about medical care in our state.

Undoubtedly they

know less than the speaker about the professional viewpoint, but I suggest they are more qualified to speak from
point of vi2w of the consumer, a rather important ele-

t
m~nt

of

th~

medical care system.

I would like to take a

moment to establish my credentials for speaki
p

ct:

of

on this as-

alth care.

I have been an active member of the Senior Legislature
s

its inception, have worked on health study commit-

tees, and have been on the California Senior Legislature's
(CSL) legislative committee for three years, reviewing and
planning the proposed legislative measures to be presented
to the California Legislature.

I am also on Medicare and

supplementary insurance myself and personally acquainted
wi

the deficiencies of the Medicare system.
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For several

(2)

years the CSL has had a priority of planning for a national
health plan, but this is evidently not realistic in the
present political climate in Washington.

Therefore, it

is more important for California to lead the way, which
we can do by initiating a state study of successful health
plans elsewhere in order to thoughtfully develop a California health care plan.
My faiT.ily adds to my knowledge of the American health
care system.

My wife is a physician with thirty years ex-

perience in public health.

I have two sons who are in ac-

tive medical practice, one in private pediatric practice
and one in salaried clinical practice as an internist.

I

also have a daughter in medical school and two daughters in
medically related research or academic fields.
For the last four years I have been chairman of the
Board of Directors of our county's two rural health clinics
ich are state subsidized and supervised).

We take assign-

ment on all Medicare patients, accept MediCal and have a
slidinP

fpn

Qrale for low income patients.

cent of our patients are on MediCal.
to give

LqJ

Thirty-six per-

Our doctors have had

ul.Jstctric practice as we cannot afford the mal-

practice insurance.

(In fact, any pregnant MediCal benefi-

ciary in our county has to obtain her obstetric care and
delivery outside the county.)
The Board of our Health Centers is dealing all the
time with the economics of operating a doctor's office.
That's what we are really talking about here today - the
economics and planning aspects of medical care.
14

We know

( 3)

tlwt we do not have equitable and accessible health care
services for all Californians.
Last June 19th and 20th the Senate

Rules Committee

sponsored a symposium on the subject of "Uncompensated
Health Care and Access for the Unsponsored and Indigent
Patient".

There were speakers from the insurance compan-

ies, the Hospital Association, the CMA, county officials,
economists.

Most of the people directly connected with

the medical community presented what could be called a
"band-aid" approach to improving the plight of the uninsured and under-insured.

That is, they each suggested

some way to patch the present, fragmented financing systems or to add to them another system to pay for medical
care for those presently excluded.

We don't need another

means test for yet another category of third party payment; we need a method of financing and distributing quality health care equitably to all residents of our state including preventive health care, long-term-care and
other currently neglected aspects of health services.
I need not tell this assembly that our health care
system is in a state of rapid change today (mostly in the
direction of commercialization).

Traditional "fee-for-

service" methods of paying are being replaced whether the
doctors want to admit it or not.

Health maintenance or-

ganizations, preferred provider systems, Medicare and
MediCal are dictating how and how much doctors will be
paid.

Prospective payment systems are increasingly deter-

15

( 4)

mining the reimbursement of hospitals and other providers.
t

the changes are uncoordinated with each other and lead

to inequities in payment; in many cases they are driven by
the need to reduce costs rather than the desire to improve
services.

Categories of eligibility and means tests limit

access, as does the refusal of doctors to participate in
MediCal or take assignment in Medicare.

The inordinate

waste of resources on paper work and bureaucratic regulations consumes a shocking proportion of health care monies.
In the SumrN'Y 1986 issue of the journa1 "Health Affairs" there is printed an exchange of letters between
Dr. Arnold Relman, editor of the "New England Journal of
Medicine, and Professor Uwe Reinhardt, an economist from
Princeton, on the effects of "for-profit" corporations entering into the medical field.

Dr. Relman is not happy

with the large corporations assuming control of health
facilities because their primary interest is in profit.
Professor Reinhardt responds that many doctors today have
much the same attitude toward the financial aspects of medicine as do the corporations.
dian plan for health care.

Reinhardt supports the Cana-

This exchange of letters points

up the fact that health care is getting out of reach - financially - to an increasing number of people in our country.
The problem is not going to go away; instead it is
getting more acute.

It is time that the leaders of our

state make a study of health plans of other nations to see
what would be the best

way of ensuring that all California
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citizens have access to quality health care
rupti

ithout bank-

the counties or the stAte or the penple themselves.

I know that the CMA will say that many studies have been
made, but no impartial, serious statewide study of this
problem has been undertaken.

That is what AB 2801 (Hauser)

is all about.
The makeup of the study commission as called for in
this bill has a good representation from different population groups so that all aspects of the situation can be
studied.

We ask passage of AB 2801, so that we can build

toward a health care plan for everyone in the state.
Sincerely,

11~71~

Harry H. Humphry, Senior Senator

•
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Mr. Hauser:
Thank you very much, Harry.
Just for background:
You mentioned
the problem in the county of, for example, no obstetric care.
Mr. Humphry:
Yes.
Mr. Hauser:
Which county?
Mr. Humphry:
That's Amador County.
Incidentally, I understand that, we do
have an obstetrician in the county, but he will not take any
Medi-Cal.
He has told us that he is going to get an assistant,
and when he gets the assistant that he would be considering
taking low-risk Medi-Cal pregnant ladies.
Mr. Hauser:
Sounds like three of the four counties that I represent.
Mr. Humphry:
(Laughs.) You know the problem.
Mr. Hauser:
Yeah, I know the problem.
Mr. Humphry:
Thank you.
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THE TIME IS RIGHT!!

THE TIME IS NOW!!

My name is Sol Garber.
I am the Senior Assemblyman
representing the West San Fernando Val ley, which coincides
with Assemblyman Tom Bane's area.
I am also Chair of the
Coalition for a National/State Health Plan; a coalition
representing many groups of various backgrounds throughout
Southern California.
I am now, and have been, on numerous
councils and committees pondering health care delivery in
California and in the United States.
I am also the
co-author of Senior Legislature Proposal 50, the forerunner
of A.B 2801, which brings us here today.
THE TIME IS RIGHT!! THE TIME IS NOW!!
This morning, and this afternoon, you have or wil I be
hearing many statistics, pro and con, on this vital issue.
While a few of these numbers may be new, most will be
repeats that you have heard again and again. I shall not
repeat these statistics; however, I will introduce two new
numbers to you.
They are six and two.
THE TIME IS RIGHT!!

THE TIME IS NOW!!

The first number is six.
For six years the California
Senior Legislature has placed a National Health Plan as its
No. 1 priority.
This year, the sixth, National Health
Plans ranked first and second on our federal priorities.
The American people have been frustrated in the lack of
movement by Congress on this most vital issue.
They have
turned to the state level for action.
Massachusetts and
New Jersey have the issue on their ballots in November.
In
California. the issue will appear on the ballots in the
City of Richmond.
THE PEOPLE WILL BE HEARD!!
Also in California, The California Senior Legislature
introduced S.L.P. 50, the foreruner of A.B. 2801 which was
introduced by our good friend, AssemWyman Dan Houser.
This
brings us together today.
THE TIME IS RIGHT!

THE TIME IS NOW!!

The second number I shal J talk about is "two": the two
ways we can reach our goals for a National/State Health
Plan.
For several months, the Coalition for a National/State
Health Plan has demanded that I set a calendar of events in
order to reach this goal for an an understandable,
affordable, universal, comprehensive health care plan for
all Californians, and for the nation.
I promised them that
this will be done shortly.
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During the past week many Senior Legislators from all
areas of California <and let me read some of their home
towns to you) have approached me urging similar action.
hear their pleas; THIS WILL BE DONE!!
know that there are TWO ways to achieve our
objective.
The first, of course, is the legislative way.
We, the citizens of California, have chosen you to carry
out our wishes for such laws that will give us the right to
1 ife, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
None of these
are available without a decent, affordable, universal,
comprehensive health plan for all residents of California
and the nation.
The second way to achieve our goal, of course, may be
through a Proposition 72, 84, or perhaps 87; or whatever
number is assigned to our initiative.
This proposition may
be based on either the British Columbia Plan, or
Congressman Roybal's H.R. 5070 adjusted to California
health needs; or to a combination of all the health plans
in the world today.
A coalition of all concerned
Californians will decide on this proposition if we must go
this route.
l, personally, would prefer the first of these
options. It is you, our legislators, who should carry out
the needs of your constituents and all people of our great
state.
You can be assured that our Calendar Goals to achieve
a Universal Comprehensive Health Plan for all Californians
will be announced early in 1987.
It will take into
consideration your actions and proposals in the next
session of the Legislature.
This Calendar will also
include an alternate agenda if we must go the initiative
route.
THE TIME IS RIGHT!!

THE TIME IS NOW!!

AND NOW IT IS UP TO YOU!!
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ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE
ON
FINANCE AND INSURANCE
ALISTER McALISTER, CHAIRMAN
OCTOBER 15, 1986

Assemblyman McAlister and members of the Committee,
I am Clifford Holliday, a representative of the Congress of
California Seniors and a Field Representative of the National
Council of Senior Citizens located in Washington, D.C.

It

is a honor for me to appear before you today to discuss what
we feel is the need for voluntary statewide health insurance.
Long-term care has been a priority with both of the
organizations that I represent for the past several years.
The demand for long-term care is increasing and the costs are
skyrocketing.

As one of the only industrialized countries

without some type of National Health Plan we have to look
for alternatives to take care of this increasing problem.
Elderly &uericans are in the highest risk category for longterm health care services.

And though age itself is not

a predictor of long-term care needs, there is a higher likelihood of chronic conditions and functional limitations with
increasing age .

•

The current trend for long-term care is hospital or
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nursing home oriented.

Medicare and Medical are oriented

toward the medical model of health care delivery.

Consequently

their long-term care benefits are restricted to illness that is
related to hospitalization, to skilled nursing care, or to
conditions for which there is "rehabilitation potential."
Functional level is not an eligibility criterion.
These restrictions confine coverage primarily to nursing
home care or they relate home care eligibility to strict medical
need.

Consequently, services defined as long-term care, but

which are non-medical and home or community based are poorly
covered.
Private insurance long-term care benefits fare no better
than Medicare and Medical.

Public programs, such as those under

the Older Americans Act, have helped somewhat, but these programs
have always been limited.
The nature of public and private long-term care financing
not only narrowly defines long-term care, it also forces people
to use inappropriate services in order to gain reimbursement.
It has been estimated that as much as 35 percent of the nursing
home population would not be institutionalized if communitybased services were better financed.
Inappropriate care is harmful to individuals' well-being
and is a waste of resources.

However, in today's system, there

•

are few other alternatives to people who need long-term care.
They must fend for themselves to locate and finance fragmented
services, or not receive the care they need.
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Due to our lack of personal experience in Long-term
Care Insurance, I would like to refer to some information
gathered from a previous Committee hearing held the first
part of this year.

At that time Ms. Myrna Hall, who had been

the Executive Director of the Long Term Care Division, Provincal Ministry of Health which is the health agency for the
Province of British Columbia, testified regarding the way
in which the British Columbia system works in terms of the
overall health care system.
In 1949, the provincial government instituted a
provincial insurance scheme to cover

acu~e

care hospital

In 1965, they added into the health insurance scheme

costs.

coverage for extended health care services which, basically,
was chronic care that required 24-hour nursing coverage, so
a very high level of nursing care was added into the provincial insurance scheme.
In 1977, the federal government, who was cost sharing
these provincial insurance programs on a 50-50 basis shifted
to an established program funding, which basically provided
each province with a per capita grant.

They were encouraging

the provinces to adopt long-term care programs to broaden
their insurance coverage to long-term care services, other
than just 24-hour nursing care.

The per capita was added as

t

an incentive for provinces to expand their insurance coverage
to lower levels of nursing home coverage, nursing home services
and for things like home nursing services and for home health
services.
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In 1978, the province introduced the long-term care
program and in 1980, they added into that conglomerate,
home nursing services and community physical therapist services
that were independent programs being operated by other health
agencies.

Then in 1983, the whole broadened system was

called "continuing care" to represent a continuum of service
from the community through the highest levels of institutional
care.
In Canada the continuing care program includes both
community support

servic~s

and institutional services.

The

main growth in the program has been on the home support side.
At this time there is a balance of people receiving home care
services and institutional care.

The cost is a difference

of about $73 million for in home service to around $500 million
for institutional care.
The Canadian system is a marvelously humane and rational
system, but even though we long for a system like this we have
to get back to reality and realize we have a lot of work ahead
of us before we have this set-up.
Through the system we now have the elderly's needs are not
being met.
elderly.

Long-term care is vital to the well-being of the
The prevalence of chronic conditions and the functional

limita~ions

caused by these conditions are the major determinants

of the elderly's long-term care needs.
increase with advancing age.
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The elderly need more sustained, non-technical, and usually
non-medical care when compared to the highly technical services
required by acutely ill persons.

In this regard, most of the

elderly's health care needs differ from those of younger people
but the health care system is geared to meet the health care needs
of younger people, or those who require acute, intermittend
services.
Older persons do suffer from acute illnesses similar to
those which affect younger persons, but for the elderly the
consequences of these illnesses are quite different.

Multiple

underlying chronic conditions may render elderly people more
severely affected by such illnesses.

In addition, since the

elderly may suffer from both chronic and acute illnesses, they
need ongoing medical attention of varying intensity.

For example,

a chronic respiratory condition may require routine monitoring
and medication.

However, it may also require hospitalization

for acute, infectious flare-ups.

A health care system which meets the total needs of the
elderly is one which allows them to progress throughout the
spectrum of acute to chronic services according to their changing
needs.

This system's delivery and financing mechanisms must

provide for such a progression.

The current system does not.

Cpmplete recovery from acute episodes and the resumption
of independent activity becomes less likely for the elderly than
the younger persons.

Ability to function, therefore, becomes

an additional factor which determines the need for care.
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medical crisis may be over, but the need for care continues.
This care is of a non-acute nature, does not usually require
highly trained personnel, and rarely involves sophisticated
technology.

However, the current system does not recognize

such a need.
Many who are not eligible for Medical at the onset of
chronic illness end up qualifying for assistance after depleting
their resources to pay for long-term care.

In 1982 out-of-pocket

expenditures for nursing home care amounted to almost $12
billion.

At an average monthly rate of over $1,000. an

extended stay could quickly consume all of an elderly individuals
assets.
Clearly, Medical won't possibly be able to meet the longterm care needs of tomorrow's seniors.

I think something is

drastically wrong in a system that basically forces seniors
who have worked hard all their lives to become destitute and
rely on Federal and State governments for the basic services
they need to live.
Even though the insurance industry feels developing longterm care insurance is premature, we do not feel it is necessary
to wait for fraud and abuse to develop over a period of years,
as was the Medigap experience.

Few people with private coverage

are adequately protected from the potentially catastrophic costs

•

of nursing home care.

Many elderly consumers under estimate

the future risks of chronic disability and over estimate the
degree of coverage provided by Medicare and their supplemental
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insurance policies.
In addition, the insurance industry has shown little
interest in expanding the market because of concerns about
the adverse selection, insurance-induced demand, administrative
expenses and difficulties in setting premium rates.
Basically our position is, Public (Medicare and Medicaid)
sources of insurance are very limited for long-term

care~

the

need for private insurance is growing, but this is at best a
partial solution - other sources should be developed and
improved.

Emphasis should be placed on consumer protection, and

availability of information.

Long-term care insurance can be

a big business - which could benefit seniors but in which they
must be protected.

State government and State Insurance Comm-

issioners have an important role to play in this protection.
In conclusion, the Congress of California Seniors feel
it is vitally important that the state of California develop
and provide a statewide Voluntary Health Plan that will include
coverage

medical and nonmedical Long-term care.

Thank you.

?7

Mr. Hauser:
The consultant has one question he'd like to ask.
Mr. Bianco:
If I might.
I'd like your reaction, if these series of events
occurred:
If the federal government decided, both the Congress
and the President, that the solution to access to medical care
for the citizens of the United States was done in the following
way, what do you think about this?
1.
The Congress would say
that they will leave to the States the responsibility of
requiring insurance companies, health care service plans, and
employers, no matter what their size, to participate in a system
administered by the State, that would provide health insurance o
any eligible resident of that state.
2.
In the area of long
term care, the federal government would say that long term care
would be addressed in the following ways:
One, that for
Medicare, the health care financing administration on the federal
level would require providers, that would be physicians for the
sake of argument, and insurance companies and health care service
plans that interact with paying for Medicare coverages, that they
will have a limited form of long term care coverage.
That any
additional long term care coverage would fall to the
responsibilities of the State to administer and develop without
any guidelines from the federal government whatsoever.
Having
said that, would that at all begin to address the basis of your
testimony, and how would you react to that proposal?

I

Mr. Holliday:
I think, as you've stated the question, in referral to the
State's participation, I understand that in Canada, the federal
government does provide 50% to the state and the state more or
less administers their program.
In British Columbia, they went
through a long period, about 4 years, of developing their long
term care program.
And I understand, I happen to have a number
of rela ves who live up there, by the way, and one of them was
j u s t ret i red f r om the C i t y of van c o u v e r He a l t h I n spec t or , a n
are really enthusiastic about their health plan.
And I read
up some on the long term care, and in fact in the testimony
there's some in there, relative to how they develop.
And I th nk
what you're saying is, that if I get the implication right, that
you feel that through the insurance
stern that we can cover by
insurance and the State administer the plan but the insurance
companies pay for it.
I understand that that is what you're
saying.
That is not true in some of the countries.
Some of the
countries, they have it set up like a post office, in the sense
that it's an organization, and you go to the clinic or wherever
go, it's a thing that may be privately owned, but nevertheless, the clinic is the agency between the patient and the payor,
which is the government in that case.
So I would be inclined
to .... I think at the present time that we have 2801 which is
again insurance-oriented, that we have to make a start someplace.
My ultimate personal thought on this would be that we should have
a national health plan like we have a national monetary system,
like we have a national post office, this should be a department,
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because what is more important than health and education?
Our
school system we must support, and our health system should be
just as important and not be leaving the people to lose all their
worldly possessions, what they've gathered in the way of a little
wealth in time.
Mr. Bianco:
Thank you, Mr. Holliday.
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Thank

you

for

the opportunity to testify today

health insurance needs in our state.
am

a

Medicare

California

Specialist

on

the

unmet

My name is Bonnie Burns, I

working

with

several

programs

in

My area of knowledge is the

that serve the elderly.

Medicare system and related insurance matters.

The

right

of

Californi...t,

access
and

to

i:l:iL:eC:

health
the

care
of

re~t

insurance
the

coverage

nation,

has

in
been

restricted by the insurance industry to those who will use it the
least.

This has beer1 accomplished with very little public notice

except by those directly effected.

Access to health care roverace exists for some through employment
and for others if they are young,

healthy and have the price

of

the premium.

But
poor,

those who are part-time
widowed

employees,

unemployed,

ill,

old,

or divorced will find that they are excluded from

access to health insurunce coverage.

Those who are self employed

or

those

who are

employers with

less than ten employees will also have a

difficult

reasonably

My

priced

heal til insurance.

both self employed and have had to

husband

time finding
and I

are

face this issue more than once

in our working years.
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in their year of the crisis, would have us believe

The industry,
that

it

is

not

economically practical

mentioned groups.
protect

their

to

insure

the

above

And they are right if you consider the need to

three billion dollar profit in

this

state

last

To paraphrase Pogo, I have seen their loss ratios and the

year.

enemy is them.

Emplo\·l'l·:~

llaV<'

contributed heavily to the problem of access

by

converting from a full time employee base to a part-time employee
base

to

avoid providinG benefits.

early retirement with lump

sum

Employers

pension

have

benefits

and

encouraged
slowly

evaporating health care benefits.

Industry advertising has left an indelible impression in the mind
of the public that
The

truth

is

insurance coverage is

that

it is

sometimes

universally

available

at

available.
a price and

sometimes not available at any price.

The discovery of this
life

for most people.

reality comes at a very vulnerable time of
It happens to

of a spouse or at the time of divorce,
of

it at the time of a job termination.

it

is

true,

conversion
paying

offer conversion

while

men usually

learn

Many benefit packages,

privileges.

The

definition

of

is less insurance for more money with the beneficiary

the entire premium.

privilege.

women following the death

Women are the hardest hit

by

this
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federal

Recent
coverage
But

lebislation

requires

that

insurance

health

be exter1ded to spouses of employees who divorce or die.

this legislation only effects companies with twenty or

employees

for whom health care coverage was a benefit
The

employment.
something

that

spouse

still

must pay

the

of

entire

more
their

premium;

many women will find difficult or impossible

to

do.

A

recent national study found that thirty million people in

nation

are

not

covered by a health insurance

profound implications for our national ar1d state

plan.

the

This

public

has

health

as well as the expenditure of public funds.

There is a proverb in tt1e insurance
~et

their health care free they will over utilize those services.

The

reverse

their

health

them.

This

done

industry that says if people

in

did not,

of that logic is if people have to pay for
care

tl1ey will not seek services when

last fact is supported by a Field

California which
in fact,

all

they

Institute

found that 42% of the people

need
study

studied

seek or receive needed medical services

they or their family members became ill because of the cost.
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When those people do receive needed medical services that care is
often

more

expensive to provide with the result that

there

The Field

less chance that the cost can be borne by the family.
study

also

revealed

that

the

is

placed

preponderance of bills

with collection agencies were for medical services.

This

problem

problem

is

industry

cuts across all ages and all income
one

levels.

of access to insurance and whether or

will accept an application for insurance

from

The

not

the

someone

who needs it and can pay, as well as the person who has qualified
access

and cannot pay for it and the person who has no access at

all.

It

should be noted that there is an ocean of difference

making

application for health insurance and being

coverage by a company.
for

between

accepted

for

People are often told that they may apply

coverage but that does not mean that the application will be

accepted.

In fact, applications are often taken from people who

have no chance of acceptance.

Of course premiums must accompany

any application for coverage and those premiums are returned when
an application is rejected,

thirty, sixty or ninety

days later.

It doesn't take a market analyst to know that interest is
on that money in the interval.
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Insurance is a very difficult and complicated

Unfortunately,

and most people will defer to the experts.
of

the

experts

solution

are

is sought.

chosen from within

subject to discuss

the

industry

most

when

a

There are very few experts at the point of

use so that paper solutions often appear to be much more workable
than tlley ultimately prove to be when implemented.

O!lc solution that
risk

program

this

is

~l1oulJ

t~:

.:>tw.iied is a state mandated

for health insurance.

assigned

The industry objection

that it might inflate the premiums

for

everyone.

subn1it to you that we are all payinc that inflated cost now
. and

every

time

we receive a medical

service.

tax
when

supported

MediCal

program

I
each

Medical

costs

already reflect a subsidy for the lower reimbursement rates
MediCal and uncollected accounts.

to

from

We are also paying through our
for

those services

people are pushed into the program by uninsured

and

again

costs

and

the depletion of their resources.

Another solution migllt be for tile state to design a state
assigned

risk

population.

demonstration program that included

the

funded
MediCal

There has been some work done on the feasibility of

paying premiums through an insurance program for MediCal services
instead of the present system.
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Whatever the solution may be I hope that the process will include
those

that

recognition

are directly affected by the outcome and that

clear

be given to the need for input from many sectors

of

our society that have not been given an opportunity to have their
voices heard.

Thank you for tile opportuJJity tu t<.:stify before you tociay on tllis
timely and urgent subject.

Respectively submitted,

BONNIE BURNS
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•
MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS.
MY NAME IS RICHARD JONES) A MEMBER OF THE CALIFORNIA COMMISSION
ON AGING.

I AM HERE TODAY TO SPEAK ON BEHALF OF THE 25-MEMBER

CoMMISSION ON AGING IN suPPORT oF AssEMBLY BILL 2801.

WE JOIN

HANDS WITH OUR COLLEAGUES IN THE CALIFORNIA SENIOR LEGISLATURE
AND WITH EVERY SENIOR CITIZEN GROUP OR ORGANIZATION IN THIS
STATE THAT WE KNOW OF IN SUPPORTING THIS BILL AND THE TREMENDOUS
NEED IT SEEKS TO ADDRESS.
MR. CHAIRMAN) THIS YEAR THIS STATE -- THROUGH PRIVATE AND
PUBLIC FUNDS -- WILL SPEND ALMOST

Y£1

CARE NEEDS OF ITS CITIZENS.

_J

$40

BILLION ON THE HEALTH

WE HAVE MILLIONS OF OUR

1

FELLOW CALIFORNIANS WHO CAN T AFFORD HEALTH CARE WHEN THEY
NEED IT.

EVERY YEAR WE HAVE THOUSANDS OF OLDER PEOPLE WHO

MUST SPEND THEIR LAST FEW ASSETS ON THE
CARE THAT MEDICARE DOESN'T COVER,

40

PER CENT OF HEALTH

OR THEY MUST SPEND THEMSELVES

DOWN -- BECOME PAUPERS FOR THE FIRST TIME IN THEIR LIVES -IN ORDER TO QUALIFY FOR MEDI-CAL.

MR. CHAIRMAN) WE CAN DO BETTER THAN THIS FOR

$4Q

BILLION A YEAR!

OuR CoMMISSION HA~ FOR THE PAST TWO YEARS BEEN STUDYING THE SUCCESS
OF CANADA IN PROVIDING COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH CARE TO ALL ITS CITIZENS
FOR LESS MONEY THAN WE ARE SPENDING IN CALIFORNIA PER CAPITA,

THE

CHAIRMAN OF OUR HEALTH COMMITTEE WENT TO BRITISH COLUMBIA THIS
PAST SUMMER TO FIND

OUTJ

FIRST HAND) JUST HOW DOCTORS AND PATIENTS

FEEL ABOUT THEIR COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH SYSTEM) WHICH) BY THE WAYJ
INCLUDES LONG-TERM CARE.

,.

MR. CHAIRMAN) THEY LIKE WHAT THEY HAVE

IN BRITISH COLUMBIA1 AND THEY ARE GETTING MORE CARE FOR FEWER
DOLLARS.

-1-

MR. CHAIRMAN; WE HAVE BEEN TOLD BY THE CALIFORNIA MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION THAT THERE ARE ALMOST INSURMOUNTABLE FEDERAL OBSTACLES
TO OUR ADOPTING A CALIFORNIA STATE HEALTH PLAN.

YET; MR. CHAIRMAN;

WE RECENTLY LEARNED THAT THE STATE OF HAWAII HAS JUST SUCH A PLAN,
HAWAII MAY BE OUT OF OUR SIGHT; BUT WHAT THEY HAVE DONE THERE IS
NOT OUT OF OUR REACH.

ALL WE ARE ASKING THE CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE TO DO BY PASSING
AB

2801

IS TO FORCE THE STATE TO LOOK AT BRITISH COLUMBIA; HAWAII 1

AND OTHER STATES TO FIND OUT WHAT THEY HAVE DONE TO PROVIDE
COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH CARE WHILE TRYING TO GET A HANDLE ON COSTS.

Is THIS TOO MUCH TO ASK OF A STATE THAT IS SPENDING $40 BILLION
A YEAR IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE DOLLARS ON HEALTH CARE? Is IT TOO
MUCH TO ASK THE LEGISLATURE TO HAVE US LOOK AT THE BEST IN OTHER
HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS; AND THEN MOLD THE BEST INTO A PLAN THAT FITS
CALIFORNIA?

WHY; YOU DID JUST THAT IN

1982

WHEN YOU PASSED AB

2860~ THE ToRRES-FELANDO LoNG-TERM CARE REFORM AcT.

You ASKED

THE ADMINISTRATION TO LOOK AT LONG-TERM CARE MODELS FROM OTHER
STATES AND OTHER COUNTRIES 1 AND THEN TO SUBMIT TO YOU A PLAN FOR
CALIFORNIA,
OF

1984,

THAT RESULTED IN THE GOVERNOR 1 S SENIORS INITIATIVE
Now IS THE TIME TO DO THE SAME REGARDING HEALTH CARE

FOR ALL CALIFORNIANS; YOUNG OR OLD; EMPLOYED OR RETIRED,
MR, CHAIRMAN; THERE IS ONE THING WE CAN ALL BE CERTAIN OF;

THE

PROBLEM OF ACCESS TO HEALTH CARE; QUALITY HEALTH CARE 1 AND THE
ASSOCIATED COSTS WILL NOT GO AWAY,

Now IS THE TIME TO BRING

HEALTH CARE PROVIDER AND PATIENT; GOVERNMENT AND THE PRIVATE SECTOR 1
EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYEES 1 TOGETHER IN THE SEARCH FOR A HEALTH PLAN
FOR CALIFORNIA THAT IS SECOND TO NONE IN THE WORLD.

-2-
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AB

2801~ IF

INDED AND CONCERNED CITI

PASSED; WOULD BRING ALL LI

S

AND GROUPS;TOGETHER WITH THE STATE;IN SEARCHING FOR WHAT HAS
BEEN PROVEN TO WORK -- NO MATTER WHERE IN WORLD -- TO MAKE
QUALITY HEALTH CARE ACCESSIBLE TO ALL.
MR. CHAIRMAN; IF Gt1 AND CHRYSLER AND FORD CAN JOIN HANDS WITH
THEIR JAPANESE COUNTERPARTS TO GIVE US BETTER CARS AT COMPETITIVE
PRICES; WHY CAN'T WE IN CALIFORNIA DO THE SAME REGARDING HEALTH
CARE?

WELL; WE CAN!

AND

AB 2801

IS THE BILL TO MAKE IT HAPPEN,

THANK YOU; MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS; FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO SHARE
WITH YOU A VIEW THAT IS HELD UNANIMOUSLY BY THE
OUR COMMISSION.

RICHARD JONES; MEMBER
CALIFORNIA CoMMISSION ON AGING

-3-
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25 MEMBERS OF

CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE

CO~~ITTEE:

AS I UNDERSTAND, THE PURPOSE OF A.B.

28~1

IS TO BRING

FORTH A PROPOSAL FOR A STATE HEALTH CARE PLAN FOR CONSIDERATION AND ENACTMENT BY THE STATE LEGISLATURE.

IN THE BILL, AS

I READ IT, THERE ARE SOME RESTRICTIONS AND GUIDELINES FOR YOU
TO FOLLOW.

I STRONGLY DISAPPROVE OF THESE RESTRICTIONS AND

GUIDELINES.

(A)

THE PANEL IS UNFAIR.

THE PANEL IS OVERLOADED

WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION, PROVIDERS OF HEALTH CARE SERVICES AND INSURANCE cm1PANIES
ENGAGED IN SELLING HEALTH INSURANCE.
LOT MOHE

(B)

Pl·:OPI.I·:

l NVOLVI·:D

'1'1!/\N 'l'III•:Sl·:

THERE ARE
nw;

A

I NE~;s IN'l'ElmS'l'S.

THE PROPOSED PLAN WOULD HAVE TO BE A VOLUNTARY

ONE, NOT MANDATORY.

(C)

IT WOCLD BE PRIVATELY FUNDED.

(D)

IT ELIMINATES FROti CONSIDERATION, THE STUDY OF

FOREIGN PLANS THAT GO OUTSIDE OF THESE GUIDELINES.

WE, THE GRAY PANTHERS OF SAN PEDRO, ARE OPPOSED TO
ANY PLAN THAT IS VOLUNTARY.

WHY?

BECAUSE THE RICH WOULD NOT

JOIN AND THE POOR COULD NOT PAY THEIR vJAY, THUS LEAVING ONLY
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THE MIDDLE CLASS.

A HEALTH PLAN MUST BE MANDATORY AND COMPREHENSIVE TO
BE SUCCESSFUL.

TO MAKE A POINT, I SHALL DIGRESS FOR A MOMENT.

DURING THE DEPRESSION DAYS, WHEN THE UNIONS WERE ORGANIZED,
THE QUESTION WAS RAISED THAT THE UNIONS SEEK HEALTH PLANS AND
PENSIONS FROM THE EM.PLOYERS.

I, AT THE TIME, AN ORGJI.NIZER

AND UNION OFFICIAL, OPPOSED THE IDEA OF EACH UNION SEEKING
THESE BENEFITS AND ARGUED THAT WE MUST
PLANS TO COVER ALL OF OUR PEOPLE.

HA\~

STATE AND NATIONAL

NEEDLESS TO SAY, I LOST OUT.

I ARGUED THAT A STRONG UNION COULD EXACT GOOD HEALTH
AND PENSION PLANS, THOSE FAIRLY STRONG WOULD GET
PLANS AND THAT WEAK UNIONS WOULD GET NOTHING.
FIFTY YEARS TO PROVE THAT I WAS RIGHT.

SO~£

MEDIOCRE

IT HAS TAKEN

JUST READ THE PAPERS

AND YOU WILL NOTE THAT HARDLY A DAY GOES BY THAT HEALTH PLANS
ARE BEING

DECIK~TEP,

''

DROPPED, OR THE COSTS INCREASED.

MILLIONS

OF WORKERS 1 FORMERLY COVERED BY PLANS, ARE NO!/ l'JITHOUT SATISFACTORY HEALTH CARE.

THIS IS TRUE OF THE PENSIONS AS WELL.

NOW Bl\CK TO 'l'l!E BILL.

PRIVATE FUNDING, BY MY INTERPRE-

TATION, WOULD MEAN THAT THE PLAN WOULD BE NOTHING MORE OR LESS
THAN AN INSURANCE PLAN WITH HMO'S SUPPLYING THE SERVICE AND THE
PUBLIC PAYING THE PREMIUMS.

IN OTHER WORDS, IT WOULD STRICTLY

BE A PROFIT MAKING PLAN THAT WOULD RESULT IN HIGH PREMIUMS,
CORRUPTION AND POOR HEALTH CARE.

42-2-

IN MY OPINION, IT WOULD BE

IN THE SAHE CATEGORY WE FIND OURSELVES WITH THE MEDICARE
SYSTEM, WHICH IS RIFE WITH CORRUPTION, POOR HEALTH CARE, AND
A SYSTEM vlHERE OBSCENE PROFITS AND SALARIES C0r1E BEFORE
QUALITY HEALTH CARE.

I SHALL DIGRESS HERE FOR ANOTHER MOMENT TO GIVE YOU
AN IDEA OF WHAT I HAVE IN MIND.

THESE ARE SOHE OF THE SALARIES

PAID TO OUR HEALTH CARE ORGANIZATIONS.

e

DAVID JONES, CO-FOUNDER AND

CHAI~~N

OF HUMAMA,

INC., THE LARGE FOR-PROFIT HOSPITAL CHAIN, HAD
COMPENSATION OF $18,116,000 IN 1985, THE SECOND
HIGHEST PAID EXECUTIVE IN A.HERICA.

0

THOMAS PRIST, JR., CO-FOUNDER AND HEAD OF HOSPITAL
CORPORATION OF AMERICA, RECEIVED A SALARY INCREASE
''
FROM $1.4 TO
$2

e

~ILLION.

RICHARD EARNER OF NATIONJ\L HEDICAL ENTERPRISES
ROSE FROM $1.1 TO $6.4 MILLION.

e

ROBEH'r VAN 'I'UYLE, OF 'rl1E LARGEST NURSING HOME
CHAIN, BEVERLY ENTERPRISES: HIS SALARY ALSO WENT
UP, TO $1.9 MILLION.

CHIEF PHARMACEUTICAL EXECUTIVES AVERAGED $982,000 SALARY IN

-343

1984, UP 28% FROM 1983, YET IN THE SAHE YEAF., THE AVEP.AGE PAY
HIKE FOR AMERICAN \'JORKERS lfJAS ONLY 4%! ! !

SO~..E

SAY THAT PRIVATE ENTERPRISE CAN DO BETTER THAN

GOVERNMENT.

THIS IS A MYTH PROHOTED BY MONEYED INTERESTS.

I SHALL GIVE JUST TWO EXAMPLES TO PROVE THIS IS A HYTH.
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, IN THE EARLY FORTIES, A

IN

STE&~SHIP

LINE WAS READY FOR BANKRUPTCY, BUT IN ORDER TO GET OUT FROM
UNDER, THE STOCKHOLDERS TURNED OVER THE ENTIRE ASSETS, PROPERTY,
AND INVESTOR'S SHARES, IN OTHER WORDS, LOCK, STOCK AND BARREL,
TO THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

THE, THEN, FINANCE CHAIRMAN OF

CALIFORNIA, GEORGE KILLIAN, UNDER GOVERNOR CULBERT OLSEN, TOOK
CHARGE AND, AFTER A NUMBER OF YEARS, HE" BROUGHT THE STEA1-1SHIP
LINE BACK TO A MONEY MAKING OPERATION, AT WHICH TIME THE STOCKHOLDERS SUED TO GET IT BACK.
THEY SUED THE STATE FOR THE

THEY \vON OUT AND GOT IT BACK~ 1fHEN
~10NEY

IT H2\D MADE AND WON AGAIN.

THE STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA TOOK OVER A BANKRUPT RAILROAD
AND

~..ADE

IT SUCCESSFUL AND IT IS N0\"1 SERVING FIVE STATES WITHIN

THEIR PERIMETER, AND

~..AKING

MONEY.

NO HORE OF THE BALONEY THAT PRIVATE INDUSTRY CAN DO
BETTER.
SYSTEM

WE NEED A REAL NON-PROFIT HEALTH CAPE
~.VHEREBY

SYSTE~1,

A

THE PEOPLE'S HEALTH COMES FIRST, RATHER THAN

PROFITS.

I PROPOSE TO THE COMMITTEE, THAT IT STUDY \'lEST GERMANY 1 S

44
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HEALTH CARE SYSTEM, WHICH REPORTEDLY IS THE BEST IN THE WORLD.
ALSO, THE COMMITTEE SHOULD TAKE A GOOD LOOK AT
DELLUMS' BILL BEFORE THE CONGRESS.

I

~1

CONGRESS~~N

GIVING YOU A SYNOPSIS

OF THE DELLUMS' BILL WHICH WILL HELP TO GUIDE YOU IN YOUR
DELIBERATIONS AND, ALSO, A COPY OF WORLD HEALTH SYSTEMS RATINGS.

LET THOSE THAT SAY WE CANNOT AFFORD A TRUE HEALTH PLAN
TAKE INTO

08NSID~T[ON

THAT ISRAEL HAS A NATIONAL HEALTH PLAN

AND WE, THE AMERICAN TAXPAYERS, ARE PAYING FOR IT.
STOP SPENDING BILLIONS OF DOLLARS TO KILL
SPEND THE MONEY TO PRESERVE HUMAN LIFE.

HU}~N

LET'S

BEINGS AND

2.2 MILLION ELDERLY

LIVE BEL0\"1 THE PROVERTY LINE AND DO NOT QUALIFY FOR }1EDICAID
AND SPEND ONE-FOURTH TO ONE-THIRD OF THEIR

INCO~£

ON HEALTH

CARE.
f

Pl(j~IJV

I SAY, LET'S STOP SPENDING AND WASTING BILLIONS OF
A

''
TAXPAYERS' MONEY TO KILL

HU~AN

BEINGS AND SPEND IT TO PRESERVE

HUHAN LIVES.

I THANK YOU.
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EDWARD R. ROYBAL
Olairman, House Select Committee on Aging

June 23, I

WHY WE AS A NATION f\EED "USf-EALTH"
TO DISMANTLE EXISTING BARRIERS TO ACCESSING t-EALTH CARE:

e

Between 1979 and 1984t the number of Americans without any health insurance
increased by more than 20 percent. (Source: New England Journal of Medicine, May
I, 1986) Approximately 33 million Americans lacked health insurance in I 984,
(Source: American Hospital Association Report) representing 16 percent of the
nonelderly population. (Source: Urban Institute)

e

As much of a public concern as the number of Americans without any form of
health insurance is the number who hove inadequate health insurance - the
underinsured population. As with the uninsured, the underinsured live with the
threat of financial hardship if faced with a major illness. Depending on the way
underinsured is defined, estimates of the proportion of the privately insured
population under 65 years of age who is inadequately insured range from 8 percent
to 26 percent. {Source: Congressional Research Service)
Many Americans work for small businesses that don't provide health benefits.
Nearly 65 percent of the uninsured ore employed adults or their dependents.
(Source: American Hospital Association Report)

e

When the concept of insurance is expanded to include long term care coverage,
almost the entire population is considered to be underinsured. Nursing home
coverage isn't provided by Blue Cross and Blue Shield Associations, Medicare
(except for a short stay), and most commercial plans. And at a cost of $20,000 to
$50,000 a year nursing home care would be financially devastating to most.
According to a specialist in health care problems facing the elderfy, on individual
would have to have $500,000 in assets producing about $40,000 a year· to cover
nursing home bills. (Business Week, March II , 1985)

e

According to a Robert Wood Johnson Foundation study of 1982 data, over one
million American families were denied health core because they locked the ability
to pay for it. Almost four million American families needed health care but did not
obtain it. (Source: Robert Woods Johnson Foundation Special Report)

•

Between 1975 and 1983, as a result of changes in Medicaid eligibility requirements,
proportion of low-income Americans insured by Medicaid fell from 63 percent
to 46 percent. This decline occurred during a period when there was a 27 percent
increase in the number of Americans living at or below 125 percent of the federal
poverty level. (Source: New England Journal of Medicine, May I, 1986) The
nation's program to provide coverage for health care for the poor - Medicaid actually provided care to less than half of the poor population in 1983. The cut-off
level for Medicaid eligibility fell below 55 percent of the federal poverty
threshold in 23 states in 1984. (Source: Business and Health, September 1984)
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TO SLOW CURRENT l-EALTH CARE COST SPIRAL
e

Notional health expenditures hove been increasing for the lost 50 years aggregate terms and on a per capita basis as well as a percentage of GNP.
According to the Deportment of Health and Human Services, an estimated $454
billion is being spent on health care in 1986, an average of $1812 per person.
Furthermore, while the CPI rose 4.3 percent from 1984-86, health expenditures rose
8.3 percent. (Source: Health Care Financing Administration, 1986)
National health expenditures are projected to grow to $640 billion by 1990,
representing 11.3 percent of the Gross National Product. (Source: Health Care
Financing Administration, 1986)

•

Even for those who hove some type of health core coverage, the associated out-ofpocket costs (as a result of premiums, deductibles, and copayments as well as
payment for noncovered services) are often catastrophic. For instance, the elderly
- most of whom ore covered under Medicare - will be spending just over 16
percent of their income on health care in 1986, averaging $I ,850 per person. Older
persons now pay a larger portion of their income for health core than they did
before Medicare was enacted. (Source: House Select Committee on Aging, 1986)

•

By ill.L it is projected that the elderly's out-of-pocket costs will represent 18.5
percent of their income, averaging $2633 per person. In 1991 it is estimated that
the elderly will be paying about 40 percent of their own health care costs. (Source:
House Select Committee on Aging, 1986)
Both public and private health coverage is targeted to acute care costs. Coverage
for primary care, in-home core, and especially long-term-care - the most
catastrophic form of care - is inadequate. Concerning the latter, nearly two out
three elderly persons living alone will impoverish themselves after only 13 weeks
in a nursing home. (Source: House Select Committee on Aging, 1985)
Of the country's 80 million families, it is reported that one-fifth incur "catastrophic
out-of-pocket medical expenses -costs that absorb an abnormally high percentage
of their total income. (Source: National Center for Health Services Research, May
1986)
.

TO IMPROVE rEALTH CARE DELIVERY
•

A recent comparison of infant mortality rates - a frequently used indicator of a
population's health status - among industrialized countries reveals the United
States continues to have high levels of infant mortality relative to other
industrialized nations. The U.S infant mortality rate in 1983 was 11.2 (the number
of deaths of babies between birth and one year of age per l 000 live births).
(Congressional Research Service, 1986)
Based on the 1986 findings of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
Inspector General, remature dischar es and ina ro riate transfers from hospitals
occur within the Medicare program. Source: U.S. Inspector General, 1986)
Approximately 30 percent of Americans- 50.4 million persons -believe our health
system has "so much wrong with it that we need to rebuild our health core system
completely." (Robert Woods Johnson Foundation Special Report)
49
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THE "USHEALTH" PROGRAM ACT - BIU. DESCRIPTION

1n attempt to deal with the problems facing the American health care system, a series of
are proposed. The provisions of this bill, if enacted, establish the USHeolth program
care costs
government, States, employers, and
needed services; helps maintain quality; and increases

SECTION h COST CONTAINMENT
containment measures. Greater incentives are
States are encouraged to implement stateas they perform as weil as the federal program.
greater incentives for Health Maintenance
• The payment for HMOs is raised from the 95
rate (AAPC) to I00 percent of AAPC as of 1992. The
encourage beneficiaries to enroll in
.,.,..,,.,.1'1 to encourage their employees to enroll in HMOs.
The
hea
care cost containment program includes all services and patients. The
cost containment provisions take effect in 1992 and include the following:
- Inpatient hospital care is paid on the basis of Medicare's prospective payment system
using the Diagnostic Related Groupings and adjusted for population differences (for
example, based on a severity index). Future pa~ment increases ore limited to
.
increases in per capita Gross National Product.
- Physician, nursing home, home health, hospice, and ancillary services (including
prescription drugs} are paid on the basis of a prospectively set, fixed fee developed in
consultation
health care providers and adjusted for differences in patient
population,
input prices. Future payment increases ore limited to
increases in
National Product.
- Exceptions to
system include payments to qualified Health Maintenance
in States with an approved state-sponsored cost
Organizations
containment program. Future payment increases for Health Maintenance
Organizations and state-sponsored cost containment programs ore also limited in
effect to increases per capita Gross National Product.
- Payments to all providers are to be adjusted as necessary to ensure reasonable
avai lab lity of health core services in rural areas, central city areas and for other
areas or
ions.
term care services is conducted by the Peer

is

on

cap

Gross

I Product.
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Catastrophic Protection and Beneficiary Cost 'n.rn·ir1...,
Beneficiaries are protected from the cost
-t,.., •• ,,..,,"'"'
coinsurance as follows:
a.
of health care
· maximum of $500 per person per
b.
non-skilled
term

il

are

to pay

!r...,,..,,..,.. provision
,.....,,.,"~n-r

individuals
However, a
access to needed

•

severo sources as

lth."
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Benefits:
Beginning in 1992, the basic health benefits package, for all enrollees, are similar to
Medicaid "categorically needy" package and include the following: inpatient hospital services,
outpatient hospital services, physician services, rural health clinic services, laboratory, x-ray
services, EPSDT (for those under age 21 ), family planning (individuals of child-bearing age),
preventive care, prescription drugs, physical therapy, occupational therapy, prosthetic devices,
orthopedic shoes, nursing home services, home health services, respite core, inpatient
psychiatric hospital services, and other medical or remedial care recognized under State law
and specified by the USHealth program. Dental (including dentures) and eyeglasses are added
before the year 2000 unless total USHealth expenditures would exceed 12 percent of GNP.
More specifically, long term core benefits are covered. Full coverage is provided with
the co-payments mode to the Trust Fund. The co-payment is waived for low income and for
spend-down individuals. As part of the long term care benefit package, incentives are to be
developed to encourage fomi lies to keep a LTC family member in their home.
Beneficiaries are protected from the cost of catastrophic illness but ore required to pay
coinsurance as follows:
a. up to a maximum of $500 per person per year (indexed to per capita GNP) for health
care and skilled nursing home and home health costs, and
b. up to a maximum of $i ,000 per person per year (indexed to per capita GNP) for nonskilled long term care costs.
Payment:
Beginning in 1992, inpatient hospital cqre is paid on the basis of Medicare's prospective
payment system using the Diagnostic Related Groupings and adjusted for population
differences (for example, based on a severity index). Future hospital prospective payment rate
increases ore limited to increases in per capita Gross Notional Product as described in the cost
containment sec::tion above. Capital is no longer allowed as a pass through and is added to the
DRG payment. The adjustment to a particular DRG payment reflects the amount of capital
required for that DRG. The mean ratio of total capital outlays to total non-capitol DRG
payments is not to exceed the mean ratio for the most recent three years.
Beginning in 1992, a fixed, prospective fee schedule is used to pay all providers in full for
all non-hospital services {including physician, nursing home, home health, drugs, laboratory).
fee schedu is developed by the USHeolth Administration in consultation with the
respective provider organizations and consumer groups. In designing the fee schedule,
adjustments should be mode for differences in resource inputs and input prices. For example,
physician payments should address current inequities among geographic areas, physician
specie Ities, and types of service. To the extent possible and appropriate, the fee schedule
should reward higher quality providers. For comparison purposes, the mean weighted fee
cannot exceed the mean fee for a similar service paid under the current Medicare system as
amended by this Act. Except for adjustments to reflect servfce delivery changes, future fee
increases ore limited to no more than increases in per capita Gross Notional Product.
· Beginning in 1992, the payment for HMOs is raised from 95 percent of the Average Area
Per Capito rote (AAPC) to I00 percent of AAPC. The AAPC is adjusted by age, sex, enrollee
type, and appropriate health status factors. (The federal government initiates a notional
campaign to encourage beneficiaries to enroll in qualified HMOs.)
Beginning in 1992, the approved health care provider fee is full payment.
Medical education is paid on the some basis as under current Medicare low.
This provision does not apply in States with federally qualified alternative payment
programs.

.
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Delivery System:
HMOs are the preferred providers of health care for beneficiaries. The USHeaith
Administration shall require require participating HMOs (including
CMPs, and IPAs) to
be qualified as specified under Title XIII of
Pub
Health Service
beginning in 1992.
HMOs must continue to be qualified on on annual basis. HMOs shall
penalized or removed
from the program when they no longer meet the HMO qualification standards. The Office of
Health Maintenance Organization's cost for carrying out the ongoing qualification process is
covered by the Trust Fund.
Beneficiary Information:
Publications are provided which give side-by-side comparisons of HMOs each area of
the country. The use of HMOs is promoted, including the provision of a comparison of
with the non-HMO providers in terms of quality assurance, covered services, and out-of-pocket
costs to the elderly and disabled. {Information on the quality assurance system and the
availability of a consumer hot-lin~ ore described in the quality ,assurance section.)
B. MEDICARE AND MEDICAID:
It upon those
USHeaith replaces the current Medicare and Medicaid programs and is
two programs. All Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries ore entitled to enrol in USHealth.
C. PRiVATE INSURANCE:

The only private insurance which remains would be for benefits beyond those provided in
USHealth. Any costs would not qualify far a tax deduction either for employers or for
individuals.
Insurance companies are permitted and encouraged to perform intermediary and carrier
functions under contract to the USHealth Trust Fund.

SECTION Ul: DEUVERY SYSTEM

As described above, Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs) and similar delivery
systems are to become the primary vehicle for delivering health and continuing care services
in the long term. This is not to limit future delivery systems. to the current definition of
HMOs as long as alternative delivery systems are initially and continuously qualifi'ed by the
USHealth Administration, provide the full range of benefits, and perform as effectively in
terms of quality, access, cost to the consumer, cost to the respective third party payer, and
covered services.
Campaign to Promote HMOs
The federal government is to conduct a national media campaign to encourage the
development of and enrollment in HMOs.
Incentives for HMOs
II improves the HMOs' financial position relative to other delivery approaches by
payment rote to 100 percent of the Average Area Per Capita rate by 1992.
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SECTION IV: QUALITY ASSURANCE SYSTEM:
The current Medicare quality assurance (QA) system of Peer Review Organizations) is
upgraded to cover all medical services (inpatient and outpatient) for all patients and ail
providers and to place as much emphasis on quality assurance as on cost containment. Most
provisions are to be phased in as of January I, 1991. A State has the option to obtain a waiver
from this requirement if it establishes its own plan of quality assurance and as long as it
provides at least the same level of protection as the amended federal plan.
Increased E111>hasis on Quality Assurance:
This bill requires DHHS and, subsequently, the USHealth Administration to award,
administer, and evaluate its PRO contracts under the stipulation that at least one-half of the
PROs' level of effort is for the purpose of quality assurance as of January I, 1991.
Extension to All Patients and Payers:
· This bill requires the DHHS and, subsequently, the USHealth Administration and its
contract PROs to conduct quality assurance for all patients.
Extension to All Medical Services:
This bill requires the DHHS, and, subsequently, the USHealth Administration and its
contract PROs to conduct quality assurance activities on all medical providers including
hospitals, physician offices, nursing homes, home health agencies, and hospices. The level of
PRO effort expended on each type of provider is in proportion to the national health care
expenditures for this type of provider. Similarly, membership on PRO boards reflects the
range of health care providers reviewed by the PRO.
1-iospital Discharge Planning:
This bill sets guidelines for discharge planning to protect against inappropriate discharges
and to ensure a smooth and timely transition to post-hospital care. It also requires that
hospitals have in place a discharge planning process that begins as close to the time of hospital
admission as appropriate and that alerts nursing home and home health providers of a patient's
anticipated need for post-hospital care at the earliest possible time.

Quality Assurance "Hot-line":
This bill requires PROs to have a 7-day-a-week hot-line for receiving questions and
complaints from health care providers, consumers, and interested parties concerning health
care quality problems. PROs are required to assist in the resolution of any legitimate quality
related problems. The USHealth Administration, in coordination with each PRO~ shall provide
beneficiaries with the hot-line number for their PRO in a way that can be easily -attached to
their USHealth cards.
Local Consumer Advisory Board:
This bill requires each PRO to have a Consumer Advisory Board (CAB) by October I,
1986 which conducts ongoing oversight of the PROs, provides input into the award and
evaluation of PRO contracts, and can receive input from Medicare beneficiaries and other
interested parties. The CAB and the PRO ore responsible for educating consumers on quality
assurance and on the availability of assistance from the PRO and other agencies. The PRO
makes available to the CAB such information and staff as ore necessary to carry out the CAB
function, but not review information on either individual health care providers or consumers.
The CAB is required to prepare an annual report on the PRO's performance and submit
that report to the respective Governor(s), to the national Council on Quality Assurance, and to
DHHS and, subsequently, the USHealth Administration. CAB input is to be utilized in
decisions to award PRO contracts.
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The CAB consists of S-7 volunteer members appointed by the respective Governor of the
State covered by the PRO and representing organizations of the elderly, the disabled, the poor
and other consumers.
.
National Council on Quality Assurance:
This bill requires the establishment of a notional Council on Quality Assurance (CQA).
The Council's function is to provide oversight on the operations of the quality assurance
system and make recommendations to DHHS and, subsequently, the USHealth Administration,
and to the Congress for its improvement. Its oversight function includes the review of the
administration of quality assurance, the overall performance of the PROs and woivered state
plans, reports of the Consumer Advisory Boards, quality assurance studies and methodologies
developed by DHHS, the USHeolth Administration and others, the data needs of the PROs and
input from interested parties.
DHHS and, subsequently, the USHeolth Administration ore required to provide such
information as is needed by CQA to corry out its responsibilities. Based upon these reviews,
the Council is to make recommendations annually for improving quality assurance to DHHS
and, subsequently, the USHeolth Administration, and to the Congress. DHHS and,
subsequently, the USHealth Administration ore required to take into account CQA input in its
administration of the PRO program.
The Congressional Office of Technology Assessment (OT A) will provide for the
appointment of the fifteen member Council consisting of equal numbers of health core
providers, health core consumers, and experts in quality assurance. Subject to the review by
OTA, the Council may employ staff as nece~sory to corry out these functions.
Studies and Reports:
The USHeolth Administration shall prepare on annual report which assesses the
performance of the quality assurance system and addresses the recommendations of the CQA
and the concerns and recommendations of the CABs. DHHS and, subsequently, the USHealth
Admini-stration shall analyze the impact which the federal cost containment system,
limitations on health care provider payments, and Health Maintenance Organizations have had
on health core quality, access and beneficiary cost and submit an annual report to Congress.
The USHealth Administration shall conduct studies on and develop improved methodologies for
quafity assessment and assurance for health care services including hospital, physician, nursing
home, home health services, and hospice services. The USHeolth Administration shall submit
on annual report to Congress on the progress toward developing such methodologies.
Financing:
.
As compared to current low and adjusted for inflation, the funding level for the PRO
program is increased by SO percent in FY 1992 (first year ~f implementation), by 65 percent in
FY 1993, and by 75 percent in FY 1994 and in subsequent years. The funding for the CQA and
the PROs program will be mode from the Trust Fund. For those States with their own
federally qualified quality assurance plans, the USHeolth Administration is authorized to make
available funds up to the amount that would have gone to the respective PRO as authorized
above.
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SECTION V: FINANCING OF Ti-E USHEALTH PROGRAM

Much of the long term cost of expanding access and reducing costs for all beneficiaries
comes from reducing health care cost inflation for all payers and all health care providers.
Health care cost savings are expanded by holding cost increases down to per capita
growth in GNP.
- Beneficiary cost-sharing applies to all services (but is limited by the catastrophic
provisions).

-

In order to finance the USHealth program and to provide an orderly transition from the
current system of financing health care, USHealth is financed through the following revenue
sources:
-

A premium approximating the cost of the "Medicare Part B premium payment" is
charged to people over the age of 65. This premium may be waived for elderly with
incomes under the poverty level.
Employers pay a tax based on a percentage of employee compensation. The basis for
setting that percentage is the aggregate amount which employers ore paying under the
current system for employee and retiree health benefits in 1990.
The cigarette excise tax is raised by 16~ and indexed to per capita GNP •
. The "Medicare payroll tax" is expanded to cover all income levels.
States provide revenues equal on average to I /2 cost of the poor (i.e., everyone under
poverty level). Payment formula is as follows: (total cost of poor) X 112 X (State
population I US population) X (State per capita income I National per capita income).
An earmarked surcharge on all corporate and personal income taxes is made which
equals the amount necessary to maintain the solvency of the USHealth Trust Fund.
(FinanCing formula: Total US Health expenditures minus cost cost sharing minus cost
savings minus State share minus cigarette add-on minus the "Medicare payroll tax"
minus the employer tax minus other revenue additions = Net revenue required from
an X% surcharge on federal corporate and individual income tax.) .
Revenues are placed in the USHealth Trust Fund which is off-budget.
Within 6 years, the Trust Fund should have an appropriate reserve for contingencies.

-

-

-

·.

For more information on the "USHeolth" Program Act, contact the House Select Committee
on Aging (202-226-3375), Room 712, Annex I, Washington, D.C. 205 I 5.
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Mr. Hauser:
It was very refreshing and a
Thank you for your testimony.
unique approach, and your criticisms of the previous legislation
Thank you.
are certainly heard.
Mr. Batinovich:
I might raise one question.
I noticed that in the last session
of the Legislature, that the Legislature unanimously, 120
members, voted for health care to be paid by the taxpayers, to
the tune of $3 23, (iH10 a year.
Was any mention ever brought up
about also having the health plan paid by the State for all the
people?
Mr. Hauser:
Not during the debate on that
that those who voted against
benefits, as well as those who
point is well taken.
Thank you
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particular bill.
I should note
my bill voted for their own
supported my legislation.
Your
very much.

Mr. Hauser:
Mr. Car1 K. Oshiro, Director, SpPcia1

Projects, Consumers Union.

Mr. Oshiro:
Mr. Hauser, Members of the Committee:
Thank you for the
opportunity to testify this morning.
You have big issues on your
hands here.
And what I'd like to cover is really background for
you.
As you consider these weighty issues, you should be aware
of the problems in our current delivery system with private
health insurance in this State, specifically as it's delivered to
seniors.
Frankly, the delivery of private health insurance in California
to senior citizens is a scandal.
Recently, the Select Committee
on Aging of the u.s. House of Representatives issued a report
covering this, and they labelled it a crisis.
What they found
was that in 1986, senior citizens will spend some 13 billion
dollars for private health insurance to supplement Medicare.
Of
this amount, that committee estimated 3 billion dollars will be
wasted because of fraud, deception, and other abusive practices
by insurance companies and their agents.
It's really private
industry at its worst.
From beginning to end of the process,
there are abuses.
Bonnie Burns, the previous witness, mentioned
the complaint the Consumers' Union filed recently with the State
Attorney General.
The complaint was against 19 entities
including insurance companies, insurance agencies, dummy firms
set up by companies and agencies, and lead development firms.
What these companies were doing was systematically attempting to
scare senior citizens into buying more health insurance.
They
were posing as phony government agencies, they were posing as
bogus senior citizens' groups.
Now I think anybody in the
insurance industry or outside of it would say that that's not a
lawful practice. We found that that practice violated some dozen
laws of this state.
It's going on today.
In the Oakland
ribune, the president of one of those lead development firms
said that his firm alone sent over a hundred thousand of those
cards into California.
Senior citizens continue to receive ....
But that's just the beginning of the process.
What that does is
get an agent on the doorstep.
At that point, the abuses continue
-- their high-pressure sales techniques, there are even more
scare tactics, there is exaggeration of benefits, agents, as Miss
Burns said, overload seniors with redundant policies, costing
them thousands of dollars in just wasted coverage.
And perhaps
one of the most serious abuses we found is that insurance
companies are systematically cheating senior citizens of millions
of dollars in health insurance benefits.
In 1980, the California
Legislature directed the insurance commission to issue
regulations which would ensure elderly consumers that they were
receiving reasonable benefits for the premium dollars they were
paying.
Direct the insurance commissioner to adopt what's known
as lost ratios.
Bonnie mentioned that term in connection with
the cartoon strip.
The commissioner adopted regulations which
are binding on all companies selling Medicare supplement policies
in California.
Those regulations state that individual policies
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must have loss ratios of at least 60 percent.
That means for
every dollar the company receives in premiums, it has to pay back
60 cents in benefits to seniors. Our research into this question
with filings by companies with the Department indicates that many
companies are violating this standard, not just by a few percent
but by huge percentages.
I've provided the Commit tee consultant with some data,
like to also supply you.
Mr. Hauser:
Carl, could I also get -- I
the petition itself

and I'd

realize you have provided a copy of

Mr. Oshiro:
I'd like to direct your attention to the attachment to the
release -- there are two attachments there.
The first attachment
is a list of fifteen policies that we found going over public
filings of this year, of Medicare supplement policies with loss
ratios of less than 50 percent.
As you recall, the legal
standard is 60 percent.
And in that 1 i st, there are companies
with 1 oss ratios as low as 4. 6 percent, and 28. 3 percent.
Each
of these policies have been approved by the Department of
Insurance for sale in the state of California.
Also I direct
your attention to the second attachment, which follows.
It looks
like this.
This is a filing by Federal Home Life Insurance of
Battle Creek, Michigan.
It was filed before June 30, 1986. What
it presents is some data concerning Medicare supplement sales in
California by that company.
It indicates that that company sold
earned premiums of over 6 million dollars in California, and
incurred claims and increased policy reserves by only $562,767.
According to that company, its loss ratio was 9.3 percent.
Now,
if this company were made to comply with California's 60 percent
loss ratio, it should be paying benefits seven times that amount
-- roughly 3 million dollars more just for this company alone.
I
think what we have here is really a massive deprivation of
benefits from senior citizens.
These policies are being sold on
a daily basis.
Here's one company with 6 million dollars in
sales.
If the abuse of senior citizens in this area is going to
be hal ted, it really is up to the Department of Insurance.
As
you are aware, Mr. Hauser, there is no federal regulation of the
business of insurance.
All of that is devoted to state
regulators.
And I wish I could say that our Department of
Insurance was tough and vigilant in doing the job, but it is not.
We've heard a lot of words from our commissioner about how
consumer-oriented she is, about how concerned about seniors
issues she is, but we haven't seen much action whenever it comes
down to it.
The Department has a history of not doing enough in
this area.
Cold lead developers, those phony mailers that Miss
Burns showed you -- those were brought to the attention of the
Department of Insurance over two years ago. No action was taken.
We again brought it to the attention of the Department in April
of this year.
People who received it said, "This is a serious
problem - we'll look into it."
Nothing happened.
So for that
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reason, two weeks ago, we filed this formal complaint after
completing our own investigations, against nineteen entities that
we came up with.
The Consumers Union doesn't have subpoena
power.
Yet our own informal research turned up nineteen
companies.
And the Attorney General was looking at it, he says
he believes it's a serious problem.
In fact, one of the things
that I hope to do while I'm down here is meet with the
investigators for that agency.
The Department had a two-year
head start.
So far, it's issued one cease-and-desist order
against one agency, and it's issued an Order to Show Cause
against another.
This is not enough to stop the problems that
are going on in this area.
Another area where the Department of
Insurance is not doing enough is that it has failed to provide
senior citizens with information that seniors could use to
protect themselves against marketplace abuses, and also to shop
wisely among policies.
One of the serious problems in this area
is the complexity of the coverage.
No two policies are alike,
Medicare coverage is complex, and it's important for the market
to operate that the Department give seniors information they can
use.
Other state commissioners do this on a regular basis.
We
found at least a half a dozen other states that are providing
side-by-side comparisons of Medicare supplement policies sold in
that state, so that seniors can judge for themselves which policy
meets their needs.
Some of those agencies are actually
publishing loss ratio information, so that a senior could see,
"Aha, this company's paying me less than 10 cents on the dollar.
I'm going to avoid that company."
The Department has no such
information.
The Commissioner said they're working on it -so
far, there's no product, and I don't think there's any time table
for a product.
The last time the Department did something in
this area was in 1981 when it had a handbook on Medicare
supplement policies, but it really was window-dressing.
It
printed a total of 1,000 copies for distribution.
I think that's
more for your consumption as legislators than for seniors'
consumption as consumers.
I think the question of loss ratios
really points out the Department's attitude in this area.
By
laws that you pass, the Department is supposed to be the
watchdog.
The watchdog watching for abuse by companies, watching
for abuse by agents.
If it's watching it's not watching very
losely, and it's certainly not biting at all.
The loss ratio
problem shows that senior citizens are literally being cheated of
millions of dollars, that they're paying too much and receiving
too little in this area.
Mr. Hauser:
Thank you very much, Carl.

We do have a couple of questions ..•.

Car ,
'd like to start with one of the last comments you made
about the 1,000 pamph1ets that were printed in 1981. Do you have
a
other information relative to the printing of those pamphlets
other than what you've just told us?
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Mr. Oshiro:
No, I've tried to get a copy of the pamphlet.
are all out.

I understand they

Mr. Peter Groom:
I think Mr. Hauser and others should know a little bit of
background on that, to put that into some form of perspective.
First off, there was a problem that occurred in 1981, which dealt
with the state budget.
And the decision and that particular
pamphlet, or any pamphlet, is not necessarily - I mean, there's
some reasoning behind that.
There was an order by then-Governor
Brown in which all printing would be reduced to as little as
possible, and further that travel would be reduced.
That had a
direct impact on the Department of Insurance.
That truly did.
Other departments had that, but I think that should be known.
And by the way, that gave rise to legislation which required the
Insurance Commissioner to investigate consumer complaints and to
disseminate information. Because the genesis of that showed that
unless the Legislature put into statute the requirement that
information be disseminated, the Insurance Commissioner would
have little to go on except inherent authority and power.
I
think that's important that be put on the record.
That's
somewhat in defense of the Department, Mr. Chairman, but I think
it should be articulated.
Mr. Hauser:
Whatever the problems were, we are now in 1986 and ..•••
Now I guess when the Department comes up, we can ask them what's
happened since '81. But that's another issue. What I would last
like to ask you about is, in the amount of time that you have
spent in working on this particular problem, how many times have
you met with the Department of Insurance staff that you can
recall?
Mr. Oshiro:
I have met with the Department staff on three occasions.
The
first occasion was with Mr. Brookhart who is chief of the
Consumer Affairs Division, and it was on that occasion that I
showed him copies of the mailers, and this was back in January of
this year.
And in fact it was Mr. Brookhart who said he thought
this was a serious problem.
In the months that followed, I
talked with people in his investigations unit, in his rate
regulation unit, and then most recently, in the legal department.
Mr. Hauser:
OK, in your conversations did you
Francisco office?
Mr. Oshiro:
Yes.
Mr. Hauser:
That would be your legal folks?
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talk

to anyone in the San

Mr. Oshiro:
And also investigations with Mr. Ward who is ....
Mr. Hauser:
Head of Investigations.
OK, in your conversations, well, let me
just ask it a little differently, did you, from looking at your
documents, were you aware of the state of Washington and their
efforts in this area?
Did you at any time have a discussion
about the state of Washington and what i t ' s done and
accomplished, with the California staff?
Mr. Oshiro:
Yes, with at least three different staff people.
I provided them
with the copies of the cease-and-desist order that the Insurance
Commissioner in Washington State has issued, I've reminded them
that that agency has been active in stopping this activity -- to
make them aware that other states have considered it illegal.
Mr. Hauser:
Was there any discussion on their part about their
acknowledgement about what happens in Washington, or was that all
new information from your perception?
Mr. Oshiro:
And at
The general reaction was that it was all new information.
least with some staff, there was some resistance to i t , I
believe.
Mr. Hauser:
What about the National Association of Insurance Commissioners
and their work in this area?
Are you aware of that, number one,
and number two, if you are, was the Department of Insurance aware
and did they comment to you about any of that effort?
Mr. Oshiro:
The Department here did not mention anything about any work at
the NAIC.
I'm aware that the Washington State Commissioner and
other state insurance commissioners outside of California have
asked for more work in that area.
Mr. Hauser:
Thank you.
We're going to start with the California Regulatory Agency
response before lunch, and I would like to ask if the
representative is here from the Commissioner's Office of the
Department of Insurance?
Would you like to lead off the
response, please?

Publisher of Consumer Reports

...

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Wednesday, October 15, 1986, 9:30 A.M.
Contact: Carl K. Oshiro [415] 431-6747
DEUKMEJIAN ADMINISTRATION APPROVES SALE OF SUBSTANDARD INSURANCE:
POLICIES PAY ELDERLY CONSUMERS LESS THAN REQUIRED BY STATE RULES.

Today, Consumers Union, the nonprofit publisher of consumer
Reports, petitioned California Governor George Deukmejian and
State Insurance Commissioner Roxani Gillespie to establish a
Senior citizens Insurance Bill of Rights to protect elderly
consumers from fraud and abuse in the sale of health insurance.
Joining consumers Union in the formal petition was the Older
Women's League, National Senior Citizens Law Center, Gray Panthers
of Sacramento, Medicare Advocacy Project of Los Angeles,
MidPeninsula Health Services, North Bay Health Systems Agency,
Napa County Legal Assistance Agency, and Senior Network Services
of santa Cruz.
"Insurance companies and their agents are misleading and
pressuring seniors into spending hundreds and sometimes thousands
of dollars for policies that deliver far less than they should,"
said Carl Oshiro attorney for Consumers Union.

According to a

recent study by the U.S. House of Representatives, Select
Committee on Aging, senior citizens will spend about $13 billion
for private health insurance to supplement medicare this year.

Of

this amount, $3 billion will be wasted because of unfair and
deceptive practices by the insurance industry.
Nattonal Office
256 Wash1ngton Street· Mount Vernon· New York 10553
(914) 667-9400

Among the problems

West Coast Regional Office.
1535 Mission Street· San Franc1sco · Californ1a 94103
(415)431-6747

This release may be used tor legitimate news purposes only. use of material from C6''4umers Union for advertising or other commercial purposes is prohib1ied.

cited by the Congressional study is that many policies sold to
seniors return only pennies in benefits for each dollar paid in
premiums.
Consumers Union charged the Deukmejian Administration with
allowing insurance companies to sell substandard health insurance
policies to elderly consumers.

State regulations require that

policies sold to supplement medicare return at least 60 percent of
the premiums received in benefits.

But, annual reports filed with

the Department of Insurance reveal that many companies are
violating this standard.
"Insurance companies are cheating senior citizens of millions
of dollars in health insurance benefits," said Carl Oshiro,
attorney for Consumers Union.

"Seniors would be seeing some big

refunds if the Department were doing its job."
The consumer group produced a list of 15 policies which, in
1985, paid less than 49 cents in benefits for every premium dollar
paid to the company.

One company, Federal Home Life Insurance

Company, reported that last year it received over $6 million in
premiums from California seniors and paid out only $562,767 or
about 9 cents in benefits for each dollar it received.

Insurance

companies are required to furnish this information to the
Department on a yearly basis.
The petition calls for the Deukmejian Administration to halt
the sale of substandard policies in California, to require refunds
to seniors and require that insurance companies disclose to
seniors how much they expect policies to pay back in benefits.
The petition also urges the Administration to prohibit agents from
- 2 -
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...
loading seniors with redundant policies, stop deceptive mail and
television advertising for medicare supplement policies, and
require that policies be understandable by the average person.
"We'll see whether they have the courage to take on the
insurance industry," said Oshiro.

"None of this will be popular

with insurance companies, particularly those with poor policies. 11
By law, the Insurance Commissioner has 30 days to approve or deny
the petition.
The petition cites examples of abusive sales practices by
agents.

In one case, a 79-year old Santa cruz woman was sold nine

policies amounting to $6,500 in annual premiums.

In another case,

an elderly Santa Rosa couple was sold nearly $13,000 in
overlapping coverage.

Only two weeks ago, Consumers Union filed a

formal complaint with the Department of Insurance and State
Attorney General against 14 firms for using agencies with phony
government-sounding names and bogus senior citizens organizations
to sell medicare supplement insurance.
endjendjend

ADDITIONAL CONTACTS:
Roxani Gillespie
Insurance Commissioner

[213] 736-2551

- 3 -
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Fifteen Medicare Supplement Policies
With Loss Ratios of Less Than 60%1
Insurance company

policy no.

loss ratio

American Integrity Insurance co.

SS65

28.3%

Bankers Life & Casualty Co.

CR93T

42.1%

California Benefit Life Insurance co.

MD5500

4.6%

Certified Life

CER-72M

43.8%

Certified Life

CER-900

32.1%

Certified Life

CER-901

31.6%

First Farwest

MS4/MS1A

32.3%

Gerber Life Insurance Co.

MS810/MS811

38.7%

Great Republic Insuranance co.

UWMS310080CA

47.5%

Great Republic Insurance Co.

UWMS510082CA

48.9%

Preferred Risk Life Insurance Co.

L5223

31.4%

Reserve Life Insurance co.

GL65

10.6%

Reserve Life Insurance Co.

GL65-4

23.4%

Union Fidelity Life Insurance Co.

2111

39.9%

Union Fidelity Life Insurance Co.

8340

42.8%

1 Department of Insurance regulations require that all medicare
supplement policies sold in California have loss ratios of at
least 60% for individual policies and 75% for group policies.
10
Cal. Admin. Code § 2220.56. The loss ratio is the percentage of
premiums used to pay claims and set aside for loss reserves. A
28.3% loss ratio means 28.3% of the premiums received that year
was used to pay claims and loss reserves.
All the data is from the Accident & Health Pol'icy Experience
Exhibit for 1985 £iled by each company with the Department. We
contacted DOI's Legal Department at (415] 557-3848 and it
confirmed that the policies are approved for sale in California.
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MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT INSURANcitEXPERIENCE EXHIBIT
CALIFORNIA
For 111e year ended December 31, 19. ~?..

Of 111e •••••••••••....•...•••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••..•.••• ~~!i.e:~~~.~.~~~~............................................... Insurance Company

AddreSS (City, Stat& and Zip Code) ............... .7.~. ~!!~': .~~~~;~ .~Y!'.~~~~ ..~~~~:'!:~. 9~~~~~. ~~ .. ~.~~!~........................................... .
NAIC Group Code ..............•....•...... ~-~~ ....•.•...................• NAIC Company Code ........•..............•..~~!!~?......................... .
To be flied on or before Juoo 30

I

Incurred Clalms and

1
Classlllcation

increase In PoUcy Reserves

2

Premiums Earned

3

4

Percent of Premiums Earned

Amount

A.

~

(last

In !lie reporting State
calendar year)

~

1. Group:

a. Mass Market ........ .

-0-

-0-

b. Oilier .....................................................

:-?-: ...... .

-0-

562,767

6,035,268

2. Individual .............. ..

-%I

-o-

- %

-0-

····························f······················
l
9.3%

-0-

8. Experience ill !lie reporting State
{lasllllree calendar years)
1. Group:
a. Mass Market.
b. Oilier ............... .

2. IndiVIdual.

.• • •

............ r........ ~s.•.~~? ~

C. United States Totals
(Last ton~pleted calendar ye<.r)
1.

1.••.. ••.•.•• ; • •.•
_4_68 ...... .

I

_ %
-0-0........................................................
f .....................
.

. . .•. ,,;;;:;~········!··· ..........••. ;,~.:··.t···········:~: •.•••.•

I

Group:
a. Mass Market .

-0-

-0-

- %

-0-
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BEFORE THE COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE

•

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

2

3 consumers Union of United States,
4 Older Women's League,
National Senior citizens Law Center,
Gray
Panthers of Sacramento,
5
Medicare Advocacy Project,
6 .MidPeninsual Health Services,
North Bay Health Systems Agency,
Napa
County Legal A~sistance Agency,
7 Senior
Network Services,
Dr.
Leona
McGann,
8

!

9
10
11

12

Petitioners.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

___________________________________ )
ADMINISTRATIVE PETITION TO HALT THE UNFAIR AND DECEPTIVE
MARKETING OF MEDIGAP INSUR&~CE TO SENIOR CITIZENS

13

14

)
)
)

INTRODUCTION
In 1986, senior citizens in California will spend over $1.3
billion for private health insurance to supplement medicare.

Of

this amount, they will lose over $300 million because of scare
, fraud, deception and other abusive marketing practices
insurance companies and agents who sell so-called "medigap"
insurance.
By this petition, nine consumer, senior citizens, health and

service organizations formally request that the California
Insurance Commissioner take immediate action to protect the

23 state's 2.6 million seniors. In particular, Petitioners request
24 that the Commissioner adopt a Senior Citizens Insurance Bill of
25 Rights which will guarantee:
26
-- 1 --
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1. The right to truthful advertising.

1
2

2. The right to fair sales practices by agents.

3
3. The right to a readable policy.

4

5

4. The right to a fair return on a dollar.

6

5. The right to a reasonable claims procedure.

7
8

6. The right to prompt redress of consumer
complaints.

9
10

7. The right to shop comparatively for insurance.

11

I

12

IPetitioners have

13

I

identified specific regulatory, informational,

and enforcement actions the Commissioner should take to implement

14 lfeach right. By law, the Commissioner has 30 days to respond to
15 'I
this petition by either scheduling the matter for public hearing
16 or denying Petitioners' request in writing stating the reasons
17

for such denial.

18

19
20
21

22
23

I

I

STATEMENT OF FACTS

II
Since 1965, the federal medicare program has been the
.
.
.
iII pr1mary
source of health 1nsurance for Amer1cans over the age

I 65. However, medicare
IIj seniors. In 1967, the

has never provided complete coverage for
first full year of medicare, the program

24 \!covered only 46% of the elderly's health expenses.

Today, it

?5 lj
'pays for 48% of the average senior citizen's health bills.

~

26

I
II

of

-- 2 --
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The gaps in coverage left by medicare have given rise to a

1

.

2

multi-billion a year industry.

3

care costs and fearful of ruinous expenses, four out of five

4

I senior

Concerned about escalating health

citizens now buy private health insurance to supplement

5 1medicare.
1

According to the United states House of

61 Representatives,

Select Committee on Aging, 21 million senior

7

citizens will spend $13 billion for "medigap" insurance or over

8

$600 per senior in 1986.1
The methods used by insurance companies and their agents to

9
10

market medigap insurance are a national scandal.

ll

Select Committee recently estimated that, in 1986, seniors who

12

buy medigap insurance will waste $3 billion because of fraud,

13

1

The House

deception and other abusive practices by insurance companies and

14 ~their agents.2

In California, seniors will lose about $300

. .
.
15 Ilm1ll1on
as a resu 1 t of these pract1ces.
There are several factors which make elderly consumers

16

vulnerable to abuse in this area.

17

First, seniors are concerned

18 !about getting sick, going into a nursing home, or becoming

•

19

~~dependent

on others.3

Second, few seniors understand the

I'

20

II

.
I
•
•
•
See, Catastroph1c
Hea 1 t h Insurance: Th e 'Med1gap"
Cr1s1s,
21 Select Committee on Aging, Subcommittee on Health & Long Term
Because of
1 Care, 99th Congress, 2d Sess. August 1986, p. 14.
'higher
premiums,
the
average
expenditure
for
medigap
insurance
22
may be even higher in California.
23
2
The "Medigap" Crisis, p. 13.
24
3
A 1985 survey of senior citizens by the American Council of
!Life
Insurance and the Health Insurance Association of America
25
found that: 53% of seniors were worried that a major illness
26 !would make them physically dependent on others; 47% worried that
a major illness or disability would deplete their savings in
retirement; and 41% worried ~~e~h~~ they would have sufficient
11

1

I

I
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1

complexities of medicare and private insurance coverage.

Third,

2

medigap policies are not standardized, making it difficult for

3

seniors to compare policies.

4

sources of information for seniors to turn to.

Finally, there are few independent
While some

I

51 states, including California, have established counseling
6

programs, these programs are still limited and cannot begin to

7

reach the millions of seniors who buy medigap insurance each

8

year.
Under these circumstances, senior citizens have been the

9
10

targets of a wide range of unfair and deceptive practices.

11

California, unscrupulous agents have:

In

12
13

ij

(1) loaded up senior citizens with overlapping
policies;

jl

14 II,I
15

16

II

17

II

18

(2) caused seniors to cancel policies and replace
them with new ones creating lags in coverage;
(3) misrepresented themselves as being from
government agencies or independent senior

I

I

organizations; and

19 1.'I
20

II

21 II
22 II

(4)

exaggerated the coverage offered by policies and
failed to disclose the substantial limits and
exceptions to coverage.

231
241

I

I

?5 )II I ------------------------------------------------------------"Insurance Firms Go After the
funds to cover medical expenses.
26 11 Gray and Graying," American Banker, October 22, 1985, p. 31.

,_

l

I
l.
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II

I
A major reason for these practices is that agents are paid on a

1

commission basis, often with extra high commissions for the sale

2

of new policies.

3

This compensation system creates a strong

financial incentive for agents to misrepresent, oversell and

4

replace policies.

5

Advertisements and direct mail solicitations for medigap

6

insurance often play on fear.

7

They emphasize rising health care

costs ("skyrocketing"), cuts in medicare ("In the eighteen years

8

since Medicare began, your share of health expenses has increased

9

900%. 11 ) , and the consequences of not buying insurance ("Don't

10

risk financial disaster.").

11

Many ads also exaggerate the

benefits offered by medigap policies and minimize the exclusions

12

and limitations by either failing to mention them or concealing

13

14 lthem in fine print or obscure language.
Trusted celebrities are widely used in both television
15
commercials and direct mail solicitations. Instead of providing
16
reliable information to seniors, many of these ads sell policies
17
I based on fear, fantasy, and blind trust in a well-known
18
19 !personality.
20

These unfair and deceptive practices are found throughout

1i

California.

21

24
I

25 \·I

26\

1

In Santa cruz, insurance agents sold a 79-year old
woman nine medicare supplement, nursing home and
hospital indemnity policies amounting to $6,500 per
year in premiums. The coverage included five
overlapping medicare supplement policies, three
5 --

I
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nursing home policies and one hospital indemnity

1

policy.

2

3

In Santa Rosa, an elderly couple was sold nearly

4

$13,000 in overlapping medigap policies.

All of the

policies were sold by the same insurance agent.

5

Another Santa Rosa couple was paying nearly $10,000

6

for overlapping medigap policies.

7
Throughout the San Francisco Bay Area, senior

8

citizens are receiving a mailing from an organization

9

calling itself the "California Association for
Concerned Senior Citizens."

10

The organization warns

seniors of cuts in medicare and urges them to buy a

11

recommended policy.

12

insurance agency which sells medigap policies to

In fact, the mailing is from an

seniors.

13
14

Throughout the state, senior citizens are receiving

15

mailings which appear to be official government

16

notices of cuts in medicare benefits and the need to
buy medigap insurance.

Seniors are urged to return a

17

card to receive more information.

18 I

mailings are from an insurance company and firms

I

19

20
21

II
\!
I

In fact, the

which develop and sell sales leads to insurance
agents.
One ad for a medicare supplement policy sold in
California claims seniors could pay over $40,000 if

22

they were hospitalized for 515 days.

23
24

I

I

I
I

2s II

The ad fails to

tell seniors that the average hospital stay is only
7.5 days and that there is less than 1 chance in
500,000 that a stay will be more than 120 days.
senior has a better chance of hitting the $5,000

26

jackpot in the California Lottery.
6 -74

A

1

...

A SRI International study found that despite their
unsuitability as medicare supplements, 16% of the
medigap policies sold in California are hospital
indemnity and specific disease policies which provide
extremely narrow protection for seniors.

2
3
4,

5
6

The Medicare Advocacy Project estimates that in Los
Angeles 10% to 20% of the seniors in that area now
own two or more policies.

7

8

9

As a result of these and other unfair practices, senior citizens

10

in California are spending millions of dollars each year for

11

insurance policies which provide them with little more than the

12

illusion of comprehensive protection.

13

Currently, there are four

basic types of medigap insurance sold to seniors.

These are:

14
15

1. Medicare Supplement Policies

16

Medicare supplement policies pay for some of medicare's

17 ldeductibles and coinsurance amounts. Typically, these policies
18 I
!track medicare benefits and provide little or no protection
19 .jagainst the cost of drugs, custodial nursing home care, home
20 I
.
•
!health care, eye care, hear1ng care, and other med1cal expenses
21
commonly incurred by elderly consumers.
j!

22
23

l 2.

24 II

II
L

Hospital indemnity policies pay a flat amount for each day

25111 of
26

1

j

Hospital Indemnity Policies

. 1'1zat1on.
.
hosp1ta

The benefits paid to seniors under hospital

indemnity policies are often extremely small
7 -75

($20

or

$25

per day)

compared to the average cost of being a hospital (over $900 per

1

day).

2

3

1

In addition, hospital indemnity policies provide no

protection against large medical bills not involving
hospitalization.

4

Also, since the amount paid per day is fixed,

the value of the policy is steadily eaten away by inflation.

5

Some indemnity policies provide still narrower coverage, paying

6

only upon confinement in an intensive care unit or emergency

7

treatment in an outpatient facility.

8
9

3. Nursing Home Indemnity Policies

10

Nursing home indemnity policies pay a flat amount for each

11

day in a nursing home.

12

of restrictions.

13

senior has been in a hospital or skilled nursing facility.

16

Some

policies provide benefits only after the senior has been covered

17

,or institutionalized for a year.

18
19

I

20

ji 4.

II

I

Dread Disease Policies
Dread disease policies provide coverage only against a

specific disease, typically cancer.

22
23

J

24

I

~

Other policies

cover the more commonly needed custodial care, but only after the

15

?

Many policies pay only when the senior is in a

skilled nursing facility certified by medicare.

14

21

Typically, these policies have a number

These narrow policies

provide no protection against other medical conditions.

1983 survey of senior citizens in California found that over
5 \jA
I

26 three out of four seniors owned at least one medigap policy.
8 -76

Of

l

..

these, 53.5% had medicare supplement policies, 14.7% had hospital

I

2

indemnity policies, 3.6% had nursing home policies, and 1.4% had
dread disease policies.

3

of seniors in California owned more than one policy.4

4

Under state law, Insurance Commissioner Gillespie has both

5

the authority and the obligation to protect elderly consumers

6

against abusive practices in the sale of insurance and ensure

7

that these consumers receive fair value for their premium dollar.

8

Petitioners are encouraged that the Commissioner has taken a

9

first step toward addressing the serious problems facing seniors

10

by appointing a staff task force to study the problem.

11
12
13

The survey further found that about 17%

However,

\ study alone does nothing to protect elderly consumers against
j

industry abuse.

By this petition, Petitioners request that the

14 !\Commissioner complete this process by implementing a broad
i
15 i program of enforcement, regulation, and education to halt the
16

~~widespread

l
I
1s I

victimization of California's seniors.

17

PETITIONERS
Petitioner, Consumers Union of United States, Inc. is a

1911

20 \!nonprofit, membership organization chartered in 1936 under the
21 lllaws of the State of New York to provide information, education,

22 !land counsel about consumer goods and services, to provide advice
23

I on

cooperate with individual and group efforts to enhance the

24

25

financial matters affecting consumers and to initiate and

4 SRI International, Medigap: Study of Comparative
~Effectiveness
of Various State Regulations, Final Report,
26 September 1983, pp. 101, 105, 154.
!J
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1

quality of life for consumers.

Consumers Union derives its

2

income from the sale of Consumer Reports, its films, and other

3

publications.

4

efforts may be met in part by nonrestrictive, noncommercial

5

contributions, grants and fees.

6

advertising or product samples and is not beholden in any way to

7

any commercial interest.

8

over 3.2 million in the United States, over 300,000 of which is

9

in the State of California.

In addition, expenses of occasional public service

Consumers Union accepts no

Consumer Reports has a circulation of

Petitioner, Older Women's League is a national organization

10

11

founded in 1980 to provide information, education and advocacy

12

services on issues affecting older women.

13

OWL has identified health insurance as an area of key concern to

l4

I older

women.

From the beginning,

In 1986, OWL secured federal legislation which

15

permits persons who are widowed or divorced to remain in an

16

employer's group policy at their own expense for up to three

17

years.

18

the State of California.

191!

OWL has 20,000 members nationwide, 4,000 of which are in

Petitioner, National Senior Citizens Law Center (NSCLC) is a

20 j! nonprofit corporation that provides support services to local
21 legal service programs and other advocacy programs serving the

22

elderly around the country.

NSCLC is funded by the Legal

23

Services Corporation, the Administration on Aging, and the Legal

24

Services Trust Fund of the State Bar of California.

25

of its work over nearly 15 years, NSCLC has become aware of the

26

serious deficiencies in both the federal medicare program and
10 -78

As a result

.

1

private medigap insurance.

2

at risk of incurring large out-of-pocker expenditures for health

3

care costs, or being deprived of needed care.

4

this petition as a representative of low-income, elderly medicare

5

beneficiaries.

These deficiencies leave most seniors

NSCLC joins in

6

Petitioner, Gray Panthers of Sacramento is a nonprofit,

7

membership organization made up of persons of all ages and ethnic

8

backgrounds.

9

Gray Panthers are dedicated to improving the health, housing, and

With "Age and Youth in Action" as its motto, the

quality of life of seniors and persons of all ages.

10

Petitioner, Medicare Advocacy Project (MAP) is a nonprofit

11
12

advocacy organization that provides seniors and other medicare

13

beneficiaries in Los Angeles County with counseling, education

14 and advocacy services with regard to medicare, medigap, health
I .
.
.
.
l5 ma~ntenance organ~zat~ons, and related subJects. Each year, MAP

I

counsels over 8,000 seniors many of whom are confused regarding

16

17 llmedigap insurance. Funded in part by state, local, and
18 foundation grants, MAP is not affiliated with the medicare
program or any insurance company.

19
20

21

Petitioner, MidPeninsula Health Services

11

(MHS)

is a

nonprofit organization founded in 1976 to improve the delivery of

22 health care services in Palo Alto, California.

I include counseling and advising
24 I insurance and assisting them in

23

I

25 claims.

MHS's services

senior citizens concerning health
selecting policies and filing

currently, approximately 25% of the persons served by

2 6 JMHS are senior citizens.
11 --
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Petitioner, North Bay Health Systems (NBHS) is a tri-county

1
2

health planning organization created in 1974 by the federal

3

government to increase the availability, accessibility,

4

acceptability, quality and continuity of health services while

5 !containing increases in the cost of care and preventing
6 unnecessary duplication of services. Operating under a joint

7 powers agreement between the counties of Napa, Solano, and Sonoma
8

and directed by a 30-member Governing Body representing the

9

citizens of the three counties, NBHS derives its income from

10

I federal

grants and state and local contracts.

Since 1984, NBHS

has operated a health insurance counseling and advocacy program

11

which assists senior citizens with medicare and health insurance

12
13

problems in Napa, Solano, Sonoma, Mendocino and Lake counties.

14

Petitioner, Napa County Legal Assistance Agency is a

15

nonprofit organization funded by the Legal Services Corporation,

16

State Bar of California and Older Americans Act to provide civil

17 jlegal assistance to low income persons and to senior citizens in
I
.
.
18 lthe greatest econom1c and soc1al need. As part of its work, the

19 iiAgency reviews and handles complaints from seniors concerning
!J
'
11unfa1r
and deceptive practices by sellers of medigap insurance.
20
I
Petitioner, Senior Network Services (SNS) is a nonprofit
21
agency which provides a wide range of information, referral and
22
1 consumer services to senior citizens in Santa Cruz County.
Its
23
I
I
activities include assisting and counseling seniors concerning
24
25 jlmedicare and medicare supplement insurance. Founded in 1974, SNS

l

26

!has offices in the cities of Santa Cruz and Watsonville.
-- 12
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II

l
.

Petitioner, Dr. Leona McGann is an Associate Professor at

1

the Stanford University, School of Medicine where she teaches

2

courses concerning the health insurance needs of senior citizens

3

and serves as the Director of Stanford University's Volunteer

4

5 . Health Insurance Training Project. The project trains persons in
1
6 , counseling senior citizens about health insurance. Dr. McGann is
the co-author of a two-volume work entitled A Guide to Health

7

Insurance for Persons 65 and Older.

8

9
RESPONDENT

10

Respondent, Roxani Gillespie was appointed Insurance

11

Commissioner of the State of California by Governor George

12

Deukmejian on June 7, 1986.

13

As Insurance commissioner, Ms.

14

Gillespie is the public official who is chiefly responsible for

15

enforcing the provisions of the California Insurance Code enacted

16

to protect California consumers against unfair and deceptive
1

17 !practices in the sale of insurance including medigap insurance.

1811
I

1911
20

l

JURISDICTION
This petition is filed pursuant to Article I, Section 3 of

21 lj the California Constitution which guarantees the public the right
Ito petition government for the redress of grievances. The
22
!petition is also filed pursuant to Government Code§ 11347 which

23

24 llprovides that "any interested party may petition a state agency
!I
11requesting the adoption, amendment or repeal of a regulation . .

261!
13 --
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Government Code § 11347.1 further provides that upon receipt

"

1
2

of such a petition a state agency "shall notify the petitioner in

3

writing of the filing and then shall within 30 days deny the

4

petition indicating why the agency has reached such a decision on

5

the merits of the petition in writing or schedule the matter for

6

public hearing . . • • "

7
1. The Commissioner's Authority to Curb Unfair and Deceptive

8

Practices.

9

The Commissioner has the authority to adopt rules to curb

10
11

unfair or deceptive conduct by insurance companies and their

12

agents, to ensure disclosure of relevant information to

13

consumers, and to establish minimum benefits paid by medigap

14

policies.

15

unfair competition or acts which are unfair or deceptive.

16

Insurance Code § 790.10 states that the Commissioner shall

The Unfair Practices Act broadly prohibits any act of

17 !"promulgate reasonable rules and regulations, and amendments and
I
I

'

'

18 Jaddl.tl.ons thereto as are necessary to administer" that Act.
19

,I

i!
20 II
21 i

22
23

2. The Commissioner's Authority to Require Disclosure of
Relevant Information.

I
Section
I necessary in

10606 states that "where the commissioner finds it
the interest of full and fair disclosure, all

advertising and other consumer information, including brochures,
24 1
II
25 !!disseminated by insurers for the purpose of influencing persons
l

26

to purchase health insurance shall contain such supplemental
14 -82

'I

1

..

2

3

disclosure information as the commissioner may require."
Pursuant to Section 10608, the Commissioner has the authority to
"promulgate such reasonable rules and regulations, and amendments

4

and additions thereto, as are necessary to administer this

5

chapter."

6

3. The Commissioner's Authority to Ensure that Policies are

7

of Real Economic Value to Consumers.

8

Insurance Code

9
10
11

12
13

§

10291.5(b) (7) provides that the

Commissioner "shall not approve any disability policy for
insurance for delivery in this state . . • [i]f irrespective of
the premium charged therefor, any benefit of the policy is or the
benefits of the policy as a whole are, not sufficient to be of

14 !'real economic value to the insured." In making this
15 determination, the Commissioner is required to consider "The

16

relative value in purchasing power of the benefit or benefits."

17

section 10291.5(c) provides that the Commissioner may adopt

18

reasonable rules and regulations establishing minimum benefit

19
20

standards for policies delivered in California.

I110195

Insurance Code

further requires that medicare supplement policies must

"return to policyholders benefits which are reasonable in
21 II
llrelation to the premiums charged." Pursuant to this authority,
22
the Commissioner has adopted regulations requiring that policies

23

24 which supplement medicare have loss ratios in excess of 60% for
25 i individual policies and 75% for group policies.
26

Code

§

2220.56.
-- 15 --
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§

1

4. The Commissioner's Authority to Require Readable

2

Policies.

3

Insurance Code

4

5
6

!
11

§

10291.5(b) further provides that the

Commissioner shall not approve any policy if "it contains any

I provision,

or has any label, description of its contents, title,

7 heading, backing, or other indication of its provisions which is
unintelligible, uncertain, ambiguous, or abstruse, or likely to

8

9 \ mislead a person to whom the policy is offered, delivered, or
I
10 II issued." Pursuant to § 10291.5 (c), the Commissioner may adopt
11

I reasonable

12

I policies

13

I

14 I

I

15
16

j

rules and regulations to assure that all insurance

can be readily understood and interpreted.

5. The Commissioner's Authority to Inform the Public.
The Commissioner also has the authority to develop and

~~disseminate

information to the general public.

Insurance Code

§

17 1\12921.3 provides that the Commissioner "shall provide for the
of, and dissemination of information to, members of the
18

~~education

19 ![general public or licensees of the department concerning
It .
20 /!lnsurance matters.

!I

21

1

1

22 III

231

RELIEF REQUESTED
Petitioners request that the Insurance Commissioner exercise

24 j the full authority of her office to halt the unfair and deceptive
I.1

25 !!practices directed against senior citizens in California.
26 Specifically, Petitioners request that the Commissioner establish
84
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1

and enforce a Senior Citizens Insurance Bill of Rights that will

2

assure the following essential rights to elderly consumers.

1. The right to truthful advertising.

2. The right to fair sales practices by agents.
3.

8

The right to a readable policy.

4. The right to a fair return on a dollar.

9
5. The right to a reasonable claims procedure.

10

11

6. The right to prompt redress of consumer

121
13

complaints.

I

141'I

7. The right to shop comparatively for insurance.

15

:~

1. The Right to Truthful Advertising.
1,.

18

19

currently, most of the information seniors receive about

jmedigap policies is through direct mail and television
,)advertising.

Much of this advertising is outright deceptive

20 1·~~playing on a senior's fear of hospitals, nursing homes and large
21
~~medical expenses while either failing to mention or obscuring the
22 11 substantial limits involved in all policies.
I

23
24

I

Petitioners request that the Insurance commissioner require

ljthat all direct mail and television ads for medigap policies
j,

25

26

I 1nc
. 1 ud e

.
t warn1ng
.
t o sen1ors.
.
a prom1nen

policies, the warning would read:
-- 17
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F or me d.1care supp 1 emen t

l
I

II
1
WARNING TO SENIOR CITIZENS:

2

All health insurance

policies have substantial gaps and limitations in

3

coverage.

4

for you, contact the California Department of Aging

5

at [916] 323-8913 for the Health Insurance Counseling

For help in selecting the right coverage

and Advocacy Program nearest you.

6

7

The Commissioner should also require the following warning for

8

hospital and nursing home indemnity policies:

9
10

WARNING TO SENIOR CITIZENS:

11

designed to fill the gaps in medicare.

12

only a small dollar amount for a limited number of
ll

This policy is not
It will pay

days when you are actually confined in a hospital

1311

(nursing home).

14

For help in selecting the right health insurance

1

I

15

Other limitations may also apply.

coverage for you, contact the California Department
of Aging at [916] 323-8913 for the Health Insurance

16

1

17

1

Counseling and Advocacy Program nearest you.

18 \The same warnings should appear at the top of the outlines of

1911 coverage

and top of all policy forms distributed in California.

20 II
II
i'

21

I

22

2. The Right to Fair Sales Practices.
Each day, insurance agents rely on trickery and deception

23

to sell medigap insurance to seniors.

Throughout California,

24 \\there are numerous instances of overselling, frequent

25 llreplacement, misrepresentation, and use of high pressure tactics.
26 II
-- 18 --
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1

Petitioners request that the Commissioner take three actions to

2

halt these practices •
First, the Commissioner should adopt a rule requiring

3

4

insurance agents who sell medigap insurance to act in the best

5

interests of the senior citizen at all times.

As part of this

6 requirement, agents should be required to recommend and sell only

7 those policies which meet an individual's needs.
8

For further

guidance, the Commissioner should adopt specific guidelines

9 similar to those promulgated in connection with the regulations
10

on deceptive advertising.

These guidelines should clearly

11

prohibit overselling and frequent replacement of policies.

The

12 Commissioner should make clear that agents who fail to live up to
13 these standards will be subject to disciplinary action including
14 revocation or suspension of their licenses.
Second, the Commissioner should remove the financial
15
16 incentive for agents to engage in abusive practices. Currently,
17 !insurance companies offer extra high commissions for the sale of
18 lnew policies. It is not uncommon for companies to pay agents 65%
19 lof the annual premium for new policies and 10% for renewals.
20 lsuch commission practices obviously create a powerful incentive
agents to pressure and advise seniors to continually buy new
21

~~for

22 policies. To reduce the financial incentive to engage in such
23 !practices, Petitioners request that the Commissioner adopt a rule
24 jl prohibiting excessive commissions and requiring commission rates
2S llfor new policies and renewals to be equal.5
26

5 The House Select Committee on Aging recommends that "Any
commission over 50 percent of annual premium charges should be
-- 19 -87

1

Third, insurance companies that sell medigap policies should

2 also be required to establish strong supervisory programs that
3 will monitor and sanction agents for misrepresentation, high
4

pressure sales tactics, and other abuse.

The Commissioner should

5

specify the requirements for such programs by regulation.

6

part of such programs, insurance companies should be required to

As

7 establish a tracking system which will detect patterns of agent
8 abuse as indicated by a high rate of cancellation within the 309

day "free look" period, high rate of replacement, or other

10

factors.

11

annual basis for each medigap policy sold and identify agents
I

Companies should be required to report this data on an

'

12 lw1th excessive rates of cancellation or replacement.
I

13

1

3. The Right to a Readable Policy.

1411

:I

1s

The insurance policy is the crucial document that

I

16 !!establishes the rights and obligations between company and

17 jconsumer.

For this reason, consumers are continually advised to

18 !read their policies.

19 unreadable.

Yet, many of these policies are simply

Petitioners request that the Commissioner adopt a

20 Jlrule requiring that all medigap policies be written in language
II

21 ilthat consumers can understand. 6

All insurance companies should

2211--------------deemed excessive."

23

\
1

The Medigap Crisis, p. 180.

6 The standards for "plain language" contracts are well

24 !developed and could easily be adopted by the Commissioner.

Among
other
things,
contracts
must
be
in
a
format
which
is
legible
and
1
25 !easy to follow, and use language which is concise and
1
junderstandable by an average person. General standards and
26 !specific rules for plain language contracts are set forth in
Black, A Model Plain Language Law, 33 Stanford Law Review 255,
'1

1981.
20 --
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.

4

II

I

...

1 be required to rewrite their policies and submit them for
2 approval in six months •

3
4

4. The Right to a Fair Return on the Dollar.

5

Each year, senior citizens are cheated out of millions of

6

dollars because of shoddy insurance products.

7

sold to seniors as "valuable protection" against medical expenses

8

when, in fact, they provide paltry benefits and are riddled with

9

exceptions and limitations.
Under California law, medigap policies must "return to

10

policholders benefits which are reasonable in relation to the

11

premium charged. 11 7

12

Pursuant to this law, the Commissioner has

required that medicare supplement policies return in benefits at

13

14

j

least 60% of the premiums received for individual policies and

15 j75% for group policies.S
16 '"loss ratios."

These percentages are referred to as

Loss ratios are some of the best kept secrets in California.

17

I

These products are

18 Neither insurance companies nor agents routinely disclose these
19 !ratios to seniors. If they did, seniors would discover that some
20 companies are paying from 30 to 40 cents in benefits for each
21 dollar in premiums they receive. Some pay even less. Federal
1

22 IIHome Life Insurance Company, for example, reported that it paid
23

24

7 Insurance Code § 10195. Section 10291.5 further provides
ithat
all disability policies, including medigap policies, deliver
25 1
\"real economic value" to the insured.
26

8 10 Cal. Admin. Code

§§

2220.56.
21 --
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1

'ess than 10 cents in benefits for each dollar it received from

2

California seniors for its medicare supplement policies in

3

1985.9

Petitioners request that the Insurance Commissioner

4

5

undertake a comprehensive review of the benefits paid under each

6

medigap policy sold in California.

Where such benefits fall

7 below the minimum standards established by the Department, the
8

Commissioner should immediately suspend the further sale of those

9 policies in California.

The Commissioner should impose

lO

appropriate sanctions including substantial refunds, fines and,

ll

where appropriate, suspension of a company's right to do business

!2 lin California.
13

i

Petitioners further request that insurance companies be

14 llrequired to disclose loss ratio information to prospective
l5 'I buyers.

Petitioners propose that the following disclosure be

16 prominently displayed in all advertising and outlines of coverage
I

17 \for medicare supplement policies, nursing home policies, and
1

1sl1hospital indemnity policies.

19

II
II

20 II

II

2

1

~

II

l---------------------------------------------

22 I 9 See, Medicare Supplement Insurance Exhibit for year ending
jDecember 31, 1985 filed by Federal Home Life Insurance Company.
23 !The Exhibit states that Federal Home earned premiums of
'1$6,035,268 from medicare supplement policies in California and
24 paid out only $562,767 for incurred claims and increases in
for a loss ratio of 9.3%. For the last three
1policy reserves
?5 1\calendar years, Federal Home reports earned premiums of
~
ll$15,447,468 in California and incurred claims and increases in
26 policy reserves of only $4,924,701 for a loss ratio of 31.9%.
!This is far below the legal standard of 60%.
-- 22
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Based on Past Experience, It is Expected That

1

LESS THAN

2

PERCENT

3

of Your Premium Dollar Will Be Used to Pay Claims

4

The Remainder is Used to Cover Expenses, overhead and Profit.

5
6

7 such disclosure will enable seniors to know how much (or, for
8 many policies, how little) they can expect to receive in
benefits.

9

This measure will certainly not be popular with

insurance companies especially those with poor policies.

10

However, in insurance as in other products, senior citizens

11

should have the right to know what they are buying.lO

12

Minimum loss ratio requirements are among the most important

13

14 /jprotections afforded senior citizens. Yet, their enforcement (or
II
~lack
thereof) is cloaked in secrecy. Current regulations state
15
16

•

1

that the Department's communications to insurers concerning

17

I compliance with

18

I confidential.

19

I

11 11

the minimum loss ratio "shall be deemed
Petitioners request that the Commissioner

II

_1_0__T_h_e_C_o_m_m_i_s_s_i_o_n_e_r_s_h_o_u_l_d_a_l_s_o_e_x_a_m_i_n_e_t_h_e_m_J._.n-im_u_m_b_e_n_e_f_i_t_ _

established by the Department for hospital indemnity
20 llstandards
land single disease policies. These standards were inadequate to
with and are now clearly obsolete. The hospital indemnity
21 111begin
, standard, for example, is $15 per day for senior citizens. This
1
amount cannot be considered of "real economic value",
22 paltry
considering that the average cost of being in a hospital is now
per day. To prevent benefits from being eaten away by
23 $951
inflation, the Commissioner should consider tying the minimum
I
standard to a relevant medical cost index such as the
24 J, benefit
Quarterly Financial & Utilization Report: statewide Hospital
1
25 '!summary compiled by the Office of Statewide Health Planning &
Development.
1
26

I

11

10 Cal. Admin. Code §§ 2222.15 & 2222.17.
-- 23
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I
1

amend these regulations to provide for public access to all

2

communications between the Department and insurers in this area.

3
4

5. The Right to a Reasonable Claims Procedure.

5

Many seniors who buy medigap policies never see any
benefits.

6

Complex claims procedures, lengthy forms, and

7 exhaustive documentation requirements deter many seniors from
ever filing claims under their policies.

8

9

Petitioners request that the Commissioner establish

10

reasonable standards concerning claims procedures for medigap

11

supplement policies.

12

process and minimize the burden on elderly consumers.

13

Petitioners recognize that companies have a legitimate interest

14

in preventing fraudulent claims.

15

not be used as as a device to deter and deny legitimate claims.

16
17
18

Such standards should streamline the claims

However, this interest should

6. The Right to Prompt Redress of Consumer Complaints.

I

Under state law, the Insurance Commissioner and Department

19 [of Insurance is responsible for protecting consumers against
I,

20 ![fraud, deception, and other abusive practices in the sale of
21

~~!insurance.

For senior citizens, the Department's watchdog role

22 liis a crucial one.
23
24

1

I has

However, in the recent past, the Department's performance
been inadequate.

There have been instances where Department

25 jjstaff have summarily dismissed complaints of serious illegalities
26
-- 24 -Q?

1

in the marketing of medigap insurance.l2

2

been received, the prosecution of companies and agents has been

3

4

1

slow.l3

I by

Where complaints have

Meanwhile, senior citizens continue to be victimized

practices which are clearly unlawful.
The recent formation of a staff task force to study senior

5

6 citizen's issues is certainly encouraging.

Petitioners hope that

7

it will lead to a new commitment to protecting California's

8

senior citizens.
To this end, Petitioners request that the Commissioner issue

9

10 a clear directive to Departmental staff stating that the
11 elimination of the fraud, deception, and other abuse of
12

California's senior citizens is a matter of the highest priority.

13

The Commisssioner should establish a toll-free hotline for

14 seniors to call to report abusive practices. Petitioners further
15 request that the Commissioner appoint a high-level staff person
16

to expedite the investigation and prosecution of cases involving

17

abuse against seniors.

18

authority to the fullest to halt abusive practices and seek

Finally, the Commissioner should use her

19 maximum penalties against those who prey on seniors.
20
12 See, Letter from Joseph Powers, Senior Counsel, Department
of Insurance to Bonnie Burns, Senior Network Services, dated
August 16, 1984, dismissing Ms. Burns complaint concerning
deceptive mailings to seniors.

21

22
23

13 Long delays are still apparently the rule at the Department
of
Insurance. In April 1986, Consumers Union filed a complaint
24
l!with the Department against California Association for Concerned
citizens for a deceptive mailing aimed at seniors. In
25 !Senior
jrecent months, Consumers Union was informed that the complaint
26 was being treated as a "priority matter". Even then,
disciplinary hearings are not expected until sometime in 1987.
1
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1
7. The Right to Shop Comparatively.

2

One reason seniors are easy prey is that they are unable to

3
4

shop comparatively for medigap insurance.

5

complexity of medigap coverages and the lack of standardization,

6

senior citizens are largely unable to objectively compare one

7

policy against another.

8

policies based on fear, fantasy, or blind trust.

11

and publish a Buyer's Guide which will provide a side-by-side
I
1

I

16
17
18

The guide

Companies should also be assessed

exceptions and limitations.

13

15

comparison of all medigap policies sold in California.

should compare policies for coverage, rates, loss ratios,

12

14

Consequently, many seniors decide on

Petitioners request that the Insurance Commissioner prepare

9

10

Because of the

1

1

for types and frequency of consumer complaints.

~also

explain that

pr~ate

The Guide should

health insurance may not be the best

1joption for all seniors and describe alternatives such as HMOs and
!MediCal. To maximize the effectiveness of the Guide, Department
I
!staff should consult and work closely with Petitioners, senior
iadvocates and others outside the Department who have both

19 !
20 !!experience and expertise in the insurance and information needs
21
22

il of

I

seniors.
The Commissioner should provide for the widest possible

23 distribution of the Buyer's Guide.
24

The Guide should be

available through the Department's own offices, other state and

25 local agencies, senior centers, and nonprofit agencies.
26

The

Commissioner should also require that insurance companies and
26 -94

their agents furnish seniors with a copy of the Buyer's Guide on

1

2 the first visit or when written material is first provided
whichever occurs first.

3

•

Failure to furnish the Guide should be

4

grounds for disciplinary action including suspension or

5

revocation of the right to do business in California.

6

Commissioner should publicize the availability of the Buyer's

The

Guide through news releases and extensive use of public service

7

announcements.

8
9

CONCLUSION

10

The problems experienced by senior citizens with medigap

11

12

insurance are serious and widespread.

13

seniors lose nearly a million of dollars because of trickery and

Each day, California

deception by sellers of medigap insurance.

14

By attacking the

rl

15 !!abuses directed against seniors citizens, removing their root
16 !causes, and equipping seniors with needed information,
Gillespie could halt the scandalous practices in
17 \commissioner
I
In view of the seriousness of the problems facing
18 this area.
seniors, Petitioners request that Commissioner Gillespie take

19
I

20

II immediate

21

II

and effective action as requested herein.

22
23

Dated: October 14, 1986

-;?

I

241,

/.•

.r-

II

261
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By '-- -,//J'" /, /)'.
'- ~-'
For Petitioners
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA

1

BEFORE THE COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE

2

AND STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL

31

41
5

consumers Union of United States,
Inc.,

6

Complainant,

7 I

>

~

IV.

: !united American Insurance Co.,
Globe Life & Accident Insurance Co.,
10 Torchmark Corporation,
American Senior Citizens,
1
11 Benefit Fulfillment Center,
California Association for Concerned
12
Senior Citizens,
Consumer Advisory Service,
13 Consumer Referral Service Center,
Consumer Support Services,
Health
Insurance Referral Services
14
JNational Health Services,
15 !National Senior Advisory Center,
Retired Persons Information Center,
l6 Senior Security Benefit Service,
nited Senior Citizens of America,
17 nited Seniors of America,
enior Citizens Marketing Group,
18 ~.S.A. Lead Systems,
rorelli Insurance Agency,
19 1

~
l

Respondents.

20

)
)
)
)

l)

C 0 M P L A I N T

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)

21
22

INTRODUCTION

23
24

By this complaint, Consumers Union, the nonprofit publisher
of Consumer Reports, requests that the California Attorney

25 \General and California Insurance Commissioner take immediate
26

!action against nineteen insurance companies, agents, and lead

96

II

II
j

1 !!development firms that are engaging in unfair and deceptive
2 !1 practices against senior citizens.

Currently, these entities are

l

3 qdisseminating thousands of letters which appear to be from either
4 !government agencies or independent senior organizations urging
I

5 jseniors to buy medicare supplement policies.

fact, come from firms that stand to make substantial profits from

6
7

The letters, in

1

the sale of insurance.
These deceptive mailers are causing senior citizens to

8

buy policies based on the false and misleading impression that

9

10 all seniors should buy medicare supplement insurance.

Seniors

are also made to believe that certain policies have been reviewed

11

12 and endorsed by agencies and organizations interested only in the
13 jwelfare of seniors.

Because of these and other deceptive

seniors are wasting millions of dollars each year on
14 !practices,
II
l51lpolicies which do not meet their needs.

16

1\

Consumers Union requests that the California Attorney

17 !General, John Van de Kamp and State Insurance Commissioner,
18 Roxani Gillespie exercise the full powers of their respective
19 ,,offices to immediately halt this deceptive practice in
20 !!california. Consumers Union requests that the Attorney General
II
21 '!seek injunctions, refunds, and civil penalties against the firms

22 'identified herein.

We further request that the Insurance

23 Commissioner immediately invoke her cease and desist and stop
24 order authority against these firms.

Consumers Union further

25 !requests that the Commissioner initiate disciplinary proceedings
1

26 and impose the maximum penalties against those involved.

-- 2 -97

II

II

I

I
l

Finally, Consumers Union requests that the Attorney General and

2

Insurance Commissioner inform senior citizens of these abusive

3 practices in order that they may spot and avoid them in the
4 future.
5

STATEMENT OF FACTS

6

Thousands of senior citizens in California are receiving

7
8

letters which are calculated to frighten and deceive them into

g

buying medicare supplement insurance.l

Many of these letters

10 appear to be official government notices, while others appear to

be from independent organizations which are dedicated to

ll

Typically, the mailers
12 promoting the interests of seniors.
13 warn seniors of dramatic cuts in medicare and state that there is

14

~~an

urgent need to buy supplemental insurance.

Seniors are urged

15 /to fill out and return an "Information Request Card" to obtain
16 1 more information about medicare cuts and supplemental plans.

17

1

In fact, these letters are sent by insurance companies,

18 .insurance agents, and firms specializing in developing new sales

19 jleads for companies and agents.

For example, senior citizens

20 !throughout California have received such notices from an
21 official-sounding entity called "Consumer Support Services".
22 An investigation conducted by the Washington State Insurance
23 Commissioner recently revealed that "Consumer Support Services"

24 and a similar entity called "American Consumer Services" are

II

25 jlwholly-owned and controlled by United American Insurance
26

1

1

1

Copies of these mailers are attached as Exhibit A.
3 --
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1

Company.2

2

the help of deceptive mailings, United American sold over $271

3

million in medicare supplement policies to seniors last year.

These facts are never disclosed to seniors.

With

Another letter sent to senior citizens appears to be from a

4

5

seniors' organization called the "California Association for

6

Concerned Senior Citizens".

In fact, the association was founded

7 and controlled by an insurance agency whose primary business is
8 ithe sale of medicare supplement policies to seniors.

Seniors are

9 never told who is actually behind the mailing.
10

Other mailers are from lead development firms.

Mailers from

11

"United Senior Citizens of America" and "Retired Persons

12 Information Center" have response cards returned to a post office

13 jbox in Dallas registered to U.S.A. Lead Systems, a firm
14 ,!specializing in developing and selling leads to insurance
I

15 ·companies and agents.

Another mailer from "Benefit Fulfillment

16 1Center" has its response cards directed to a post office box

I

.

17 \jreg>stered to Sandra Stevens.

Ms. Stevens' address is the same

18 lias the address for Senior Citizen Marketing Group, another lead

19 1! deve l oprnent f i rrn.

s irnilar rna i l ers from the "National senior

20 ,IilAdvisory Center" and "Senior Security Benefit Service" have cards
I•

21 ijreturned to a Dallas post office box registered to Senior Citizen

22 Marketing Group.
To create an official appearance, many of the mailers use

23

24 Washington, D.C. addresses. These include "American Senior
I·,,
11---------------------------------------------------------------------------25
2see, Letter from Robert Link, Vice President & Secretary,
!United
American Insurance Co., to Dick Marquardt, Washington
26
,[State Insurance Commissioner, June 5, 1986, attached as Ex. B.
'li

II
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jl

II

I

1 Citizens", "United Seniors of America", "United Senior Citizens
2 of America", "Consumer Advisory Service", "Consumer Referral
3 Service of America", and "Retired Persons Information Center."
4

IWe
I

have checked with the District of Columbia Council on Aging

.

.

.

5 lwhlch ma1nta1ns a list of all senior citizen groups in the area
6 and they have stated that they have never heard of any of these

organizations.3

7

When seniors respond to these mailers, their names and

8

9 addresses are sold to commissioned sales agents.4

Instead of

10 receiving printed information from an objective source,
11 responding seniors are visited by agents, some of whom rely on

fear, isolation, and deception to sell one or more policies to

12

13 seniors.

While the mailers may be lucrative sales devices for

14

15 companies and agents, they are also illegal.

They violate at

16 least a dozen statutes, regulations and official guidelines that

17
18
19
20

2l

22
23

3 In a July 19, 1985 letter to the Wisconsin Insurance
Commissioner, United American Insurance Company described
"Consumer Referral Services" as "an organization that prepares
!and designs mailings and for a fee sends them on behalf of an
insurance agent to prospective policyholders." United American
is apparently actively involved in this process as the company
gives "prior approval" to all advertising, helps design
particular mailings, and publicizes the availability of sales
leads to its agents. See, Letter from Robert J. Link, Vice
President & Secretary, United American Insurance Co. to Donna c.
Bryant, Insurance Examiner, Wisconsin Commissioner of Insurance,
July 19, 1986, attached as Ex. c.

241

4

Torchmark which is the parent company of both United

25 American Insurance Co. and Globe Life and Accident Insurance Co.
sells leads from its American Consumer Services mailings to

26 ! its agents at $9 per name. Agents are told that each lead has an
average sales value of $88. See, Ex. D attached.
-- 5
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1

are designed to protect consumers against false and deceptive

2 practices in the sale of insurance.
3 Code
4

§

These laws include Insurance

790.03 which prohibits the false and misleading

advertising of insurance.

The mailers further violate various

5 regulations and official guidelines of the California Department
6

of Insurance which:

7
8

Prohibit "any combination of words, symbols, or
physical materials which by their content,

9

phraseology, shape, color or other characteristics

10

are so similar to the combination of words, symbols,

11

or physical materials used by agencies of the federal
government or of this State .

.

. that it tends to

12

confuse or mislead prospective insureds into

13

believing that the solicitation is in some manner

14

connected with an agency of the municipal, state, or
federal government."

10 Cal. Admin. Code

§

2536.9.

15

16

Prohibit "advertisements, envelopes, or stationery

17

which employ words, letters, initials, symbols, or
other devices which are so similar to those used by

18

19

government agencies

. that the public may be

confused into believing:

20
(a) That the advertised coverages are somehow

21

22

provided or endorsed by such governmental
agencies

23
(c) that the advertiser is the same as, is

24

connected with, or is endorsed by such

2s I
26

-- 6
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II

I
governmental agencies or such other

1

insurers."

2
3

DOI Official Guideline 2536.9.

4
Prohibit an advertisement from stating or implying
5

that "an insurer or a policy has been approved or

6

endorsed by an individual, group of individuals,

7

society, association or other organization, unless

8

such is the fact, and unless any proprietary
relationship between an organization is disclosed.

9

If the entity making the endorsement or testimonial

10

has been formed by the insurer or is owned or
controlled by the insurer or person or persons who

11

own or control the insurer, such fact shall be

12

disclosed in the advertisement."

13

§

14

10 Cal. Admin. Code

2536.4 (c).

Require "both that approval or endorsement of a

15

policy by an individual, group of individuals,

16

society, association or other organization be factual
and that any proprietary relationship between the

17

sponsoring or endorsing organization and the insurer

18

be disclosed.

19

association group case is payable to the association,

20

For example, if the dividend under an

disclosure of that fact is required.

Also, if the

insurer or an officer of the insurer formed or

21

controls the association, that fact must be

22

disclosed."

23

DOI Official Guideline 2536.4(c).

Require "the name of the actual insurer" to be stated

241

in all advertisements.

25

2536.9(a).

10 Cal. Admin. Code §

26
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1

2

Require any "television, radio, mail or newspaper

I

advertisement which is designed to produce leads
either by use of a coupon or a request to write the

3

company .

. . to include information disclosing that

an agent may contact the applicant if such is the

4

fact."

DOI Official Guideline 2536.2(a) (1) (37).

5

6

Prohibit "advertisements for policies designed to

7

supplement Medicare or which are otherwise designed
for issue to the elderly" from employing "devices

8

which are designed to create undue anxiety in the

9

minds of such persons."

DOI Official Guideline

2536.2 (a) (1) (38).

10
11

The mailers also violate Business & Professions Code §§ 17200 et

12
~

and 17500 et seq. which generally prohibit false and

13
misleading advertising and unfair competition.5

14
Respondents have also violated Insurance Code § 1724.5 which

15
requires every individual licensee and every applicant for such

16 !
!license "to file with the Commissioner in writing the true name

17
of the individual or organization and also all fictitious names

18
19

1

under which he conducts or intends to conduct his business
II

That section gives the Commissioner the authority to

20
disapprove the use of any true of fictitious name on the ground

21

I

that "the use may mislead the public in any way."

A number of

22
Respondents have also violated California law by transacting

23
business in the State of California without a license.

24

Insurance

I

25\j·-5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - see, People v. National Research Co.
26 ,765 [20 Cal.Rptr. 516].

-- 8 --
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(1962) 201 Cal.App.2d

jl

,I

II
I

1 !code
2

§

35 defines "transacting insurance" to include acts of

~~solicitation.

These numerous violations of law and regulation are such

3

4 !that Respondents are conducting their businesses and affairs in a
5 1jmanner which is hazardous to the public. By disseminating their
6 !deceptive mailers, Respondents are causing seniors to buy

7 policies based on the false and misleading impression that all
8 seniors need to buy medicare supplement policies and that certain

9 Ipolicies have been reviewed and approved by either government
10 agencies or independent seniors' organizations.

Because of these

11 deceptive mailers, seniors are spending their limited funds for
12 policies which may not meet their needs. Respondents' actions
13 further have caused and will continue to cause irreparable loss
14 and injury to senior citizens and those insurance companies and
15 agents who conduct their business in conformity with California

16 llaw.
11

PARTIES
1

18 11. Complainant
l9

I
J

Complainant, Consumers Union of United states, Inc. is a

20 !nonprofit, membership organization chartered in 1936 under the

21 !laws of the State of New York to provide information, education,
2 2 and counsel about consumer goods and services, to provide advice

23 on financial matters affecting consumers, and to initiate and
24 cooperate with individual and group efforts to enhance the

25 !quality of life for consumers.

Consumers Union derives its

26 income from the sale of Consumer Reports, its films, and other

-- 9 --
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1

publications.

In addition, expenses of occasional public service

2

efforts may be met, in part, by nonrestrictive, noncommercial

3

contributions, grants and fees.

4

advertising or product samples and is not beholden in any way to

5 any commercial interest.

Consumers Union accepts no

currently, Consumer Reports has a

circulation of over 3.2 million in the United States, over

6

7 300,000 of which is in the State of California.
8

2. Respondents

9

Respondents are some nineteen entities circulating or

10

causing to be circulated false and deceptive mailers for medicare

11

12 supplement insurance in California.
13

I

14
15

16
17

18

19
20

1

I

21

I

221
23
24
25 I
26

They are:

United American Insurance Company
Globe Life & Accident Insurance Company
Torchmark Corporation
American Senior Citizens
Benefit Fulfillment Center
California Association for Concerned Senior Citizens
Consumer Advisory Service
Consumer Referral Service Center
Consumer Support Services
Health Insurance Referral Services
National Health Services
National Senior Advisory Center
Retired Persons Information Center
Senior Security Benefit Service
United Senior Citizens of America
United Seniors of America
Senior Citizens Marketing Group

-- 10
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1

U.S.A. Lead Systems
Morelli Insurance Agency

2

3
4

Consumers Union is informed and believes that except for
United American Insurance Company, Globe Life & Accident

5 Insurance Company, and Morelli Insurance Agency, none of these
6 !entities are certified or licensed to transact insurance in
7

California. 6

8

JURISDICTION

9

1. The Authority of the California Insurance Commissioner.

10

11

Pursuant to Insurance Code

§

1065.2, the Commissioner has

the authority to issue cease and desist orders, without notice

12 and before hearing, where it appears that "irreparable loss and
13 injury to the property and business of a person specified in
14 Section 1010 has occurred or may occur." Upon 20 days notice,
15
the Commissioner may also make and serve such orders as are

I

16 reasonably necessary to correct actions which are "hazardous to

11 1its policyholders, creditors, or the public."

18
19

Ins. Code

§

1

__r_e_q_u_e_s_t_s_t_h_a_t_t_h_e_C_o_m_m_l_.s_s_i_o_n_e_r_a_n_d_ __

~~--6--c-o_n_s_u_m_e_r_s_U_n_i_o_n_a_l_s_o

20 !Attorney General investigate National Home Life Assurance Company
!to determine whether that company has been involved in mailings
21 disseminated by the National Association of Retired Persons.
NARP mailings were the subject of a cease and desist order issued
by
the Commissioner on July 23, 1986. Annual Statements filed by
22
National Home Life Assurance Company disclose payments to NARP of
23 $10,088 in 1984 and $3,427 in 1985. NARP and at least one of its
officers have been involved in other deceptive mailings. In
1985, NARP's mailings were halted by the Wisconsin Insurance
24 Commissioner.
NARP's President, Riley E. Morgan, also serves as
jthe
President
of
the American Senior Citizens Association. On
25 !September 11, 1986,
the Washington State Insurance Commissioner
"halted
that
organization's
mailings for violation of state
26
consumer protection laws.
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1 1065. 1.

The Commissioner also has cease and desist authority

pursuant to Insurance Code §§ 790.05 et seq. to halt any unfair

2

deceptive practice.
Pursuant to Insurance Code §§ 1731 & 1738 the Commissioner
revoke or suspend the license of any licensee who has engaged
in unlawful activity.

6

The Commissioner may also fine and suspend

7 the certificates of insurance companies engaging in unlawful
8 activity.

§§

704 & 704.7.

The Commissioner may "provide for the

education of, and dissemination of information to, members of the

9

10 general public or licensees of the department concerning
insurance matters."

11

Ins. Code

§

12921.3.

12
13 2. The Authority of the California Attorney General
Pursuant to Business and Professions Code §§ 17204 and

14
I

15 17206, the Attorney General

'

~s

'

respons~ble

for protecting the

16 state's consumers against unfair and deceptive business
17 !practices.

The Attorney General is authorized to bring suits for

18 !injunctive relief, restitution, and civil penalties.

These

19 /remedies are cumulative to each other and to the remedies or
I

20 jpenalties available under other state laws.
21

In addition, the

Attorney General has broad investigatory powers including the

22 authority to issue subpoenas and other process.

23
24

25
26

-- 12 --
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1

RELIEF REQUESTED
Consumers Union requests that the Insurance Commissioner

2

3 exercise her authority to immediately issue stop orders and cease
4 land desist orders against each of the Respondents named herein.

5 The orders should direct each Respondent to halt their false and

6 deceptive mailings in california and to cease all solicitation of

7 insurance until they have fully complied with state law
8

concerning the filing and approval of business names and

9 licensure.7
Consumers Union further requests that the Commissioner take

10

11

immediate action to initiate disciplinary proceedings against

12 each of the Respondents and exercise her legal authority to
13 !revoke or suspend the licenses of all licensees involved.8
14 Insurers should be held fully accountable for the deceptive
15 advertising. Consumers Union requests that the Commissioner
16

invoke the maximum fine against each insurance company for whose

17 policies the deceptive ads were circulated.

18
19
20
21

22
23
24

In the alternative,

7 To date, the Insurance Commissioner has isssued only one
cease and desist order against the National Association of
Retired Persons (July 23, 1986) and one order to show cause
against the California Association for Concerned Senior Citizens
(August 27, 1986). Meanwhile, senior citizens continue to be
innundated with deceptive mailings. The Department of Insurance
has been aware of some of these mailings for over two years.
See, Letter from Joseph Powers, Senior counsel, Department of
Insurance to Bonnie Burns, Senior Network Services, dated August
16, 1984, dismissing Ms. Burns complaint concerning deceptive
mailings to seniors, attached as Ex. E.
8

Long delays are still apparently the rule at the Department
Recently, Consumers Union was informed that the
!California Association for Concerned Senior Citizens case was
26 being treated as a "priority matter". Even then, disciplinary
hearings are not expected until sometime in 1987.

25 1 of Insurance.
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1

11

Petitioners request that their certificates of authority for

i
2 \doing business in California be suspended for one year.
Consumers Union requests that the State Attorney General

3

4 .,undertake an immediate investigation of the Respondent's

5 !activities and bring actions for injunctive relief, civil
penalties, and restitution against them.9

6

Finally, Consumers

7 !union requests that the Insurance Commissioner and Attorney
8 !General take similar action against other firms found engaging in
9 jl similar practices and widely publicize all disciplinary actions
10 \!taken to inform and educate both members of the insurance
l l !industry and the general public that deception of California

12 seniors is unlawful and will not be tolerated in California.

/1/~/7/

13 II
14 [/Dated: September 26, 1986

By:tN~. ~;(

15 jl

Carl K. Oshiro
Attorney for Consumers Union

161i:I
17

'!

:: I
2o

~

21

22
23
24

25

l.i----------------------------------------------------9
.
1

Under People v. Super1or Court (1979) 96 Cal.App.3d 181 [157
ICal.Rptr. 628], each deceptive mailer received by persons in
26 !California could constitute a separate violation giving rise to a
$2,500 civil penalty.
1
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AMERICAN SENIOR CITIZENS
MEDICARE INFORMATION DEPT.
655 15th STREET, N.W. #315
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20005-9990

MEDICARE SUPPLEME!'.'T IN'TOR_MATION REQUEST
Effecti\'e January 1, 1986 certain changes were made in the Medicare Program.
ll1esc changes will increase the amount you must pay for your Pnsonal Health Care.
Information concerning these changes and n Supplemental Plan which will pay up to
lOOOJo of those expenses not paid by Medicare is available to you. It is important that
you know what these benefits are. For information, please return this card today.

Tclcphooc

County - - - - - - -

Age: Husband-----

Wife _ _ _ __
MAIL TODAY!

4

114

~

Ill I

NO POSTAGE

NECESSARY
IF MAltED
IN THE
UNITED STATES

'RU

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO. 524, DALLAS, TX
POSTAGE WILL BE PAlO BY ADDRESSEE

BENEFIT FULFILLMENT CENTER
P.O. BOX 741628
DALLAS, TEXAS

75374-9990

ll ••• l.l.l ••• ll.! ••• l.l,,ll.l,,l,f,,l,l •• ll,,,j,,,j!

NOW AVAILABLE ro NORTHERN CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS

New Medicare Changes
Each year changes are made concerning Medicare benefits. Fixed
income Americans like yourself are concerned about these
changes.
In the eighteen years since Medicare began, your share of hospital
expenses has increased 900%. Today Medicare pays less than
50% of your health care costs and you are responsible for the unpaid balance.
For a limited time only, a plan is now available that will pay 100%
of DOCTOR charges, 100% of HOSPITAL CARE costs, and 100%
of all outpatient care NOT paid Qj: Medicare.
To receive free information on this special plan, just complete
and mail the enclosed postage free card today.
Sincerely,

BENEFIT FULFILLMENT CENTER

U!
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I
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I

I.___
UNITED
STATES
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BUSINESS REPLY CARD
First Class
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San Jose, CA
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CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION FOR CONCERNED
SENIOR CITIZENS
P.O. Box 6810
San Jose, CA 95150-9980

INFORMATION Pt:;QUEST FORM
Name ___________________

State _ _ __

Cou
Ages

[J Convalescent Hospital Plan

YOUf\<TVILLE CA

M/"~ {;cl;if
I

7

Zip _ _ __

Wi

H

LJ Medicare Supplement

/

Phone __________________

94 599

CJ Cash Bur1al Plan
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senior citizen in the

United States are extremely high ... However in California,
medical.costs have soared beyond belief. For this reason
the California Association For Concerned Senior Citizens
has been formed. This organization is dedicated to help
the California Senior Citizen get the best medical
coverage available.
Unfortunately with Medicare paying less than 50% of
your medical bills, it is imperative that every senior have a
supplemental plan ... The problem is, few if any of these
supplements completely fill the gap.
Now through the efforts of the California Association
For Concerned Senior Citizens, several total programs
are available.
1. Medicare supplement that pays 100% of the
hospital, and pays the doctors charges both in and
out of the hospital, in excess of the approved
amount by Medicare.
2. A convalescent hospital plan, which includes
custodial care and private duty nursing at home.
3. A final expense coverage and cash burial plan.
For more information on these California Association
For Concerned Senior Citizens benefits, please fill out the
enclosed f10Stage-paid card and mail it today.
Sincerely,

w-o/~
Robert Mantia
Director
California Association
For Concerned Senior
Citizens

CALIFORNIA ASSOCIA T/01\' FOR CO.\'CERNED SENIOR CITIZE.'VS
P.O. BOX "6810 • SA'\' JOSE. CA • 95150·9990
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CONSUMER ADVISORY SERVICE
1377 K Street. NW. Suite 8000
Washington. D.C. 20005

INFORMATION REPLY CARD

D
D

YES. I would like to rece1ve further tnformat1on about tr1e recent
changes m Medtcare ... AND details on a supplemental protect1on
plan designed to help me pay the btlls Medtcare does not pay
I would also like informat1on on Sentor C1ttzen Ltfe Insurance

S•gnature

· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone _ _ _ _ ____

Ages: Husband _ _ _ Wife _ _ _ C o u n t y - - - - - - - - - - - - -

9?Co0
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.

)

/

/)
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Dear Medicare Participant:
The following information is of vital imp0rtance to you.
Please read carefully!
As of January 1, Medicare increased the deductibles and
co-payments. With these changes, it is now estimated that
Medicare will now pay less than 40% of your medical
bills ••• leaving the rest up to you. Your share of the
medical bills could cost you hundreds of dollars. That's
more than the average budget can afford ••• especially one
based on a fixed income. As a result, good supplemental
protection is more important than ever before.
Does your supplemental insurance plan fill all the gaps in
Medicare? If it doesn't ••• or even if you aren't sure ••• I
urge you to fill out and return the enclosed postage-paid
card. I'll see that you receive complete information
concerning the recent changes in Medicare and how these
changes personally affect you. I'll also see that you
receive important, new information on a plan that offers
you the total protection you need.
This plan pays 100% £f hospital charges AND doctor bills in
excess of the daily benefits paid by Medicare ••• including
deG\ICtibles and co-payments. It even pays for your prescription drugs! That means less money o~ of your pocket.
Don't delay!

Return the card today.

~~dtf~.d~u

Rodrick W.
Director
P.S.

Br~

Return the enclosed c~rd within 5 days and
you will also receive a FREE copy of ~nat
You Should Know About Medicare.
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the 1986 MEDICARE
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1050 CONNECTICUT AVE., RW.
SUITE 300
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036

INFORMATION REQUEST
Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone------------~
Street - - - - - - - - - - - - County - - - - - - - - - - - - State

Date of

Husband's Date of B i r t h - - - - - - -

0 YES, Please send further information on this new
UU9

.....____ _ _- - - !

Us-i

MAIL POSTAGE PAID

1DDAY

t----------"
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Would you
BEST PLAN
If
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MEDICARE COSTS ARE GOING UP! NOW YOU MUST
INFORMATION REGARDING CHANGES IN
To the Senior Citizen Addressed:
On January first, certain changes were made concerning Medicare which
know about as they personally affect yo!J.
Many people do not fully understand what benefits are payable under Medicare
what expenses the Senior Citizen himself must pay.
Medicare was enacted to help our Senior Citizen pay the ever-rising cost of HO!>oital
and Medical Services; however, Medicare does not pay the entire bill. As you know,
some expense is left for you to pay in addition to Medicare. Now. with these new
changes effective January first there are more expenses left for !he Senior Citizen
to pay.

As it is very important that you know about these changes, complete and
enclosed postage-free card immediately so that we may rush you ""''""''"'""
information concerning the new changes in Medicare.
P.S. Information will be included for Doctor and other Medical Expenses, IN or
of the Hospital.

Neither National Health Services nor its agents are connected with Medicare .

'--------- ---------

.

IIIIII
BUSINESS REPLY CARD
FIRST ClASS PERMIT NO. 430 FREMONT, NE 60025

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES
P.O. Box 1559
Fremont, NE 68025
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NATIONAL SENIOR ADVISORY CENTER
Regional Office
P.O. Box 7 42048
Dallas. Texas 7537 4-9990
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RETIRED PERSONS
INFORMATION
REGI01'Al OFHCE
p 0 BOX 515949
r:)ALLAS. TEXAS 75251-99'l0
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INFORMATION REQUEST CARD
Name
Street - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - C i t y - - - - - - - - - - - - - - County

State----------- Zip-----

Husband's Date of Birth - - - - - - - - - Wife's Date of B i r t h - - - - - - - - 0 YES, Please send further information on this new Plan.

0 Also include the new custodial
care Nursing
Home information.
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Pa2e T\vo

Prior to the time ~-:r. no en had even respo!lded ·..zith !tis proposed d1anges to
these advertisements on April 16, 1986, our investigators had brought to my
attention advertisements which had been distributed bearing the na~es of
Retired Persons Information Center (copy attached), and ~aerican Senior
Citizens A.ssociilt ion (copy attached), and A:nerican Cons~:ner Services (copy
attached), all of whicll contain the same or similar violations \mich we
ohject('rl to in t 1lE' Order.
It appears to us that yon arc simply trying tn
circumvent the effect of our Order_ by using cifferent n-'tr:Jcs and different
addresses (in one of the r;:o"e recent ajvertiscments, only the room num~er in
the address had been changed).
Further, contacts among other res:ulatory bodies reveal that the nanes of
Senior Citizens .1\dvisory Group, Senior Citizens Unlirrnted. Consu:ner Referral
Service a'!(l Consu:;n~r Support Service have been di st ri butcd in ~~ashi n~t0n
and/or clse'r!here h'hic~ also conta)n similar violations.
Ul-:~ proposal sulJ!Jitt~'<~.~ ily nr. Bolen still co'ltains several of
violations 'v.'e objected to
the first place in our Order.

Sccon~!,

t:w

Third, our ar;ency' s invest 1gat icn revca ls that appa rentlr the C0!"ipani es fo;w-hich this advenisin,; lS done arc United A.'!lerican and Globe, at least. .a.lso,
it appears that sonc o" all of these advertising entities (Sr. Security
Benefit Service, Natiorul Senior Advisory Service, A::ierican Constliiler Services,
etc.) ano, actually part of Torch;nar:Z a1ong h'ith United Ancrican and Globe,
perhaps either as separate corporations or DBA 1 s.
InJe~:J,
it appears that
al thou~h these a:-! vert is 1nr: cntl ties r.n11 out tt~se advertisements and purport
tCJ a.~Vi SC •JU!:' Cit i ze'lS of terms of 1 nsurance (~vhen not licensed to do SO)
U:1itcd Ar.1erican a:d Glob<:· t1en sdls thr:: le3d cards W''W~rate:l thcrefro'l to its
agents.
In effect, the ir1S~1raoce co;np~lll)' is advertising for its o·.m policies
but nat revealing this fact to the consumer,· and is doin_g this advertising in
a deceptive and misleading manner.
You are reqtli red to respond to
1

.L.

.,

'-•

t~1is

office as follows:

Confirrr. ynur agreer.1ent not to distribute an>' advertise::~ents in violation
of \'lashing ton 1 s laws in our state, no matt~r what name and add-ress tlv~
a1vertisement entity uses.
Proviri~'> for us :t! 1 the na:nes u:v:ier w+-:ich any of you have been a1vertisinr,
in ;1ashington, incht:l nz all IYGA's, corporations, or other entities o:
any kin~ "'~lich are affi1 i ates of Torcttmark or any of your conpam es.

Also provide these names witl-t respect to all entl ties which any of you
plan to use in advertisements.
3.

DctaiJ for us exactly what your re:ationship with each of t!1ese anvcrtising entities is.

rec

ence
Senior
izens ~brketin.~ Group uas followed
inappropriate responses, we issued our Cease and Desist Order.
rie then received
rmation that these entities
reed not to rlistrlbute these or
similar advertiser.JCnts.
O:t req'.1est of the
attorneys, we- then spent a subst.:mtial anou:1t
tiwc goin~ orer and
cxp 13ining the violations.
f..s it tuy-ned out, dunn~ t!1cse cor:unard cao:1s, it a;:>pears to us t\)at our laws and our Order were ;:~ctu3lly simply
:tg circurwented through yonr·use of a varietr o£ different naQes, none
uhich advertisements 1:1ade an attewpt to comply \h th our req11i re::1e:1ts.
ain this to us in detall.

4.

r

1·IT1

tten reply is expected by June 6, 1986.

ncerc
ll I Cr( ~
L
Insurance Cmni ss 1on~:

ICIA D. PETERSEN
lfl.Suwnce Cor.~."lli ssioner

Enclosnrcs
cc.

ck

~b

t

;1. Crristophcr

:~'J1e;,, Esq.
Gardere and \lynne
l 500 Dianond S:.ar:~rod; To;.;cr

Ddllas. Texas

75201
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Office
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t\0-21
\\ashmgton 98)C4-032l
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The Honorable Dick '''
State Insurance Commissioner

·--.

vcr using l\1aterials

Jll ack
of a letter addressed ,\1ay 16. 1986 to the Torchmark
Cc>rporatlon and three of Its operatmg life insurance entitles relauve to a Cease
~1r:u
JSI Order issued January 17, 1986 prohibJting Senior Citizens 1\larket
roup. Senior Security Benef1t Service and National Sen1or r\dv1sory Center from
ri1:,tribut
certain advertlsements in the State of \\0.shingto:~.
Tr;;',

\\' .:!rc somewhd.t surpr1sed to have received your letter since when the above
referenced Cease and Desist Order was issued and made public, l\1r. Gene Calame
Lwi:.:.llf of Globe Llfc and 1\ccident Insurance Company and this writer on behalf
of Un; ted r\:nerican lnsura:-rce Company traveled to Olvmo1a, \'Vashine,ton to
make
exactly what various members of the Torchrnzuk Grouo wer<: doing
m trw; area. and to discuss with members of vour s nff the content of our
advertising ~md the changes needed to be made to comply ''-'l th your advertisinr;
regul2t1ons.
We are also surprised that someone in your Department has reached the conclusic:-1
that the parties to the Cease and Desist Order and a number of other entitles
listed on the second
of your letter are members of the Torchmark Group
and that we are simply using different names and different addresses to circumvent
the Cease and Des1st Order. Nothing could be further from the truth. The parties
to the Cease and Desist Order are in no way associated with the Torchmark
Corporation, nor does the Torchmark Corporation or any of 1ts operating entities
have the ablli ty to control any of their actions.
One of our goals when we visited your office was to make your Department aware
of the fact that we currently have two affiliates, Consumer Support Services,
and American Consumer Services who provide advertising services on behalf of
our operating companies in the State of Washington, and in other areas. Prior
to our visit in early April, we had assured your Department that we had ceased
malling lead cards mto the State of \\'ashington. and would not mail cards into
\\ ash1
until after we hod made the change~ discus~ed \\Jth your reoresentJti\'e.

r

1:'

i

",: l"n

lC

l;l\}[

i

dt)1t"'

::,ur:q~~ce

D1ck ~ldrCltl~t:~ct
(:orrl lS:.h)ilCi

\\ d'-)JJrlgtorJ
\Crt 1 ~ ;n

g \1

t c r !d 1s

of our
tcr of r\l.J.y 1 3 addressed o \i . Ted Krumland In
: .:cc \\ !icreJn
outLned the changes he suggested we make m our lead
cc:r , so a;,
comply with \Vashingtor: Law and Regulations. \Y.'e arc enclosing
ccp)
f the RcvJsed Lead C:~rd Maller. Subseouen to our letter to \1r. Krurnla:~d
v circl •)f!Cc agam start maiLn~ Consumer Suooort Serv1ces rn.ltcric.d mto \VastlJnr:ton
behalf of United 1\merican Insurance Cor1.oany . .:md we understand that American
C:urhu cr Services started mailing their Revised l_ead Card on behalf of Globe
ilc zmd ;\ccJdent ln:ourance Company rnto \Vashington. \'/e have mstructed both
o thc:oe organizations to te porarily cease mailmg into the State of Washington
Lntil \\:e can satisfy vour of iCe that we are in no \Vil)' connected with the numerous
f·r•uties referenced tr! your letter of May 16 other than Consumer Support Services
z:r1d fHl,er ican Consumer Serv 1ces. both of which we own and control.
c'r1c!0:-,e

\Y_

c \vo,_;!rl no\\ lil-.:e to spec1 Jcally respond to the four numbered items contained
on

1.

2 2nd 3 of your letter of ,\•1ay 16.

r\s \'!e discussed above. :\mer Ican Consumer Serv1cc c:md Consumer Support
Ser 1ces. the only two
zatJOns over which we haYe any control,
rurrcntly IS not d1str Ibuti
any advertisements In the Sta tc of \\'ashington.
have no ablli ty to control Senior CItizens !I \ar
ing Group, Inc., Senior
SccurJ
Benefit SerVICe. :\atJonal Senior r\dvisory Services, RetJred Persons
lnformatJon Center, t\mencan Senior Citizens t\ssociation, Consumer Referral
Service, Consurner R
Service. Senior Citizens l'nlimited. or Senior
Ctuzens f\dvtsory Group. \Ve are familiar wJth some of these organizations,
but some of them are totally new names to us. Should anv of these organiZilllons co~nact us in an effort to asf< our enciorsemem or assistnnce we wdi
tnSJSt they not dJstnbute on behalf of any of our licensed a Rents any_
iJdvertisements m the State of Washmgron.

2.

r\s we indicated above the only two affiliates of Torchmark or any of its
operating companies which have done any advertising in \\'ashington are Consumer
Support Services and American Consumer Services. /\t one time or other
certain of the other entities listed in the immediately preceeding paragraph
have designed advertising to be used on behalf of the various independent
asents who represent United American in the State of Washington. Upon
receipt of your letter of lviay 16, this writer contacted :..1r. Allyn Kramer.
,\1r. Kr.Jmer is the Chief Executive Officer of the organizations that were
the subject of your Cease and Desist Order. Prior to the Cease and Desist
Order we had rnade the names of his organizations avaiiC:tble to United
:\n1encan's agent:; throu~h ou; in-house corno;:,n\· m<:H!3ZlnC'.

1 ') ()

T ,'

f

":,Jr('

J,,,

\',itc lJ!

r;:r-:

ic

DIC~

\j~rrqu~r

l

J:,,:Jr,dWC' Corn>niS~Joncr

\\'d',hJngtor1

;\ci,•ert tSJng ,\ \atcnab

\\her, we were made aware of the Cease and f)estst Order we Jndtcated to
\1r. Krarner that we could no longer endorse his compames until he had
;:,~su:r"d us that his organization had received approval from your office to
contmue mailinr, ildverti
mto the State of Washmgton. \v, e have recently
rczd::r-rr:ed Ol'r f>OSJ!ion with ,~'r. !<r<Hn<:'r. Alth0l'3h this d~'C:Is:on ~" "Ol to
:\1r. Kraner'~ liking, he understands our position and is \\'ill1ng to abtde by
our \vishc:o. \\'e have not been in contact with any of the other entities, since
scmc o1 them are totally foreign to us and \1/C \Vouldn't know how to contact
them if we tr1ed. Rest assured that the Torchmark Corporation and all of
tts oocrz:ltJrH~ entities are ever mindful of our responsibility to comply \\·ith
c<ll advcrtisinr, Jaws and re~ulations, and we will do everythlllf~ we reasonably
can to ins1st that th1rd parties over whom we h<1ve no control comply w1th
your ldw:o ~md rcr~ulatJons as respects any material rcfercncm.~ any of the
Tu;-chmd.ch_ opetC!tmg e:JtltJe:o.

3.

\\'e believe we have sufficiently outlmed exactly our relatiOnship with the
var1ous advertising entitles llsted in your Jetter. If not. we repeat that we
hcwe ab~olutely no financial interest in, or any abilny to control any of the
orge:n~zat1ons listed in your letter of 1\lay 16 other than Consumer Support
ServJG~s and ;\mcrican Consumer Services.
The latter t\VO entities are whollv
o\vned 2ffiliatcs of United American Insurance Company, 2nd 2s such we ha\'e
the ab!lt ty to control their act1vi ties.

4.

It 1s our position that your Deputy has reached an mappropriate conclusion
w;ti: regard to the actJvJ~!es of the Torchmark Corporation a11d all of its
orcratmg entities. On behalf of Torchmark CorporatiOn. Untted American
Insurance Compam·. Globe tife and r\ccident Insurance Comnpany, and
Liberty NaTional Life Insurance Company. we speciiJcaliy dcm· doing anything
des:
to circumvent the laws of the State of \\'ashmgton or your Cease
and Desist Order. On the contrary, two representatives of our operating
entittes flew to Olymp1a, \'Vashington for the sole purpose of explaining the
n2ture of Consumer5upport Services and American Consumer Services to
your representatives. We went over in detail our lead cards and, after our
visit to Olympia, came back to our offices, changed the lead cards to their
satisfaction, and began using them. Prior to that time we had ceased using
the cards.

\\'e are extremely concerned that you are of the opinion that \'>'e would circumvent
a Cease and Desist Order. \\'e want to satisfy you that this is not the case.
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t1ve Officer
poratlon
1\ venue South
,arn, t\iabamil 35233

John S. P.
mford
Pr ident and Chtef t:xecut1
Of 1
tiberty N.:HJon<J.l Life lnsur::o.nce Co.
P.Ol3o 2612
Birrn1
m. ;\Jabama 35201

lcs f3. Hudson. Jr.
1dent and Chief xecutive Officer
U;Htcd t\mer
Insurance Company
f\ox SlO
Dal
T ex0s 7 5221-0S 0

Samuel E. U
. Jr.
VIce President and General Counsel
Torchrnz:rk Corporation
200! - 3rd t\\cnue South
Dlrmi
• /\labarna 35233

Gene Cularne
Executive V1c:e President, Secretary
and General Counsel
Globe L fe and /\ccident Insurance
Globe Life Center
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73184

taw F1rm of
Gardere and \\'vnne
1500 Diamond Shamrock Tower
Dal
Texas 7 5201
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Consumer Support Services
A Torchmark Company

.\1:Jy I 3, J9S6

rtrnent of Insurance
'-lt.::ltc of \\' shington
I sur ~1nce Bulldmg AQ-21
Olyrnp1a, \\'ashmgton 98504
/\ttcr:tion:
f\E:

Ted Krumland

Lead C<.Hds

Y<lll will recall th<:1t we ViSited WJ!h you roughly

Con:,u:IIc'r Support Serv1ces had been usmg 1n the

30 days ago about tht· lead CZird
Sutc of \\'Zishmgton.

\\c dgrcecl that we would m::lke the changes you suggested prior to the time we
c,tarted ustng the card 1n Washington again. We have L1ken off the language
"ivicdJc<Jre Dtvision" on the business reply postcard. We have also documented
the '>tZ!tJstics quoted on the lead material, listed the pol1cy form number we make
reference to, and increased the size of the dtsc!<.l!rner so thdt it is the same size
.::dJ the other type on the lead card.
\\1:lr trw'>e ch.:Jnges that we agreed upon in your o!ftcc, we <:He now mstructmg

Cor1

rr;er Support Services that they rnay start us1ng th1s leC!d Jn your state.

Or,cc agam we would l1ke to thank you for the tlfne you spent with us when we
VlSJte
your Department.
\'ery

I<ober

ruly yours,

]. Lmk

VJce-Pre:-,Jdcnt

0: Sccrct-Jry

EXHIBITc.;~

§tatr of lllisrnns·

-

of the Commissioner of Insurance
Thomas P. Fox
Commissioner

9' 1985

(608) 266-3585
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CERTIFIED MAIL - RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
Mr. C. B. Hudson, Presidenc
United American Insurance Company
2909 North Buckner Boulevard
P.O. Box 810
Dallas TX 75221

Re:

Our File No. 84-01039
Case No. 84-C993

Dear Mr. Hudson:

we

have Laceived informacion that leads us to believe you are involved with
certain mailings to Wisconsin residents. These mai
s advertise health
insurance for persons over the age of 65. The inform~tion we have indicates
there is an affiliation between United American and Consumer Referral
Service. It is our understanding you actually do the mailing upon the request
of your agents.
Pursuant to section 601.42, Wisconsin Statutes,
provide this office
with the following information and material within 20 days of receipt of this
letter:
(1) Desc

~on

of your relationship to Consumer Referral Service (Center).

(2) Hnw do your agents obtain the lead cards from Consumer Referral Service?
(3) Do you approve the advertising used by your agents and CRSC prior to use
~n the state of Wisconsin?
(4) a.

b.
c.

CRSC - Ask for client list, a list of all agents and other persons
involved with marketing insurance products in Wisconsin with whom you
do business.
Provide a client list for Wisconsin.
Describe any financial arrangements between you and CRSC.

(6) Copies of all business reply cards that have been returned by Wiscons
citizens as a result of mailings to Wisconsin citizens in 1984 and 1985.
( 7)

Copies of applications that bave been solicited- an.Q._ submitted as a result
the CRSC of maillngs to Wisconsin citizens in 1984 and 1985.

P.O. Box 7873, Madison, WI 53707·7873
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Dear Ms.
:~~r ls~~er o[
S rela ive to the relationship between united American
and Consumer Referral Service has been given to this wrj.ter for reply.
at
to answer your questions in the sequence in which they were

(1)

is no formal relationship between United American Insurance
and Consumer Referral Service. Consumer Referral Service
organization that prepares and designs mailings and for a fee
sends them on behalf of an insurance agent to prospective policyholders. Any returns that result from these mailings are then sent
to the agent. United American Insurance Company has, through its'
company magazine made its' agents aware of Consumer Referral Services.
Our agents are independent and are not subsidized in any way. We do
not require·them to avail themselves of this type of service, but
merely make them aware that the service is available.

:~;

T~e

laad cards that our agents receive frcm Consumer Referral Service
result from the replies, if any, that result from the mailings. The
reply cards come back to Consumer Referral Service and they are then
sent to the agent.

(3) We require all advertising used by our agents to be sent to us for
prior approval. The mailing. piece used by Consumer Referral Service
was desip;ned with the help of our marketing department. ···We"" required-Consumer'" Ref"errn! "Service- to- -obtain- the-- approval-- of the· Wisconsin
Insurance Department prior to mailing the material into the State
of Wisconsin.
{

(4) a. We do not have a complete client list for all of the agents in
the Country with whom you do business. We believe we mean all
agents-who do business i~ t~e State of W~scon~in~ -we_are told
that Cons~mer Referrar Serv1ce mailed o~ behalf of Borowic_& Assoc.,
G-. T.- Koenig \a Minnesota resident)_, Herschel Stackhouse and- Rupe.l"t
E. Schulz. _We believ~-this to be a complete list of their clients
as respect to the State of Wisconsin.
2909 NORTH BUCKNER BOULEVARD • POST OFFICE BOX 810 • DALLAS, TEXAS 75221-0810 • (214)-328-2841
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form about
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whic~

Consumer Referral

Ser~ice

is

indicated
of this year Consumer Referral Service o
America sent ce
on behalf of two age~ts~ On June
cf this year Consun:er Referral Serv·ice sent a thousand mail
behalf of Herschel Stackhouse and 5,000 mailings on behalf of
H. Schulz. We are now told that a new employee at Conslli~er Referral
Service of America mistakenly sent the so-called
letter rather
than the Wisconsin letter. We have been in communication with Consun:er
Referral Service of ~~erica and have made it
to them
that it is imperative that they use Wisconsin
only
in mailing to your State.
We trust we have answered all of your questions and have provided all the
requested materials.
If there is anything you require in addition to the
enclosures, kindly contact this writer.

Robert{ J>~i0k
V1ce P~t &
Secreta~y

RJL
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If so, we
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Prospect

1234 .4ny St:'ee!.

Any City,

ST

98765

Here's How It Works Minimum Order:
The minimum order is 25 leads for $225.00. There
are no additional charges.

25% Tolerance:
If you order 100 leads and 125 can be provided,
American Consumer Services will automatically
increase your order. However, if
75 leads are
available, you will be billed only
the leads you
receive.

Branch Managers.
Pay as you earm
-

Your branch manager can show you
as you pay for your leads ..

to earn money

$

still takes a good

"'"<""''.., used to work the
it is a

thai

the
the same,

rules. These are:

t No one is allowed to

average

ten

network of leads.

3. The leads should be in the same area and each should be worked to"""'""'"""''""'

success of
this "network" of leads
from each
"'"''-"""'"""'"'"ror~ lead will determine
the success of your lead program. That is why you must pursue each lead ~u·~<::t~·rn~~ti.r•""
these
t Stop for directions. While en route to your first
company. Let people know you are a
in the
them about Globe Ufe's Medicare
centers, our fast turnaround
and above all, that you represent a strong financial institution whose
the policyholder:.

2. Ask every person for referrals. Who do they know that

nhllr\<!!l">ni4>U

be able
friends and hobbies. Senior citizens, especially, have many hobbies.
Ask for ~=
with, play cards with, etc. Talk

3. Inquire about neighbors. wr.oH1t>r
in the neighborhoed. F~nd out-who
may be nght around the -

have made a sale or not
across the
down the

use your services? Ask about
out who
fish with, golf

ofher
citizens
Another prospect
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ATTENTION:

Bonnie Burns

SOBJECT:

Advert sing Inquiries

Dear Ms. Burns:
Thank you for your inquiries about alleged improprieties in
advertising.
These items are not "advertisements" under our
regulations, but r ther "invitations to inquire". They do not
specify any particular insurance company, nor do they fully
describe any speci ic policy or premium rates therefor. These
"invitations to inquire" are not held to the same
an advertisement which fully describes a specif
poli
would therefore be the basis on which a citizen made a
to purchase the policy.
As for insurance producers deve+oping "leadsw, and attempting
to sell insurance, we simply can't prohibit this activity. We
can take action if the presentation of the agent is not
truthful, but we can't stop the agent from s
ng up in
first place.
Very trul: ~~~

;;?~~~
JOSEPH P. POWERS
Senior Counsel
(415) 557-3748
JPP:lsh

\
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The Honorable Ali ter McAlister
October 14,
6
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On August 5
th
year,
ssioner Gill spie f
ment Task F ce to address the concerns
Califor
senior citizen£ (see attached press release).
the 19 entities mentioned in the
umers
ion's
complaint, invest gation has been
eted on 12
been referred to Department attorneys for formal disci
action. Investigations are continuing on the remaini
entities.

a's

have

tment complaint files are being analyzed to identify
additional companies or agents who appear to have been the
source of problems in the Medicare Supplement field. The
Department is about to start a special market conduct
examination of a major Medicare supplement insurer.
We are currently
ting together the results of a s
of
insurers that issue Medicare supplement insurance and we expect
to issue Oi.l:r.·
very shortly now.
The Commissioner's Insurance Consumer Advisory Panel has
established a subcommittee to study Hedicare
ement
insurance problems. When it reports back to the Consumer
Advisory Committee, public hearings will be established.
As to ACR 144 and AB 2801, I have to
in by saying that,
contrary to your invitation letter, the
tment
urance
has expressed no
nion on either piece of legislation. In
fact, because of AB 2801's location in the Health and Sa
Code, our legislative service did not even bring it to our
attention. Because
that, we have no
position on
2801.
have little to say about ACR 144, other than to observe very
generally that the matter which the Hauser Health
ssion would be charged to explore has
great length alr
Surely, the Congressional
s
nationalized health care have
ely
ied the programs
existing in other countries at great
ngth •

~ve

Y~u

have asked what role the Department of Insurance would play
in implementing ACR 144. We did not comment on the resoluti
because it dSsigns no role whatsoever to the Department. Of
course, we would stand ready to render whatever t
ical
a sistance we cou~d provide. However, our
tment
s no
mission under the Insurance Code to monitor health care
econoci~s, so I do not know what that assistance
ght be.
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The Honorable Ali ter McAlister
October 14, 1986
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In essence, this
rtment would have to observe that we
it hi
unlike
that the g
ored enti
proposed in AB 280 could succeed in pr
ding a deluxe,
fr
-choice health insurance program at affordable
premiums to
where private enterprise has failed
Respectfully subm tted,

1±~

Peter Groom, Senior Counsel
California Department of Insurance
Attachments
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icare supplement
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d d
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the
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that found in the vast majority of privately funded hea
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component.
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or admissio
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working of
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over or's of ce, and so many things were changed in
e
f
hat
ip.
But
n any event, my analyses made rna y,
ical comments about AB 600, the majority o
which
ave to say were not reflected in the myriads of amendments
wer made.
I cannot cite you chapter and verse,
through so many stages, and of course some
r its predece o s and Senator, or
resentative T
legisla ion, and I think there was even
egisl
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it h s.
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ong time.
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So wou d
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omment on the AB 600 issue.

I might, I'
lik
o refresh Mr. Groom's memory.
There
nalyses done
the
artment of Insurance that were
Assembly Membe
McAlister, both of which were given
irst analysis was done in the spring of 1985 by
uepa tme n t in wh i
50 points were made.
In response to
memorandum, Mr. Groom and I had a conversation and we verba
is cussed each of
ose points, and many, if not all, of those
s were put as amendments into the bill.
The second ana y
artment was done in November of 1985.
It was not unt
sp ing of 1986 was that analysis g ve
by the th
egis at ve liaison for that Department
o Assembly Mernb
The
artment, in both instances, in
spring
MeAl ster.
fall of
985, fol owed their responsibility fully in maki
sugg sted changes, but the document, at least
fall document
was in the Governor's office, and when the Governor's office
deci
to release
at document, we then h
it.
That ana si
ais d 26 points and once again, amendments were made to th
bi l.
So in toto, 76 points by the Department of Insurance,
of them valid, I'd say 99 percent of them, were in fact addres
amendments to that bill.
That November '85 analysis was the
st anal sis that Assembly Member McAlister ever received at a
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Mr. Groom:
Ther
has not been an actuarial review, but I would have to say
and I'm not an actu ry, I'm an attorney
based upon the
any
any group insurance
licy programs or group insurance po icie
that are submitted f
my review and approval, this is certainl
s I say, a deluxe program -- something I did not mention in
est imony was also the recent addi ti anal requirement that the
be
11 freedom of choice of providers, which is something
has
sappeared from virtually all the major group programs
ecent years.
All those factors combined would indicate to me
that this would cos
substantially more because it provid
ubstantially more coverage, than the typical group insurance
rogram, and that's why I made the statement that I think i
would be onsiderably more expensive, unfortunately.
,J~.s~

Mr. 11
Oh, I admit that I am neither an actuarial or an attorney.
I was
a cl ims adjuster for 20 years so I have a little background in
nsurance.
But given some of those parameters, how do y
ccount for the drop in per capita costs that we see
amp ative systems such as the \anadian system?
I

•

Mr.
oom:
We 1, my problem is
at I am not a medical economist.
But I do
now, from reviewing rate filings on nationwide individual health
nsurance policies, is that central L.A. has a health care cost
ry very substantially above that of any other locality in the
n ted States.
Th s includes Manhattan Island, this include
Washington, D.C., this includes Boston, which some years ago was
considered to be the most expensive area from the standpoint of
health costs.
There is also a very wide range of health costs in
alifornia, extrapolating or based upon these premium rate
Eili
s that we get.
Fresno, and some of your areas are some of
the cheapest places in the State of California, so far as
ndividual health insurance is concerned, and central L.A., or
actually the San Fernando Valley, is the most expensive in the
ountry, at least according to some of these insurers.
!IPr~~J t~

Mr. rt
m:
, lack of competition?
I

•

Mr. Groom:
well
that is some
ng that has occupied a lot of experts in the
ield.
I'm not that much of an expert, I'm a lay observer,
uppose you could say, but many people have said that there is
perhaps too much c
titian -- there are so many providers
n
certain parts of Ca ifornia, that their patient loads are small
enough that they have to charge more money to maintain their
overheads including, I have to admit, rna practice insurance.
i-Jff'-l.SCI<

Mr .JStk. I :
at doesn't sound like a very capitalistic system to me.
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I d

t know

any

country,
t:

a, I cou d tell
I basical
syl a ia we h
can take my
close to the
lvania Dutch area,
of, I
ink, where f
es t a e c
e
ves
and so there's a much more cl se-kni
situation
you have as in California
r
we're so
mobi e
eve
movi
around; I thi
New York is
same
way, you have a lot
mobile people mov
but I know
lvania,
ial
in the
at I
which is very
ose to
the ones
oungsters that s
tayed home
took care of
some bear ng on that, and Penn
into fami y an taking care of
at mi
t have someth ng
do
ou .
you'

not an actuar al

.
om
Nor a health ec nom

~1

that
appr
ate yo
ddi ion a
que
t of the
M
e

r

t.

si
covers the questions we have,
taKing time out to
e here.
If we
wi ll you be a b 1 e to stay wi t h us for

r om:
ir.
appreciate it very much.
At this point, we are going to
for lunch. We will reconvene no later than 1:30.
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PROPOSED PRINCIPLES FOR A STATE HEALTH INSURANCE PROGRAM

E. Richard Brown, Ph.D.
UCLA School of Public Health
Los Angeles, CA 90024

Presentation to the hearing of the Assembly Committee on Finance and Insurance,
Los Angeles, October 14, 1986.
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Mr. Chairman, thank

1 forn

R

mer

Voluntary Health

n.

me to tcsti

I will be

on

on behalf

and Dr. Mil

ho must be out of the country and regrets that he cannot be

Proh!cms n·ith Health Insurance Coverage

I would like to begin

noting some of the conditions that led Dr. Roemer

f to propose a California Health Insurance Program, a strategy that we believe
\vould simultaneously solve several difficult problems now plaguing California's health
care consumers, providers, and State programs.

Based on national studies,

tel

of Californians are not covered by private medical care insurance, Medi-Cal
Medicare some or all of the year.
covered

Half of these uninsured persons are

employment-based plans.

For the most part, they are paid too little to be abl

to afford individual health insurance coverage.

ch ldren.

but

About one-third of the uninsured arc

These approximately 3.8 million Californians are dependent on county health

ser ices and charity care, which are generally unevenly available and often not
accessible among the counties.

Enn many of those who arc insured have such inadequate coverage that
ca not obtain necessary medica
d isJ bled

persons cannot

meet

care at a price they can afford.
their

necessary

Many elderly and

medical expenses

Medicare and the avadability of Medi-Cal to those who are very poor.
msured population is uncertai

about what coverage they do have and is

the

of

Even the wel
abou

how to choose among the variety of health insurance plans on the market

Cost-containment efforts have reduced access to some public and community-based
programs, especially including county health services.
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Furthermore, AIDS and other

ha
health

01,

on and coordinating the present base
ns,

CH

ia

covered for necessary medica

expenses.

It would requ

health

insurance coverage to

those

ensuring

el

ting the gaps
ld also

and other

economic

Bu

in

to control health care costs.

wh , you

a state health

Si

has been

y

level for some time.

The cost-containment methods

have exacerbated the plight

the u

suggest that state initiative in this area can
constrain ng costs.

And there
be

access and

from Can ad a and

The strategy of a sta
ini 1ative taken
h

health insurance progra

most Western

th insurance programs.

the

The successful Canadian provincial-federal health

program, well established since the 1950s, is an

y relevant

Canadian program is operated by the individual
amounting to approximately 50 percent.

with a federal

The provincial plans are supported

general tax revenues; only some provinces require residents to pay
pa roll deductions.
near

un versa!

coverage of

satisfaction and politica

the

population.

The Canadian

system has

and has

support among the population.

A 1984 Gallup poll found

that 8! percent of the population reported being "quite
their provincial health

Canadian ph
schedules negotiated

ns arc paid primarily on a

to

ncial health plan and medical

the

y negotiated

in the United States.

or

n.

charge-based, cost-based, per

sen ices

usually as

Although nominally voluntary, the provincial plans have achieved

un vcrsal access to a full range of quality health

a

within which they must

unlike the

iem and per case reimbursement methods that predominate

Prospective global budgeting el

duplicate services provided by other

tes

to

and it reduces

to

costs which run about 2.5 percent of total health spending in Canada

8.5 percent in the United States.
to pay ph

ranee

Primarily because of the negotiated fee schedules used

ns and the prospective global budgeting of h

costs, the Canadian system is cost effective.

tal operating and ca

In 1971, when all Canad

providing insurance for both hospitalization and ph

1 ., ,..

ns scrv

n

health ex

nces were
itu

7

propose.

the

become

H

to ca

a

of

that

and Issues

3.
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5

Premiums. Premiums would be regulated, with a maximum
package of benefits set
CHIP. AHIPs would compete for
lower premiums for the same package of
or
the same premium.

4.

Issues: In order
premium payers
community-rated
premiums would
5.

more

to provide fair financing of the plans, and not unduly burden
such as employers and individuals, should the premiums be
for all insured groups except the disabled and elderly whose
be paid by government programs?

Population Coverage and Source of Premiums. All California residents must be
enrolled in an AHIP of their choice and would be free to transfer to another AHIP
at the beginning of any month. Premiums would be derived from various sources,
depending on the individual's category:

a.

Employees, at least 50% of whose premiums would be paid by employers;
Requiring low-income employees to pay half of their own premiums
us
their dependents' premiums, as in 5.c below, would impose a difficult financial
burden on them. Therefore, should employers be required to pay 100% of their
employees' premiums')
Should the premiums of low-income employees be
subsidized by the Stare? Should employers be required to cover employees in
firms of all sizes or only in those above a specified minimum number
employees? How should part-time employees be covered? Should employers be
required to cover for 3 or more months employees who are laid off or fired?

b.

Self-employed persons, who must enroll and personally pay their own premiums;
Issues: Should the premiums of low-income self-employed persons be subsidized
the State?

c.

Legal dependents of the above categories of persons, who would be covered in the
plans of the primary subscriber through payment of additional premiums;
Issues: For the most part, premiums of dependents would be covered by employers
or by employment-based group insurance. Should the premiums of dependents of
low-income employed and self-employed persons be subsidized by the State?

d.

Medi-Cal eligibles, whose premiums would
(requiring a federal waiver);

e.

Medicare beneficiaries, whose premiums would be paid by the appropriate Medicare
fiscal intermediary (requiring a federal waiver);
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be paid by the Medi-Cal program

L

persons who do
considered
General Funds
The expanded
for
persons would rei
and
igent care
Studies are
remaining indigent care responsibilities.
these responsibilities? Should
be shared
Should the program be administered by the
to assure

6.

Copayments should be either prohibited or
Issues: If copayments for any benefits are required
permitted for any basic package of services?
apply only to services initiated by the patient, not those
(b) should not exceed 20% of the charge; and (c) should
persons of substantially low income (e.g., Medi-Cal,
indigent persons).

7

by methods which both encourage provider
costs.
method be adopted or
Issues:
permitted?
methods might include:
capitation payments, according to the number of persons
continuing
and (c) salary, if the
organized health plan or agency.
8.

Hospitals should be paid in a
financing for necessary hospital facilities and
capital needs) and teaching programs (when appropriate), and
quality and economic efficiency.
Issues: What is the best way to achieve these goals? We recommend a method that
has been widely used in Canada and other systems--prospective global budgeting,
with payments made periodically from a single source. If California adopted
method, hospitals might be paid by a Hospital Financing Commission
HFC would annually review all hospital budgets and approve them
to
national standards. It would derive funds from all AHIPs
proportion to the
hospital utilization rates of their members (so that AHIPs that use more
services per 1,000 members would pay a larger share
the total
At the end of each fiscal year, hospital budgets
be
reasonable deficits would be paid by the HFC.

9.

Quality Assurance. A systematic program for quality assurance would
in all AHIPs. CHIP would require all AHIPs to maintain
system with uniform reporting requirements that would
and utilization review.

The program would be administered
with
I and local ad
de

10.

as needed.

Local,

be
hca th plans and to
ns and
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care

n·nsurcd popu ation, reduce the number of persons who are not insu
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rigorous
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We

to

costs and promote

of AB 2801 that would create a universal health

that coverage by some form of health insurance should be mandatory,
p::nticipa !On in any particular plan volunta

h

th i

ra

rt b

di

osti
id

an would

va

ve to be funded in part

general tax reven

We think that a
premium

We support the provision of a

!th

t may be more feasible politically to establish a minimum

serv

a

g

the con inuum

and therapeutic care
some

nd

tb

from

preventive

long-term care.

th

We encourage the

the additional princip'fes we have posed as mandates
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acute and

such a

chron
ttee
n.

In

addi

we

that

nn

will be necessary.

We would
your Committee and

the Panel

work be

that

rial and

composition

whatever assistance
the

ncl. Thank you.
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th s?

r

-Cal in par

and

s because
d
rtai
needs the
or eve
t
take
le taking advantage of a program,
bitant costs th
we have ri t now.
costs of
i-Ca
much of it is dealing
i
se
don't have to pay for it. We have
are constant
c
aints about "We can't
a because every t
it s more
for."
rown:
may be due
o
eting of the

overutilization,
i-Cal pr r

ha

a

Wri

t:
don't see how
can s
i-Cal program is,
s with the
And ev ry t
they budget
gets thr
half the year,

I

major c
straints on
at preve t overutilization.
some evidence
at
, un
ut
zing services.
specially concerned about he
the people in this State
s.
t:
You're not on

concerned

rown:
are concerned
over age thr:
nsurance and
s.
ight:
ave you looked at
Barbara County?
or.
No,

t sen or

tizen

out

senior citize
i-Cal program an
ali
for
i-Cal.
e

program

rown:
have not.

l Q?

at's be

t

s

eleme s of what you're sayi
in my mind soun
the
ogram that's
Santa Ba
, by
he way
successfully.
rs
resentation tha
you are talking about e im nat
the prog:r
as far as Medi-Ca
is concerned,
re son and I'
telling you, there's on
so
the State can spend, and I don'
think that our
u
peopl , who are our wage earners today, are prepar
to take
the kind of taxation that would be involved
f you went forward
ith the program as you are suggesting and s ill leave all these
he programs in place.
own:
may I point ou a source of savings.
If the State man
ll empl
rs,
ssentially all empl
rs with obviously some
ptions, provi ed health insurance coverage to their
employees, that woul
reduce by approximately half the number of
rsons in th
State without any health insurance at all.
Now
that s a major cost for the counties
the State.
The savi
in t at could be applied to improving the health care benefits
nd access for the remainder of that
lation.
The Med -Ca
rogram would not c st more because, in fact, when
i-Cal
prem urns to one of these, you know, an HMO, they're paying,
don't know what the current rate is, but generally it's about
rcent of the aver age
os ts of treating a Medi-Cal patient i
that a
ry in tha area.
So it
s not represent an increa
c sts, rather it represents a savings to the Medi-Cal
and t
the Stat

We 1
that

Ms.
going t
f o 1 ow that idea of them mandating t
r that
m st carry a health nsurance rogram, bu
say
the main t rust of your program is to take car
ndi
you're asking the employer to take care of people
ren't eve empl
by h
r. Brown
No, I'm not.
We're asking him to take care of the people who a
empl
him, whom he or she is not now providing insuranc
overage to.
Half of the uninsured are employed persons.
We
believe that those people's insurance needs can best be me
hr
mandating
at empl
rs pay hea 1 th insurance
Tha
done in the State of Hawaii, very effectively.
universal coverage in Hawaii as a result.

Ms. Wri
To
l
you the truth, I don't like Ca iforn a compared with
other state, because I think our situations in many areas ar
diffe ent and unique to California.
And so what
do wel
n
awa11, and you talk about Canada, and I think Canada is not
demo racy, so I mean there's big differences in the way thei
overnments are run, there's big differences as to what the r
os s ar
as far a
their doctors and hospitals are concerned.
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m
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about health care?
health car ?
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that
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Is
ared statement
for some additiona
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TESTIMONY
GLADDEN V. ELLIOTT, M.D .• PRESIDENT
CALIFORNIA MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
ASSE~BLY

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE AND INSURANCE

HEARING ON AB 2801 AND ACR 144
OCTOBER 15. 1986

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS, AS YOU KNOW THE CALIFORNIA MEDICAL ASSOCIAT ON
ViGOROUSLY OPPOSED BOTH AB 2801 AND ACR 144.

AB 2801 WOULD HAVE CREATED

THE CALIFORNIA VOLUNTARY HEALTfl PLAN AGENCY FOR THE PURPOSE OF: A)
DEVELOPING A STATEW DE HEALTH PLAN FOR CALIFORNIA MODELED AFTER EXISTING
PLANS, SPECIFICALLY THOSE IN CANADA AND AUSTRALIA; AND, B) IMPLEMENTING
AND OPERATING THIS PLAN BEGINNING JULY 1, 1988.
HAVE MANDATED THE LEGISLATURE TO CODIFY AND FUND
THE AGENCY.

THE BILL ALSO WOULD
PLAN PRO OSED

Y

ACR 144 REQUESTS THE OFFICE OF STATEWIDE HEALTH PLANNI

AND DEVELOPMENT (OSHPD) TO FORM A 15-MEMBER "HAUSER HEALTH PLA
COMMISSION" FOR THE PURPOSE OF STUDYING" ... VARIOUS EXISTING MODELS OF
HEALTH PLANS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD."

THE HAUSER COMMISSION WOU

SUBSEQUENTLY MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE LEGISLATURE AS TO THE BEST
~EANS

OF MEETING "UNMET HEALTH NEEDS "

THE MAJOR THRUST OF CMA'S OPPOSITION IS BASED ON THE FACT THAT WE DO NOT
BELiEVE THE APPROACH TAKEN IN THESE MEASURES WILL RESOLVE THE PROBLEM
AT HAND.

CMA LEADERSHIP HAS MET WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF THE SENIOR

LEGISLATURE IN AN ATTEMPT TO DISCOURAGE THEM FROM GOING FORWARD WITH
THIS LEGISLATION.

WE HAVE ALSO OFFERED TO WORK WITH THE SENIORS IN A

MAJOR EFFORT TO RESOLVE THE ASSOCIATED PROBLEMS.

SPECIFICALLY, CMA IS

OPPOSED TO AB 2801 AND ACR 144 FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS:
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CANADIAN-MO

NiED PASSAGE
THESE WERE DEF

ED

HE

A PLAN

WOULD ENABLE

ADDITIONAL EXPENDITURES TO REDEVELOP AN
A WASTE OF MONEY.

2.

AT PRESENT, THE
STATE INSURANC

!SA PREEMPTION EXEMPTS
MANDATES.

PARTIC:PATION

HE SELF-INSURED
ISA IS AMENDED

FAILURE UNLESS

3.

ASSUMING

DEL

AB 2801 WO LD

MANDATED THE L

THE CALIFORNIA

HEALTH

DETAILS OF THE PLAN

NCLUD NG

TO

THIS FASHION !S UNPRECEDENTED.

4.

DEFORE THE VIABILiTY OF THE PROPOSED
INFORMATION

!

BENEFICIARY Fl
THE LIKE.

NECESSARY PERTAl
IAL RESPONS 8

WITHOUT THIS INFORMATION,

BE WRITING A BLANK CHECK FOR MASSIVE
PROGRAM.

NONE OF THIS INFORMATION

1

S

·-3-

5

AS PROPOSED, TH S PLAN PURPORTS TO BE PR I VA TEL Y FUNDED.
BECAUSE

IT

HOWEV

IS ALSO DESIGNED TO COVER THOSE WHO ARE CURREN

Y

UNINSURED OR UNDERINSURED, WE SEE NO WAY THAT AFFORDABLE PREMI
FOR THE GENERAL POPULATION COULD BE DERIVED WITHOUT SIGN! !CANT
GOVERNMENT SUBS DES.

A CONSERVATIVE ESTIMATE IS THAT THIS TYPE OF

PLAN WOULD COST GOVERNMENT HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF DOLLARS, IF NOT
BILLIONS

6.

THE STUDY PROPOSED BY ACR 144 WOULD DUPLICATE A STUDY ALREAD
UNDERWAY BY THE CALIFORNIA HEALTH POLICY AND DATA ADVIS R
COMMISSION

S M!LARLY, OSHPO IS CURRENTLY REQUIRED TO ANNUALLY

REPORT TO THE LEGISLATURE ON HOW TO BEST MEET UNMET HEALTH NEED
IN ADDITION, EVERY MAJOR HEALTH ORGANIZATION IS NOW STUDY!
iSSUE OF UNCOMPENSATED CARE.

!N CMA'S VIEW OUR F RST ORDER OF BUSINESS SHOULD BE TO DEFINE UNMET
HEALTH NEEDS AND COVERAGE SHORTFALLS, FOLLOWED BY AN ANALYSIS OF THE
MEANS OF FINANCING THOSE NEEDS.

AS PREVIOUSLY POINTED OUT, AB 2801

ACR 144 WOULD DIVERT SCARCE RESOURCES AWAY FROM THE STUDY OF MORE
ISSUES SUCH AS CARE FOR THE UNINSURED, UNDERINSURED, ALIENS, TRANSIENTS
AND INDIGENTS.

AT PRESENT, CMA IS ACTIVELY WORKING TOWARD RESOLUTION

PROBLEMS RELATING TO UNCOMPENSATED CARE, UNDERINSURED INDIVIDUALS, THE
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"UNCOMPENSATE:J
AND
ACCESS FOR THE
AND !ND GENT

The CMA apprec ates
"Uncompensated Health Cc:re and Acces
Patient." Unfortunate , we must predic
poor patients, unless he effects of recent gover
trends are corrected. Specifical IY
(1) addlt ona
government
health programs at a
levels of government, and (2 policies
"compet ltlve" health Insurance products, are
omotlng even
1 imitations on access
quality health care, part cularly those with
income.
Groups adv rsely affected are Me i-Cal re lp ens, Medl
eligibles, indigents, he uninsured, "sel f-p y pat len s, and t
insured, for they ar most I ikely to not
their med cal bi! Is.
Uncompensated c e is an extreme y
determining th
makers; one that invol
providers, insurers, and government In pay
who can't pay. Let us pose the question
wi II the costs of pa ents who can't a
be a! located?"
Private insurers and government entities a
and moral responsibl I t for their share of
though they are best able to spread the cost
Conversely, the burden of uncompensat~d care I
ncr
few providers and, of cour3e, the patients who can
This paper will hlghl
t; (1) the recent gover
t po
and
trends which led to
's problem, (2) the e fee on Ca ifornla
and other providers, and finally (3) the effect on patients
I.

RECENT TRENDS IN HEALTH CARE DELIVERY

A.
Since the 1950's, government has pi y
financing he lth care for the
years, efforts to balance
ts a a!!
resulted In drastic reductions of
programs.

ignlfl
r , l n the
s of gover
undlng

The federal government has signlf
financing health care in response to
tary pr
cuts n Medicaid funding from 1975 to 198 , t e por on
ncome Amer cans covered under t at program fel I from 63%
n 1981, categorical health progr s sue as TB contro

0

funding
un I ike ly.

Adv so and
uncomp
States. and
Ca II fo
purpose of
as Me l-Ca!
State transfe
simultaneous
have
Medi-Ca
care In
cllnl
Count es
indlgen
count!
the

re
must
not uncommon
thousand dol
shift th
provided
emot lona II y
expense of
physicians are
call" lists
expensl
trend

Lower governmen
e I Ig Ib I

u ding

t y for coverage under

The newly ine
and

thus,

gi le popu a
unl !kely
to

Consequently
uninsured;
Second r due
provider r
uncompensated

most of

he

ose most

I i

!on
be

d governme t
mbursement
are. As
t
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-Cal and other gove
These Iow rates
t

access to
B.

Aiso exacerb
the problems o un
"competition In
health Insurance I
forces. Insurers re now focusing mor
containment In de lgning their policies.
added to the uncompensated care problem n

These m

First, rnor peep e are ente lng th ranks of t
un n
population m~st
kely to generate uncompensated care.
attempt to m~re erosely align costs to premi
, the hlg risk gr
such as those with preexisting medica con ltions or the
become statlstlca y undeslreable. These pat en
find coverage at affordable premiums, or not at
are entering the
nks of the unlnsu ed
s
uncompensated care.
"Costs" are a pot t force in the marketp
down, some "self-Insured" employers have
benefits in the! policy. Their b n f
"under Insured", because a needed ser I
beneficiary who receives care for an uncove
"uninsured" for that service, and thu
uncompensated care.
Underinsurance I also a problem with" ndlvi
policies of
Insurance carrie
Usually, benefits are kept low to keep
policies afford
Individual policies const ltute about 22% of
private Insurance market.
Individual pol ley benefic aries
similarly, ofte uninsured for some needed benefit, and
I lkely to generat uncc~pensated care.
Each of the abo~e ~rc~!e~s will be deta led In the fo lowl
discussing the u~ ~sured and the underinsured.
now that the p~lv
Industry
uncovered which,
!y, g!ves rl
to
The second majo effect of competition In the nsurance market
has been the loss of the providers abll ity to "
t shift . Pr
traditionally "sh ted" or "spread" the cost
the r nonpay ng
patients among those patients who could pay. Each paying patle
bi I I was raised a fraction in order to cover the costs of the
who could not pay. Since the third party payors paid fo
bi I I. the cost was Indirectly spread mong the genera
through higher premiums or taxes. New cost
lnment
I.e., prospective payment systems, prefer
provider organizat
d agnostic related groups, health m
an e organlzat

c.
The number
from 19
population
uninsured.

ng uncompe

The "Unl
given time.
remain ng 6.3%
had Ins r
populati
1.

Currently 78% of
I ess ex pen l ve g
However, rna y peop
empl
These

a.

!t.:.de:

The
workers,
service,
employe

b.

p ivate lnsur
plans, usual
are unable

e n pg. 2 6

T
p

without any coverage.
c.

to group p a s.
expensl
lnd
dual
are uninsured.
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d.

Insurance is
ten
with less than
wage liiorkers.

e.

lndlv dua s
h
based coverage s even
Is usually excluded.
!nd vidual
tota ly unava !able due to t

f.

coveraQe
Unava! lab! I ity o termination of employe
affect the worker. General IY. the worker's spous and d ende
left uncovered. Three-fourths of ail citizens
thout
part-tlme or ful i-t me
and their
s.
2.

People who are unab e to obtain employment-based
Individual pol cy.
Individual pol
Is a
Insurance market. However, due to the h
enrolled, these pol icles are usua ly very
simply priced out of the market.
3.

Important demogra hie information about h uninsured In th
Inc I udes Income and age.
In 1982, 35% of the unInsured had
below the poverty level ($9,000 for a fam ly of four). Another
Incomes between
,000-18,000.
Another 16% were between 18,
$27,000, and 20% were over $27,000. Data r
rdlng age ndlcate t
the uninsured are very young, 52.4% being under 24 years old
young may not perce ve themselves to be at risk of I I !ness and
levels affect coiisL:;;-,ption priorities. These actors !nfl
individual's choice of w~ether or not to purcha
coverage.

B.
The majority of u ~o~~ensated care may
Insurance, but it r::y a!so arise fro:n
te Insurance
cal led "Underlnsu~a~~3 . Underinsurance
when pol icy
are f nadequate to cover hea I th need
n de uate ben
discussed In the next section. However, under!
ranee can a!
when a patient as some insurance, but he extent of cover
Inadequate to keep total patient "out-of
affordable level; especially ln the event
a ca ast
Frequently a pati nt Is unable to pay his or her share followln
major I I lness.
Some Insurance contracts put a I i fet tme o pe -epIsode lim t
amount they wi I l pay, for example, $250,000 or $500,000. If the
b! I l exceeds this amount, due to a ca ast
lc event, the patient
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he th r ma
of benef s"
underinsurance.
services wh ch
care. outpatien
mental hea t
discovers
not cover.
Insured,
ut
expenses a~d not
are not covered
(Mulste!n 218).
The group most
policies are t
pol cles a
cover d at e a
employed ndivi
Insurance

provide a min mum
state regulation
employer plans ha
market since 1975

II.

EFFECT ON PHYSIC
Physicians have
uncompensated c
billings of the
for "charity c re.
declared "bad deb .
that phys cian w
uncompensated care, but
As explained ear ie
and are
rende .
uncompensated c
I glons of un

red and

ted care. tha
responsible
t

under nsured,

0

Se

Current econom
and pol ley fa to
uncompensated ca
to b distri
providers. For xample, those ph s
Income areas are generally exposed to
Obviously physicians who serve, as a lar
mix those clients who cannot pay or unde
uncompensated care burden. Sald anot
serve the poor and near-poor wi I l be
current pol cy.
After awhile overburc:er:e::i physicians
uncompensated ca e.
lr:rtlally, t
and underp ying a len
Eventually,
burdensome economic environment. The
Income areas eventual !y being denuded
trend counterma ds the long-sta
services for, and getting physicians
In summary, prlv te physicians are
burden of uncompensated care which is
i
the private lnsur nee lndust y. Unfortu
unequally on just
few
lclans, p !mar
Income.
I I I. EFFECT ON THE PAT l Cl'ITS

As Increasing nu~ber of providers become di
they wI I I move to i It the! r exposure to uncompen
to private health care wi I I diminish increment I I
patients; prima
uninsured, and u ~erinsured patients.
faci! !ties, often to : e more expensive emer

t

for

Facts a I ready s.
that r::any for-prof i
patients and "~up" their uncomp ns
facilities. Doctors currently provide
care. If the doc crs who are d!spropo
transfer patients, in increasing number
county facilities handle the load, especi
continuing cutbac%s?
A po! icy of continuing cutbacks, along w
"dump", portends the return of a sharply
health care: One -for those who can pay
facl i !ties for those who can't.
In act,

1 0

two-tie ed"
and another In coun
resident
's
1

I .

More peop
Government
people are
uncompensated
IY

care transact!
can pay ful y and
of this trend is
or who underpay.
divided "twot~ income
underlns~red,
a
patient, or anyone
V.

Insurance.
bene
lse

Medi~Cal

CMA POLICY DEVELOPMENT
tions, has bee
compl lcated mat
process f eva
the rol owing:
Corslderat on #1

one should be
lnabi lity to pay.

Consideration #2:

yone should r
i
a deliberately desl
not be permitted.

Consideration

#3:

iorlty should be
sector

Consider t

0

medica!

a

pulation
or taxes.
Consider

ny patients
s. deduct!
choose not to
should be
he syst

t

ld
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VI.

THESE CONSIDERATI
ARE NOT tMA POLICY.
PLACE FOR CMA DEL BERATION.

THEY ABE MERELY A START!

ALTERNATIVES FOR COVERING THE COS
DELIBERATlON BY THE CMA

u

MPENSATED

Current public po cy Is transferring the cost of uncompens te
ontv providers, especially those who serve the poor and near poor.
current trends continue, how should the costs of those who can't pay
allocated among Insurers. patients. providers. and government?
Is considering the following alternatives.
A.

Traditionally, ins~ra~~e cc~oanies passed on the cost of uncompens t
care to the general population in the form of higher premiums.
Premiums were raisej to cover the higher payments caused by the
provider cost-s~ ft. ~his ~ar.ner of paying for uncompensated care has
some attractive eatures:
It does not appear on the governmen
balance sheets and no bureaucracy is creat~d to administer the progr
At present, the cost-spreading function of Insurers cannot
because the federal ERISA preemption exempts self-insured empl
from state Insurance mandates.
If ERISA did not exempt the
Insureds, many insurance-based solutions to paying for uncompensat
care would be ava able. For example, the CMA has long support d h
concept of mandating an a l 1-paye r rIsk poo I . Under t h s propos a ,
people who are poor risks due to a pre-existing medical condition,
who cannot otherwise get Insurance, would be able to purchase cover
from the risk pool. All health Insurers wou!d be required
part iclpate In t e pool and offset losses ln proportion to the amount
of business each does In the stcte.
The costs of the risk poo
be indirectly spread to the entire population without an expensl
government bureaucracy or oppressive regulations. There would be
burden on the insurers because they merely pass on the costs to
insureds.
CMA may consider expanding the risk pool concept to cover
uninsured grouos, such as the low income workers who are unable
obtain insur2nce:
their employer and can't afford an lndlvi
policy. A pol c cou!d be sold by the pool to these average
workers at a p;e~ ~~ ~e ow individual po cy rates. Again, there
be no burden on t~e nsurers because they could compensate fo
added cost thro~~ sl i~htly higher premiums for eve yone.
Other mandates might be considered in order to expand cover
reduce the possibi I lty of uncompensated care. Such mandates inc!
*That a specified benefits package be Included n alI policies, such
catastrophic coverage, preventive care for chi !dren, etc.
*That all insurer offer
, espec
low-Income worke s, through a sl idlng fee premium, based on Income
perhaps with government funded premium assistance or vouchers.

l 8
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for the med

ALTERNATIVE #1: Should CMA should sponsor a
federal governmen to amend ERISA so that t
insurance mandates on the self-Insured employers?
s;.,
s arJended
s
lf
ALTERNATIVE #2:
legislation irGposing a certain mandates on
coverage?

d

7

the

t

d
s
Insurance Indus r

ALTERNATIVE #3: Assum n; =~ SA is amended,
requiring all insuring ent: es to pay for un
proportion to the b slness they do nth
reimbursement rates?

nsorlng
to ex
slatlon

B.

As insurers and government shed thelr fair
poorer pat ents carry the burden of
reduced access and denied services. The
that an in
quality of care may be
hea I th ca e
ALTERNATIVE #4 Shou d CMA continue to oppose dave!
system of health care?

car
form
sugges
two-ti ed
of a two-tIer

On the other hand, sc:-:le patients have the
Iii
to pay
lr "self
pay". copayment. and deductible bl I Is,
choose not to do so.
Nevertheless, most ;
icians have cont nued to treat these patients,
preferring to mainta n a good physician-patient relationship.
ALTERNATIVE #5: Shou d CVA encourage doctors to
from their patie ts
;:h t;-;e abl! lty to pay?
col teet ion agencies and the legal system. County
also be encouraged to s~c~s~r col !ect on agenc es.

efforts
use of
societies coul

A patient's ab l!ty to pay his bill
coverage. However. many people choose to
though they coul afford it. In 1982, 36% of
Incomes over $18,000 per year. 20% of the unl
over $27,000 a year. These facts mi I ita
mandated Insurance coverage for wealthier popul

Insurance
lnsu ance. e
un nsured had am !y
ed had family Incomes
favor of a pol icy of
roups.

#6: Should CMA sponsor a
i I
lch ma
te that heads of
households earning over $20.000 annual !y purch se health nsurance?
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rad tiona! programs and who are
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ALTERNATIVE #10: Shou
would assure, throug
coverage to ali of the
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ALTERtJAT VE
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to otherwise affor
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CMA Invest!
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ERISA is
vouchers or
c!er to meet t

Further,

those v;ho se

ALTERNATIVE *r1 : Abs
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problem, should CMA con lder support ng:
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redist
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r
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the opportunity to address you this mo ning on beh
orn a Hosp tal A oc ation.

0

ng

the

th care
eeds of Califor ians
resolutio •
It has been 20
s
nd Medic id programs,
necessary resources
enable the
and
e
tream health care.
Yet, 20 years late~, we find oursel es facing
growing
ation
of
undersponsored
and
unsponsor
pat e ts.
These patients have restri
ces
l
and when they do receive care,
prov
oft
or no payment.

one
r ach for resolving thi
l
presented in
l 2801 (Hauser), and we su
rt the co
of a statew d
program
s a possible means of alleviating the problem, we
the program outlined in Assembly Bill 600 (McAlister) is a
so ution to prov
ng health care to those Californians unab e
o obtain or afford adeq ate coverage.
Any program offered tha
does
ad
a
v reimburs
providers will only add to the grow
problem
of
ncompensa ed
care
curren ly
being
experienced
sp tals.
Calif
Hospital Association is vitally concer
emer
ng
s.
CHA Task Force on Uncompensated Care r
ssued
ts
eport deta ling a stra
y for dealing with this probl
will review the major findings and recommendations from tha
report

nc
nsated care represents the cost of charity care, bad debts
nreimbursed Medi-Cal costs.
Today's uncompensated care crisis is a
consequence of the combined effects of:
I

\

\

/

Medi-Cal
underpa
nts,
con ract ng program;

exacerbated

-l-

s nee

enactment

o

the

for meoic

2)

u

( 3)
)

a

i

not come eas y
buo e
l
at the state
pressure
be placeo
tor.
Howeve
the
lie
this problem must be acknowleo eo.
1 ic pol icy ana shoulo be borne
s
e
ann t be the
ry funding source of
financia ly disadvantageo
In
8 5, Calif
ia
ncompensa ed care.
1985 costs of $15 bi lion.

als

provid
is stagger

Th s billio
Clollar
problem is no
Cali forn a 1 s more
0 communi
hosp
Clisa trous consequences fo
some hospitals.
g
, uncompe
sated care
s concentra ed~-60
rcent of the uncompensa ed care is
provideo in 12 percent of the ho
itals, mak
these
ti utions
part cularly vulnerable.
Many
of
these
d spr
te
share
hosp tals are ope at ng at a loss.
Failure of these
st tut i
s v-Ii
re u
n
j
access
oblems fo
pat en s
sponsoreo as well as unsponsored.
This problem s
os ita s which
because of their
disaova taged.

The tremenoous cutbacks
n 1982 brought f rth
of
indigent disenfranchised
tients--from shif i
for
the Medically Indigent Adults to the counties with
in
ing
which has further declined in real dollars, and restrict ng benefits
and eligibili
The pricetitive natur
of the hea
industry makes it next to impossible for
orne ho
als to s
unc
nsated care from paying patients and othe
The

2-

have

readv resulted in General Fund
about $734 m lion according to
A good portion of
eder al
overnmen
spi als whic
pr
aggregate Med -Cal contr c
eased beca e of the state s
il
isenfranchisemen
to needy patients
assist nee.

ngs to the Med -Ca
lifor
a Medical

n

o

r
no-net i crease
f patients and
wh
uld quali

s

o secret
t hos
tals bearing the greatest burden in car
state's
nsponsored
and
undersponso ed
poor
are
un
spi als, chi dren's ho
itals and certain other instit tions.
In
add tion to disproportionately high mixes of uns
nsored and Med -Ca
pat ents, these hospitals ack the ability to offset their losses from
rea ing
privately sponsored patients.
~

ounty hospita s a e pr
from runn ng a deficit or
ncurring
o ts for op imum care wh ch will not be subsidized.
have been
able to
rvi e thus far
delaying and deferring capital projec
rchases, ren
a i
s and modernizat on.
hasp t
s
unsponsored and unde sponsored poor i
wit out
a pi al replenishment and, thus, at the expense of future
taxpayers.
f rnia
and
th
na ion
have
pursued
a
distorted
li
rke
ace
healthcare,
with
an obsession
of cantrall ng
pub
program expend tures.
The other half of the c
titian
uation, a
iginally formulated by its architects during the 1970 s, was
ov de ace ss for all to an array of compet tive health insurance
as, w h government subsidies available to those vJho need them to
ver the premiums.
Th s important p ece of the competitive puzzle
been gno ed.
The s ate and federal governments fail to recogn ze a pro-competitiv
ealth pol cy as one where risk and marke
lace incentives are
employed to create a cost-effective health
tern, so that the public
the best value for
its expenditures.
A public poli
toward
using
government's power
to
arbitrarily
eeze
while
irtually
ignoring
the
grow ng
population
1 iduals f lling thro
the cracks, is not bu lding a competi i
system.
Rather,
t is creating a
tern destined to f i
i
the long run.
its
ery nature,
a
competitive market
environment makes
increasingly difficult
for
hospitals
to b lance
confl c i
objectives of caring for the poor and economic survi al.
To prese v
he favorable aspects of marketplace health care, it is essential f
l c pol icy to assure access to needed services for the growing
populat on falling through the cracks and to provide relief fo
those
nst tutions on which the undersponsored and unsponsored poo
a
dependent.
Failure to adequately address the problem will eventually
lead
to abandonment of the marketplace approach
in favor
of
hig
y-regulated, bureaucratically controlled health care industry.
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ers sh u

ncenti es
should
ender ca e to unspon
ients unable to pay.
probl
requ
ate action to g ve
hospita s provid
spro
tionate amount
so
patients
nd on
The rna or ty o
un
share prov ders for their care.
The
ecommends
a
pr
ram
for
ng elements:
Establish
elief
$500 mill on is

2.

3•

i nee uncompensated care is a societal
fund should be fina
ed from the general
poss ble, tied to
Medi-Cal program
matching monies.
{State and
f
ial consideration f
the Medicai
program.)
isproportionate share providers
have bad debts, char
care and unc
sp nsored
pat ent costs as a
percentage
expenses
n excess of the statewide mean.
appr X
ely 145 hospitals for relief

4.
a

annual

federally-financed fund to
onate share hosp tals
ed to initially estab i
this
the

the use
regula i
s
onate
ovi ers

of

s

form defi ition of uncompensated ca
ould
ng with
ropri te reporting and auditing requ
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d

e

a era
ide

n tia
v
shou
obtain adequate pr
wor
ace fo
al
f
affordable
pr vate
nd
i
Funding sho ld be
base of tax support.
nc
par
are.

increased
health
y members a
hea th

t

te-feder

ve
pate,

yments

e

ns b

i

from

road

th

e

adequ

u

-5

s

said that you had some
of the hospitals?

son with the doctors'
same thing?

group now

ry closely with the California Medical
rtai n, nor do I state at this present
relationship between their committee
ommittee that is studying it, but we
th the California Medical Association

at the bottom line you're all providers, and
d come up with some answer to the problem,
that has been worked out with all the
ther
y would be one program rather than us
or
our different proposals.
w

th

ole-heartedly.
I think if we're not
a definite, real, genuine part of the
n obligation to our constituency,
s ature, and really an obligation to
e
at
of California, to come up with
r ther than constantly criticizing some of the
been taken.
Now that's my personal opinion.
the po ition of the Association.
ses ion
1985, I was
ng to cure all,
ese tation from the medical profession,
and I talked to the insurance
1 awyer s.
They were a 11
insurance.
And when I got done,
other fellow.
I threw up my hands in
was going to give me any answers.
was talk about who was at fault.
st
nt on that, the Trial Lawyers and the
tion and the Hospital Association have
at loggerheads for quite some time.
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Ms. Wr

t

Kind of a

to

siding there, I would say.

Mr

bes:
and
reason and rat anality will come back
and s
can be done to address the real issues that I
s Committee
s
ssing, and hopefully both organized
ne and the Hosp tal
sociation on behalf of its industry
are addr ssing.

Wel

,

Ms. Wr
I
wou d hope so.
Because, you know, you outnumber the Trial
Lawyers 2 to l in your situation there.
Wish you could
accompli
some
ng we can't
sh.

Mr
I

Forbes:
would rather not comment on that, thank you [laughs].

Ms.
[L

th

mi

just make a slip.

L

Mr. Hauser:
A

eat

of
the

aga n I want to re-emphasize:
ifornia are having to, in effect,
unpaid services .

k

•5

Mr.
Tha
r
uced return to their
i
n pro i , but part of that's got

what we re
about the $1.5 billion is the
i
at that is below the cost of
ices to these benef ici aries of the services,
umented alien , whether --

We
ca

Mr.
St

0

or that.

Mr
or s:
That
correct
, now the

not payi

Mr.
orbes:
That s correct.
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or that.

h

t

nsurers,

n part,

helping to pay for

because of contracting that was
they now want to reduce their

n part,
t r

ly oo well now, but I also assume that there
le left that write out a check for their bill.
Mr. Forbes:
, sir.
Mr. Hauser:
o we, as a socie

, are paying?

Mr. Forbes:
not as
soci
I think that those people who are buying
heal
nsurance that are subsidizing this, those people who are
atients in the hospital who are sick are paying for it, not
soci
as a whole.
And I believe, and I think the paper would
indicate, that this should be a responsibility of society as a
whole.
s. Wri
t:
n could you explain why some of your membership, and I should
asked some of the doctors when they were here too -- why
e of your membersh p proceed to waive co-payments then, if
you're having this problem about making ends meet?

I

• Forbes:
l, that is a function of the competitive atmosphere basically
w hin t e hospita
indus ry today, that may or may not be
germane t
the issues you're discussing, but unfortunately, the
s tu
on in Ca
ornia has resulted, at least in certain areas,
in overbu lding of hospitals.
In fact, we have more hospitals in
certai
areas than we need, and as a result you're in competition
between
ospita s
and one of the ways to engage in an effective
compet
ve sys
in the market is to make it more attractive
for t e pa
nts to come to your hospital as opposed to the
h spita across the street.
Now that situation exists today, and
I don't know how
ong in the future it will exist.
We have
pretty much curtaile
the increase in the building of beds in
California •
. Wrigh :
ou don'
n
r statement

hink anything that is a loss that you made in
ld include some of those co-payment waivers?
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Mr. Forbes:
No, that should not, because basically what we have said is that
this is what we are getting reimbursed as a result of reduction
in costs. Now, indirectly it may i
lude that, but that is not a
signi icant amount of it.
Ms. Wright:
I was on
ing that, because I think if we're going to discuss
health
are costs and how we're going to be able to furnish
health care to everyone in the State of California and still
maintain costs, I think everything has to be included and laid on
the table, and I think co-payment is one of them also.
Mr. Forbes:
I would totally concur with that statement.
Mr. Hauser:
Thank you very much for your time.
Mr. Forbes:
Thank you, I appreciate it very much.
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FOR THE ASSEMBLY FINANCE AND INSURANCE COMMITTEE
October 15. 1986

Mr.

Chairman

and members of the committee,

my name is Mary Griffin.

am

here today in response to your request that a representative of the Department
of

Health

Services

Voluntary

appear

Health Plan. and

at

this hearing

more specifically,

relative

to

the

California

Assemblyman Hauser's bill

AB

2801 and his Assembly Concurrent Resolution 144.

Your letter of September 25, identified five questions which you requested the
Department

First,

answer.

you

asked

legislative

for

our views on the proposals set

by

these

two

measures.

The Department of Health Services reviewed ACR 144.
resolution

forth

was

not an

issue for the Department,

Since the subject of this
we did no analysis of this

measure. and have no comment on it today.

With respect to AB 2801, we reviewed and analyzed this bill and its subsequent
amendments.
function

Our

within

in

Uw bill .

and

complt~X

primary

concerns with AB 2801 were the

the Department of Health Services,

<Jnd

tl!Hiertakinf':

fundinf~

designau~d

placement

of

the timeframes set forth

for accomplishing such an

ambitious

These concerns were set f<H'th in our June J9.

letter of opposition t.o the author.
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the

1986

2

Let

me

elaborate somewhat on these concerns.

mission
is

As you are aware.

the

basic

of the Department is to ensure that the health of California citizens

protected.

programs,

and

through

a

variety of local

assistance

contract

and

grant

to insure that those who are eligible for the State's Medi-Cal

program receive the health care needed.

The

legislation which is under discussion today,

matter

of

develop,
private

health
operate,

insurance.

however,

The Department of Health

or regulate health insurance plans.

is essentially
Services

does

We do contract

a

not
with

and public health care service plans to provide medical care for

beneficiaries

of

the

State's

Medi-Cal program.

These

health

plans

the
are

regulated and licensed by other state agencies.

We

are

also concerned that the timeframes set forth in the bill may

ambitious.
pres~

be

too

It may require more than nine months to study various models

and

those findings to the Legislature.

Your second question asked what role we perceived the Department would play
the implementation of

The

i11

ACR 144.

tment does not have a roJe idei1tified in

this resolution.

We would.

of course, be willing to entertain any requests from the Office of Statewide
ng and Development to provide any available information they
need.
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may
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Thirdly,
would

you asked if the provisions of AB 2801 were to be enacted, what role

As

we play and how would the Department implement such provisions.

stated

earlier,

the Department does not operate,

regulate,

or license

I
the

health insurance industry and thus does not have that type of expertise within
its staff.
its

However, if AB 2801 were enacted, we would. of course, comply with

provisions.

expertise
plan.

This would necessitate acquiring

required

This

may

staff with the

for the development and operation of a

health

types

of

insurance

create some duplication with the activities of other

state

agencies.

Your

fourth

question

asked,

" ... should

the

provisions

of

AB

2801

be

reintroduced during the 1987-88 legislative session. what would you suggest be
changed by amendment?"

.-

Since the Department was opposed to AH 2801,
this

bill.

no amendments were developed for

If the bill were to be reintroduced during the 1987-88

the Department would again review and analyze the bill.

The outcome of

analysis would be dependent upon the specific language of the bill.
the

hearing

today

session,
that

I assume

may affect the specifics of the bill and thus it would be

premature to attempt any additional analysis at this time.

Your
and

final question related to the role of the Department,

"regulated

constituencies"

in

addressing the

legislation.
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issues

state government.
raised

by

this
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I can only address this question from the Department's perspective.
long

in

of

quality health care to our Medi-Cal population in a cost-effective manner.

We

over

the

forefront of attempting to provide for

280,000

Additionally,

we

of

assist

our

beneficiaries

local

enrolled

the

have

delivery

have

been

We

in

plans.

health

governments through numerous

contracts

and

grants to provide a variety of health programs for all Californians.

The
known

issues that you are attempting to address with this legislation are
to both the private and public sector.

Department

is

committed

to

Let me assure

working with all segments of

you,
the

that

health

community to ensure that the health of California's citizens is protected.

Thank you.
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well
the
care

ng I want to make clear is that, even though it does
nee"
nd we• re using an insurance model for th
ism, the objective is in that providing of health
rren
population that doesn't have access, or has
difficul
obtaining access to what we have today.
Ms Griffin:
I understand the

oblem, it's very real.

Mr. Hauser:
And I understand that there may be some discussion between your
Department and the Insurance Commissioner's office in case
something does come thr
But that's what we're looking at as
the service portion.
The model for the insurance is simply a
funding mechanism.
Ms. Griffin:
Thank you.
Mr. Hauser:
Any questions?
testimony.

•.•• Thank

you

very much
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for

your

time

and

STATEMENT OF CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF AGING
ASSEMBLY FINANCE AND INSURANCE COMMITTEE
OCTOBER 15 • 1986

THANK YOU VERY MUCH

PRESENT

NVITING THE CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF AGING TO

TESTH10~l'.

THE DEPARTMENT OF AGING SERVES AS THE PRINCIPAL UNIFYING FORCE FOR SERVICES
TO SENIORS IN CALIFORNIA.

AS THE STATE UNIT ON AGING, THE DEPARTMENT FULFILLS

THE GOALS OUTLINED IN THE OLDER AMERICANS ACT IN CREATING OPTIONS FOR SENIORS.
TO SERVE THE NEARLY FOUR MILLION OLDER CALIFORNIANS, THE DEPARTMENT WORKS WITH
TilE 33 AREA AGENCIES ON AGING THROUGHOUT THE STATE.

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE

DEPARTMENT, THE AREA AGENCIES ON AGING MANAGE A WIDE ARRAY OF SERVICES TO
SENIORS AT THE

C0~1HUNITY

LEVEL, INCLUDING NUTRITION PROGRAMS, SOCIAL SERVICES,

HEALTH INSURANCE COUNSELING AND ADVOCACY, AND OTHERS.

SINCE THE ENACTMENT OF THE GOVERNOR'S SENIORS' INITIATIVE FOR CALIFORNIANS,
THE DEPARTMENT HAS ASSUMED THE LEADING ROLE IN CONSTRUCTING A COMMUNITY-BASED
LONG-TERM CARE STRUCTURE IN THE STATE.

THE MULTIPURPOSE SENIOR SERVICES

PROGRAM, ADULT DAY HEALTH CARE PROGRAM, AND LINKAGES PRO(;RAM REPRESENT THE
FOUNDATION FOR SUCH A SYSTEH.
GOAL:

THE MULTIPLICITY OF PROGRAMS SHARE ONE CONMON

TO IHPROVE THE QUALITY OF LIFE FOR CALIFORNIA SENIORS.

TilE DEPARTMENT SERVES AS THE FOCAL POINT FOR THE FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL
AGr:NCIES WH l C!i SERVE THE E:LDERLY IN CALIFORNIA.

THE DEPARTMENT ACTS AS AN

ADVOCATE FOR SENIORS TO CONTINUE TO DEVELOP AN ENVIRONHENT WHICH RESPECTS A.ND
VALUES OUR OLDER CITIZENS.
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DEPARTMENT

BEEN ASKED TO COMMENT

TWO MEASURES WHICH WERE

EXPLORED DURING THE MOST RECENT SESSION OF THE CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE.

A

WAS PRESENTED IN THE LETTER OF INVITATION CONCERNING THE ROLE OF THE
IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ACR
IN

DEPARTMENT OF AGING
THE DEPARTMENT

THIS

TO ENTERTAIN ANY

OFFICE OF S.H.P .D. TO

INFORMATION.

THE

DEPARTME~~

IDENTIFIED ROLE IN ASSEMBLY

OF

LICENSE THE HEALTH INSURANCE

DEPARTMENT DOES NOT REGULATE
AND» AS SUCH
FORM.

HAVE NO ROLE IF THE RILL WERE TO BE ENACTED IN ITS

IT IS LIKEWISE PREMATURE TO COMMENT ON WHAT THE DEPARTMENT'S ROLE
BE REINTRODUCED AND

• OF COURSE,

THE GOALS IN THE

WITH

DEPARTME~!

AMENDED

THE NEXT LEGISLATIVE SESSION.

PRO

SUCH A BILL BE ENACTED IN

THE

ARE WHAT WE ALL SHARE:
DEPARTMENT AND THIS
SUCCESSFUL IN

INSTITUTIONAL CARE.

DEPARTMENT TO FOSTER AN ENVIRONMENT WHICH ALLOWS SUCH
FLOURISH.

THE DEPARTMENT LOOKS
FOUR

I I I
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Mr. Hauser:
Thank you.
would you comment on the effectiveness
counse ing program that the Department had?

of

the

Mr. Wenker:
Sur~.
The Health Insurance Counseling Advocacy Program has been
a tremendous success.
As you know, the Legislature passed it
with the Governor's support, in 1984.
Right now, we have ten
sites across the State. The Health Insurance Counseling Advocacy
Program
elps really inform seniors of the problems that exist
and the confusion that exists, with Medicare and supplemental
health insurance policies with Medi-Cal.? As Bonnie spoke about,
there's a lot of confusion and a lot of deceptive practices that
go on.
What the role of the Department has been is to educate
seniors so that they can become better consumers and really fight
back against the types of abuses that exist out there in the
marketplace.
The Governor proposed, in the California Senior
Legislature session this year, to expand that program statewide
across the State.
The Governor believes in that program, and
we're looking forward in the next session to submit a bill from
the administration, to have it passed, and to continue the
expansion of the Health Insurance Counseling Advocacy Program.
Mr. Hauser:
Would the Department philosophically support a concept that
provided better medical care funding for seniors in this State?
Mr. Wenker:
We're looking at all alternatives for institutional based care at
the Department level.
Any sort of bill that comes up that
affects the Department we look at and analyze and wi 11 address
accordingly.
Mr. Hauser:
Oh, yeah, that's a good question.
Don just reminded me.
What
about coordination with the Department of Insurance on the issue
of these phony policies floating around for seniors?
Did you
bring it to the attention of the Department of Insurance that
there's a •..• ?
Mr. Wenker:
Yes, we do.
We have coordination with the Department of
Insurance, and our Health Insurance Counseling Advocacy Programs,
whenever there are cases of abuse or questionable policies, will
not only report it to the Department of Insurance at the State
level, but also to the Department of Consumer Affairs, so there
can be a registry of those companies which have had problems in
the past and which have had cases of questionable marketing
practices.
Mr. Hauser:
Thanks, Don.
being here.

Any other questions?....
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Thank you very much for
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TESTIMONY
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FINANCE AND INSURANCE COMMITTEE

BARRY HACKER
LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE
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TESTIMONY BEFORE THE
FINANCE AND INSURANCE COMMITTEE
INTERIM HEARING
OCTOBER 15, 1986

McALISTER, MEMBERS, MY NAME IS BARRY HACKER,
LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE, FOR THE PUBLIC EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT
SYSTEM.

WITH ME IS RAMONA BUTLER, RETIREMENT PROGRAM SPECIALIST

FOR HEALTH BENEFITS ON BEHALF OF THE PERS BOARD OF
ADMINISTRATION, I WOULD LIKE TO THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO
APPEAR BEFORE YOU TODAY.

THE CALIFORNIA STATE LEGISLATURE IS EXAMINING THE MERITS AND
PROBLEMS RELATED TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPREHENSIVE STATEWIDE
HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEM.

PERS WOULD LIKE TO OFFER OUR

PERSPECTIVE.

UNIVERSAL HEALTH CARE COVERAGE IS CURRENTLY AVAILABLE TO MANY
PUBLIC EMPLOYEES IN CALIFORNIA TO VARYING DEGREES, DEPENDING
UPON AN EMPLOYERS WILLINGNESS OR ABILITY TO FUND THE BENEFIT.

FOR EXAMPLE, STATE EMPLOYEES MAY CHOOSE
HEALTH BENEFIT PLANS OFFERED BY THIRTY

F~OM

SEVENTY DIFFERENT

D~FFERENT

PROVIDERS ACROSS THE STATE AT LITTLE OR NO COST.

HEALTH CARE
THE EMPLOYER

PICKS UP 100% OF THE AVERAGE PREMIUM COSTS OF THE FOUR LARGEST
PLANS FOR EACH PERS MEMBER AND 90% OF THOSE AVERAGE COSTS FOR
ALL ELIGIBLE FAMILY MEMBERS.

- 1 -
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THE

MAJOR GROUPS OF

AND PUBLIC

MEMBERS.

EMPLOYEES UNDER PERS ARE SCHOOL
THEY ALSO PARTICIPATE IN THE PUBLIC
CARE

THESE CATEGORIES,
WITH PERS

MONTHLY

AGREED UPON

FOR EACH EMPLOYEE AND HI

DEPENDENTS

HAS

STORICALLY ADMINISTERED
RETIREES ALIKE WITHOUT

LAST YEAR THE

SLATURE IN RESPONSE

LOCAL EMPLOYERS, PERMITTED
INSURANCE

RATE

THE EMPLOYERS
RETIREES

STINCTION AS TO

FUNDING
HEALTH
RATE FOR

DIFFERENT
EmJcE:D

BENEFITS FOR ACTIVE

BY 5%

WITH ONE
CONTRIBUTION RATE FOR
CONTRIBUTIONS
CHANGE WAS
RETIREES

THI

S CONSISTENT
TO ALL
OF A

THE TREND, IN RECENT YEARS, INDICATES GROWING INTEREST IN
PEMHCA.

COUN?Y RETIREMENT SYSTEMS ARE NOW PERMITTED TO CONTRACT FOR
COVERAGE AND SPECIAL DISTRICTS OF BOTH PERS AND COUNTY SYSTEMS
HAVE GAINED ELIGIBILTY.

NEXT YEAR, INDEPENDENT RETIREMENT

SYSTEMS WILL BEGIN CONTRACTING FOR HEALTH COVERAGE UNDER PERS .

•

THESE MAJOR CHANGES IN BROADENING THE INSURABLE POOL OF
ELIGIBLES RAISES IMPORTANT QUESTIONS REGARDING THE FUTURE
DIRECTION OF OUR PROGRAM.

TO DATE, THE BOARD HAS SUPPORTED THE

EXPANSION OF BOTH ELIGIBILITY FOR COVERAGE AND SERVICES AND
BENEFITS AVAILABLE PROVIDED THEY REMAIN ELECTIVE.

PERS IS ATTEMPTING TO BALANCE ITS APPROACH TO PROVIDING HEALTH
BENEFITS BETWEEN THE NEEDS OF OUR MEMBERS FOR QUALITY COVERAGE
AND THE NEEDS OF OUR EMPLOYERS FOR REASONABLE COSTS.

THE BOARD

THEREFORE IS ANXIOUS TO BE INVOLVED IN POLICY DISCUSSIONS
REGARDING FUTURE LEGISLATION INCLUDING AB 2801 AND STANDS READY
TO PROVIDE ASSISTANCE AND INFORMATION TO THE LEGISLATURE AND
OFFICE OF STATEWIDE HEALTH PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT ON HEALTH
INSURANCE DELIVERY SYSTEMS.

OVERVIEW

THE PUBLIC EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT SYSTEM ADMINISTERS THE SECOND
LARGEST HEALTH BENEFITS PROGRAM IN THE NATION, PROVIDING
COVERAGE FOR OVER ONE-HALF MILLION ENROLLEES WHICH INCLUDE
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ACTIVE AND RETIRED EMPLOYEES (THEIR DEPENDENTS AND BENEFICIARIES)
OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AS WELL AS PARTICIPATING PUBLIC
AGENCIES AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS WITHIN CALIFORNIA.

THE PROGRAM WAS ESTABLISHED IN 1961 THROUGH JOINT ENABLING
LEGISLATION.

AT THAT TIME, APPROXIMATELY 70,000 ACTIVE PRIME

LIVES AND APPROXIMATELY 7,000 ANNUITANTS ENROLLED-- ALL FROM
THE EMPLOYMENT RANKS OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA AS IT WAS NOT
UNTIL A 1968 LEGISLATIVE CHANGE THAT OTHER GROUPS WERE PERMITTED
TO PARTICIPATE.

WE HAVE INCLUDED IN THE BINDER A CHRONOLOGY OF SIGNIFICANT
MILESTONES OF THE PROGRAM (EXHIBIT #1).

EXHIBIT #2 IN YOUR BINDERS CONTAINS CHARTS REFLECTING PROGRAM
GROWTH FOR THE PERIOD OF 1973 THROUGH OUR CARRIER CONTRACT YEAR
ENDING JULY 31, 1985, AND ENROLLMENT DISTRIBUTION AS OF THE
CLOSE OF THAT PERIOD.

WE WOULD LIKE FOR YOU TO PARTICULARLY

NOTE CHARTS 1, 2 AND 5 OF THIS EXHIBIT.

o

CHART 1 NOT ONLY INDICATES SIGNIFICANT ENROLLMENT GROWTH, IT
CLEARLY DEMONSTRATES THE INCREASED PRECENTAGE OF RETIRED
ENROLLMENTS TO THE TOTAL GROUP.

o

CHART 2 REFLECTS PUBLIC AGENCY PARTICIPATION STATISTICS.
MORE RECENT DATA, WHICH IS NOT ON THE

CF~T,

SHOWS THAT AT

THE CLOSE OF THE 1985/86 CONTRACT YEAR THE NUMBERS HAD
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INCREASED TO 301 PUBLIC AGENCIES, WITH A TOTAL ENROLLMENT OF
27,141

RECENT LEGISLATIVE CHANGES HAVE AGAIN GENERATED

CONSIDERABLE ACTIVITY AND THE NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING
AGENCIES STANDS TODAY AT 318, 17 PUBLIC AGENCIES JOINING
SINCE JULY 31ST.

o

ALSO IN EXHIBIT #2 IS A CHART REFLECTING THE AVERAGE AGES OF
ENROLLEES IN THE VARIOUS PLANS BETWEEN MARCH 1979 AND
JANUARY, 1983. THE FIGURES ON THE CHART (CHART 5) ARE
PARTICULARLY INTERESTING FOR SEVERAL REASONS:

1.

OVERALL THEY REFLECT THAT WE ARE AN OLD GROUP.

2.

THEY ALSO CLEARLY EMPHASIZE HOW THE OLDER ENROLLEES
GRAVITATE TO A "FEE-FOR-SERVICE" PLAN.

MEMBERS DO SO

TO MAINTAIN THEIR LONG STANDING RELATIONSHIPS WITH
DOCTORS WHICH THEY MAY HAVE HAD FOR YEARS, TO MAINTAIN
COVERAGE WHEN THEY TRAVEL IN THEIR LATER YEARS, AND FOR
THE FULL FREEDOM IN SELECTING A DOCTOR.

UNFORTUNATELY, THIS TYPE OF PLAN LACKS MANY OF THE
BUILT-IN COST CONTAINMENT INCENTIVES OF SOME OTHER PLAN
TYPES.

3.

EACH ONE YEAR INCREASE IN THE AVERAGE AGE OF A PLAN'S
ENROLLEES WILL IMPACT THE PREMIUM FROM 3 TO 7 PERCENT
DEPENDING ON WHICH ACTUARY YOU TALK TO.
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PLANS

THE TYPES OF PLANS WHICH THE BOARD MAY CONTRACT FOR IS
CONTROLLED BY STATUTE AND INCLUDE A STATEWIDE INDEMNITY PLAN,
NUMEROUS HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS (HMO), AND PREFERRED
PROVIDER ORGANIZATIONS (PPO).

IN ORDER FOR A PLAN TO QUALIFY

AND BECOME ELIGIBLE TO CONTRACT WITH THE BOARD, A STRINGENT SET
OF CRITERIA MUST BE MET (SEE EXHIBIT #3).

OVER THE YEARS A WIDE

VARIETY OF APPROVED HEALTH PLANS HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED, OFFERING
MANY DIFFERENT PHILOSOPHIES OF HEALTH CARE DELIVERY.
INCORPORATED IN SOM£ OF THE HEALTH PLANS ARE SUCH NONTRADITIONAL BENEFITS AS ACUPUNCTURE AND CHIROPRACTIC CARE.

THE INITIAL NUMBER OF PLANS CONTRACTED FOR BY THE PERS BOARD OF
ADMINISTRATION WAS 19 PLANS -- THE 1986/87 CONTRACT YEAR
OFFERING IS 73 PLANS.

PAMPHLETS ARE AVAILABLE WHICH DESCRIBE ALL PLANS CURRENTLY UNDER
CONTRACT, (THEIR PREMIUMS AND THEIR SERVICE AREAS) EXHIBIT #4.
BEGINNING ON PAGE 86 OF THE HEALTH PLANS PAMPHLETS, YOU WILL
FIND THE PREMIUMS FOR EACH OF OUR PLANS FOR THE CURRENT CONTRACT
YEAR WHICH BEGAN 8-1-86 AND EXTENDS THROUGH 7-31-87.

FOR A

SINGLE PARTY ENROLLMENT IN A BASE PLAN, THE PREMIUM RANGES FROM
$79.87 TO $124.39.

FOR A SUPPLEMENT TO MEDICARE PLAN THE RANGE

IS FROM $36.15 TO $95.53.

THERE ARE MANY REASONS FOR THE WIDE

RANGE IN THE PREMIUM -- INCLUDING THE BENEFITS OF THE INDIVIDUAL
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PLAN AND THE COST OF DOING BUSINESS IN THE GEOGRAPHIC AREA
SERVED.

A SUMMARY OF THE RATE RENEWAL FIGURES IS PROVIDED FOR

YOUR INFORMATION IN EXHIBIT #5.

COST CONTAINMENT

THE PERS PROGRAM IS RESPONSIBLE FOR PROVIDING REASONABLE ACCESS
TO MEDICAL CARE AT AN AFFORDABLE COST TO THE ENROLLEES.
EVIDENCE OF THE PROGRAM'S SUCCESS IN MEETING THIS GOAL IS
REFLECTED BOTH IN THE GROWTH IN ENROLLMENT AND IN THE MODEST
AVERAGE PREMIUM CHANGES WHICH, FOR THE SECOND CONSECUTIVE YEAR,
WERE HELD BELOW THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL MEDICAL INFLATION RATE.

IN ITS CONTINUING EFFORT TO CONTAIN COST WHILE EMPHASIZING HIGH
QUALITY, THE BOARD HAS ADOPTED MANY OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS IN
THE 1984 MERCER REPORT-- PRODUCED BY WILLIAM M. MERCER, INC.,
AN OUTSIDE CONSULTING FIRM.

EXHIBIT #6 IS AN UPDATE ON PERS

COST CONTAINMENT ACTIVITIES SUBSEQUENT TO THAT REPORT, INCLUDING
EVOLVEMENT OF A MANDATORY UTILIZATION REVIEW PROGRAM, THE
INCORPORATION OF PREFERRED PROVIDER ORGANIZATIONS AMONG THE
PLANS OFFERED, AND PLAN CONSOLIDATION.

EACH YEAR PERS IS REQUIRED TO REPORT RESULTS OF OUR COST
CONTAINMENT EFFORTS TO THE LEGISLATURE.

OUR LAST REPORT, DATED

NOVEMBER 1, 1985, AND EXTRACTS OF OUR FORTHCOMING NOVEMBER 1,
1986 REPORTS ARE INCLUDED FOR YOUR INFORMATION IN EXHIBIT #7.
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I HAVE JUST MENTIONED SOME OF THE ON GOING EFFORTS TAKING PLACE
AT PERS.

AS THE COMMITTEE KNOWS THE FOCUS OF RECENT LEGISLATIVE EFFORTS,
BOTH STATE AND FEDERAL, FIRMLY ESTABLISHES HEALTH CARE AS A
MAJOR CONCERN FOR ALL SEGMENTS OF THE POPULATION:

LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITY

o

IN THE AREA OF LONG-TERM HEALTH CARE AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL
(PL 99-272) CALLS FOR AN 18 MONTH STUDY BY A NEWLY CREATED
TASK FORCE TO SPECIFICALLY STUDY THE ISSUE.

o

(SEE EXHIBIT #8).

AB 3200 WAS THE STATE'S VERSION OF LONG-TERM CARE
EVALUATION AND WOULD HAVE STUDIED THE NEEDS OF THE PERS
GROUP (AS A LARGE REPRESENTATIVE GROUP OF CALIFORNIANS).
PERS STOOD READY TO CONDUCT SUCH A STUDY AS WE FEEL THIS IS
AN AREA OF VALID CONCERN TO OUR MEMBERS.

o

ANOTHER IMPORTANT HEALTH CARE ISSUE WAS RESOLVED WITH THE
PASSAGE OF THE CONSOLIDATED OMNIBUS BUDGET RECONCILIATION
ACT (COBRA).

COBRA MANDATES CONTINUATION COVERAGE FOR EMPLOYEES AND
FAMILY MEMBERS WHO WOULD LOSE ACCESS TO GROUP COVERAGE IN
THE FACE OF VARIOUS EVENTS.

{SEE EXHIBIT #9) PERS HAS

ALREADY INFORMED ALL PARTICIPANTS OF THE CHANGES AND THIS IS
GENERATING SUBSTANTIAL INTEREST.
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o

BECOMES EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1,

A~B~~~~~~~~~~

1987,

PLANS TO INCLUDE PREVENTIVE HEALTH CARE

COVERAGE FOR CHILDREN.

THIS IS BY NO MEANS A COMPLETE LIST OF IMPORTANT HEALTH CARE
POLICY CHANGES BUT DEMONSTRATES THE KIND OF INTEREST BEING SHOWN
IN ALL TYPES OF COVERAGE AS I MENTIONED EARLIER.

MEDICARE

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT CONTINUES TO BE ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT
FORCES IN SHAPING THE DELIVERY OF HEALTH CARE IN THIS COUNTRY.
MUCH OF ITS INFLUENCE IS EXERTED THROUGH THE MEDICARE PROGRAM.
A RECENT ISSUE OF THE KAISER PERMANENTE'S NEWSLETTER FOR GROUP
REPRESENTATIVES CONTAINS AN ARTICLE ENTITLED

11

GOVERNMENT'S

EFFECT ON THE HEALTH CARE INDUSTRY".

THE ARTICLE INDICATES HOW THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S EFFORTS HAVE
RESULTED IN REDUCED BENEFITS UNDER MEDICARE (AN EXCERPT FROM THE
ARTICLE IS ATTACHED AS EXHIBIT #10).

IN THE FACE OF THESE

REDUCTIONS, OTHER PROGRAMS MUST BROADEN THEIR HEALTH CARE
COVERAGE TO A WIDER POPULATION.

THE KEYS TO DOING SO ARE

RELATED TO IMPROVING COST CONTAINMENT ANP FIGURING OUT WAYS TO
SHARE COSTS.
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SUMMARY

AS THE SUCCESS OF UTILIZATION REVIEW PROGRAMS FLATTEN OUT, OTHER
AREAS OF POSSIBLE COST CONTAINMENT ARE BEING EXPANDED AND
EXPLORED:

o

CASE MANAGEMENT TO ACTIVELY DIRECT CASES INTO COST
EFFECTIVE CHANNELS

o

WELLNESS PROGRAMS WHICH FURTHER ENHANCE PREVENTIVE CARE
CONCEPTS.

o

INCENTIVIES TO ENCOURAGE ENROLLEES TO CONSIDER
ALTERNATIVES SUCH AS OUT-PATIENT SURGERY AND BIOFEEDBACK
TRAINING.

THERE IS AN ACTIVE, ON-GOING SEARCH FOR A MECHANISM TO FUND
HEALTH INSURANCE PROGRAMS THROUGH COST SHARING OR TAX
ALTERNATIVES.

THE PERS HEALTH BENEFITS PROGRAM IS FUNDED

THROUGH A SHARING OF PREMIUM COSTS BY BOTH EMPLOYERS AND
EMPLOYEES AND THE SHARING OF MEDICAL CARE COSTS BY HEALTH PLAN
AND ENROLLEE.

IN CONCLUSION, WE APPLAUD THE EFFORTS OF THIS COMMITTEE AND
STAND READY TO ACT AS A RESOURCE AND PROVIDE INFORMATION ON THE
EXPERIENCE OF OUR 25 YEAR OLD PROGRAM.
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separately, next year, independent retirement systems will be
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the staff members in seeking to get a handle on cost containment
and in 1984 we commissioned a report by an outside consultant,
and in fact, the very same year we have included in our program
many of the cost containment recommendations made by that outside
consultant.
That includes a mandatory utilization review
program, the incorp9ration of preferred provider options, and
also plan consolidation to have somewhat less plans than what we
presently have.
Now I've just referred to some of the ongoing
efforts taking place at PERS, and of course there are a number of
other legislative activities that address this issue, as the
Committee is very much aware.
The federal government continues
to be one of the most important forces in shaping the delivery of
the health care in this country, and much of its influence is
exerted through the Medicare program, and PERS staff active y
monitors changes to the Medicare program because of its impact to
our supplement-to-Medicare plans.
Two of our plans will pilot a
Medicare risk program in this contract year as an outgrowth of
Medicare changes.
Other entities have also approached us with
innovations based upon that changing environment.
As the success
of utilization review programs flatten out, other areas of
possible cost containment are being expanded and explored.
Case
management to actively direct cases into cost-effective channels,
wellness programs which further enhance preventive care concepts,
an incentive to encourage enrollees to consider alternatives to
traditional health care delivery systems.
There is an active,
ongoing search for a mechanism to fund health insurance programs
through cost-sharing or tax alternatives, and the PERS program is
funded through a sharing of premium costs by both the employer
and the enrollee, and a sharing of the medical costs by the
health plan and the enrollee.
In conclusion, we applaud the
efforts of this committee, and PERS is ready as a resource in
order to assist and provide information on the experience of our
program, which is 25 years old at the present time.
Thank ou.
Mr. Hauser:
Any questions?
I have one.
Does STERS handle all the teachers'
health insurance issues, or does PERS get involved in that?
Ms. Butler:
As a matter of fact, STERS members are eligible to participate i
this program.
However,1at the present time we have only 3 school
districts around the State that are participating, but their
eligibility to participate has been established since 1978.
Mr. Hauser:
Only 3 districts have thus far expressed ••.•
Ms. Butler:
Th a t i s c o r r e c t •
Howe v e r , i t h a s a 1 way s bee n t h at both the
teachers and the classified employees would have to come into
this program at the same time, and they have not always wished t
do that.
With the changes in the legislation this year, it now
makes it possible for one of the groups to come in without the
other, and we expect to see quite a bit of activity in that area.
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Lincoln Plaza is a new commercial office building, located in
Sacramento at 400 P Street. It was built by the Public Employees'
Retirement System who will occupy a little less than half of the
available office space. The five-story facility contains a total of 492,900
square feet and surrounds a six-level skylight~d atrium. Designed
with the future in mind, lincoln Plaza was built to represent a sound
and prudent long-term investment. The building ":ill offe: its tenants
the most advanced in technological features combmed w1th energy
conservation that will result in better service to our members.
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This pamphlet contains
information on the PERS health
benefits program, which provides
for a variety of health benefits
plans contracted for by the
Public Employees' Retirement
System, as well as a limited
of approved plans
sponsored by employee
organizations. Public Agencies
contracting with the Retirement
System may also elect to make
these plans available to their
employees and annuitants.
This pamphlet is made
available through your Health
Benefits Officer and is designed
to provide you with basic
information about all of the
health benefits plans, their
benefits and costs, and how and
when to enroll. Your Agency
Health Benefits Officer will
with detailed
about all plans and
will assist you in enrolling in the
plan of your choice. Your Health
Benefits Officer or Assistant
Health Benefits Officer is usually
1u\..au:::u in your agency personnel
office or payroll office. If your
office
not have a personnel
office contact
attendance
office
manager or supervising clerk for
information
the
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Your eligibility to participate
under the Public
Medical and
based on a

participate filed
employer. You are
to
participate only so long as that
resolution is in-effect. Should
that resolution be terminated for
any reason, all
and
annuitants of that
iose
their eligibility to
participation in the
Cities may
participation

Effective August 1, 1986, the Public
expanding the number of Basic Plans "\!''"""'"'
annuitants to include the following new

insurance program.
1·

tr,d V.dlt•y H<·.dth
L',llO, CA

Hl

rt•

Concord, CA

Eligible employees, annuitants and their
members
enroll
in or change enrollment to these plans during the Open Enrollment
Period, provided they meet the requirements regarding (a)
membership in the Association, with respect to the CCPOA, or
residence in the service area of the plan, with respect to the
three plans shown above. Enrollment in these
at any other time
is subject to the normal eligibility and effective
rules.
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There are several factors to
consider in choosing a health
plan, such as type of plan,
benefi,, and cost.
The types of plans are briefly
explained on the following
pages. Note that the Service Plan,
Trust Plan, Indemnity Plans and
Individual Practice Prepayment
Plan have no geographic
restrictions regarding eligibility,
however the Health Maintenance
Organization Plans and Preferred
Provider Organization Plans are
available only to individuals who
live within a limited geographic
service area. Note also that
although the CAHP Health
Benefits Trust Plan, the CAHP
Prudent Buyer Plan, ACSUP
Statewide Indemnity Plan and
CCPOA Prudent Buyer Plan have
no geographic restrictions
regarding eligibility, enrollment
in these plans is restricted to
individuals who are members of
the Association at the time they
first enroll in the plan.

If you are interested in enrolling
in a Health Maintenance
Organization plan or Preferred
Provider Organization Plan,
check the description of the
plan's service area in the plan's
summary to see if you live in the
plan's service area. If you have
any questions or are uncertain
whether you live in the plan's
service area, contact your Health
Benefits Officer or personnel
office, or the plan directly (see
pages 84 and 85 for plan
addresses and phone numbers).
A brief summary of each plan's
features and benefits is given in
the following pages. Monthly
rates for all the plans are shown
on pages 86 through 90.
Individual plan booklets are
available to aid you in selecting a
plan; contact your Health
Benefits Officer or personnel
office, or the plan directly.
Each plan has a unique
combination of features and
benefits, and you are the best
judge of which pian is best for
you and your family. It is hoped
that this pamphlet will make it
easier for you to select the health
benefits plan best suited to your
needs.

3
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The Blue Shield Statewide Service
(Plan Code 211) will
terminate
31, 1987. Although
plan will continue for
currently enrolled members for
the 1986-87 contract year, no
new enrollments or plan transfers
will be allowed into this plan
during the 1986-87 contract year.
Therefore, the descriptive
information pertaining to this
plan has been excluded from this
pamphlet.

~1HJernnuy

a s

n ..

rhis plan is sponsored by the
California Association of Highway
Patrolmen, with claims
administration provided by Blue
Cross.
" ' lll<lll i>; LhC:'>UIOt'tl Oil

,,.,d 81.

1 Jd~t''i ·JU

This type of plan pays benefits
for a wide range of medical
expenses on a copayment basis
after a deductible is met. You
may be reimbursed directly or
you may assign payment to the
medical provider or hospital. You
are responsible for the difference
between the plan's benefits and
the medical provider's ..............~,
There are no geographic
restrictions on eligibility. You
have freedom of choice of
doctors, hospitals and other
medical providers; however, if
you select a doctor or hospital
participating in the statewide
Preferred Provider Organization
network, increased benefits are
payable. Many benefits are
payable at 100% of the Usual,
Customary and Reasonable
charge.
Indemnity

available are.

*Enrollment in a plan sponsored
by an Employee Association is
restricted to individuals who are
members of the Association at
the time they first enroll in the
plan.
4
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This plan an individual practin•
prepayment plan, a type of
Health Maintenance
Organization.
The full benefits of this type of
plan are available to individuals
living within a limited geographic
area. Services or benefits may be
reduced when provided outside
the plan's area.
Plans of this type have
agreements with participating
local doctors who accept
payment from the plan as
payment in full for services
rendered. The plan generally
pays the doctor directly. Benefits
for non-participating doctors are
paid at the same rate as ior
participating doctors. However,
non-participating doctors are
free to charge more than a plan
will pay and you are responsible
for any difference between the
plan's payment and the doctor's
charge.

nt Pia
cost you less to use
At the
same
are generally free
to use other doctors if you wish.
will either pay your

bill direct, or if you pay
it,
plan will reimburse you
for covered hospital services you
receive.

The Individual Practice plan
available is:
• Fir't farwest's Co Fo Health
Plan

The f'l<~n and it;, ~en ice Art.J. art:
de,cribt:d on pagP> 28 and 2'1.

Preferred Prol'ider

Orga rza
This type of plan contracts with
specific health care providers
(physicians/hospitals) within a
geographic area to deliver health
care services at reduced fees.
Unlike Health Maintenance
Organizations (HMO's), PPO's
allow you to receive care from
non-contracted providers,
however, your out-of-pocket
costs (copayments) will be
greater. The fult benefits of this
type of plan are avaiiable only to
individuals living within the
specified geographic areas.
Necessary emergency services
obtained from non-contracting
providers in or out of the service
area are also provided.
PPO's implement utilization
control systems, such as hospital
admission reviews, which place
the responsibility for delivery of
efficient health care on the
provider of medical services
rather than you.
Usuallv there are no claim
forms fo~ you to fill out. PPO
hospitals and physicians may bill
the plan directly for you.
The PPO plans available are:
• ( alifm ni;,

A~'o< i.rtior

of

Patr

<\HP)
PIJr•. • (Avail.1ble

onlv !o CAHPmembers)-Pages

76 and 77,

lluyPr Pic I"' • (A\ ailahk one,

CCP(\~. mrr,!,,.r•'-l'.+~'"'·p.:•

• Blur Cro<< Pr

Pl,;n

Pages 74 and 75.
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Health Maintenance Orga
This type or plan is available only
to individuals who live within a
limited geographic area-the
plan's "service area". It provides
the financing mechanism for
medical services by providing
services by doctors who are
employed by or members of the
plan and hospitals which are
owned by or designated by the
plan.

• Bay Padfic-Pa~e 16
'

Necessary emergency services
obtained from non-plan doctors
or hospitals in or out of the
service area are also provided.
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You receive services directly
from the plan's medical oifices or
designated hospitals within the
area served by the plan. You may
choose only among doctors who
are members of or employed by
the

r

C~neral
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You are eligible to enroll in a
Health Maintenance
Organization plan only if you live
in the plan's service area. Each
plan has a description of its
service area. Health Maintenance
Organization plans available are
as follows, and are
on
the pages indicated:

2

mation
If you enroll in this program, H
to make
aoditiO!I'>, dt•idion., 01 < lidli~\'t"•
enrollnwn! You are, in
most cases, ~he only person who
is aware of any changes that
occur in your family status
requiring or permitting such
additions, deletions or changes.
d<.'I<'HHl mstruc!ion' on

h,,\,

anv of Hw

Benefits
better assist you,
please
your Social
Security number and phone
number in any written
correspondence.
You may enroll if:
1) you are appointed half-time
or more for a period of more
than 6 months, or
2) you have qualified as a
intermittent State
employee by receiving credit
for a minimum of 48\· f'AII.-::
in a Control Period.
A Control Period means a 6month period from january
1-june 30 or july 1-December
31.
Eligibility is based upon tenure
and time base. To be eligible an
employee must have an
appointment for a period of at
least 6 months and one day
(tenure) and a time base of halftime or more.

3. What ~hould I do if! \\Ji!longt~
than 60 day-. lo enroll!

The statements in this section are
general and simplified as much
as possible, and do not have the
force of the law. The law (Public
Employees' Medical and Hospital
Care Act) and regulations are
specific and detailed. If there is
any conflict, the law and
regulations take precedence. For
clarification of any rule or
regulation, contact the Health
Benefits Division.

If you have questions concerning
your eligibility, contact the
Health Benefits Officer in your
personnel office.

NOTf · Public agency
employees must be members of
PERS or STRS or employed by a
county which is subject to the
County Employees' Retirement
law of 1937, and employed by an
agency which contracts with
PERS for health benefits in order
to be eligible. UMlHD~ TERM
(seasonal, temporary)
lf\'TFR\4'TTE"\T EMPLOYHS are
not eligible regardless of the
number of hours the employee
works.

You have 60 calendar days from
your appointment date or the
end of the Control Period in
which you qualify as a
permanent intermittent
employee to enroll in a health

benefits plan. The effective date
of coverage is the first day of the
month following the date your
properly completed Form HBD12 is received in your employing
office.

If you do not enroll within the 60
day period or elect not to enroll,
you may later apply for
enrollment by Health Statement
Application (Form HBD-38) (see
Question 14) approved by the
carrier or enroll during an Open
Enrollment Period (see Question
12).

NOTf: Permanent intermittent
employees may enroll only
during the 60-day period
immediately following a
qualifying Control Period.
Permanent intermittent
employees may not enroll by
Health Statement Application or
during an Open Enrollment
Period.

7
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Your

members

are:
1) your
2) your
under age 23 who
has never been
3)

4)

c

A newborn child is covered from
the date of birth and an adopted
is covered from the date
physical custody is obtained. The
effective date of enrollment is
the first
the month
following
date of birth or the
date physical custody is obtained,
PROVIDED A FORM HBD-12 IS
SUBMITIED TO INClUDE THE
CHilD.

Although coverage is mandatory
and effective at birth or date of
adoption, you MUST submit an
HBD-12 Enrollment Form as soon
as possible to add the newborn
or newly adopted child to your
enrollment. You may experience
difficulties in obtaining services
or benefit payments if you fail to
submit the HBD-12 Enrollment
Form.

If you are enrolled for self and
one or more family members and
you have a newborn child or
adopt a child, the coverage of
that child is MANDATORY AND
EFFECTIVE AT BIRTH for the
newborn or ON THE DATE THE
ADOPTED CHilD IS PlACED IN
YOUR CUSTODY. Any increase
in premium is effective on the
first day of the month following
the date of birth or date physical
custody is obtained.

In the case of a single party
enrollment, the Form HBD-12
must be submitted within 60 days
of the date of birth or date
physical custody is obtained.
Failure to do so results in
termination of the child's
coverage at the end of the
month of birth or physical
custody is obtained and later
enrollment can be made only by
Health Statement Application
(Form HBD-38) (see Question 14)
or during an Open Enrollment
Period (see Question 12).

You may add a newly acquired
family member to your
enrollment within 60 days of the
date of acquisition. Coverage is·
effective on the first day of the
month following the date you
submit a Form HBD-12 to your
employing office. However,
coverage cannot be effective
prior to the date of acquisition of
the family member.

Family members not
enrolled within 60 days and
children over age 16 may be
added only by a carrier-approved
Health Statement Application
(Form HBD-36) (see Question 14)
or during an Open Enrollment
Period (see Question 12).

o:

NO. No person may be enrolled
both as an employee or
annuitant and as a family
member. A family member may
be enrolled as such with respect
to only one enrollment.

9
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10.

Wh<~t ~hould

I do it the
inr nw

o"rloctinn

When you enroll or
enrollment in a
plan, you
your Statement of
Deductions (pay
or,
retired, check your Warrant
Statement to verify that the
proper deduction has been
made. If the deduction
incorrect or not
you
should immediately contact your

Requests for identification cards
and booklet-certificates
(evidence of
should be
directed to the
at the
address listed on pages 84 or 85.

! L.

hat is

Period?

Jil

Open fnrollment

During an Open Enrollment
Period, an eligible
annuitant
or add
members who are
enrolled.

Date form HBD-12
Received
Health

PERS

may not

during an
Period. However, vou have 60
after your reteurn to

pay status to take such action.

10
?Lih

Effective

The

apply:

Statement
HBD-38)
personnel office or
from
Health Benefits
are retired.
Division if
2)
application in
with the
instructions and submit it to
the carrier of your choice.
Refer to page 84 or 85 for the
address. The
will contact you
directly if any further

1)

information is
and
will either approve or
disapprove each application.
3) If the application is approved,
you MUST complete a Form
HBD-12 and submit it along
with the approved Form HBD38 to your personnel office or
to the Health Benefits
Division (if you are retired)
ON OR BEFORE THE
EXPIRATION DATE SHOWN
ON THE FORM HBD-38.
Coverage will be effective on
the first day of the month
following the date the
completed forms are received
in your employing office.

you make the
within the period
beginning 31 calendar days
before and
60
calendar days after you move.
The effective date is the first
day of the month following
the date the completed Form
HBD-12 is received in your
employing office.

or annuitant who
moves outside the service area o(
a
must enroll in another
available health benefits plan
within 31 calendar days before
and 60 calendar days after the
move.
CHA~Gl.
your enrollment, you will be
An

11
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covered only under the Out-ofArea Emergency Benefits of your
present plan. The effective date
of change will be the first day of
the month following the date the
completed Form HBD-12 is
received in your employing
office.

,., ll It)'

You may at any time:

from rnv

1) delete all family members and
cover yourself alone;
2) delete a spouse who:
a) moves out of your
household (separation or
divorce pending); or
b) obtains other group
coverage;
3) delete a child who:
a) obtains other group
coverage;
b) attains age 18; or
c) is no longer in your
custody;

A family member loses eligibility
and coverage terminates at
midnight of the last day of the
month in which:
1) your family member dies;
2) your family member enrolls
under this program AS AN
EMPLOYEE;
3) your child marries;
4) your child attains age 23
(except a disabled child-see
Question 19);
5) the
is granted.

4) delete a family member who
is in or enters military service.
Under 2a and 3c above, family
members of an active employee
are eligible for a group
continuation plan (see Question
31).
These deletions are NOT
mandatory. The effective date of
any deletion is the first
of
the month
the
the
completed Form
is
received in your employing
office.

Your former
must be
from your
enrollment even if
the divorce
settlement
you to
coverage.
2) It is the
of
employee or
annuitant to report
in family

1)

status that
affect
for
health benefits to
his or her Health
Benefits
or
the Health Benefits
Division. A FORM
HBD-12 MUST BE
SUBMITTED TO
MAKE SUCH
CHANGES.

Under 3, 4 and 5
members of an active
are eligible for a group
continuation
Question
31) and family members of an
annuitant are eligible for a
conversion plan
Question
30).

The enrollment of a child who
has never been
and who
is incapable of self~support
because of mental or physical
disability that
prior to age
23 may be continued for the
duration of the disability, until
the child marries, or becomes
employed and capable of selfsupport, provided acceptable
medical evidence is filed with
Health Benefits Division within 60
days of the child's 23rd

248
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t

must contain the
following information
by a doctor:
• The name of the
• The nature of the
• The onset date of the

disability.
• The probable future course
and duration of the disability.
• A statement that the disability
renders the child
of
self-support.

&
'11/J

and Death Benefits Section, P.O.
Box 942711 Sacramento, CA
94229-2711, Phone (916) 326-3232,
to initiate the necessary
procedures.
1\;C l
If an active employee's
surviving enrolled family
members do not qualify for
health benefits coverage under
the above, they are eligible for a
group continuation plan (see
Question 31).

Contact
personnel office or
attendance clerk for assistance in
a form HBD-21
'. You must pay the
total
directly
to the carrier (you pay BOTH the
and employer shares).
STATUS means that
you:
1)

status for a fu II
pay period or more,
such as
a leave of

for or are receiving
Compensation
benefits and do not
these benefits
sick leave or vacation;
3) are pending approval of a
disability retirement;
are pending approval of NonDisability Insurance;
from service or
institute legal proceedings in
dismissal from
service for cause; or
6) are a permanent intermittent
in a non-pay status.

dismissal and your appeal is
upheld, the carrier will refund to
you any money that you pay
once the carrier receives the
premiums from the Controller's
Office or Retirement System. See
pages 84 and 85 for carrier
addresses.
You may also pay directly to the
carrier if you have insufficient
money in your paycheck to pay
your share of the premium (if any).

2)

•

nu"""''"' for either

Disability

or a disability
or if you appeal your

13
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or fail to pay premiums diredly
to the carrier, the payment of
claims will be suspended and you
will be billed for any services
provided for the time that
premiums are not paid. Benefits
will be reinstated·on the first day
of the month following the
month in which you return to
pay status, subject to the proper
premium being paid.
·. ·~ .
Requests for direct
payments (Form HBD-21)
received more than 30 days after
termination of your group
coverage will be rejected by the
Health Benefits Division.

1)

termination
your coverage
of the

but are
with a break in
service of less than one full
period, your coverage will
continuous.

terminates~

are
for a group
continuation plan upon
termination of
coverage

23.

What

if I or my
members become

for ledtOral

lo

If eligibility for both the Hospital
and Medical insurance
of
Medicare occurs on or
January 1, 1985, you or those
members
for
may be enrolled
to Medicare

'I
: Federal law does not
allow
to Medicare
coverage to be offered to active
or _any of their
who are age 65 or
this law is not
~~r..
with less
wrr

,

to Medicare Plan
to cover deductibles
co-insurance and
additional benefits not rrY"o,-p,-,
Medicare.

you are enrolled at
vou
from
'
your effective
retirement
1)

2)

are
to
when you retire or later
Enrollment

of
a rehabilitation programre-enroll

your first
retirement Warrant Statement
insurance
shows a
even if the
$0.00.

ms

,
14
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Public Agency
the

The employer contribution
differs from one agency to
another. Consult your employer
regarding the amount of the
contribution.

or
must
have 10 vears of credited state
~ receive the full
contribution for health
annuitants.

You
cancel your enrollment
at any
by submitting a form
HBD-12 to your Health Benefits
Officer. The effective date of
cancellation will be the first day
of
month
the date
form
2 is
in your employing
office.

You must continue to be
credited with at least 480 PAID
HOURS
a 6-month Control
or at least 960 hours in 2
consecutive Control Periods
and
Checkpoints
to determine
these
criteria have been met are june
30 and December 31.

intermittent
may re-qualify for
enrollment
credited
with
hours
Period.

A conversion policy is an
policy underwritten by
your current health benefits plan
or insurance carrier. It is
available to you or your family
members upon loss of eligibility.

Continued on page 91
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Contact the carrier within 30 days
of the termination date of group
coverage or group continuation
plan coverage for information on
the coverage and cost of the
policy.

'i
W!
do
when necessary.

2

Coverage
Copayment

Maximum of
$20/visit but not
to exceed 50% of
charge/visit

Covered in Full

Covered

necessary rehabi Iiservices that should,
of Health P!an,
provided in a skilled
facility, excluding

Full

care

$25.00/visit

Covered in Full
Ambulance service

Covered

Covered in Full
subject to a
maximum of
thirty (30) days
per calendar year

Covered in Full
when medicaliy
necessary

Other Services

Full

50% of charges
50% of charges
$5.00
Covered in Full
Sterilization

Covered in Full

* \bluntary Termination of
Covered in Full

NOTE: No Plan Maximum Dollar Amount and
No Deductibles
Covered in Full

• Not iMlilable at Seton Medical Center, St. Catherine Hospital, St. Rose
HospiliJI or Pravidence Hospital

17

Cal-Western Life I Transamerica Occidental life
Mark 25 Years Association with PERS ....
New and Improved Plan Features Added!

• NEW BENEFITS
~~~

SIMPLIFIED PlAN

INSURANCE PLAN CHECKLIST

I !!!:!.!!
V'
V'
V'

low cost doctors off1ce v1s1ts
Well baby care

• AWARD WINNING
NETWORK

• HEXIBIUTY

v acbnations

& 1mmumzations

II"

Prescription drug card
Million dollar lifetime max1mum
100% coverage at preferred hosp•tals

,.,,.,
,.,

.~

100% coverage tor outpat•ent surgery

• SPECIAl FEATURES

100% coverage for pre-adm""on tests
100% coverage at b~ttlung center~

~

Worldwide coverage

V'
V'

freedom of choice
Preferred doctors & hospitals

NEW BENEFITS ...
visits - you pay only $5 00 if
Prefered Provider or $10 00 for
all other Providers
card
•
you pay only $3.00 for genenc
or '£5.00 for non-generic
• New born baby coverage
'"
for immunization and
innoculations
• Million dollar maximum
coverage

*

I

Ut•hzat•on rev•ew__ savmgs

*

,.,
,.,

Our AWARD WINNING
Preferred
Organization (P.P.O.)

• Our American Health
Network was selected
the American
Hospital Association
as the best in the
country in September

Plus, Special features to
Help You Save Even More ...

'"
•
"
•
•

coverage
Christian Scientist coverage
Home health care coverage
Hospice coverage
Utilization Review

QUESTIONS? COMMENTSJ
ADDITIONAl
INfORMATION?
To learn more about our special
plan for PERS Members only,
contact your Health Benefits
Officer
contact us at
Cal-Western life
PEGS & S
Department C-2
P 0 Box 959
Sacramento, CA 95804

1985.

SIMPliFIED PLAN ...

• Over 10,000 doctors statewide
• Nearly 200 Hospitals statewide

to a modern
major medical
plan - easy to understand, easy
to use .. that means after a
nommal deductible in some
we pay the rest of the
bill at 80%.90% or 100%'

*

MONTHlY RATES ARE liSTED
ON THE PlAN RATE PAGES
(set' able of Content;)

you get greater benefits when you
use American Ht>alth Network
Doctors and Hospttalsl

r\e&>f\~on<IHO

flEXIBiliTY ...

• Worldwide coverage
•
freedom of choice
doctors and hospitals
• No restrictions

BUT ...

18
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some of the benefits and provisions of this plan. For detailed
information regarding the benefits, provisions, exclusions,
and limitations of this plan,
refer to the plan's BookletCertificate (Evidence of Coverage) which is available
your Health Benefits
Officer or from the
at the
address listed on Address and
Phone Number page (see Table
of Content<;)

I

Cost to You*
Preferred
Ali Other
Provider
Providers

No charge
No charge
No charge
No charge
20%
20%**
No charge
Surgery,
Second Surgical Opinion
for

No charge
No charge
No charge
20%
20%**

20%
10%***

share

No charge
No charge
No charge

No charge
Care (Plus initial

No charge
No cha
$3
$5

No charge

10% **

No charge

10% ***
20%**
10% ***
20% *
10%***

20%**
10%***
20%
10%***
No cha
$3
$5

20%**
10% ***
20%**

20%**

lives outSidP Californ1a or in any of thE' following CalifOrnia Countres. Alpine.
lmpenal. lnyo, Kern. Kings, lake. Lassen, Madera. Mariposa. Mendocmo.
Plumas. Riversrde, San Benito, San Bernardrno. San luis Obispo, Santa Barbara. Santa Cruz.
Tulare, Yuba

19
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CentraiiPA and Saint Agnes bring the Valley a new HMO
Valley residents have
Medical Center
IPA for excellence in
health care. And now, this partnerdirectly to you a new
Maintenance Organization
ValuCare.
Saint

ValuCare was founded by a group of
(The Centra!IPA) and Saint
with the health needs of
Fresno
Madera area residents in

The ValuCare commitment means
continuity of care. Hospital services
provided by Saint Agnes Medical
Center, Valley Children's Hospital
and doctors you have come to know
and trust.
\

The ValuCare commitment means
choice. Nearly 300 private physicians
for you to choose from.
The ValuCare commitment means
savings. With ValuCare, a doctor's
office visit is just $3 and prescriptions
are $3 each. ~~~ maternity care and
surgery are fully covered.You pay no
deductible. Ever.

~ 1v

:d,1hlf'

!hrou~h yuur He<~hh H~'nt<l1l~

,lddn"~'> l1~1f'f1

OlwN or from
on Addrt>'>'> ,md Phnnt' "!umbt-f p<]gl!

The ValuCare commitment means
prevention. ValuCare is committed to
the philosophy of preventive
medicine: we want to keep you well.
Well baby care is provided at no
charge; you get regular adult health
appraisals for $10 apiece: chiid vision
and hearing tested free; annual PAP
smear and breast and pelvic exams
for just $5.
The ValuCare commitment means
good health. Hospital care at Saint
Agnes, a wide choice of doctors,
coverage and an
you healthy

J<t tht>
{wt<

Llble o1

Contl:'nt\)

The Valley's best value in Health Care

CENTRAL VALLEY
HEALTH PLAN/
6700 N. First Street, Suite 124 • Fresno, California 93710 e 209/435-8366
Serving the Greater Fresno
Madera Area.
20
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rt'te·rred or otht•rWI">P .-uHhon.tPd bv your Pnn~tuy {.tit' Phv'-d( t.ln dnd obt.Jmt.~d from
ernergenry or vvht:n duthonzt>d by tht> Mt>dtcdl Dtrettor,

cost to you
no charge
no charge

no charge
no charge
no charge

no charge
no charge
some

EMERGENCY
SERVICES

when

Emergency Room Visits
or at ditt•ction uf Pnrn.:Jry Care

Phy~Ktan

admitted
:npat1ent
Outside-Service-Area
Se-rvices merl1c ally nen•c.<;ary hea!lh care from phy!,!Chln or
()uts!dt>-5ervJn'-Area

$20/viSit
no charge
$20/visit

no chargP

PHYSIUAN OffiU
Vi~ITS

$lfv!•dl
~ 1/vJ·.Jl

no<,

$3/each

and Pelvic haminations
Office Visi! to Confirm Pregnancy
Prenatal Care, tabor and Delivery
Special Services and Postpartum Carl' uocludmg Caesanan section,
cornpl1catton-,

dictgnost;c tests and treatments for h1gh-nsk pregnant1es

Newborn Care

MENTAl HEAlTH
CARE

21
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Children's Hospital of San Francisco
Establ•shed 1875
A Hospital lor

Sacramento Street San Francisco, California 94118 (415) 668-8211

and Children

Mailing Address: P 0. Box 3805 San Francisco, Ca. 94119

If you select the Private Office Plan

Option you will have the choice of
Hncrm;"

Health Plan is a

health

Francisco

for perand its

one of these two
of
for
vour care:
and the
associated
or Chinese
tht> physicians asso< i,lt(•d with it~
Medical
You must sek'<t
for each
member of your
from the
in the Disclosure Form and Evidence
of Coverage booklet Under this
there is a charge for each
visit and certain other
tient services - see the table
benefits, opposite page. All your outpatient care will be in
offices of

In either the
the Private Office
your
care physician directs and coordinates your complete medical care,
both in the office and in the
He will arrange office
consultations and
to other
or other health care nrr't"''""''n.:.,!c
see you. He will ,mange for
tests, x-ray
·or any other services that may be
indicated.

ntJP•rP<ifii111>

to be
""""'"''"""'"" which pre-

faulitit•s ,md

All medical and
services
must be secured through the personnel and facilities of the Health Plan
DKnm~er group you have ""'!Ant"""
except that in cases
lmii~~>Wmilrv Oil'vrnern will

Health Plan locations:
All outpauem

Office services for Members
the Private Office Plan

2
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featUI'e!i

Pbn.

HOSPITAL

list)
"''v'< es Jre provKied a! el!her Children's
Hospital
San Francrsco: no limit Includes
special duty nursing as medically necessary;
areas. such as intensrve care unit, car-

BASED

PRIVATE
OFFICE

PlAN

PlAN

No Ch&rge

$ 5
$25

1n the office, rn the hospital, skrlled nursing
when medically
Office vrsits are provided at Chil(for those· decting the Hospital-based Plan) or in
physicians affiliated w:th either Children's Hospital or
Office Plan Option). Services
penodic health examinations, immunizadisease tests, health education services, and other measures for
prevention and detection of disease or illness; surgical procedures, both major and
minor; anesthesia services; therapeutic abortrons and sterilization; family planning
and infertility
well baby care; audiometry testing; allergy treatments;
administration of
and blood derivatives; outpatient rehabilitation (physical)
therapy

Maternity

No Charge

$10
$ 5
therapy visit
Allergy tests;
Infertility tests:
50% of charges

$15

Full'- ,:H:' -.!,ntmg p,nf\ m p1egn.m< v, V\ t!h no lmHt, no Wtilfmg rx•nod; .Jll do( tor
">t'fVI( p;, for motht"r .tnd <hlld dunng confmprnPnl; ( aesarean ~_.< t1on;
( omplH ,lf!fW!\
prP~n.trH y, tnh•nupfPd pn~gn.ln( v

.lnd

hospitdl

Outpalienl Diagnostic
X-l!ay and laboratory
Ambulance
l!outine l'trysical
£%amil\illion

$25
$15
$ 5
Provrded at Children's Hospital of San Franc1sco Emergency

per visit

i $25

per visit

For any
necessary emergency care away from Children's Hospital, the
Plan pays 100% of
customarv and reasonable charges for covered services with
no geographic l,mitations, subject to a $25 co-payment

$25

Alcollolism, Drug
Addiction and Abuse

Diagnmis and short-term medrcal lrt·atment lrmited to outpatient services

Each phvsic 1an off1ce

Prescription Drugs

Inpatient drugs, Injections and rmmun1zations

No Charge

Provided at Chrldren·s Hospital facilitrE's, or also Walgreen Drug Stores
for the Privatp Oli~te Plan. when pres< rrbed by a Health Plan Physrcian. These presniptrons
'ubwct to a c har!'e for t•ac h supply up to 34 days and are limited to
whrch a presuiptton rs reqwred by law.

$4 each Prescription

FVt) r'xarnlrMtJ(Hlt., and rpfradion-.. fl
and frtlmP" an) not covf'rPd, but are av.11/
,Jhlc throuhh ( hddren\ f to'>p!Lll VhHHI '>('rvn e Jt rC.i<.,onable ratP~)

No Charge

Vision Care

ss

$2.5
No Charge

All services are covered under bas1c benefits as indicated. There are no limitations,
deductibles, cn-msurance or maxrmums, except as indicated.
~~----~~~-------~--~---------

2 ') '}

No Charge

surgeon
Room and board
Intensive care/cardiac care

services
Routine office visits and physical
exams
Medications, injections

Office

No

Preventive
Health
Immunizations
Health education classes

Care
Caesarean
Care for any complications of

No
No
No
No
No
No

Prescription
No
Obtained at Plan authonzed
Ambulance
Service

Authorized by a Plan Physician

Mental
Health Care

Home Health
Care
Extended Care

Concord Health Center
3052 Willow Pass Road
CA 94519
Richmond Health Center
38th and Bissell
CA 94805
Health Center
Street
CA 94565

25
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In home skilled nursing services

No
No

19 import nt re so s
you should s it h
to F P this year
Now you can join the
neighborhood family health
to keep you
healthy
year in
year out -- without
costing you a

And Reasons #6- #17:
• Yearly physicals -

Reason #18: When you
to FHP, you can say

you pay nothing
• Lab tests and x-ray -

you pay nothing
• Doctor's visits -

at FHP is to prevent
illness and maintain your good
health, not just pay part of the

• Specialists -

bi lis after you're sick. That's
Reason #1.

• Hospitalization -

Our

you pay nothing
area:

you pay nothing
you pay nothing

And Reason #2: you select the
doctor you want from our
highly
staff of physicians.
And if you wish to change
doctors, you may. We
u.nderstand how important a
good personal relationship with
your doctor is.

• 24-hour emergency care -

you pay nothing
• Shots for your children
or for yourself -

I

you pay nothing
• Allergy tests -

you pay nothing
• Physical therapy -

you pay nothing
• Hearing evaluations-

you pay nothing
•
MORE

• San

" Downey

Reason #19:
FHP is simple.
approval

FHP.

new San

Medical Center is located at 29050 5. Western

For
information, call (213) 493-6531 or (714) 952-8706
or request an FHP brochure from your Health Har-.Dt,,t<:
Binding Arbitration - Enrollment in this plan constitutes an agreement to have any issue of medical
neutral arbitration and waiver of any right to a jury or court trial.

26
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coronary care,

surgery, fractures and

PLAN PAYS 100%

PlAN PAYS 100%

PLAN PAYS 100%

PlAN PAYS 100%

PLAN

PlAN PAYS 100%

of some of the benefits and provisions of this plan. For detailed
exclusions and
of this plan, refer to the pian's booklet certificate (evidence of
Benefits Officer or from the plan at the address shown on Address and Phone Number

ON PlAN RATE PAGE (SEE TABlE OF CONTENTS).

27
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Administered by:

FARWEST'S

BUILD

UNITED

YOUR HEALTH
BENEFITS ON OUR
fOUNDATION

PlAN

MAKE THE CO-FO CHOICE, YOU ARE
Hospital Inpatient Care
offers comprehen-

youand
minor

CO-FO will pay the hospital80% of
the first $5,000 of inpatient rh:>r<¥1><:
and 100% thereafter. However,
100% payment begins on the sixth
day of hospitalization, regardless of
whether charges exceed $5,000.
CO-FO wi II make payment in full to
Foundation-member physicians
who provide medical or surgical
care while you are in the nn•""'"'

Hospital Utilization
Review Program
The Review Program was
you keep your medical costs
as low as possible. Proposed
admissions will be reviewed by
Foundation, and it may find a
and stressful alternative to an
nn:•t""'n' stay. Failure to obtain
will result in a
admission.

Physician Visits Home or Office
When you are
you pay
deductible once each
then pays in full
charges of Foundation-member

a

physicians, including x-ray and lab
tests.
When

convenience of
to your home!
No deductible or other
1\An.ntnlv

rates are listed on the Plan

Rate pages (see Table of

264

"-''J"'"'""

100%

100%
100°/r,
80%
80%

other necessary charges up

same as for
ex<:epted from coverage

Services

licensed Acupuncturist

a Foundation Physician

per
per person
calendar
year, maximum 3 deductib!es

First Farwest CO-FO Plan is only a summary of some of the benefits
the benefits, provisions, exclusions and limitations of
of
which is available through your Health Benefits
Address and Phone Number page (see Table of Contents),

29
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No< harg<'

No
$25

visit

$3 each visit
$5 each visit
No charge
No charge

control pills

maximum of 9 office visits

Preventive Care

ription

No
No

for children under 18 years

$3 each vi sit
No
No
50%

Durable Medical Equipmenl
Copaynwnh shown ahovP

and

Copavments shown above

to foundation Health Plan is only a summarv of some of the beneintormation regarding the benef1b, provisions, exclusions
Plan "bookieHertiflcale (Evidence of Coverage), which is availOfficer or from the Plan at !he address listed on the Address and Phone

Foundation
Health Plan
An Amet'i(:are Health Corporai1on

3
7

I

SUMMARY OF BENEFITS
.. Paid in full
'"'"''-"'n"n'' Room
Intensive Care and
Cardiac Care .
6

Paid in full
Paid in full
Paid in full
Paid in full
in
Paid in full
Paid in full

·Doctor Visit
Care with
choice of alternative
care deliveries
• Anesthesia &

Paid in full

Paid in full
• Administration of blood &
blood
Paid in full

·Nuclear Medicine

Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid

in full
in full
in full
in
in full

HOSPITAL
Paid in full
Chemotherapy,
and theraPaid in full
Paid in
Paid in full
Paid in full
sp~~u<msT when

Doctor home visit when
necessary . Paid in full
• Durable Medical
when
necessary .. Paid in full
• Mental Health
First 20 outpatient visits per
calendar year
. Paid in full
first 30 inpatient days
Paid in full
per calendar year
• Podiatric care
Paid in full
• Short Term Treatment for
Acute Alcohol or Drug Abuse
(Detoxification)
Paid in full
Drugs
Paid in full
drugs
drugs
$1 per 34 days supply
-includes birth control pills-

MONTHLY RATES FOR THIS
PLAN ARE SHOWN ON PLAN
RATE PAGES (SEE TABlE OF
CONTENTS).

Emergency Care/
Ambulance
• At French Hospital or UC Medical
Center or Novato Community
Hospital .
. . Paid in full
• Worldwide emergency
care
Paid in full
with $25 charge to member

PREVENTIVE CARE

Paid in full

• Health
examinations .
. Paid in full
• Well
Care and
Well
Care.
. . Paid in full
. Paid in full

Paid in full

Paid in full

• Yearly breast and
pelvic examinations
and pap smears . . . . Paid in full

HEALTH EDUCATION
• CPR training .
fee
• Aerobic
exercise .
Discounted charges
• Heart-to-Heart class No charge
• Stress management course $30
• Nutrition instruction No Charge
• Women's Clinic
No Charge
• Self-help support
'groups
No Charge
• Early pregnancy
classes
No Charge
• Lamaze training .
No Charge
• Weight control
classes
Discounted Charges
Note: Schedules and charges subject
to

Referral Services
Referral Services are covered in full
when arranged or authorized by
a Plan physician. Some special
treatments may be prescribed such
as biofeedback training, acupunc, ture and podiatry services.

Choice of Physicians
New members may choose a
personal physician from the Health
Plan staff of physicians and see
that same physician for each visit
A member may also want to choose
a Nurse Practitionerfor health
education purposes or women's
health. Care is then coordinated
with over 140 private physicians
who contract with the plan.
Physician visits are scheduled by
appointment-usually the same
week-no long waits.

--------------111111111111

4131 Geary Boulevard, San Francisco, California 94118.

hllllilllllllllilllllllllilllllllllilllllllllilllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllilllllllllillllllllllllllllllliiiiiiiiiiiiiTelephone (415) 666·8881 •.
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A healthy
General Med is

Here are some special features
which set us apart from other
health plans:

most convenient
You may
a
office near work and visit
another near your home. Youfre
never locked into one

no
forms to fill out, and
no deductibles.
High-quality health care
to
personalized and convenient Now it is!

General Med is in touch
be glad to tell you
how you can

A
HEALTHY CHANGE FOR
BETrER. For further information
more

Gener,d :v\ecL please
(714) 647-2200. Or call toll

• Chiropractic care.
infant car seat when
•A
a baby.
from a regisnewborns.

1-800-824-3121

are other aspects ot our r,..c,J"4~~
health care that
attractive, too. Our
medical

General Med office locations.

2 0

Co payment
Med
at designated General

without referral. Services
by contracting
praetors require written referral
from your General Med
physician.

Care

• Mental

ENT: maximum of 10

per admission and
calendar year
short-term evaluation and/or
crisis intervention (no charge)OUTPATIENT: maximum 20 visits
evalu-

• Physicians' Services General
Med facilitiesvisit includes as necessary: Physician
care-Diagnosis and treatmentX-rays and laboratory servicesPeriodic physical- Well-baby
care- Physical therapy- Routine
immunizations.

$3.00 Copayment
• Prescription Drugs- Per
prescription when prescribed by
General Med physician
at a General Med
Maximurn
active treatment
INPATIENT:
OUTPATIENT:

maximum).

•

Outreach Program-

Seminar:, conducted at the work<.il<' on s!rt''>S n•duction, smoking
( ("•'>.!(1()11 ,HHi oliH'I ( 0111111011

* Vision Can•

!

·'

i()(l

t

•I,HPd lopi(

The JllformaliiJn on thew
tu Ccnera/ Med
J
summary of ~orne of the benefits and
of thi~
For detailed
the tx~nefits,
limitations
of this plan, refer 1o Ceneral Med's
Booklet-Certificate !Evidence of
which available through
Benefits Officer or from
Med at the addres.> listed on
Address and Phone Number page
(see Table of ContentsF
Monthly rates are listed on the Plan
Rate pages (see Table of Contents)
Enrollment m General Med ron.,titute.<. ,Jn agn·ement to have any
" ' l i t ' , j f1JI•r/ir .11
II< r· rlt•·

r Hit•d lw

ll<'llit.ll .Hintt.!ltun

waJ\Ti ot

any

to a JUI)

.1nd
01

court trial.

701 South Parker Street
Suite 5000

orange, CA 92668 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Health Maintenance

and Coverage
providers. The Greater San
Health
not
charges incurred by an enrollee
servnonparticipating physicians,
and other
nrn,v•n,.,rc unless authorized by Health Plan .

., Home Health Care (when prescribed by
a participating, physician)
Paid in Full
" Short-term treatment for acute alcohol
or
abuse (detoxification and
crisis intervention) as ordered by a
physician
Paid in Full
•
Miscarriage
Paid in Full
• Sterilization (when prescribed by a
physician)
Vasectomy
$25.00 copayment
Tubal Ligation
$100.00 copayment
• Health Education
Counseling and family planning
Paid in Full
• Mental Health
to 20 SE-ssions per calendar
with a
psychologist, or
licensed counselor for crisis
intervention and evaluation as
nrP,crrih.,,rl by Plan physician
$20.00 per visit
or 50% of cost,
whichever is lower
and Illness
•
care and
Paid in Full

Paid
Paid in Full
Paid in Fuil
Full
in Full

P.:ud in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full

Paid in Full

• Office Visit

$5 copayment

Paid in Full
Paid
Full
Enrollee pay~ 20',,, of
purcha~P or rental price

P<1id in Full
Paid in Full

$2.00 copayment per item

EMERGENCY SITUATIONS
• OUT-OF-AREA SERVICES ARE LIMITED TO EMERGENCY
SERVICES. An emergency is defined as a sudden, serious
and
illness or injury requiring immediate
medical attention. It is of the utmost importance that you
contact Greater San Diego Health Plan before emergency
If
services are sought. The only permissible exception
the member is unable to contact Greater San Diego Health
Plan because of unconsciousness or the catastrophic
nature of the illness or accident and immediate emergency
treatment is essential.

17
3

HEAlS COST

PRESENT I'LAN

NONE

$

Privat<' room

$

$15 per visit

$

20% of the cost

$

speCified in the f1EAL5

! NO CHARGE

$

PERSONAL
alcohol and

prt'v~ribcd

bv your PFRSONAL CARf
NO CHARGE

of!ic(' for nwmber . . under

dgf' 18

NO CHARGE

$10.00 per visit
$2.00/prescrip-

tion filled
charges (non-emergency, routine or followparticipating physician in the Servi>:e Area)

$15 per visit

$

39

75

$

any
located

WHY YOU

•
•
•
•
•

medical care at a

II
II
II

Memorial and Sutter General
non-emergency admissions
MONTHlY RATES ARE

care covered
and

•
•
Table

•

SERVICES TO HEALTHCARE MEMBERS INCLUDING
TO PROVIDE SPECIAlTY SERVICES TO HEAl THCARE
HEAl THCARE FAll TO PAY THE CONTRACTING PROVIDERS,
OWED BY HEALTHCARE. SHOUlD HEAL THCARE NOT PAY A
MAY
UABU FOR THE COST OF SERVICES.

43

I

D

Los Angeles, Orange, Santa Barbara,
coverage and copayments required.
will rill! reimburse members for services rendered by other
CHARGE TO YOU
No Charge

No
No Charge
No Charge
No Charg<>
No Charge
No
No
No
No
No
No

Charge
Charge
ChJrg('
Chargt•
Charge

No Charge
No

evaluative mental health services

$20.00/visit

hospitalization each contract year.

No Charge
Member
50% of
Member
50% of
No Charge
No
No
No
No

Charge
Charge
Charge
Charge

No Charge
No ChargP
No Chargf'
No
pF!'paration, &,ease

of severe pain or the immediate
condition. which, if not immediately
drsabili~l or death. These services should be
unless the emergency is such that the
or HGL

No Charge
No

or HGI

$50.00/Copay
Not Covered

some of
benefits and provisior.s of this Plan. For detailed inlormatron
the Plan's Evidence of Cnv!'rage and Disdosurt• Form Brochu"' which

INTERNATIONAl

AGREEMENT TO HAVE ANY ISSUE OF MEDICAL MALPRACTICE DECIDED BY NEUTRAL
TRIAL
PlAN !!ATE PAGES (SEE TAIItE Of CON]JNTS)

RATES FOR THIS PLAN
ON PLAN RATE PACE
of Lmuer1ts1.

8

'""'-"'"""""""' PRiESCRIII:IED, DIRECTED OR
MIEDICAU. Y NECESSARY
No charge
No charge
No charge
No charge
No
No charge
No charge
No charge
No charge
No charge
No charge
No charge
No charge
No charge
No charge
$10charge
No charge
No
No charge
No
No
No charge
No
No

No charge

No charge
No charge
No charge

notified and care is NOT authorized

AMBUlANCE

Not Covered
No
No

THERAPY

No charge
No charge
No
No charge
No charge
$150 charge
No charge
No

50% charge
$150 charge
$50

$20charge
No charge
No
No charge
No charge
No charge•

medical requirement for exclusive use of patient and
PMG
programs, a nominal charge may apply

47

83

No charge

•

atu<tut-'""about health have changed. And now there's a health
hard for
health as you do-The Health Plan of America.
comprehensive coverage that
tests and

:'l!talr@W'Ide

Network of Care.

Plan of America nel.\vork includes over 5,000 of California's finest
local h"'""'''"'c

r.nHc~<r'"'~cand over 40 respected,

where you
from Chico to los
our coverage offers you the choices and
part of your life.
toward a healthier life. Choose the
Health Plan of America.

100% coverage
Ear and

examinations to age 18

100% coverage

pregnancy

per calendar year)

care

vistts
to twenty [201 visits per calendar year)

100% coverage
Detoxification

maximum)

JbortJolb and ::.tPnhJJtJon

p<lls

of America
THE CARE'M

49

Health
ods
A

Care

will

and arrange for medical
the event

MONTHlY RATES FOR THIS
PLAN ARE SHOWN ON PlAN

RATE PAGES.
For more information about the
benefits available to you with
Services
(707) 544-2273
or TOLL-FREE
862-4638

HEALTH I'L4N Of THE REDWOODS
SERVICE AREA

8

$25/visit
NO CHARGE

NO. CHARGE
NO CHARGE

pregnancy, including delivery.

NO CHARGE

NO

and hospital psychiatric care during
medical facility for diagnosis and treatresult of abuse of alcohol or drugs, lndudrP<:Jnon><:ibiPfor

NO CHARGE

payment of referred services).
$4/visi!

NO CHARGE
50% of
to a ma:~<.lmum
payment
$25/exam
from HPR participating pharmacies.

Inpatient:
Outpatient:

51
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NO CHARGE
$25/visit

Serving The
Heavily Populated

Of Orange, San Bernardino,

Riverside, and
Eastern los Angeles Counties.

more:
No hidden costs.
is no financial barrier to
health care. Deductibies,
and extra costs are
at minimal levels.

Worldwide emergency coverage.

re~;lUlii'IS'ive

service.
serves the

care tor, the people in this
community.

Convenience.
Health care services through
Inland Health Pian are convenient
and accessible. We offer a wider
selection of associated
physicians and hospitals than
other Health Maintenance
in the
populated areas of
Riverside,
eastern
Los Angeles Counties. And our
health care nr,nvl'n"
communities, where
live
and
not at some distant
clinic.

Simplicity.
Inland Health Plan
comprehensive health care
services under a
coordinated plan.

Maintenance

50035, San Bernardino, California 92412 800 247-SiJO

RATES ARE liSTED ON THE PlAN RATE PAGES
(See table
contents).
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You pay $3.00 each
office visit.
care, coronary
ray
other hospital
supplies and
derivatives.
for any emergency

occupational and
expected to result in
outpatient hospital

rcrHvli·timo<

diagnosis and treatment, on
apply for hospital care.

PLAN COVERS IN FULL
You pay nothing.

You pay $1 5.00 each
visit.
PLAN COVERS IN FULL
You pay nothing.

You pay $3.00 each
office visit.

You pay $15 each exam.
You pay $25 each exam.
You pay $3.00 each
office visit.

You pay $3.00 each
office visit. ALL
OTHER COSTS ARE PAID.

including genetic counseling.

You pay $3.00 each
office visit
50% of ali costs are
covered.
PLAN COVERS IN FULL
You pay nothing.

RE>gular henefits apply
aftE>r $1 50 copayment
PLAN COVERS IN FULL
You pay nothing.

during any calendar year.

including birth control pills.

You pay $20 each
office visit
You pay 20% alter
meeting $25.00
calendar year deductible.
PLAN COVERS IN FULL
You pay nothing.

calendar year.

PLAN COVERS iN FULL
You pay nothing.

You pay $3.00 each
off•ce visit.
PLAN COVERS IN FUlL
You pay nothing.

directed by a participating physician

53

You pay $5.00 each
visit.

H alth Ca
r Premi m
payroll deductions for state employees!

Napa

.A.Med,ca' Groups

II Hosp,tats

e

54

290

Speclarty Hosodrtls

NO CHARGE

NO CHARGE
serv-

NO CHARGE

$2.00 per 31 day

prescription
NO CHARGE
NO CHARGE
NO CHARGE
NO CHARGE
NO CHARGE

NO CHARGE

per
copayment for

rehabilitation

$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
and

NO CHARGE
NO CHARGE
NO CHARGE

rr"',"'"'" for, or authorized by an IPM physician.
rnv'!<l{''"

a summary of some of the benefits and provisions of
exclusions and limitations of this plan, refer to the
your Health Benefits Officer or from the plan
Contents). Monthly rates are listed on the Plan

well.

No charge
No
No

No

•

No

No charge

charge

charge

are

m
~

rs

rr u!

Experience and Quality
Kaiser Permanente
are
among the top in their
field. Ali physicians
to Kaiser Permanente must be board certified or eligible, and our physicians
also devote about 200 hours a year in
education. About half of
also teach at first-rate
medical schools such as UCLA, USC
and UCSD. And we're experienced.
We've been providing high quality
care for more than 40 years.

Can I have

my

doctorl
Yes. When you
Kaiser Permanente, you are encouraged to
with a personal
who can coordinate all the
need.

iilr'

i<A.ISER
PE.RMAINENTE

Southern California Region

Of course, you and your family are
not restricted to the use of just one of
our physicians and facilities. You may
receive care at any of our
including those located in other
regions.

What if I have
emergency?
Emergency services are available 24
hours a day, 7 days a week at all nine
Southern California Medical Centers.
When you travel outside Southern
California where a Kaiser Permanente facility is not available to
you, you have worldwide emergency
coverage at non-Kaiser Permanente
facilities for unforeseen illnesses or
injuries.

The information on these pages pertaining to the Kaiser South Plan is
only a summary of some of the
benefits and provisions of this Plan.
For detailed information
the
prov1s1ons,
and limitations of this Plan, refer to
the Plan's uuu"''"''"'LCI
(evidence of coverage) which is
able through your Health Benefits
or from the Plan at the
dress shown on the
Phone page (see Table of Contents).
Monthly rates are shown on the Plan
Rate pages (see Table of Contents).
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•

a Permanente

9

OFFE

•••

member of
choose the
and lifeguard
best meets your
1111

A lifeguard Primary Care
Physician Directory is
available

BENEFIT
• Preventive Care
Health
Care
1111

necessary.

Worldwide g:.,,.,. .., .......v
coverage for bonafide

V Predictable Costs$
copayments eliminate
guessing your
medical bills!

•

1111

2,400 Pai1iciPClltiniK

'I No lifeguard
Forms!

Plhv~iri"'

Mc~dical

BINDING ARBITRATION
ENROLLMENT IN
TO

ANY

MALPRACTICE DECIDED BY NEUTRAl av<<>T>mr""
AND WAIVER Of ANY

TRiAL

TO

NORTHERN CAlifORNIA & SOUTHERN CALifORNIA
You

THE MAXICARE

will

never

EXPANDS

have to meet a de(:IUCtlble or fill out a daim form -

~~~~~~------------~

r-----------------------~

1 - - - - Choose

either type

provider network
There is a

chance your present doctor

is already a part of the Maxicare family.
You and each member of your family can
have your own choice of physicians by
up for either our
:--;co'--.--

Call the Maxicare
Department
toll free 1-800..222-MAXI for a Maxicare
brochure for the locations of the Doctor's

phy~ician, phone the Maxicare
Affairs Department
3) .1uu·"u"ru
the los Angeles area,
993-6223
the San fernando Valley area,
850{)915 in the Orange County
(805) 569-1985 in Santa Barbara.
In Northern California call tvw."u'""
office in Burlingame, (415)
BINDING ARBITRATION
ENROLLMENT IN THIS PlAN
TUHS AN AGREEMENT

ISSUE OF MEDICAl
DECIDED BY
AND WAIVER OF ANY
JURY OR COURT TRIAL
For Further Information, questions and
assistance in
your personal

The monthly rates for this
are
on Plan rate pages (see Table of "-mu~:rn~~-

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA SERVICE AREA
~·..,.ail
ai:if'l,~

tJi:l Medical Group
(+1 New Hospitals
& Physicians

62

298

ail
-'~"?'<

.,.,.

MEMBER PAYS

CHARGE

NO

CHARGE

NO CHARGE

9
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n
A HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION
•formerly Protective Health Providers

Qualified Health
The following benefits are offered to
our members at NO CHARGE.

The information on these pages pertaining to PEAK HEAlTH PlAN is
a summary of some of the beneof this Plan. For
regarding the
exclusions and
of this
to the
Plan's booklet-certificate "''nrlPrlr<>
of
which is available
Health Benefits Officer

30

services which
NO CHARGE:
• Birthing Center
• Diabetic and

MONTHLY RAfES H
PLAN ARE SHOWN
RATE PAGES (See

(619)
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No charge

days per

No charge
No charge

$4.00 char e er visit
$4.00 per visit
$2.00 charge per
prescription

No charge

No charge
No charge

services will be provided when
is required

No charge

n<>rn<>r,t

No char e

67
30

covered.
cardiac and iniensive care units,
necessary

No

10

visit

No
$1
No Charge

short-term

$15.00 each visit

visit
No
No
No

to

rdPr to thp Plan\

69
30

Booklet!Certificdte (Evidence or
which is available
Benefits Officer or from
at the
listed on the address and telephone
number page (see Table of Contents).

per

in full

Covered

full

Covered in full

Covt>wd

$75.00

Covered in full

Covernlrn lull

a

Covered rn

Covered

full

full

71
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full

I

0

- - -
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of Benefits
IN THE HOSPITAl
e
Room and Services

SKILLED NURSING FACILITY
for any of the following up to a combined total of
licensed
occupational speech and physical
medical
worker and
aide. Does not provide for
services, hemodialysis or maintenance therapy.

HOME HEALTH CARE
care is provided by a licensed home
agency after three days of covered
hospital or skilled nursing facility care and is
ordered

t

approved Hospice services up to a lifetime

HOSPICE CARE

Pays 100% of Covered Expenses
maximum of $5,000

PHYSICIAN'S SURGICAL SERVICES

Pays 100% of Covered Expenses including surgeon, assistant surgeon, anesthetist
and radiation

PHYSICIAN'S HOSPITAL AND
SKILLED NURSING FACILITY VISITS
OUT OF HOSPITAL
•
Home and Office Visits
• Outpatient Diagnostic X-Ray and
Examinations
MENT AllllNESS AND FUNCTIONAl
NERVOUS DISORDER CARE

Pays 100% of Covered Expenses
and skilled nursing facility services.

ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG
ADDICTION BENEFITS

Hospital: Pays room
services described
up to 30 days each calendar
Medical (inpatient): Pays
hospital visits described above for up
each calendar year when
for hospital benefits.

VISION CARE

Once every 12 months
(including frames) or contact
according to a schedule
Vision Service Plan certificate booket.

• Treatment of Natural Teeth

Pays hospital room and services described above up to 3 days if
extraction under general anesthetic is required. Does not provide
benefits.

consultations when entitled to hospital

Pays 100% of Covered Expenses for injury and illness.
Pays 100% of Covered Expenses for injury and illness.

Hospital: Pays room and services dt>scribed above up to 30 days each calendar year.
Medical (inpatient):
hospital visit> described above for up to 30 visits
each calendar year
benefits.

------------------------·------MEDICAl

After $100
100%
thereafter each
up
lifetime maximum of
• Hospitalization for diagnostic studies or rehabilitative care.
•licensed
• Blood
unreplaced blood and blood plasma.
• Artificial limbs and rental equipment (except lor orthopedic shoes, hearing aids,
air purifiers or humidifiers).
• Treatment of natural teeth within 6 months of injury.
• Special duty nurse.
• Immunizations for

MENTAl IllNESS AND FUNCTIONAl
NERVOUS DISORDER CARE
AlCOHOliSM AND DRUG
ADDICTION
ADDITIONAl FEA lURES
ROUTINE EXAM INA liONS
(for Member and Spouse Only)

WEll BABY CARE

Medical (outpatient): Pays
fee lor psychotherapy or psychometric
testing up to 50% of
charges lor one visit each day up to 50 visits each
calendar year to a maximum payment of $20.00 per visit.
Hospital and Medical (inpatient): Pays 80% or 100% until
each calendar year for hospital room services described
care center (an
facility of a contracting
above.
Pays $200 of Covered Expenses per calendar year.
Pays $150 of Covered Expenses during the first 12 months of life.
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It's You Choic
Your Choice

''
••

'
"

ACSUP
is
versity

Office,

are

"'"'mr\Pr<:

Association of
versity Professors.
As a member, it's
hospital or
one of our

hospitals or
even greater

Plan
The California Wellness Plan is
designed as an innovative
to mental health services with
emphasis on
gram deals
abuse, stress,
!ems, and contains the
innovative
• Member

I

•

rate pages

3 4
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ACSUP Benefits

In The
Hospital

Cost To

&

expenses
Additional
(first $300 of covered charges)
Doctor hospital calls
Diagnostic Xray & labwork
Outpatient surgery
Preadmission testing
Mental & nervous benefit
(maximum $20,000 lifetime payment)
Alcohol & drug benefit
(maximum 15 days per calendar year)

'

Nonparticipating

0-10%
0-10%
NO CHARGE

0-30%
0-30%
NO CHARGE

NO CHARGE
0-100,{,
NO CHARGE
NO CHARGE
0-20%

0-30%
0-30%
NO CHARGE
NO CHARGE
0-20%

0-20%

0-20%
0-30%
0-30%
0-30%
NO CHARGE to $100

Surgery

Doctor services
Anesthetist
Radiation therapy
Second & third opinion

NO
NO
NO
NO

Out Of
Hospital

Doctor's home & office calls
Diagnostic Xrays & labwork

NO CHARGE
0-20%

0-30%
0-30%

Maternity

Benefits the same as any illness
Newborn baby nursery care (5 days)

0-10%
NO CHARGE

0-30%
0-30%

Prescription
Drugs

Any participating pharmacy

$4

$4

Ambulance
Service

Charges to hospital

20%

20%

Hearing Care

testing, fitting
Hearing
up IO $200

NO CHARGE

NO CHARGE

Home Health
Care

Charges including' registered nurse

0-100/o

0-10%

Skilled Nursing
Facility

Covered charges up to 90 days per
calendar year

0-20%

0-20%

Additional
Features

Physiotherapy
Prosthetic devices & durable
medical equipment
Renal dialysis

0-20%
0-20%

0-20%
0-20%

0-20%

0-20%

California
Wellness Plan

t

Participating

General
Information

Alcohol, drug, mental, nervous outpatient
Counseling session-private & group
Maximum benefit per lifetime
Cash dedudible per calendar year

79
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CHARGE
CHARGE
CHARGE
CHARGE to $100

0-50%
See Evidence of Coverage
$1,000,000
$250 per person (3 per family)

e!I
I

A BALANCED PLAN •

Hospital benefits
to meet the
your treatment.
expand
meet

Professional benefits
the California Medical
Association's Relative Value

Studies.
Medical benefits that range
from

and

additional
for you and
member.
PLUS, Vision Benefits.

'

, • THAT fEA lURES

Your choice
Worldwide or.:»te~ct1on
CAHP
(Blue
for easy nu~pol:t<~~l

I
HOSPict C

(When care is provided by a licensed home
health agency after three days of covered
hospital or skilled nursing facility care and
ord<'red by your physician.)

Provider lor any olthe ""'"'""'',.
combined total of 90 visits
licensed nurse; occu;pal:•o•~al,
physical therapists;
worker and
health ;aide. Does not provid<e lor
housekeeping services, hemodialysis, or
maintenance ther;~py.

PHYSICIAN'S SURGICAl SERVICES

Pays 100% of UCR
surgeon, anesthetist and

PHYSIC! AN'S HOSPITAl AND SKIll ED
NURSING FACILITY VISITS

Pays 10(!'/, rl VCR including consultations
when entitled to hospital and skilled nursing
facility servh:es.

Pays 80% or 100% of UCR charges when not
provided by the Basic Plan.

Pays 100% of UCR for inJury and after $25
deductible each calendar year, pays 100% ol
UCR for illness.

The $25 deductible is a covered charge .

Pays
each

Pays 80% or 100% of
the Basic Plan benefit.

•licensed Physical Therapist

Provided by Major Medical.

Pays 80% or 100% of UCR charges.

MATERNITY
• Maternity Care

Benefits are the s.ame u for any illness.

Benefits are the 5ame as for any illness.

DRUGS
• Outpatient Prescription Drugs

Provided by Major Medical.

Pays 80% or 100% of UCR charges.

Pays S 100 when eligible for inpatient hospital
benefits or outpatient emergency care.

Pays 80% or 100% ol UCR charges in excess of
the hsic Plan benefit.

Medical (outpatient): Provided by Major
Medical.

Medical (outpitient): Pays SO% of UCR charges
ol physician's fee for psychotherapy or
psychometric testing up to a maximum
piyment of $20 for one visit each day up to 50
visits each calendar year.

OUT OF HOSPITAl
., Physician Home and Otfice Visits

41

Outpatient Diagnostic X-ray and laboratory
Examinations

AMBULANCE
• Ambulance Service To or From Hospital
ME NT Allll NESS AND FUNCTIONAl
NERVOUS DISORDER CARE
(inpatient care is limited to treatment in a
Contracting Hospital)

Hospital: Pays room and services described
above up to 30 days each calendar year.
Medical (inp;llient): Pays physician hospital
visits described above for
to 30 visits each
calendar year when
benefits except if in a

t

Hospital

medical (inpatient): Pays 80% or
payments total 53,500 each
calendar year lor hospital room and services
described above; or visits to a day care center
(an outpatient psychiatric facility of a
contracting hospital); and physician hospital
visits described above. No benefits are
provided when in a State hospital.

100%

ALCOHOliSM AND DRUG ADDICTION
BENEFITS
(care is ltmited to treatment in a Contracting
Hospital)

Hospital: Pays room and services described
above up to 30 days each calendar year.
Medical (inpatient): Pays physician hospital
visits described above up to 30 visits each
calendar year when eligible for hospital
benefits except if in a State hospital.

VISIO'< CARE

Once every 12 months pays lor one
examination and one pair of eyeglasses
(including frames) or contact lenses according
to a schedule described in the Vision Service
Plan certificate booklet.

Provided by the Basic Plan only.

Provided by t.hjor Medical.

ao•;, or 100% of UCR charges.

• Artificial limbs and Equipment Rental
(except for orthopedic shoes, hearing aids, air
purifiers or humidifiers)

Provided by Major MedicaL

80% or 100% of UCR charges.

• Treatment of Natural Teeth

Pays hospital room and services described
above up to 3 days if surgery or extraction
under 1ener~lanesthetic is required. Does not
provide medical benefits.

P•ys 80% or 100o/e of UCR charges of • dentist
for treatment to natural teeth within 6 months
ofinjury.
·

• Special Duty Nurse

Provided by Major Medical.

l'iys 80% or 100% of UCR charges.

• Additional Accident Benefit

Pays up to $300 each ~;ccident lor hospital,
medical and surgical expenses incurred within
90 days of the accident and in l!kCess of other
benefits described above.

Pays 10'1• or 1iXWt of hospital, medical ilnd
surgical benefits described above in excess of
the iluic Plan benefit.

• Immunizations for Dependent Children

Provided by Major Medical.

Pays 80% or 100% of UCR charges.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• Blood Transfusions Including Unreplaced
Blood and Blood Plasma

81

317

Hospital: Provided by the Basic Plan only.
Medical (inpatient): Provided by the Basic Plan
only.
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Requests for Conver'iion Polide<;

HBD 38)

•

0'4 HEA.lfH :'L\ ....
P.O. Box 162600
Sacramento, CA 95816
(916) 456-7000
or P.O. Box 0
Stockton, CA 95201
(209) 951-4560
.cOL'iOA

PEGA

FRENCH HEAlTH PlAN

lff'jTRAl VAllEY
PI ~N/VAlliC \RE

IH

6700 N. First St., Suite 124
Fresno, CA 93710
(209) 435-8366
CHilDREN'S HOSPI
h !'L-V•

\l

Services Dept.
94119
I
\Ati!lruu

nnrnrl'l

4131
Blvd.
San
CA 94118
(415) 666-8881
(.r',U{r\l \!f:O:CU LL.'-,lUb

701 S. Parker St., Suite 5000
Orange, CA 92668
(714) 647-2200
(000) 824-3121
t{l \fER
l

,'l

DiEGO
~

P.O. Box 23038
San
CA 92123

z rl

Pass Road

CA 94519

671~4550

'vULY HEAlTH PROGR;\:\1

1000

Road
CA 90815

828 San

l.\.\HRICA
Avenue
CA 94706

RE
1800 I Street

Sacramento, CA 95814
444-9160
'lfAl fH Cf~O!
ii'<
RNA fiONAl

5000 Van Nuys Blvd.
Suite 200
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
458-4477

•
320

84

KAISER NORTH
For Direct Payment of Premiums, ID Cards, Bookletand Conversion
send to:
P.O. Box 12994
CA 94604
Accounting

HEAlTH PlAN OF THf
IUD\VOOOS
3033 Cleveland Avenue
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
544-2273

HE:AUH PlAN
11155 Mountain View Avenue
lorna
CA 92354
824-1860

For Health Statement Applications, send to:
Medical Review Department
P.O. Box 12938
Oakland, CA 94604
(415) 428-6515

KAISfR SOUTH
Membership Accounting
815 Colorado Blvd.
los Angeles, CA 90041
(213) 660-1720
LIFEGUARD
1715 So. Bascom Ave.
Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 371-9611

MAXI CARE
5200 West Century Blvd.
los Angeles, CA 90045

(213) 568-9000

85

321

PEAK HEAlTH PlAN
3636 Camino Del Rio North
Suite 200
San Diego, CA 92108
(619) 283-6464
ROSS-LOOS MEDICAl
GROUP
Commercial Marketing Dept.
700 North Brand Blvd.
Glendale, CA 91203
(818) 500-7070
TAKECARE CORPORA liON

1950 Franklin Street
Oakland, CA 94659
(415) 645-3210
or 11050 Olson Drive
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
(916) 636-2300

WHITTAKER HEAlTH
SERVICES
501 J Street, Suite 206
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 443-6667
or
770
Avenue,

Suite 326
fresno, CA 93710
(209) 225-6667

u

onthly Rates

edicare Plan

nt

•

rates do not reflect any State or Public Agency contributions. The State's contribution is set
the contributions of Public Agencies vary from one Agency to another. Consult your
amount of the State's or your Agency's contribution. To find what your coverage will cost you,
contribution from the applicable monthly rate shown below.

are to be used in Item 1 of Sections Band C of Enrollment Form HBD-12.

=Basic Plan

SM =Supplement to Medicare Plan

BAY
-\CSUP
\'\CSUI')

Plan

BlUE CROSS
PI'O
llC r'llP)

PACifiC
Plan
Code

Monthly

Code

Monthly
Rate

821
6.22

5142.78
273.46

221

s %.30

222

187.20

823

358.29

223

252.90

831
832
833

106.31
213.52
311.11

231
232
233

80.00

834
835
1136
837

236.99
321.82

234
235

298.35
249.99
347.58
334.82

838

Rate

1llSC)

Plan
Code

Monthly

Plan

Monthly

Rate

Code

Rate

2321
2322
2323

$ 79.87
148.46
198.26

2111
2112
2113

$113.85
220.97
277.00
70.95
135.00
194.30

120.00

2331
2332
2333

236
237

130.90
1%.60
145.70
136.30

2334
2335
2336
2337

236

176.30

2330

239

202.00

2339

40.00

BI.UE SHIELD
OF CALIFORNIA

69.90

2121

139.00
201.20

2122

138.49

2124
2125
2126

188.29
189.60
149.77
211.17
199.57

2123

2127

178.07
234.10
191.03
177.90

2126
2129

233.93

r\'

SlUE
PPO

\HI' 1'1'0
\

,J

~

: ~·n)\

:>:

2Jno

\\,'f.::'f'Q'-1

f!V,i'.SA.'vURiCA
OCCIDE"--fAi.
C'.'/fOl

Plan
Code

Monthly

Plan

Monthly

Plan

Monthly

Plan

Rate

Code

Rate

Code

Rate

Code

Rate

2351
2352

s '81.00

801
602
603

5 95.00
177.00
236.00

2301
2302

s 65.00

531
532
533

$ 84.77
163.70
219.90

631
632

122.76

633

167.00

138.98
195.1&
1711.96

159.00

2353

2303

158.00

211.00

70.95

611

69.15

2311

69.15

135.00
194.30

1112
813

126.15

2312

159.30

2313

126.25
159.30

2364
2365
2366

148.95

814
815

151.15

2314
2315

142.15

634

195.15

2367

145.05

23611

204.35

635
636
637
636

2361
2362

2363

203.95

!116
818

619

2369

86

322

210.15
185.25
152.10
185.15
211.10

2316

2317
2318
2319

179.25
142.10
175.15
195.10

639

Monthly

60.05

147.48

19252
203.68

l
I
I

(!">;fR," \'>\!i!i

11.1'
( (

\·\I Ut t;

((( f•

Plan
Code
Emp.
fmp.
Emp. & 2 or more deps.

2741
2742

(C\tll,
Monthly
Rate

s 85.00
158.00
211.00

2743

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

2601
2602
2603

$ 84.05
168.09
226.94

C Hli Di<l "-'~
110'>1'11 ·\I
It! !'i A".
til
I(HtH·,

Plan

( 0''HR.<\ (O'lA
HIA.!Ht Pl>\

({(

Monthly
Rate

Plan
Code

Momhly
Rate

781
782
783

$ 88.00

2541
2542
2543

s n.2e

2551

51.85

2552

103.70
155.55

2554
2555
2556

Code

178.30

234.50

154.56

226.50

to Medicarf (S."-1!
Emp. only
Emp. & 1 dep.
Emp. & 2 or more deps.

2751

69.90

791

2752

139.80

792

2753

201.20

793

68.00
136.00
204.00

2754
2755

142.90
195.90
192.80
154.90
216.30
207.90

794
795
796
797
798
799

158.30
214.50
192.20
156.00
224.00
212.20

2553

Combination (B & SM)
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.
Emp,

(SM), 1 dep. (B)
(SM). 2 or more deps. (B)
& 1 dep. (SM), 1 or more deps. (B)
(B), 1 dep. (SM)
(8), 2 more deps. (SM)
& 1 or more deps. (B). 1 dep. (SM)

2756

2757
2758

2759

f/c.\11\\ Hl',ll•<

fl
fAhl\(.\0

(HiP;

L._.'\io;.

\",

Emp. only
Emp. & 1 dep
Emp. & 2 or more deps.

(HW;
Plan

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

Code

Monthly
Rate

I~~~ !
\ T!f '~,
HEAliH f'i>\~
(fD"-;

129.13
201.07
175.64
129.13
180.98
201.07

2557
25511

2559

~

r

,~

Hb\UH PlA<"(FR)

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

591

$ 87.50

621

$ 85.00

841

$ 89.50

2171

592
593

208.70
265.25

622
623

162.00
212.00

842

176.65

s 89.50

843

232.80

2172
2173

176.95
241.70

611
612
613

70.16
143.65

651
652
653

71.00
130.00
190.00

851
652
853

74.67
149.34
224.01

614
615
616
617
618
619

191.46
248.01
200.20
160.89

654

854

658
659

855
856
857
856
859

161.81
217.97
205.49
164.17

256.23

148.00
196.00
1110.00
144.00
204.00
194.00

Suppl(•nw nt to Medr( art. (S.\1,
Emp. only
Emp. & 1 dep.
Emp. & 2 or more d<'ps.

Combin,1!ion (B

~

238.99

2181

63.30

2182

126.60
189.110

2183

'I'd

Emp. (SMJ, 1 dep. (B)
Emp. (SM), 2 or more deps. (B)
Emp. & 1 dep. (SM), 1 or more deps. (B)
£mp.
1 dep. (SMJ
Emp.
lor more deps. (SM)
Emp.
1 or more deps. (B). 1 dep. (SM)

655
656

657

217.44

87

333

238.84
220.32

2184

2185
2186
2187
2188
2189

152.75
115.50
189.35
152.80
216.00

215.55

GENERAL
\1fOK 4.1.
CENTER
(GMC)

CRf.\TfR
011:<..0

~A;..,

(GSD)

HfA!~

Ht·\llH r'lAN
(HE)

f!Pd TH \\If RIC\
ul '• \! .101<'\1 \

IHAC)

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

Code

Monthly
Rate

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

Plan
Code

2051

$ 84.92
171.00
240.78

401
402
403

$ 8!U6
176.53
263.09

2201
2202
2203

$ 87.71
173.30
229.70

451
452
453

$ 87.13

2052
2053
2061
2062
2063

36.15
72.30
108.45

411
412

2211

7100
142.00

461
462

413

1238
104.76
157.14

2213

213.00

463

69.62
H3.12
183.12

2064
2065
2066

122.23
192.01
142.08
121.07
157.22
190.65

414
415
416
417
418
419

140.65
227.21
191.32
140.64
193.02
227.20

2214
2215
2216
2217
2218
2219

156.59
212.99
198.40
158.71
229.71
215.11

464
465

150.63

466
467
468
469

192.40
150.63
200.63
209.91

2067
2066
2069

Plan

2212

Monthly
Rate
168.14

227.42

209.91

I';HR,_->1. fiONAl

Hf·\l1H '.1.\I".T£-..\N( E
;,EIWORK

HEAl fH PLAN

HEAlTHCARE
(HC)

;HI)

,fl\1"'i

~A.\ifR)

HEAlTH GROUP

Plan
Code

Monthly

701

$ 85.96

702
703
711

714
715
716
717
71!l
719

Plan

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

Code

Monthly
Rate

Code

Monthly
Rate

159.06
210.65

2031
2032
2033

$ 88.20
176.40
248.65

861
862
863

$ 88.63
179.24
262.46

2091
2092
2093

$ 88.00
174.50
230.60

62.30
124.60
176.19

2041
2042
2043

57.20
114.00
171.60

871

2101

58.50

873

58.53
120.90
175.59

2102
2103

117.00
175.50

135.38
186.97
176.19
146.28
199.67
19'1.87

2044
2045
2046

145.40
217.65
186.25

874
875
876
877
878
t\79

149.14
232.36
204.12
151.00
205.69
234.22

2104
2105
2106
2107
2108

145.00
201.10
173.10

Rate

712

Pl.m

Of \'vi[RICA

2047

145.00

2048

102.60

2049

872

2109

146.50
205.00
202.60

'
334

88

,,,.

it.',

t.,

f'

;,,,,

:,
Pian

"
Pion

Monthly

Code

Rate

341
342
343

s 95.00
186.00
244.00

2011
.2012
2013

Emp. only
Emp. & 1 dep.
Emp. & 2 or more deps.

371
372
373

75.00
150.00
208.00

2021
2022
2023

Emp. (SMJ, 1 dep. (B)
Emp. (SM), 2 or more deps. {B)
£mp. & 1 dep. (SM), 1 or more deps. (B)
Emp.
1 dep. (SM)
Emp.
2 or more deps. (SM)
Emp.
1 or more deps. (B), 1 dep. (SM)

374
375
376
377
378
379

166.00
224.00
208.00
170.00
128.00
22!!.00

Emp.
Emp. &
Emp. & 2 or more deps.
~'

f

f

''

' I

Monthly

Plan

Rate

Code

~

"

't,_

Monthly
Rate

2261
2262
2263

s 83.40

77.07

2271

154.14

231.21

2272
2273

67.90
139.64
191.34

2024
2025
2026
2027
2026

171.63
247.31

Z174
2275

225.62

2029

242.35

2276
2277
2278
2279

69.60
184.16
259.84

p

1\1"'! r; 'V

''

155.14
206.84

Plan
Code

Rate

561
562

$ 77.21
154.44
219.53

563

<. ( ~

".. r ~~

lH

661

50.25
100.50
150.75

664

127.47

665

192.56
165.59

666

127.47

667
668
669

177.72

19256

"'"·

Hr.\LTH

4

!.If
(II

;h.'

Emp. only
Emp. & 1 dep.
Emp. & 2 or more deps.

166.67
243.74

139.64
191.34
191.34
155.14
206.84
206.84

662
663

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

571
572
573

$ 91.27

2281

s 92.20
169.50
225.85

195.14
256.17

2241
2242
2243

$ 84.96

221:J2
2263

431
432
433

$ 90.31

182.54
256.48

78.45
160.15
197.55

441
442

66.86

2251

133.72

2252

443

200.58

2253

56.82
113.64
164.76

155.75

444
445
«6
447
448
449

171.69
232.72
194.75
157.17
224.03
218.20

2254

174.23
250.63

'·
Emp. only
Emp. & 1 dep.
Emp. & 2 or more deps.
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.

"' iti ~ "-\"1·
(SM), 1 dep. (B)
(SM), 2 or more deps. (B)
& 1 dep. (SM), 1 or more deps. (B)
1 dep. (SM)
2 or more deps. (SM)
1 or more dep<. (8), 1 dep. (SM)

671
672

61.64

2291

123.28

2252

673

184.92

2253

674
675
676
677
678
679

152.91

2254
2255

228.65
19922
151.91

2296

212.10
216.50

2257

173.90

214.55
221l.ll5

2296

211.30
230.25

2299

89
335

2255
2256
2257
2258
2259

146.09
222.49
190.04
141.78
192.92
116.18

3)

and

group continuation
coverage will terminate
the following events occur
to the
the 18 or 36
month n.:>o·lr.ti~

is
An enrolled active
entitled to elect the group
continuation
for
up to 18
the
following
occurs on or after
which results in the loss
group plan coverage:
1)

from
reasons
other than gross misconduct.
2) Reduction in

hours to
less than Y2 time or a

1) Termination of

all

provided group
2)

3) An
member
covered
under any other group health
plan.

4) An
member
Medicare benefits.

An individual conversion
(see Question
those persons
18 or 36
month period of continuation
expires under the group
continuation plan.

1) Death of

2) Divorce or

91

3 7

to

benefits officer or PERS

•

!j

Afameo.·
Alpine
Amador
Butte•
Calaveras
Colusa
Contra Costa
Del Nortt'
ElDorado
Fr.:•sno
Glenn
Humboldt
Imperial
Jnvo
Kern
kingc
lake
lassen
Los Angele-s

ill

((

ill

illl

ill

•

ill

dE

ill

• •

I

!Ill

illl

/V';anoosa
Mendocino
Merced
Modoc
,\1ono

!Ill

•

;

II

!Ill
•

~
Plumas

•
•

II

!

I

K!Vl:fSIUZ:

•

•

•
.

"

r---" "'

I

II

I 1111

•

i

•

• •
•
• I •
• •
•• •
•

i

-+-

II

..

•

!

•

Ill

I

G

•

s,mtd Cld

3

I II

Ill
Ill

!

Ill

•

'

•

•

ill

!Ill

!Ill

ill

•

!Ill

ill

ill

ill

!Ill

illl

I

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

ill

illl

ill

!

ill

•
• •e •
• • •
•

!Ill

..
ill

• •

vtUiill:lt:

ill

illl

ill

• • -·~
• • •

+-

•

-. :=r+=

illl

•

I

ill

ill
II

ill

!Ill

i

•

• • •
-.• •• •• •
•
•
(II
• •
• • • •
• • •'•
• •
• • • l ••
• •
•
•
•
• • • •
• • • •
• •
• •
• • • "
•
• i
• • •e
• •
• • • •
• • • •
•• •• •• •
•
• • • •
• • • •
• • • •
•• •• • •
• •
• • • •
• • • •
• ! • • •
•
• •
•
l• I e
•
ill

ill

i

l

ill

j

ill

ill

illl

.~ann

,)ao a~ ..c.nto
San Benito
San Bemardmo
San Diego
San Francisco
San joaquin
San Lu.s Obispo
<:an Mateo
Santa Barbau

illl

illl

• • •
•
•
• • •
• • •
• •
• •
•
•
• •
• •
• • i•
•

ill

f,;,iJdera

!\Japa

ill

'

:

• • •

illl

• .1

illl

I

I

-

lll

I,

Ill

•

i •

•

ill

G

!Ill

! •
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EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT SYSTEM
Executive Staff

PERS Offices

Sid C. McCausland
Executive Officer

MAIN OFfiCE

I{{•IHtt>lh (.. Thoma~on

Chief Assistant Executive Officer

Charle:. f. Conrad
Assistant Executive Officer
Sandra lund
Assistant Executive Officer
Basil J. Schwan
Assistant Executive Officer

Health Benefits Division
400 P Street, 1st Floor
P.O. Box 942714
Sacramento, CA 94229-2714
(916) 326-3601 (State Active)
(916) 326-3602 (State Retired)
(916) 326-3603 {State and Public
Agency Claims)
{916) 326-3604 {Public Agency
Active and Retired\
(916} 326-3605 (General)
(916) 326-3557 (Telecommunications
Device for the Deaf-Interpreter)

SACRAMENTO
400 P Street

mittee

P.O. Box 942710
CA 94229-2710
326-3630

SAN FRANCISCO
Street
Room 3248
San francisco, CA 94102
(415) 557-0582
350

lOS ANGElES
Room 4005, 107 South Broadway
los Angeles, CA 90012
(213) 620-4430

NO
Room
State Building
303 West Third Street
San Bernardino, CA 92401
383-4431

SANTA
Plaza is a new commercial office building, located in
at 400 P Street. It was built by the Public Employees'
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office space. The five-story facility contains a total of 492,900
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in mind, lincoln Plaza was built to represent a sound
investment. The building will offer its tenants
in technological features combined with energy
that will result in better service to our members.
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lmport.ml
Information in this pamphlet regarding the various health benefits plans
is only a summary of the benefits of
each plan. For detailed information
regarding the benefits, provisions,
exclusions and limitations of each
plan, refer to the plan's bookletcertificate (evidence of coverage)
which is available through your
health benefits officer or from the
individual carrier.
information in this pamphlet i~
general and simplified as much as
possible, consistent with accuracy.
The law !Public Employees' Medical
and Hospital Care Act) and regulations, as well as the master policy
with tht" individuc~ll arrier, dfl' ~w·
cific and detailed. If there is any conflict, the law, regulations and master
policy take precedence.

~P('( aal Noli< e to tmployee~
and Annuitanb of Contracting
Public Agencie'
((itit•s, Countie!>, Special

Di:c.ti

b, etc)

Your eligibility to participate under
the Public Employees' Medical and
Hospital Care Act is based on a resolution to participate filed by your
employer. You are eligible to participate only as long as that resolution is
in effect. Should that resolution be
terminated for any reason, all
employee~ and annuitants of that
employer lose their eligibility to continue participation in the program.
Cities may file resolutions for participation by individual employee
org,mization~.

Effective August 1, 1986, the Public Employees' Retirement System is
expanding the number of Supplement to Medicare Plans available to annuitants to include the following new plans:

( ,lliiomia (on N
Sacramen!o, (A

•[:

Contra Costa Health Plan
Concord, CA
Eligible annuitants and their family member<. may enroll in or change
enrollment to these plans during the Open Enrollment Period, provided they
meet the requirements regarding (a) membership in the Association, with
respect to the CCPOA, or (b) residence in the service area of the plan, with
respect to the Contra Costa Health Plan. Enrollment in these plans at any
other time is subject to the normal eligibility and effective date rules.

Medicare is a health insurance
prograM for persons age 65 and
over, and for certain persons
under age 65 who are disabled. It
is a federal government program
administered by the Social
Security Administration and has
two parts. Part A (Hospital
insurance) in most cases requires
no premium payment. Part B
(Medical insurance) requires a
monthly premium payment.
If you are approaching age 65
and are eligible for Medicare,
and
1) you are currently receiving
Social Security benefits, the
Social Security Administration
will notify you prior to your
65th birthday regarding your
eligibility for Medicare.

2) you are NOT

receiving Social
benefits, IT iS YOUR
RESPONSIBiliTY to contact
the Soe~al
to your
65th birthday regarding your
eligibility for Medicare.

If eligibility is based on
permanent disability or on
kidney disease requiring
hemodialysis or transplant, you
should contact the Social Security
Administration as soon as the
disability or need for
hemodialysis or transplant is
established.

If you do not enroll in
Medicare when you are first
eligible, the Social Security
Administration provides for
periodic open enrollment
periods during which you may
enroll. However, the premium
becomes progressively higher the
longer you wait to enroll.
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Eligibility for
Enrollment in a
Supplement to
Medicare Plan
TO BE EliGIBlE FOR
ENROllMENT IN A
SUPPLEMENT TO MEDICARE
PLAN, YOU MUST BE ENROllED
IN BOTH PART A (HOSPITAL)
AND PART B (MEDICAL) OF
MEDICARE. ENROLLMENT IN A
SUPPLEMENT TO MEDICARE
PLAN IS NOT AUTOMATIC NOR
!SIT MANDATORY. Family
members who are not eligible for
Medicare may be enrolled or
continue enrollment in a
companion Basic plan (same
carrier as your Supplement to
Medicare plan). Whenever a
family member becomes eligible
and wishes to enroll in a
Supplement to Medicare plan, an
enrollment form HBD 12 must be
completed in order to make the
change in plans.
~OH. Active employees and their
dependents age 65 or over are NOT
eligible for enrollment in a Supplement to Medicare Plan.

How to Enroll in a
Supplement to
Medicare Plan
Once you are notified by the Social
Security Administration that you are
eligible for both Part A and Part B ~f
Medicare and you intend to enroll m
both parts, you may at your option
and at any time change your enrollment under the PERS program to a
Supplement to Medicare plan
(except for active employees and
their dependents age 65 or over. If
you wish to coordinate the effective
dates of both enrollments, you
should contact the Health Benefits
Division at least 60 days prior to the
effective date of enrollment in Medicare (which is normally the first day
of the month in which you reach age

65).
The address of Health Benefits Division is: Public Employees' Retirement System, Health Benefits Division, P.O. Box 942714,
Sacramento, CA 94229-2714.
INCLUDE YOUR NAME, SOCIAL
SECURITY NUMBER AND PHONE
NUMBER IN ANY CORRESPONDENCE TO THE HEALTH BENEFITS
DIVISION. The effective date of
change to a Supplement to Medicare
plan shall be the first day of the
month following the date the enrollment form HBD 12 is received by
Health Benefits Division. However,
enrollment in a Supplement to Medicare plan cannot be any earii~r than
the effective date of your Med1care
enrollment.
When an enrollment form HBD 12
is submitted, it must be accompanied by a photocopy of your Medicare card.

If you and/or a
are enrolled in a
to
Medicare Plan
in tnrs
pamphlet and the amount of the
State's contribution toward your
health insurance exceeds the
amount of the monthly gross
premium for you and your
family's insurance through PERS,
will be reimbursed by the
or your retirement system
for the amount of the excess
contribution, up to the amount
of the standard monthly
for Part B of federal
Medicare which is currently in
for you and/or each
member who is enrolled
in the Supplement to Medicare
Plan. The amount of the
reimbursement cannot exceed
the difference between the gross
for your family's
and the State's
contribution.
If you are an active employee,
your employing agency must
initiate the necessary
to effect this reimbursement. If
you are an annuitant, your
retirement
will
initiate the
necessary paperwork for you.
nln'"'"'~" and annuitants of

Important
Concerning federal
and
Medicare Plans: Union

MEDICARE HOSPITAL, EXTENDED CARE AND HOME HEAl.TH
BENEFITS RECOIID
,

I THIS IS NOT A BILL
~~Zi' ;;:,~r ft';"~~Hf,IWS
"'f_);U (.ofT'" !(l'.J(;H W•H<

•

r

agencies were
in the lt"gislation
established this
reimbursement of Medicare Part
B
for State employees

annuitants.
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Transamerica/
first Farwest.

Medicare Hospital, Extended
t..are and rlome He<~lth dene~its
Record
Whenever you receive
Medicare Part A
services, usually
extended care facility or
health agency submits claims to
both Medicare and
Supplement to
plan.
Medicare will process the claim
and send to the provider of
service the form shown on the
left, with a copy to you,
the type of service
when used and the amount
The form also shows what was
not covered
such
as the
deductible, first three
of
blood, and copayments for
additional hospital days. These
items are covered by your
Supplement to Medicare
If the provider of service does
not submit a claim to your
Supplement to Medicare plan
carrier, you must send a
photocopy of this form to the
carrier. You should
a copy
of this form in case there is any
question or problem with
·
payment under your Supplement
to Medicare plan.

Request tor Medicare Payment
Whenever you receive
Medicare Part B (Medical)
services, usually the doctor or
qther provider of service submits
a·claim to Medicare using the
form shown on the left. If the
doctor or other provider of
service does not submit the claim
to Medicare for you, you must
complete and submit the form to
Medicare yourself.

hp!anation
(EOMB).

of

M('dir ,11 e Bnwfit,

Upon receipt of the Request
for Medicare Payment, Medicare
will process your claim and send
to the provider of service, with a
copy to you, an Explanation of
Medicare Benefits. This form
shows what expenses Medicare
covered, the amount of the
charge Medicare approved as
"reasonable", any amounts
applied toward the Medicare

NOTE: Claims for service that
are not covered by Medicare
such as outpatient prescription
drugs, inpatient private duty
nursing and vision care should
be sent directly to the
Supplement to Medicare plan
carrier.

deductible and/or the amount
Medicare paid. In order to
receive all the benefits to which
you are entitled under your
Supplement to Medicare plan,
you must send a copy of this
form to your Supplement to
Medicare plan carrier.

s n

Q.

nsw~'rs

concerning
.1c.:are
e l
Uov1ting

p t:• iLIH H)
~1edicare Plan
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A. You cortinue to
medical care as you
in the
now Medicare pays
most of your
must
process
claims
you
can get
benefits under a
Supplement to Medicare plan.
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hospital. What
.vhen

Cross
Blue Crms

A. Show the person at the
Jdmissions desk your Medicare
card and your
to
Medicare plan
The hospital
will bill both Medic.ue and the
Supplement to Medicare plan
carrier at the same time. Usually
you will be billed only for
noncovered items such as
telephone, television, etc.

Q.

A. Then you must
and
send a claim form to Medicare.
This form is called a
for
Medicare
described on the
page.

Where can I
A. All Social
most doctors'
have these
forms available. Instructions on
how to fill out the
on
the back of the form.

A.

Jnd Human
oversees the Social
Administration and
publishes "Your Medicare
Handbook" each
This
booklet explains
Medicare
is and how it works.
i

Medicare?
A. Usually your doctor or other
provider will bill
you.

•
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for

t
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"Your
Handbook"?
A. Call or write your local
Security office and ask them to
send you a copy .

Q. I am having probiem., \\ith

Q. ijoth Medi(art• and m)

a claim under mv

Supplem('nt to Mt.•diC<ut:

Supplement to t\iedicar(·
plan. What can I do?

plztn rna

A. first, try to resolve the problem
with the Supplement to
Medicare plan carrier. If you
cannot resolve your problem
with the carrier, either:
Call Health Benefits Division at
(916) 326-3603
or

Wrilt-to PI:RS -llt-alth Ht-nt>fit'>
Division, P.O. Box 942714,
Sacramento, CA 94229-2714,
giving full details of the
problem and including photo
copies of the unpaid bills
or disputed claims.

9

p~:ynlen! CHt ~1

bill and thu~c: i, still a
b,1bPc t du~. Why~ i
thought I had full coverage.
A. In recent years the cost of
medical care has dramatically
increased. The amount charged
by doctors and other providers
of service is often more than the
amount allowed as a covered
charge by Medicare and your
Supplement to Medicare plan. As
a result, there i!> oft<>n a balance
due on a bill.

Q. \\ r,.:;i h.tppen!, to tht.
balance?
A. You will have to pay the balance
due unless your doctor agrees to
accept what Medicare and your
Supplement to Medicare plan
pay as payment in full.

r'i
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pplement to
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Bay Pacific*
Chi!r!ren'<.; Hn-;pital
Contra Costa He.1lth

Plan
r..tmiiy Ht>,1Hh Progr.un
jt,d,1t~nn ~ •c~
'i''

fth
·j

'1

Gener . d ,\1edicJi"
Greater San Diego
r

if("'

, :e..tJ
l n ternationJi

\menta
' ·'·It" D!.•q

~' 1 ;,,

A. You continue to receive your
medical care as
have in the
past, but now
pays a
large part of the cost
your
care. You do not need to submit
any claim forms for the care you
receive through these group
practice plans.

Q. Haw are my
<lffected when I
(1ne of these

Medicare plans?
A. The total plan benefits to which
you are entitled may be greater
than those provided in the Basic
plan. For example, with the
Supplement to Medicare plan
you may receive vision care
benefits. In addition, you get full
Medicare benefits when you get
non-emergency care from
hospitals and doctors not
associated with the plan,
although in these cases you
usually must pay Medicare's
deductible and copayment
amounts.

lt

!PM

A. Your
but not your
to
Medicare coverage. You must
submit claims for
care to
Medicare for

A. Yes, but only for care you
receive through these
Your assignment of benefits does
not apply to care you receive
from doctors or hospitals not
associated with these
The
fact that you have
Medicare benefits
your
Supplement to Medicare pian
relieves you of the need to
submit claims to Medicare.

A. The U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services, which
oversees the Social
Administration and
publishes "Your Medicare
Handbook" each
booklet explains
is and how it works.

().

h Phn

A. In emergencies, generally you
have coverage by both Medicare
and your Supplement to
Medicare carrier. Bills you
receive for emergency care
should be submitted first to
Medicare and then, for expenses
not covered by Medicare, to
your Supplement to Medicare
plan.

H1
A. Cail or write your local
Security office and ask them to
send you a copy.

d ; i · The provisions on this page <lrP ,lpplicable to all plans ~hown, except that the following provision is
applicable oniy to Bay Pdcific and General Medical Center' pldns:

The Bav Pacific and General Medical Centers Supplement to Medicare (Medicare Risk) Plans contain a "lockin" provision whtch requires an enrollee to obtain ALL medical care and services through the plan's
ing provider network. This means that the enrollee may not submit claims to Medicare for care received outside
the plan'<; participating provider network. The only exception is for emergency care required by an enrollee
while temporanly outside the plan's service area, claims for which must be submitted to the plan and not to
tv1edicare.
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326-3604 (Public Agency).

for detailed instructions on ho,·.
any of tht

• Who

So that the Health Benefits
Division may better assist you,
please include your Social
Security number and phone
number in any written
correspondence.
You may enroll if:
1) you are appointed half-time
or more for a period of more
than 6 month~; or
2) you have qualified as a
permanent intermittent State
employee by receiving credit
for a minimum of 480 PAID
in a Control Period.
A Control Period means a 6month period from January
1-June 30 or July 1-DecembPr
31.
Eligibility is based upon tenure
and time base. To be eligible an
employee must have an
appointment for a period of at
least 6 months and one day
(tenure) and a time base of halftime or more.

When

i enrol!

emoli.

.

~B.OllBdl.Uh

The statements in this section are
general and simplified as much
a~ possibiP. and do not have the
foret' of the law. The Ia\\ (Public
Employees' .l\1edical and Hospit.JI
Care Act) and regulations are
specific and detailed. If there is
any conflict, the law and
regulations take precedence. For
clarification of any rule or
regulation, contact the Health
Benefits Division.

If you have questions concerning
your eligibility, contact the
Health Benefits Officer in your
personnel office.

NOH: Public agency
employees must be members of
PERS or STRS or employed by a
county which is subject to the
County Employees' Retirement
Law of 1937, and employed by an
agency which contracts with
PERS for health benefits in order
to be eligible.! ~~A'HT~ rrcr>•'
(seasonal, temporary)
I"'~'HP'.'ITTn'"! rVPl OYff' are
not eligible regardless of the
number of hours the employee
works.

You have 60 calendar days from
your appointment date or the
end of the Control Period in
which you qualify as a
permanent intermittent
employee to enroll in a health

benefits plan. The effective date
of coverag£' is the first day of the
month following the date your
properly completed Form HBD12 is received in your employing
office.

If you do not enroll within the 60
day period or elect not to enroll,
you may later apply for
enrollment by Health Statement
Application (Form HBD-38) (sef'
Question 14) approved by thP
carrier or enroll during an Open
Enrollment Period (see Question
12).

~ •.:
Permanent intermittent
employees may enroll only
during the 60-day peri'Od
immediatf'ly following a
qualifying Control PPriod.
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Permarwnt intt•rmittPnt

employ£'es may not enroll by
Health Statement Application or
during an Open Enrollment
Period.

·l.

VVhal type oi enrollnwnts .ue
,l\lailable?

You may enroll yourself only,
regardless of
marital status,
or yourself
all eligible family
members. See Questions 5 and 6.

NO lE: Two enrolled
or annuitants who are
each other and who desire to
enroll dependent children must
enroll all eligible dependent
children under the enrollment of
only ONE employee or
annuitant. You may NOT enroll
your spouse if he or she is
already covered
a PERS health
benefits plan
on his or her
own eligibility.

Who <~re my L'iig1ble tamily
member<;?

Your eligible family members
are:

4) your child age 23 or over who

1) your spouse;

2) your child under age 23 who
has never been married;
3) an adopted child, a stepchild,
an illegitimate child
recognized by the father, or a
child living with you in a
parent-child relationship and
economically dependent
upon you under age 23 who
has never been married;

\ f i~

'H' t'

f

\I/~;! \1

rnembers I Jm not rPquin·d to

.

'

.

dH l 1 ..t..h:. d i d J d;

has never been married and
who is incapable of selfsupport because of
or mental disability
existed continuously
age 23
Question

NOTE: Parents,
common-law spouses,
partners, divorced spouses,
roommates, children under
23 who marry and
divorce, and relatives
those listed above are not
eligible family members.

You are not required to enroll or
maintain the enrollment of a
family member who is:

When deciding whether to enroll
or delete an eligible family
member, remember that:

1) covered under another group

• there is no additional
after 2 family members are
enrolled;
• if you wish to add an eligible
family member at a later date,
you may do so only by a
carrier-approved Health
Statement Application
HBD-38) (see Question 14) or
during an
Enrollment

enrollment?
insurance plan (other than
Medicare, Medi-Cal,
insurance obtained through a
school while a student, or
private individual insurance
plans);
2) a spouse not living in your
household;
l) d child who h.1\ rPdchf'd thP
.lg<' of ll:l;
4) in rnilit<~ry '>ervin•.

12

P<>riod (~e<·

1

When may I add new family

than a
(hild

A newborn child is covered from
the date of birth and an adopted
child is covered from the date
physical custody is obtained. The
effective date of enrollment is
the first day of the month
following the date of birth or the
date physical custody is obtained,
PROVIDED A FORM HBD-12 IS
SUBMITTED TO INCLUDE THE
CHILD.

Although coverage is mandatory
and effective at birth or date of
adoption, you MUST submit an
HBD-12 Enrollment form as soon
as possible to add the newborn
or newly adopted child to your
enrollment. You may experience
difficulties in obtaining services
or benefit payments if you fail to
submit the HBD-12 Enrollment
Form.

If you are enrolled for self and
one or more family members and
you have a newborn child or
adopt a child, the coverage of
that child is MANDATORY AND
EFFECTIVE AT BIRTH for the
newborn or ON THE DATE THE
ADOPTED CHILD IS PLACED IN
YOUR CUSTODY. Any increase
in premium is effective on the
first day of the month following
the date of birth or date physical
custody is obtained.

In the case of a single party
enrollment, the Form HBD-12
must be submitted within 60 days
of the date of birth or date
physical custody is obtained.
Failure to do so results in
termination of the child's
coverage at the end of the
month of birth or physical
custody is obtained and later
enrollment can be made only by
Health Statement Application
(Form HBD-38) (see Question 14)
or during an Open Enrollment
Period (see Question 12).

You may add a newly acquired
family member to your
enrollment within 60 days of the
date of acquisition. Coverage is
effective on the first day of the
month following the date you
submit a Form HBD-12 to your
employing office. However,
coverage cannot be effective
prior to the date of acquisition of
the family member.

NOTE: Family members not
enrolled within 60 days and
children over age 18 may be
added only by a carrier-approved
Health Statement Application
(form HBD-38) (see Question 14)
or during an Open Enrollment
Period (see Question 12).

NO. No person may be enrolled
both as an employee or
annuitant and as a family
member. A family member may
be enrolled as such with respect
to only one enrollment.

13
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When you enroll or changt•
enrollment in a health benefits
plan, you should
check
your Statement of
and
Deductiom (pay stub) or,
check your Warrant
Statement to verify that the
proper deduction has been
made. If the deduction is
incorrect or not being made, you
should immediately contact your

10. What o;hould I do if the
payroll JeJudiun
my
heaHh benefits plan is
1ncorrPrf nr not !·win~

t.1ken?

11. Whom should I contact if

I

need an identific<~tion card
or booklet-certifiote
(Pvidt•nu• ol tovt•r.lg<")?

12. What is an Open Enrollnwnt
PLt!ud:

personnel office or the PERS
Health Benefits Division (if you
are retired) and inform them of
the discrepancy.

NOTE: The employer
contribution may cover the total
premium amount. Therefore, a
deduction of $0.00 may appear
on your pay stub or Warrant
Statement.

Requests for identification cards
and booklet-certificates
(evidence of coverage) should be
directed to the carrier at the
address listed on pages 84 or 85.

During an Open Enrollment
Period, an eligible employee or
annuitant may enroll, change
plans or add eligible family
members who are not currently
enrolled.

THE OPEN ENROllMEN I

PfRIOD IS SEPTEMBER 1
fHROlJGH SEPTEMBER 30. The
effective date is based upon the
date the Form HBD 12 is
RECEIVED by Health Benefits
Division, PERS in Sacramento,
according to the following
schedule:

Date Form HBD-12
Received By Health
Benefits Division, PERS

Effective Date

Through September 10
October 1
September 11-0ctober 10
November 1
October 11-0ctober 31
December 1
November 1 or later
Transaction Rejected

13. May I enroll or <. h.mge pl.tns
during an Open Enrollment
nnt .;n rcguL:.tr
pay status?

While on a leave of absence or
temporary disability such as
Industrial Disability Leave, NonIndustrial Disability Insurance or
Workers' Compensation, you
may not enroll or change plans
during an Open Enrollment
Period. However, you have 60
days after your return to regular
pay status to take such action.
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3)

information is required, and
will either approve or
disapprove each application.
the application is approved,
you MUST complete a Form
HBD-12 and submit it along
with the
Form HBD38 to your personnel office or

to thP Ht>alth BPnefil<.
Divi~ion (if you are retirPd)
ON OR BEFORE THE

instructions and submit it to
the carrier of your choice.
Refer to page 84 or 85 for the
ru,-,n•·•::.•n

EXPIRATION DATE SHOWN
ON lHl FORM HBD-38.
will be effective on
of the month
date the
forms are received
in your employing office.

address. The

will contact
if any

calendar
after you move.
effective date is

or annuitant who
moves outside the service area of
must enroll in another
health benefits

15

covered
under the Out-ofArea Emergency Benefits of your
The effective date
change will be the first day of
the month
the date the

17.

family members
from my
E>nrollment?

You may at any time:

be

1) delete all

cover yourself
2) delete a spouse who:
a) moves
of your
{separation or
pending); or

b)

other group

3) delete a

who:
a) obtains other group
coverage;

18. Wht•n

doe~

a family member

lose eligibility?

A family member loses eligibility
and coverage terminates at
midnight of the iast
of the
month in which:
1) your family member dies;

2) your family member enrolls

under this

AS AN

3) your child marries;
4) your child attains age 23

(except a disabled child-see
Question 19);
5) the FINAl.. DECREE Of
DIVORCE is granted.
Under 3, 4 and 5
famriy
members are eligible for a
conversion policy
Question
30).

NOTE:

19. Doe<>

.1

dis.tbled <hild lose

< OH'Ll~t· ,ll .tge :Z.H

1)

Your former spouse
must be deleted
from your
enrollment even if

The enrollment of a child who
has never been married and who
is incapable of self-support
because of mental or physical
disability that existed prior to age
23 may be continued for the
duration of the disability,
provided acceptable medical
evidence is filed with Health
Benefits Division within 60 days
of the child's 23rd birthday.

b) attains age 18; or
c) is no longer in your
custody;
4) delete a family member who
is in or enters
service.

NOTE: These deletions are NOT
mandatory. The effective date of
any deletion is the first
of
the month following the
the
completed Form HBD-12
received in your
office.

the divorce
settlement requires
you to provide
coverage.
2) AN EMPlOYEE OR
.\NNUIT ANT MAY BE
UABI..E for any claims
paid or services
rendered on behalf
of an ineligible family
member. It is the
responsibility of each
employee or
annuitant to report
changes in family
member status that
affect eligibility for
health benefits to his
or her Health
Benefits Officer or
the Health Benefits
Division. A FORM
HBD-12 MUST BE
SUBMITTED TO
MAKE SUCH
CHANGES.

THE MEDICAl.. EVIDENCE
SUBMITIEO must contain the
following information certified
by a doctor:
• The name of the child.
• The nature of the disability.
• The onset date of the
disability.
• The probable future course
and duration of the disability.
• A statement that the disability
renders the child incapable of
self-support.

after

the

(CSUC) employees who are
LAID Off may continue their
health benefits enrollment for
up to one year, provided they
have not found new
employment,
2) if you separate but are
reinstated with a break in
service of less than one full
pay period, your coverage will
be continuous,

the Hospital
insurance parts of
on or after
or those
for
enrolled only
to Medicare

NOTE: Federal law does not
allow Supplement to Medicare
coverage to be offered to active
employees or any of their
dependents who are age 65 or
over. However, this law is not
applicable to employers with less
than 20 employees.

Medicare Plan
deductibles
and provide
not covered

the time
from employment
date of

upon retirement or later
during an Open Enrollment
Period;
4) over 120 days-there is no
coverage and you WILL NOT
be eligible to enroll or reenroll at any time during your
retirement.

NOTE: Be sure your first
retirement Warrant Statement
show-; a health insurance
deduction code, ('ven if the
amount of the deduction is $0.00.
This will indicate that premiums
are being paid.
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State

Public Agency

The employer contributes the
same amount for retired
annuitants as for active
employees. However, state
employees who are first hired on
or after January 1, 1985, must
have 10 years of credited state
service to receive the full
employer contribution for health
benefits for annuitants.

The employer contribution
differs from one agency to
another. Consult your employer
regarding the amount of the
contribution.

You may cancel your enrollment
submitting a form
HBD-12 to your Health Benefits
Officer. The effective date of
cancellation will be the first day

of the month following the date
the completed Form HBD-12 is
received in your employing
office.

Yes. You must continue to be
credited with at
480 PAID
HOURS in a 6-month Control
Period, or
least 960 hours in 2
consecutive Control Periods

(current and prior). Checkpoints
to determine whether these
criteri_a have been met are June
30 and December 31.

intermittent
may re-qualify for
enrollment by being credited

with at least 480 paid hours
within a 6-month Control Period.

A conversion policy is an
individual policy underwritten by
your current health benefits plan
or insurance carrier. It is
available to you or your family

members upon loss ot eligibility.
Contact the carrier within 30 days
of the termination date of group
coverage for information on the
coverage and cost of the policy.

For temporary stays (less than 6
months), you will be covered
under your carrier's Basic Plan.

have to change your
enrollment to that carrier's
Basic Plan;
2) if you are enrolled in the
Supplement to Medicare Plan
of a carrier that provides
services only in a limited
geographic -service area, you
will have to change your
enrollment to the Basic Plan
of a carrier that provides
worldwide coverage.

at any time

the

For stays of more than 6 months
or you move permanently out
of the country:
1)

if you are enrolled in the
Supplement to Medicare Plan
of a carrier that
worldwide coverage, you will
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REPLAN

for seniors
s1er...

'

expens1ve.
1tornat11Callv eligible to

if you're

Pacific so there's bound to be one
near your home. Your doctor and
his/her hospital will be your primary
care providers.

Learn more about Bay Pacific

en1i-stage renal disease and
"'~,-~:,,~

(applicable
enrollees).

The information on these pages
about Bay Pacific Health Plan is only
a summary of some of the benefits
and provisions available to you as a
member. For detailed information
regarding the benefits, provisions, exclusions and limitations of this plan,
request the Bay Pacific booklet which
is available through PERS Health
Benefits Division (see inside front
cover page for address and phone
number).

BINDING ARBITRATION
Enrollment in this plan constitutes
an agreement to have any issue of
medical malpractice decided by
neutral arbitration and waiver of
any right to a jury or court trial.

MONTHlY RATES
Monthly rates are shown elsevvhere
in this booklet; refer to Table of
Contents.
NOfE: Enrollees in this plan may not
use their Medicare card to
receive services outside the
Bay Pacific provider network.

Bay Pacific
Health Plan

a~

Summary of Principal Benefits and Coverage
Benefits and Services:
nn'"~'rrt•~ro,Pntv

I

must be medically necessary, and all
«>nnr<>< by participating specialists must
each member's primary care physician.

Hospital Inpatient Care
$3.00 copayment/visit

Semi-private room, meals, special diets (private room when
medically necessary)

$3.00 copayment/visit
1/year $25 copayment

cPr\l!nP<

Operating room, special care units

$5.00copayment/visit

Nursing services

$3.00copayment/visit

Drugs furnished by the hospital
Laboratory tests

(non-routine)

$3.00 copayment/visit

and treatment

and

$3.00copayment/visit

Covered in full
when medically necessary for hospital
inpatient care

$3.00 copayment/visit

X-ray tests and other radiology
services

Limited to Medicare
Benefits with
$5.00 copayment/visit

Necessary medical supplies and
use of appliances

I

Medical social services

1/year $15.00
copayment

Blood and its administration

$4.00 for each 34
day supply or refill

Inpatient physician and
surgical services
End stage renal disease services

t

COVERED IN FULL

Skilled Nursing Facility Care

COVERED IN FULL
COVERED IN FULL

Semi-private room, meals,
special diets (private room
when medically necessary)

COVERED IN FULL

Nursing services

COVERED IN FULL
COVERED IN FULL

Drugs furnished by the skilled
nursing facility

COVERED IN FULL

Physical, occupational and
speech therapy

100 days per benefit
period covered in
full; prior acute care
hospitalization not
required.
(Does not include
custodial or
domiciliary care.)

Necessary medical supplies
Use of appliances and equipment
furnished by the facility, such as a
wheelchair, crutches and braces.

COVERED IN FULL

Medical social services

Emergency Care and
Urgently Needed Services

Unlimited visits
covered in full
when medically
necessary

Hospital services and
physician services
Ambulance service (non-emergency transportation must be
authorized in advance by
Bay Pacific)

I

Covered in full for
up to 190 days of
care per lifetime

I

Up to 20 visits per
calendar year with a
$~~.00 copayment/

I

VISit
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Covered in fu II after
$25.00/copayment/
hospital emergency
room visit

BLUE SHIELD MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT PLAN

Blue
Shield
of California
CAUfCRNIA PHYSICIAN$ SERVOC€

The Medicare Supplement Plan from Blue Shield,
which has provided quality health plans
for nearly 50 years, provides:

* Worldwide Protection
* Competitive Rates
* Lifetime Maximum of $1,500,000 in
Catastrophic Benefits for Every
Covered Person

See your booklet-certificate for applicable Catastrophic deductibles and payment percentages.

MEDICAL BENEFITS
Blue Shield Supplement to
Medicare Coverage

Blue Shield Catastrophic Coverage
Benefits paid on same basis.

Benefits

Part B
Pays Medicare deductible. Then, pays the
difference between Medicare's payment and
the Prevailing or Reasonable Fee as determined by Blue Shield for physicians' services
and pays the reasonable fee for other
services and supplies.

Physicians'
Services

Includes medical and ~urgical services
of physicians, diagnostic texts, x-rays and
medical supplies.

Provided by Supplement to Medicare
or Catastrophic coverage.

Outpatient
Hospital
Services

Includes emergency room services, laboratory
({'Sts, x-rays and rddiology services, medical
~upplies, pte (Blue ShiPid p.1vs o.,uppiPmPnt.JI
benetih lor t'mt'rgt•ncy room sprvices.)

Provided by Supplement to Medicare
coverage.

Other
Services
and
Supplies

Includes independent lab services, ambulance
transportation, prosthetic devices and durable
medical equipment.

Provided by Supplement to Medicare
or Catastr~phic coverage.

Home
Health
Services

Pays Medicare deductible if it is applied.
(Home Health Care benefits are covered in full
by Medicare.)

When Medicare benefits are exhausted or
Medicare conditions are not met, Catastrophic
Benefits are available within the conditions and
limitations of the Plan for private duty nursing,
physical therapy and speech therapy.

Blue Shield Catastrophic Coverage
See your booklet-certificate.
Pay~ for nPce~sary tdke-home
prescription drug~.

for additional Medicare days.
benefit is used up, Blue Shield
benefit is available.

rnln::nJm,:.nt

No additional benefits under
Catastrophic coverage.

necessary
for definitions of these terms.

Blue Shield Catastrophic Coverage
services allowed by Medicare.

benefit pays for examinations,
according to Plan
allowed by Medicare.

Limited benefits for inpatient and outpatient
care according to Plan maximums.

No benefits available for routine eye care.

Pays for treatment of damage to natural teeth
as a result of tumor or accidental injury.
Pays covered charges in excess of Supplement
to Medicare benefit payments.

$50 deductible, pays
for mpatienl ~pecial
to a maximum payment

Pays for outpatient services of a registert>d
nur~t> or licen~ed vocatiorMI nur~e. Pays for
inpatient ~pecial duty nursing after Supplement
to Medicare maximum is reached.

pertaining to the Blue Shield Plan is only a summary of the benefits and provisions
n'"'""'''n "'""'Tn:nw•n regarding the benefits, provisions, exclusions and limitations of this Plan,

Coverage (booklet-certificate) which is available through Health Benefits Division,

,,,.,;,..,..,.,,nt" CA 94229-2714, or from the Plan at the address shown on the Carrier Name

shown on the Plan Rate page.
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Blue
Shield
of California

T

liransamerloa Transamenca
Occidental life
life Companies

Insurance Company

HOSPITAL BENEFITS
BENEFITS

MAJOR MEDICAL COVERAGE*
Maximum each Covered Person
$300,000 each Disability

SUPPLEMENT TO MEDICARE
COVERAGE Part A

HOSPITAL
INPATIENT
BENEFITS

Pays Medicare deductible each benefit
period Pays co-payment for additional
Medicare-approved days.

Pays for medically necessary covered
hospital services AFTER Medicare coverage
is exhausted. Pays for first 3 pints of blood,
if not replaced.
Pays for take-home prescription drugs.

SKILLED
NURSING
FACILITY

Pays co-payment for additional Medicareapproved days.

Pays covered charges for maximum of 90
days for medically necessary services AFTER
Medicare coverage is exhausted. Covered
charges are limited to $35.00 per day
after 14th day. Contract requirements must
be met.

I

l

MEDICAL BENEFITS

I>
BENEFITS

Part B
Pays $75 Medicare deductible. Then, pays
"covered charges" less benefits paid by
Medicare.

Pays "covered charges" for benefits shown
below in excess of the amounts paid under
Medicare and Supplement to Medicare
coverage.

DOCTORS'
SERVICES

Doctors' Services including medical and
surgical services, diagnostic tests, X-ray and
medical supplies

Doctors' Services including medical and
surgical services, diagnostic tests, X-ray and
medical supplies

OUTPATIENT
HOSPITAL
SERVICES

Outpatient Hospital Services including
emergency room services, laboratory tests,
X-rays and radiology services, medical
supplies, etc.

Outpatient Hospital Services including
emergency room services, laboratory tests,
X-rays and radiology services, medical
supplies, etc.

OTHER
SERVICES AND
SUPPLIES

Other Services and Supplies including
independent lab services, ambulance
transportation, prosthetics devices, and
durable medical equipment.

Other Services and Supplies including
independent lab services, ambulance
transportation, prosthetics devices, and
durable medical equipment.

*Major Medical pays 80% until total Covered out-of-pocket expenses reach $3,000, then 100%
for the rest of the calendar year.
NOTE: See "Your Medicare Handbook" for the definition of "reasonable charge" and your Cal·
Western/Transamerica Occidental Supplement to Medicare Plan booklet-certificate for the
definition of "Covered Charges".

Transamenca Occtdental
Transarnenca
L1fe

UF£®

Life Companies

SUPPLEMENT TO MEDICARE
COVERAGE
Part A and Part B

$75 Medicare deductible if it is

Covered by Major Medical

Insurance Company

MAJOR MEDICAL COVERAGE*

When Medicare services are exhausted or
Medicare conditions are not met, pays for
nursing care, physical therapy and speech
therapy under conditions and limitations of
the Plan.
Home Health Services including part-time
skilled nursing care, phys1cal therapy, speech
therapy, part-time services of home health
aids, medical social services, etc.

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS
Part A and Part B
on services allowed by Medicare.

Vision Care Benefit pays for examinations,
and frames according to Plan
maximums.
on services allowed by Medicare

100% of Covered Charges after cash
deductible per prescription or refill:
Generic Drugs
$3.00
Non-Generic Drugs $5.00
80% of covered charges up to
of $800 per calendar year after a
calendar year deductible.

""''ffn<>rn

Pays for inpatient and outpatient care
according to Plan maximums.

No benefits available for routine eye care.

Pays for treatment to the teeth required due
to accidental injury
No Benefits available for prescription
expenses.

Covered charges in excess of the amount
paid under the Supplement to Medicare
Plan.

nt'""""'"t''"n on these pages pertaining to the Cai-Western/Transamerica Occidental Plan is only
rurnm:u"'"

benefits and provisions of this Plan. For detailed information regarding the benefits,
exclusions and limitations of this Plan, refer to the Plan's booklet-certificate which is
Health Benefits Division, PERS, PO Box 942714, Sacramento, CA 94229-2714, or
the addres5 listed on Address and Phone Number page (see Tablt• of Contents)

ARE liSTED ON THE PlAN RATE PAGES (SEE TABLE OF CONTENTS).
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Children's Hospital of San Francisco
Established 1875
A Hospital for Adults and Ch•ldren

3801 Sacramento Street San Francisco, California 94118 ( 41 5) 668-8211

Mailing Address: P. 0. Box 3805 San Francisco, Ca. 94119

A HOSPITAl BASED PLAN AND A PRIVATE OFFICE PlAN OPTION
What is Children's Hospital
Health Plan?
Children's Hospital Health Plan is a
nonprofit prepaid health plan for persons living in San Francisco and its
immediate area.
Children's Hospital Health Plan is
sponsored and operated by Children's
Hospital of San Francisco, a university-affiliated community hospital for
men, women and children in operation since 1875.
For a fixed monthly payment the
Health Plan will look after the medical needs of an entire family in health
il~ well as in sickness by emphasizing
health maintenance, early disease
detection, and prompt medical
treatment.
Benefits will range from regular
checkups to major hospitalization,
including eye examinations, complete maternity care, and well baby
care.
This Is How It Works
Children's Hospital Health Plan offers
you two options. You may choose to
participate in either the Hospitalbased Plan or in the Private Office
Plan option.

If you select the Hospital-based Plan
you will obtain all your outpatient
care through the physicians and facilities of the Children's Hospital
Outpatient Clinics. A list of physicians from which you select a
personal physician will be mailed to
you upon enrollment. There is no
ch,trge for .my <overl'd ~{·rvin>,
except for Emergency Room visih.

, MONTHlY RATES ARE liSTED ON
1· THE PLAN RATE PAGES (See Table of
1

Contents~

If you select the Private Office Plan
Option you will have the choice of
one of these two groups of providers
for all your care: Children's Hospital
and the physicians associated with its
Medical Group or Chinese Hospital
and the physicians associated with its
Medical Group. You must select a
primary care physician for each
member of your family from the list
in the Disclosure Form and Evidence
of Coverage booklet. Under this
option there is a charge for each
office visit and certain other outpatient services - see the table of
benefits, opposite page. All your outpatient care will be in the private
offices of participating physicians.
In either the Hospital-based Plan or
the Private Office Plan, your primary
care physician directs and coordinates your complete medical care,
both in the office and in the hospital.
He will arrange office visits, consultations and referrals to other speicalists
or other health care professionals to
~(·P you. He will .mdnge for any lab
tests, x-ray services, hospitalization,
or any other services that may be
indicated.
All medical and hospital services
must be secured through the personnel and facilities of the Health Plan
provider group you have selected,
except that in cases of emergency an
indemnity payment will be made by
The Plan for emergency services rendered by others.

Health Pian locations:
All outpatient care for Members
selecting the Hospital-based Plan is
provided in the Outpatient Building
of Children's Hospital at 3801 Sacramento Street at Maple Street.
Office services for Members selecting
the Private Office Plan Option are
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provided in the private offices of the
participating physicians (see list in
booklet). These offices are located
near Children's Hospital, Chinese
Hospital, Downtown, and in other
San Francisco neighborhoods.
Hospitalization and inpatient services
will be rendered at either Children's
Hospital or Chinese Hospital,
depending upon the physician you
select. Children's Hospital is a 320bed university affiliated hospital for
men, women, and children, located
at 3700 California Street. Chinese
Hospital is a unique community hospital located at 845 jackson Street
serving Chinatown w1th a wide range
of
bilingual services. Emergencv services are provided through
the Emergency Treatment room of
Children's Hospital, and the treatment room at Chinese Hospital. Both
are open 24 hours a day.
Some Interesting Features
There are no claim forms to be filed,
except for emergencies which prevent use of the Plan's facilities and
providers.
Maternity care by specialists is fully
covered without waiting period to
become eligible.
Through the scheduled appointment
services of the Plan and its Medical
Groups, qualified physicians and
other specialized personnel are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
This means that there is always a physician to take care of you, even in
situations when your personal physician may be unavailable.
Service Area

If you live in San Francisco, Daly
City, Brisbane, Pacifica or South San
Francisco, you are eligible to enroll
in the Children's Hospital Health
Plan.

HOSPITAL
BASED

PRIVATE
OFFICE

PLAN

PLAN

the physician you seiE'c!, servicE's are provided at eitht>r
f r,mnsco, or, ChinPS<' Hospital of <,,m frann" o; no Iomit
gerH.'rdl nur'ling t drt', 'lpt•t kti duty 1\LH\IIlg .l'> nH•dH dliy nt'< t''-'>·HY,
room, use of spec1dl care area~, ~uch as inten~1ve LHt~ un1t. ( ar
unit, and newborn intensive care unit; laboratory examinations; X-ray
"'""'"r"'1111ns and other diagnostic studies
Partrcipating Physicians in the office, in the hospital, skilled nursing
when medically necessary. Office visits are provided at ChiiOutpatient Clinics (for those selecting the Hospital-based Plan) or in
offices of over 300 physicians affiliated with either Children's Hospital or
(for those seleninf.l the Private Office Plan Option). Services
Cenera! medj( a!< tlrt.', tnt ludinK ~wnodic hPahh PxanunJtiOn!,, 1mrnurH1.t
venereal d~;ease tests, health education services, ,md other measures for
rm•vc•nl''"" and detection of disease or illness; surgical procedures, both major and
anesthesia services; therapeutic abortions and sterilization; family planning
counseling; well baby care; audiometry testing; allergy treatments;
'"''"';,.,,_,.,,,;nn of blood and blood derivatives; outpatient rehabilitation (physical)

Offrce visit
Home visit
Audiometry
testing
Allergy
lnw< t1ons
RPhabdotatron
therapy vosrt
Allergy tests;
Infertility tests:
50% of charges

$ 5
$25
$10
$ 'i
$15

hospital, including major and minor surgery
starting early in pregnancy, with no limit; no waiting period; all
and hospital services for mother and child during confinement; Caesarean section;
complications of pregnancy; interrupted pregnancy

No Charge

i

No (h,Hgt'
r

No Charge

Adulh
Gynecology
Children under
age 18

$21
$15
$ 5

----~~-~·"-----

ChrldrPn's Hospital of San Francisco Emergency Treatment Room

necessary emergency care away from Children's Hospital, the
all customary and reasonable charges for covered services with
!imitations, subject to a $25 co-payment
Each physician office
visit
$S
No Charge
at Children's Hospital facilities, or also Walgreen Drug Stores
Plan, when pn•scrilwd hy a Health Pl.m PhyS!uan. These pre·
t to,\ t h.H~t· for p,H h . . upply up tu {4 d.tv'> .tmi .trP lnnJtt>d to

a PH'V

npt1on ~'> r~·qum:d

$'4 each Prescrrption

hv l.1w

f

0s.Mn•n·.. n""" and refra( tlon~< (Len~t:·~ and ira me~ are not tovered, but
Hospital viSidn service at reasonable rates)

an:~

avail·

No Charge

$25
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Offering Affordable, Comprehensive Coverage

and Your Family

We're The Contra Costa Health
Plan. And we've been providing
quality health care services to the
residents of Contra Costa County
and surrounding communities since
1974.
If you're looking for a hecJith plan
that has ....
• Comprehensive coverage
• No hidden costs
• Personalized services
• Local facilities to serve you and
your family
.... we've got just THE PLAN for
you!
Comprehensive Benefits
With the Contra Costa Health Plan,
you get comprehensive health
benefits that help to keep you and
your family healthy and feeling
'"ell- so that you can
the
lifestyle you·ve worked so hard to
achieve! In add1tion to providing
medical and hospital serv1ces for
major and minor health problems
and emergencies, The Plan offers
preventive care to promote the
early detection and prompt
treatment of illness. There are no
deductibies or copayments for any
of the covered services. These are
all provided at no additional cost to
you. (Please see Benefit Highlights
on opposite page.)
Emergency and Urgently Needed
Care
Emergency and urgently needed
care is available 24 hours a day
every day of the year. Even when
you are out of the service area and
need to receive care at anoth<:>r
facility. all charges will be covered
in full when authorized by a Pldn
physician. Hospital serv1ces are
provided at Merrithew Memorial
Hospital in Martinez. A full range of
services is available including

obstetrics, intensive and coronary
care, outpatient services, specialty
programs in geriatrics, and more.
Members may be referred to
another hospital for specialized
services not available at Merrithew
Memorial. The hospital is affiliated
w1th the family practice "''''''"'nr·u
program of the
of
California at Davis Medical School.

The mformation on these pages
pertaining to The Contra Costa Health
Plan is only a summary of some of the
benefits and provisions of this plan. For
detailed information regarding the
benefits, provisions, exclusions, and
ltmitations of this plan, refer to the plan's
Booklet-Certificate (Evidence of
Coverage) which is available through
your Health Benefits Officer or from the
plan at the address l1sted on Address

Binding Arbitration

and Phone Number page (see Table of
Contents).

Enrollment in this plan constitutes
an agreement to have any issue of
medical malpractice decided by
neutral arbitration and waiver of
any right to a jury or court triaL
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The Contra Costa Health Plan
3052 Willow Pass Road
Concord, CA 94519
(415) 671-4550

I

BENEFIT HIGHLIGHTS

YOU PAY
surgeon

Hospital

--

Room and board · - , - - - - --Intensive care/cardiac care
Laboratory and X-Ray
Physical therapy
Other necessary services
In the
Routine office visits and physical
Doctor's
exams
Office
Medication!>, injections and
allergy testing
-"'--Physical therapy
-------------'--'---Preventive
Physical exams
Health
Well child care
Care
Immunizations
Health education classes

_r-.lo charge
No charge
No charge
No charge
No charge
No charge
No charge
No
No
No
No
No
No

charge
charge
charge
charge
charge
charg~

---------"'--'-··-----""'-------------· --~~-o charge
Hearing and vision testing
(including refraction)
No charge
Pap tests
No charge
Lab/EEG/EKG and X-Ray
No charge
Physician office visits
No charge
Hospital services
Caesarean
Care for any complications of
___________________ N_~ch~rge
In the hospital or in the doctor's
office
No
Obtained at Plan authorized
No
Authorized by a Plan Physician
No charge

Diagnostic
Maternity
Care

Prescription
Drugs

Ambulance
Service
Mental
Health Care
Alcoholism
and Drug
Treatment
Home Health
Care
Extended Care

Concord Health Center
3052 Willow Pass Ro,Hl
Concord, CA 94519
Richmond Health Center
38th and Bissell
Richmond, CA 94805
Pittsburg Health Center
550 School Street
Pittsburg, CA 94565
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Hospitalization up to 21 days per
calendar year
Hospitalization for detoxification
services
In home skilled nursing services

No charge
No charge
No charge

portant. reasons
s ou ld switch
H this year
Now you can join
neighborhood family health
plan designed to keep you and
your family well and healthy
year in and year out - without
costing you a fortune.
Our goal at FHP is to prevent
illness and maintain your good
health, not just pay part of the
bills after you're sick. That's
Reason #1.
And Reason #2: you select the
doctor you want from our
highly trained staff of physicians.
And if you wish to change
doctors, you may. We
understand how important a
good personal relationship with
your doctor is.
With FHP, you and your family
get the individual, caring
attention that only a personal
family physician can provide.

•

Reasons #3, 4, & 5: no claim
no deductib!es and
virtually all services are
provided at no charge to you.

And Reasons #6- #17:
• Yearly physicals you pay nothing
• Lab tests and x-ray
you pay nothing
• Doctor's visits you pay nothing
• Specialists you pay nothing

Reason #18: When you switch
to FHP, you can say goodbye to
long, time-consuming trips
across town. Your doctor will
always be just minutes away at
one of our ten neighborhood
medical centers in the Southern
Los Angeles/Orange County
area:

• Hospitalization you pay nothing
• 24-hour emergency careyou pay nothing
• Shots for your children
or for yourselfyou pay nothing
• Allergy tests you pay nothing
• Physical therapy you pay nothing
• Hearing evaluations you pay nothing
• Plus MORE

• Downtown Long
Beach
• Long Beach/
Lakewood
• Compton
• San Pedro
• Downey

•
•
•
•

Anaheim
Santa Ana
Fountain Valley
Laguna Hills/
Irvine
• Orange/Tustin

And Reason #19: Switching to
FHP is simple. With your
approval we'll even arrange to
transfer your records for you
quickly and efficiently. So join
FHP.

The new San Pedro Medical Center is locJted at 29050 S. Western Avenue, Suite 701.
For additional information, call (213) 493-6531 or (714) 952-8706
or request an FHP brochure from PERS Health Benefits Division.
Binding Arbitration - Enrollment in this plan constitutes an agreement to have any issue of medical malpractice decided by
neutral arbitration and waiver of any right to a jury or court trial.

I

FH P BENEFITS
specialists' and consultants' care.
laboratory tests and x-rays.
health examination, including x-rays and lab tests.
rmmunization:. and injections.
care, including routine immunization>.
therapy.

I PLAN PAYS 100%
PLAN COVERS.
YOU PAY $3

DRUGS

per prescription unit.

'<"'"'""'",'" room rate), intensive care, coronary care, maternity
on
of days.
services such as general nursing care, operating room, drugs, x-ray,
anesthesia. oxygen.
hospital services, including medical care, >urgery, fractures and

PlAN PAYS 100%

FHP COVERS

(defined as whole blood, blood component<, and blood fJc!or

and synthetic blood products.

dthntntl)tr.Jt!Vt'

YOU PAY

< o-..h

r"' "'

!t'pl.rrt• blood
of mother betore, dunng and b wt>eks aftt•r delivery; physiC!,Jn's

PLAN PAYS 100%

ut mother; hospitalization. No waiting period; members covt>red at

and counseling
procedures.
and procedures for correction of infertility.

II

PlAN PAYS 100%

I
1

FHP COVERS.
YOU PAY $100
each abortion.

I PLAN PAYS 100%

II Abonrono for life-threatening pregnancies.

AREA: Treatment by non-FHP physicians for life-threatening
by FHP
for urgent med1c0i prohlems. Plan cove"
charge>.
emergency health covera;w for n<·c P'>>My mt>dit .11 serv1c "'to
:llllllt'dt.ll<· tr;•.Jinwnl whd•· tc•nipoldflly oulwlc·the II II' "''V" ,. M<·.:
(u,tomdfy and Reasonable charges.
ilmbulance when authorized by an FHP phy>ician.

facility for up to 100 days per benefit period.

PLAN PAYS 100%

PLAN PAYS 100%
PLAN PAYS 100%

refractions; standard frames, single or bifocal clear lenses, 1 pair

HEALTH SERVICES: For evaluation, short-term treatment and
Provoded in designated FHP medical centers.

FHP COVERS.
YOU PAY $3
per visit for the first 20
visits; $1 5 each visit
thereafter in each
benefit period.

DRUG ADDICTION OR ABUSE SERVICES: Short-term detoxification
outpatient basis, as determined by an FHP physician
literature and audio-visual programs for specific
diseases. preventive medicine and other health topics. Provided in designated FHP
medica; centers.

PLAN 'PAYS 100%

to FHP "only a <,umm.>rv of some of tht> bendits and provi"""' of thi' pl.n1. For dei<~iled
t'X( lu,iom dnd limrtd!lor" of th" plan, refer to the pldn'o booklet certif1cate {evidence o(
Health Benefit> Dtvis1on or from the plan at the address shown on Address and Phone Number

PLAN ARE SHOWN ON PLAN RATE PAGE (SEE TABlE Of CONTENTS).
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MAKE THE CO-fO CHOICE TO SUPPLEMENT YOUR MEDICARE BENEfiTS
Most people realize that Medicare
coverage alone is not adequate
protection against the high cost of
necessary medical care. The CO-FO
Medicare Supplement Plan, along
with your Medicare Part A and Part
B coverage, enables you to receive
quality medical care at a cost you
can afford.

Hospital Benefits
When you are an inpatient in the
hospital, Medicare Part A requires
you to pay a $492 deductible each
benefit period. This CO-FO plan
pays that deductible, and also pays
your copayment for any additional
Medicare-approved
In many
cases, this means no out of pocket
costs will result from a Medicareapproved hospital stay. Private duty
nursing care, take-home prescription drugs and unreplaced
blood and blood products are not
covered by Medicare, but the
coverage
CO-FO plan does
for these necessary services, under
Additional Benefits and/or Major
Medical Benefits.

Medical Benefits
Medicare requires you to pay the first
$75 of approved charges each
calendar year and 20% of all
additional approved charges for the
rest of the year. The CO-FO plan
pays your $75 deductible and then
pays the full Foundation Factors for
each covered service less any
Medicare payment. The minimum
CO-FO will ever pay for any covered
service is 20% of the Medicareapproved amount. Foundationmember physicians accept the
combined CO-FO J,Myrnent .1nd
Medicare payment as payment in

Additional Benefits

Chiropractic Services

In addition to supplementing
Medicare's payments, the CO-FO
plan provides you with coverage for
services and supplies which may not
be covered by Medicare. Listed
below is a brief description of only
some of the services and supplies
covered by the CO-FO Supplement
to Medicare Plan.

Payments for manipulative treatment
of wry neck and lame back and other
injuries are provided at $15 per
treatment, up to 20 treatments per
calendar year.

Outpatient Prescription Drugs
CO-FO offers you two choices for
prescription drug coverage. If you
wish, you maytakeadvantageofthe
convenient, low cost Mail Order
Pharmacy, which fills your covered
prescriptions (including insulin and
other diabetic supplies) and sends
them via U.P.S. righttoyourhome.
The only cost to you is $2.00 per
prescription. No deductible or
copayment applies to covered
prescriptions filled through the
Pian's Mail Order Pharmacy.
CO-FO also provides coverage for
prescriptions filled by your local
pharmacy. After a $50 calendar year
deductible, CO-FO pays 96% of
covered prescription charges up to a
maximum payment of $400, then
pays 80% of covered prescription
charges for the rest of the calendar
year.

Vision Care
CO-FO provides Vision Care
Benefits to pay for visual
examinations (including eye
refraction), lenses and frames.
Please refer to the Booklet-Certificate
for more information on Vision Care
Benefits, maximums and !imitations.

Private Duty Nursing
Necessary private duty nursing care
for hospital inpatients is payable
after a $50 calendar year deductible.
CO-FO will then pay 80% of
covered charges up to a maximum
payment of $800 per calendar year.

Major Medical Coverage
CO-FO's Major Medica! Coverage
provides you with benefits for
services and supplies which are
medically necessary, but which are
not con<>idered Medicdre-allowable
expenses. Such benefits may include
coverage for hospital room and
board charges when Medicare
lifetime reserve days are exhausted,
whole blood and blood plasma and
Private Duty Nursing in excess of the
benefit provided above.
The information on these pages
pertaining to the First Farwest
CO-FO plan is only a summary of
some of the benefits and provisions
of this plan. For detailed information
regarding the benefits, provisions,
exclusions and limitations of this
plan, refer to the plan's
Booklet-Certificate (Evidence of
Coverage) which is available
through PERS Health Benefits
Division or from the plan at the
address listed on the Address and
Phone Number page (see Table of
Content~).

Monthly rates are li~ted on the Plan
Rate pages (see Table of Contents).

full.
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PART A- HOSPITAL BENEFITS
Pays Medicare Part A deductible each benefit period. Pays copayment for additional Medicare-approved days.
Pays copaymf!mt for Medicare-approved days.

PART 8 ·MEDICAL BENEFITS
Pays Medicare Part B deductible each calendar year, then allows full Foundation t actors (less any Medicare payment) or 20% of the approved amount,
whichever is greater.
Services

Medical and surgical services, including diagnosti<.: lab & x-ray, medical supplies, all other Medicare-approved services and supplies.
Services provided by the hospital's outpatient department, including emergency room, lab & x-ray, radiology services, etc.

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS
No deductible or copayment for covered prescription drugs and medicines ordered through the Plan's Mail Order Pharmacy. $2.00 service fee for each prescription.

$50 calendar year deductible, then 96% of covered charges up to a
maximum payment of $400 and 80% of covered prescription charges for
the rest of the calendar year.
Eye examination including refraction, lenses and frames according to Plan
maximums.
Pays up to $15 per treatment, for up to 20 treatments per calendar year.

I
~~

Pays up to $1 5 per treatment, for up to 20 treatments per calendar year.
After $50 deductible, the Plan pays 80% of covered charges up to a
maximum payment of $800 per calendar year.

MAJOR MEDICAL BENEFITS
I 80% of covered charges up to lifetime Maximum of $1 ,000,000. Individual

I

maximums may applytosomecovered services; refertothe Booklet-Certificate
for more information on benefits, limitations and maximums.
Pays for all medically necessary services after Medicare coverage is

I exhausted. Pays for unreplaced blood.
Skilled

Pays for medically necessary services after Medicare coverage is exhausted,
up to $16 per day for a maximum of 90 days per calendar year.

Private Duty

Pays medically necessary services after maximum under ADDITIONAL
BENEFITS has been paid.
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Keeping You Healthy
Foundation Health Plan believes
in keeping you healthy rather than
just covering your bills when you
are sick. That's why we provide
preventive health care including
periodic physical exams, X-rays
and laboratory services.

•
11

11

11

Ill

When You Are Away
From Home

More than 2,1 00
private pradice
39 participating local
hospitals
Providers conveniently located
throughout the service areas
24-hour emergency
Worldwide emergency care

II you require enwrgt>ncy nwdi-

cal tdre when vou are outside the
Plan's service area or when a participating Plan physician is not
available, Foundation will provide
coverage for necessary hospital
and physician services.
We will pay for non-emergency
health care services, however,
only when these services are rendered bv a Foundation Health Plan
participating provider. When care
is rendered by a physician or other
provider who does not participate
'in Foundation Health Plan, claims
may he filed with the Medicare
carrier, but we will not pay coinsurance and deductible amounts
for the-.e claims.

rn1VPF';><Jif>f

11

local Consumer Services
Department to help resolve
problems and assist enrollees

11

Affordable health care out-of-pocket costs

low

Foundation Health Plan 65
Foundation Health Plan has
developed a new program
Medicare beneficiaries.
Foundation Health Plan
program supplements the
fits you normally receive from
Medicare.

Binding Arbitration
Any dispute or controversy between you or your enrolled family
members and Foundation Health
Plan concerning the services and
benefits provided under the group
agreement must be submitted to
binding arbitration in lieu of jury
or court trial.

Comprehensive,
Coordinated Services
When you enroll in
Health Plan, you and eJch of
family members will be
select one of our
mary care physicians to
nate all of your health care
When you nePCi
cal care, your primary t.He
cian will arrange for these
Physicians and other
providers are located
Foundation's 21-county
area. A Participating Provider
Directory is available to you from
the Plan at the address shown at
the back of this book.

Foundation Health Plan serves
residents of twenty-one northern
and central California counties:
Alameda, Amador, Butte,
Calaveras, Colusa, Contra Costa,
El Dorado, Fresno, Glenn, Merced,
Nevada, Placer, Sacramento,
San Joaquin, Solano, Stanislaus,
Sutter, Tehama, Tuolumne, Yolo
and Yuba.

Monthly Rates are listed on the Plan
Rate pages (see Table of Contents).
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Cost To You
inpatient services when certified,* including room
(private room when medically necessary); intensive
n1rr"nxrv care; general nursing care; X-rays; laboratory and
te'its; operating and recovery
casts, dressand mt'dicJI suppiiP>,; drugs and
phy'<ioccu]pal:tolnal therapy; and blood and its

No charge

HOSPITAL DAYS PROVIDED AS LONG AS MEDICALLY
AND CERTIFIED*.
Hmpital outpatient services for surgt>ry or emergency care for illor
necessary skilled nursing facility services when certified* includand board (private room when medically necessary);
drugs and medications; and physical, onupa-

1111

No charge

No charge for up to 100 days

FOR UP TO 100 DAYS IN EACH flfNHIT PERIOD AFTER
HOSPITAl STAY
Ill Homp health carP. induding part-limP skiiiPd nur-.ing care; phy-.i-

'

No (barge

srwe< h .md o< <updliorhllth<'rapy; .md nwd1< al suppli''' and

'''l"'i""''lll

I"'"""'" hy ,,,.. """"' 11<".11111

d};('IH)

.I"'-"'hldnt ">urgt•on, tHH·..,.tht·-..it)logl'-.1 diHi ( on-..uh~ttHHl '".t>tv

II!

or out ol ilO'>fHidi. Physi< hlll'>' v'"'' 111 h<>'ptldl, >kdlt>d nuh~
tar ii<IY. ofttc<' or homp lwhen nwdKally n<'(P,<.ary).

No< h.ng"

",., 111

radiotherapy; laboratory tests; physical or speech
ambulance services (when medically
dressings, splints and casts; rental or
of duraequipment; and medically necessary
and

No charge

""'''h"'''r devices;

drugs and medications ordered by a parttcipaling

care in an approved psychiatric hospital when certified,*
nPet"ssary hospital and physicians' servicPs

$4 each prescription

No charge for up to 190 days

FOR UP TO A liFETIMf MAXIMUM Of 190 DAYS

Not hMg<'

No charge

SERVICES If you need inpatient care in a hospital or skilled nursing facility, your admission
cert1fied by Foundation Health Plan. Without certiftcation, only Medicare benefits will apply.
no claim forms to complete when you use Foundation Health Plan providers.
'"''wrrn·w·on on these pages pertaining to Foundation Health Plan is only a summary of some of the bene-

of this
For detailed informatiOn
the benefits, provisions, exclusions
of thi'> Plan.
to the Plan's
of Coverage), which is avaliPfRS Health Benefits Division or from the Plan at the address listed on the Address and
page (see Table ol Contents).

Foundation
Health Plan
An Amerl<
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Now federally qualified

Most hospital services are rendered
by French Hospital, a 297-bed
general acute hospital, or by Novato
Community Hospital, a 75-bed
general acute hospital.

French Hospital's reputation for
excellence in healthcare goes back
to 1852. Today; we continue to
emphasize two of the
that
have made us so successful for·
'>O long-personalized care and
comprehensive care with most
benefits offered at NO CHARGE.

The Health Plan uses other hospitals,
however, in the following cases:
Maternity: In San Francisco our
Health Plan obstetricians deliver
newborns at the University of
California Medical Center, San
Francisco, and at Children's
Hospital, San Francisco. In the North
Bay our Health Plan obstetricians
deliver newborns at Novato
Community Hospital.

To these traditional benefits we add
a long list of innovative features
designed to bring you the best in
modern healthcare. That's
we are one of the iastesl growing
health plans in the Bay Area.
Check the features of your plan and
see if they compare with the French
Health Plan.
·Multi-lingual medical staff (translations available in 12
• No dedw:.1ible and no claim forms
• No charge on office visits
• A personal plan physician who
coordinates care with
• No charge for
surgery
• Worldwide emergency
at 1000/o with only a $25
per emergency
• Early morning office vi~ils
beginning at 8 a.m. available 4
days a week
• later afternoon visits-until 6:45
p.m. available 4 day~ a week
• lwnin~ vi-;its for
Jl.llwnt<;

• Wet>kPnd appo1ntmt•nl'> ,1vailable
• Prt>scription drugs only $1 pz>r
prescription

Andrew Virani, MD., a Health Plan physician.

• Most services under one roof &
convenient parking in our lot
• No charge for annual physicals,
Well Baby Care, etc.
• Numerous health education

classes
• Aerobics exercise classes
waits to see your Plan
The French Health Plan is located
Ceary Boulevard, San
between 5th and 6th
Avenues in the Richmond District
Novato, we are located at 400
.VIedical
in the Diablo Hill
MPdicai-Proft>s~ion<~l C(•nlt>r.

)m "'fVI( P

.Jr!',l HH luck~

all of S,m

I r<~ncisco and Mann countiP~.

portions of Sonoma County, and
Northern San Mateo County.

Plan members have access to other
specialized services at the
University of California Medical
Center when authorized by your
health plan physician.
For rare and unusual problems
requiring physicians not on the
Health Plan staff, referrals will
be made to other physicians in
the community at no cost to the
member.
As a member of the French Health
Plan, you will be covered at any
hospital anywhere in the world for
emergencies.
Join us! We'll do everything we can
to provide you and your family
with high quality medical care in a
vPry personal way.
To Join ... Contact PERS,
Health Benefits Division and
SELECT PLAN CODE 218

Information on these
pertaining to The French Health Plan is only a summary of some of the benefits and
detailed information regarding the benefits, provisions, exclusions and limitations of this
provisions of The Plan.
plan refer to The Plan's booklet-certificate (evidence of coverage) which is available through the PERS Health Benefits
Division officer or from The Plan at the Jddress shown on address and phone number pages (see Table of Contents).
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EALTH PLAN SUMMARY OF BENEFITS

Paid in full
in full
Paid in full

full

Paid in full
Paid in full
in
in fuil
in full

• Sterilization, vasectomy
& tubal ligation
Paid in full
• Home Health Care
Doctor home visit when
medically necessary Paid in full
• Dura bit• Medical
Equipment whPn
medically necessary Paid in tull
• MPntal Health
First 20 outpatient visit~ per
calendar year
Paid in full
First 30 inpatient days
1wr calendar year
Paid in full
• Podiatric care
Paid in full
• Short Term Treatment for
Acute Alcohol or Drug Abuse
(Detoxification)
Paid in full
• Prescription Drugs
Inpatient drugs
Paid in full
Outpatient
drugs
$1 per 34 days supply
-includes birth control pills-

MONTHLY RATES FOR THIS
PLAN ARE SHOWN ON PLAN
RATE PAGES (SEE TABU: Of
CONTENTS).

Emergency Care/
Ambulance
• AI f rPnth Hmpilal or UC MPdi( ,1!
Centt>r or Novato Community
Hospital
Pa1d 1n full
• Worldwide emergPncy
care
Paid in full
with $25 charge to member

PREVENTIVE CARE
• Health
examinations
• Well Baby Care and
Well Child Care
• Eye examinations
• Allergy testing and
injections

Paid in full
Paid in full
Paid in full
Paid in full

• Yearly breast and
pelvic examinations
and pap smears

Paid in full

HEALTH EDUCATION
• CPR training
• Aerobi(
Discounted charges
exercise
• Heart-to-Heart class No charge
• Stn·~-. management' uur-.e S.hl
·Nutrition instruction No Charge
• Wompn's Clinic
No Charge
• Self-ht>lp support
group;.
No Charge·
• Early pregnancy
No Charge
classes
No Charge
• Lamaze training
control
Discounted Charges
classes
Note: Schedules Jnd chargE·s subrect
to change.

Referral Services
Referral Services are covered in full
when arranged or authorized by
a Plan
Some special
treatments may be prt>scribed such
a~ biofeedback training, acupuncture and
sprvices.

Choice of Physicians
Npw nwmher~ may choow a
personal physician from thP Ht>alth
Plan staff of phy"irians and ~eP
that same physician for each visit
A member may abo want to choosp
a Nurse Practitioner for health
education purposes or women's
health. Care is then coordinated
with over 140 private physicians
who contract with the plan.
Physician visits are scheduled by
appointment-usually the same
week-no
waits.

Boulevard, San Francisco, California g4118 .

.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone(415)666-8881.---------------~~~~
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Presented By

A Senior Health Care Plan
It's about time ...
Now finally, there's a
care plan designed just for
A
that lets Medicare
more for you, the way you
always wished it would. It's
PrirneCare. And ifs a senior
ht:'alth care plan that prov1des
you with benefits far and above
what i\1edicare covers, but at a
cost that's very down-to-earth.
In fact, Prim<>Cm' offers more
bPnPfits th,m { ompt'tillvely
priced senior health cJre plc~m.
PrimeCare is part
General
Med-a federally qualified health
maintenance organization
(HMO) that provides over100,000
Southern Californians with
personalized, quality medical
care and hospital services. If you
receive Medicare ,.md live in
Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside,

Pnme
County,
ares
com
pre•
San
Bernardino
or <San
Diego
hensive sprvitl'S ,ue ,wdii,lble to
"~ -1 L I
l
h
you at ,Jitoruat> e r,1te:. tnroug
,~
1al ( ontr,H t Ct>rwr,1l Mt·d
has with Medicare.

c

... And is designed
just for for you.
Consider this: the right health
plan is one that's as concerned
about keeping you well as it is
about helping you when you're
sick. That's PrimeCare. You'll
never feel like a case or a
statistic. You'll be treated as an
mdividua!. And you'll be free
to t•njoy these years without the
worry of costly medical bills or
complicated claim forms.
It's a simple idea. At last, it's
an idea whose time has come:
PrimeCare.

The "lock-in" feature lets you
enjoy important savings and
greater benefits because
PrinwCm· rloctors manage your
< ,lrP ,md, lh(•rpforP, your costs.
"lock-in" feature has another
advantage too. It lets us coordinate your medical care from
routine services to specialist care
so that potential problems are
identified and treated before
cause complications. After
it's our business to keep
you healthy.

for further information about
PrimeCare, please call toll free
1-800-645-7766 or (714) 647-2200.

~~w~"~,,.~,~~~~~~~~=~~~~~h
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i/l!i;~;·A,q"" Iff& III!!J-:;:;,,u,,

1/i- Qntaoo

4/l!!!!!!f:. 1/i- Hurll!ngton
~Torrance Park ~Santa Fe
.... ~

. . . for a plan that
does so much.
As a member of PrimeCare
receive personalized,
comprehensive medical and
hospitalization coverage. And
you won't have to fill out complicated claim forms or pay any
incrt>asing dt•rluctibles. Please
look ov(•r the oppositP pt~g<> to
SPE' d ~lH11nlMY of thP twrwiits
you'll rccPive dS t1 PrinwCa.re
member.
It's 1mportant to know thdt Js
a PrimeCare member you are
required to receive all of your
medictii services through the
PrinwCue system. If you go out-

Genera/Med

p;dn for routine care
PrimeCare nor Medicare
the treatment you ,
This is known as the
"lock-in" feature. Emergency and
urgently needed services are, of
course, covered in full in or out
of our service drt'd.
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"'-:~.

1/lS
Lor:;;;;_
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PrimeCare office locations.
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edicare Is Just Not Enough
PrimeCare Benefits (At a Glance)
No Charge

Unlimited benefit

No Charge
No Charge

$2130-day Supply

Unlimited benefit

No Charge
No Charge
No Charge

Not offered by competitive plans

No Charge
No Charg('

Not offen·d by compPtitive plans

No Charge
No Charge
No Charge

No Charge

No Charge

No limit on visits

to PrimeCare is only a summary of some of the benefits and
regarding the benefits, provisions,
and limitations of this
Booklet-Certificate (Evidence of Coverage) which is available through your 1-/ealth Benefits
address listed on Addres!> and Phone Number page I see Table of Content<;!.
on
Plan Rate pages (see Table of Contents).
constitutes an agreement to have any issue of medical malpractice de( idf'd by neutral
or court trial.

701 south Parker Street

Suite 5000
orange, CA 92668
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Unique Protection

Choice of

Service Area

Greater San Diego Health Plan
is a unique health protection plan
designed to take care of you and your
family's health nt'<>d~ in a way rh,Jt
no ordinary in~urc~rll t' progr.un can.
Cre,lter S,l;1 DrPgn f it'<lith Pic111 1~ d
corporation organized under the laws
of the State of California which has
contracted with community physicians, community hospitals and other
health care providers to bring you
and your family the widest range of
physician and hospital services, outpatient and inpatient, under one comprehensive plan.
Greater San Diego Health Plan
emphasizes preventive medicine by
encouraging you and your family to
seek outpatit>nt care on a regular
h,hi~ dnd wfwn th<> fir~t ~ymptorrJ<.
.1re notk t>d. CrP.th'l S.m I )rpgo
! lPalth Pian ~IH"i~t·~ e.1rly
Jnd treatment before the problem
become~ serious and the cost of treatment becomes expensive. Greater
San Diego Health Plan al~o protects
your family again~! catastrophic
.
expenses-the kind of illness or accident that can mean months, even
vears, of treatment.

Physician and Providers

The Greater San Diego Health Plan
Service Area is San Diego County,
California, excluding those sparsely
populated inl,md areas more than 30
mile~ or W minuiP'> tr,wel time,
whicht'ver is le~s, from El Cajon,
Escondido or Poway. This means that
locations of physicians, hospitals, and
other health care professionals and
services provided to members of the
Plan are all within San Diego County.

As an enrolled member of the
Gre,lter San Diego Health Plan, you
.md Pach member of your family who
h Pmollt•d in the Pl.m are required
to ~<='i<'ct a Primary Care Physician.
you will make this selection at
time of your enrollment
Your Primary Care Physician directs
your medical care, including r~ferral
to specialist physicians. Your Pnmary
Care Physician orders lab tests and
x-rays, prescribes medicines or therapies, arranges hospitalization, provides direction in emergencies and
generally coordinates your medical
care as appropriate to your needs.
As your personal physician, your
GSDHP Primary Care Physician knows
vour medic.JI hi~tory and will prov1de
pn•vpntivP -,prviuu; .1nd hedhh Pdu( ,1t1on .1~ well d'> rt>'>pond to '>ituatiom
as they occur.
The Greater San Diego Health Plan
health care to enrollees
over 1,400 private practice
who are members of the
San
Private Practice Association throughout San Diego County,
26 hospitals, and other health services
organizations and professionals.

Binding Arbitration
Claims asserted against the Greater San
Health
Plan, the San Diego Private Practice Association or any
employee, agent or board member of these two orgamzations for monetary damages exccedmg $500 on account
of any claim or liability arising from the alleged v1olatron
of a legal duty incident to the group agreE>ment must be
~ubmitted to binding arbitration ,Jtter the gnevance procedure has been exhausted. However, arbitration 1s not
1\.Jd,Jhle for Jil\ claim.;
vv!wtht>r HPalth Plan
or SDPP,\ ~~ li.Jhlt• for tht> profes~ional
ot any
or other health professional providing ~Prvrn·~
under the group agreement.

Monthly rates are listed on the Plan Rate pages (see
Table of Contents).

:-Th~ information

on these pages pertaining to Greater
· San Diego Health Plan is only a summary of some of
the benefits and provisions of this plan. For detailed
· information regarding the benefits, provisions, exclusions and limitations of this plan, refer to the plan's
Book,let-Certificate (Evidence of Coverage) which rs
dvailable through PERS Health Benefih D1vis1on or
from thP plan at the address listPd on Addres~ dnd
Phone Number page (<;ee Table of Contents).

I

MEDICARE HOSPITAl (PART A)
COVERAGE

GSDHP SUPPLEMENT TO MEDICARE

MEDICARE MEDICAl (PART B)
COVERAGE

GSDHP SUPPLEMENT TO MEDICARE

PlAN

PlAN
GSDHP covers 100%
any co-payments listed)
of what Medicare would have allowed
as GSDHP providers are used.

pays 80% of reasonable

$5.00 charge for each office visit. $10 charge for
each home visit. No charge for physician visits
in the hmpital. No dJdrge for ~urgical operatiom.

pays 100% of Home Health
80% of reasonable charges for the

No deductible. GSDHP covers 100% of charges
regardless of what Medicare would have allowed
as long as GSDHP providers are used.

of medical appliances, such

Paid in full
Paid in full
Paid in full (when authorized)
20% of purchase or rental price.

per prescription

ARE NO CLAIM FORMS WHEN YOU USE GSDHP PROVIDERS.
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PHYSICIAN Health Plan

•
I

A NEW CHOICE ...
HEALS offers you an innovative approach to prepaid health care benefits
which allows you the traditional
CHOICE of community physicians,
health professionals and hospitals
through a unique, organized health
care delivery system ... The PERSONAL
CARE PHYSICIAN Health Plan.
The traditional choice is the selection
and accessibility of the local community physicians and hospitals that have
provided quality health care for years.
The unique concept is the organization
of these local physician-;, hospital<; and
other health services into a total health
care system to provide comprehenstve,
coordinated health care for
through
your own PERSONAL CARE

YOUR PERSONAL CHOICE

Of A PHYSICIAN ...
The best medical care often depend~ on
close physician-to-patient relationship.
Your choice of a PERSONAL CARE
PHYSICIAN when you join HEALS is an
important one because he or she will
be your key to HEALS services.
When selecting a PERSONAL CARE

t

P!eau:nton

LAMEDA

PHYSICIAN, EACH 'v1Uv1BER OF YOUR
FAMILY MAY CHOOSE A DIFFERU"
PHYSICIAN. In those cases where
'peuaity care i<> needPd, d w1de "·In
tion of participating specialists are
working together with your PERSO'-iAL
CARE PHYSICIAN to provide the appropriate consultations or treatment

HEALS is offered to you as one of your
most affordable options with no hidden
co>ts. Check and compare the payroll
deductions for yourself!

COMPARE OUR CONVENIENCE
AND ACCESSIBILITY ...
Over 300 new physicians have joined

CALL THE HEALS HOTLINE ••.
A HEALS Member Services Representative will be happy to answer any ques-

since your last open enrollment. This
brings the total participating physiCians
available to serve your health care
needs to over 1. 200. Private
offices are conveniently
35 cities throughout the
providing you with WIDE

tions you may have.

,/-"' A,,._,~,n

1"'rCM->..,;~

ACCESSIBILITY.
COMPARE OUR PHARMACY
PROGRAM ...
With over 190 participating pharmaCies conveniently
located throughout
the Bay Area, getting
your prescriptions
filled has never been
easier. just present
your pre<,cnption,
HE:ALS I. D. Card and
$2.00 to a participating pharmacy

HEALS

COMPARE OUR BENEFITS-NO
NO DfDUCTIBLES.

for
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A··-

415·652-3500
800-372·8200

The information on these pages pertaining
to HEALS Health Plan is only a summary of
'ome of the benefits and proviSion' of this
Plan For detailed informdtion
the
bl•nt>t1h, provi'->ions, exclu-;ions and
tron, nl till, pL1n, refer to tht> plan\ Booklt>!Certrllc.lte iEvrdt>nce oi Covera;sei wh1ch is

av,tliab!e through PERS Health Beneiits Oivisron or from the plan at the address listed
on Address and Phone ~umber page 1see Table of Contents).
BL\JOii'.:G ARBITRAT/Of\J: Enrollment in
this plan constitutes an agreement to have
any issue of medical malpractice decided by
neutral arbitration and waiver of any right to
a JUry or court trial.
.\10:\JTHLY RATES FOR THIS PLA'J ARE
SHOW.\J 0:\J the plan rate page. !See Table
oi Contents!.

I

NWORKSHEET
costs when receiving services

current health plan with your cost

if and to th£> extent services are me·a,.~;wrv necessary, provided, arranged and
for services by non-participating
and providers except in an
aul'horriz<•d by the health plan.
HEAlS COST

PRESENT PLAN

NONE

$

NO CHARGE

$

Semr-private room with no limit on days. Pma!e room

prescrihed by your PERSO'.iAL (.ARt PHYSIUAN

NO CHARGE

$

$15 ~r

$

visit

NO CHARGE

~

NO CHARGE

$

NO CHARGE

$

NO CHARGE
out of hospital) when

by
NO CHARGE

$

NO CHARGE

$

NO CHARGE
NO CHARGE

$

NO CHARGE

$

--,--~---

$
$

$15 per visit

$

20% of the cost

$

$

$

s
$

s
$
$
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$15 ~r visit

$

$

$

SUPPLEMENT TO MEDICARE PLAN

COVERS THE BAY AREA!

I

WE MAKE IT EASY. - HealthAmerica of California (formerly Rockridge Healthplan) has
provided comprehensive, personalized, quality health care to residents
of the Bay Area since 1974.

We're available 24 hours a day, 7
a
365
a year to
answer your
help you
solve problems and take care of you
away if you should become ilL
You can choose to receive your
care at any one of 13 medical offices, and in an emergency you're
rn\!PI'Prl anywhere in the world!

Our medical team is made up of
highly qualified professionals who
have been thoroughly evaluated by
their colleagues and the medical
directors before their selection. So
the doctor you choose has been
chosen very carefully.

CARE ABOUT YOUR
BEfORE
GET SICK! _ __

If you should need hospitalization,
you can feel secure knowing we
what many consider the bPst
hospitals in the Bay Area: Merritt
Peralta Medical Center and Children's Hospital Medical Center in
Oakland; Pacific Presbyterian
Medical Center and Children's
Hospital of San Francisco; Peninsula
Hospital in Burlingame and Mills
Hospital in San Mateo. We also use
Alta Bates Hospital in Berkeley, St.
luke's Hospital in San Francisco,
Providence Hospital in Oakland
and Alameda Hospital for selected
procedures.

serv1ces, such as
and adult check-ups, nuand an extensive
of free
education·
designed to teach you
how to stay healthy and to take care
you should become ill.
The HealthAmerica Service Area is
composed of the following communities: Alameda, Albany, Belmont,
Brisbane, Burlingame,
Castro Valley, Colma, Daly
Cerrito, El Granada, El SoEmeryville, Foster City, Half
Moon Bay, Hillsborough, KensingLa Honda, Menlo
Montara, Moraga,
C\1kl,md, Orinrld, Pa.
l'wd mont, Pmole, R<>dwood
Richmond, Sdn Bruno, San
San Francisco, San Leandro,
Lorenzo, San Mateo, San Pablo
South San Francisco.

WE'RE PERSONAl! _ _
We keep our facilities smdll, perc,onalized ,Jnd < omiort,1biP. You will
h,IVP

your own fWr'>on.ll Pnrn.1ry

Cm• Phy'>lcian who knows you,
who cares, who will listen and who
has available the resources of our
'"hole organization, including a
of more than 600 referral
.;,pee~ai~Sts m all maJor field'i.

Enrol~:~;~~~~:·~::•:~~-~tut"

an agreement to have any issue of
medical malpractice decided by
neutral arbitration and waiver of
any right to a jury or court trial.

The monthly cost for HealthAmerica
membership covers virtually every
kind of medical care you'll ever
need, including:
..- UNLIMITED OFFICE VISITS
& HOSPITALIZATION
v MATERNITY CARE
..- FAMILY PLANNING
..- VISION CARE
v PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
..- AlCOHOL & DRUG ABUSE
SERVICES
..- MENTAl HEALTH SERVICES
v 24-HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICES
..- ACUPUNCTURE SERVICES
v DISCOUNTS AT
SElECTED HEAlTH CLUBS
v UNliMITED-VISIT
CHIROPRACTIC PROGRAM
AVAILABLE

WE COVER
THE BAY AREA! _ _ __
You can receive your care at any
one of our 13 conveniently located
health centers:
San Francisco
2469 Mission St.
2252 Fillmore St.
141 Leland Ave.
131 Steuart St.
1235 Taraval St.
Alameda

Oakland
420 40th St.
2647 E. 14th St.
Burlingame
1720 El Camino Real
San Mateo
One Baywood Ave.
SOl So. <,hon· W(•<,t So. San Frandsco
Albany
472 Grand Ave.
828 San Pablo Ave. Daly City
1500 Southgate -\\e.

MONTHLY RATES ARE liSTED ON THE PLAN RATE PAGES (SEE TABLE
OF CONTENTS).

II
1

.
1

The information on these pages
pertaining to HealthAmerica is only
a summary of some of the benefits
and provisions of this plan. For
detailed information regarding the
benefits, provisions, exclusions,
limitations of this plan, refer to

the plan's Booklt•t-Certificate (Evidence of Coverage) which is available through your Health Benefits
Officer or from the plan at the address listed on Address and Phone
Number page (see Table of Contents).

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON HOW YOU CAN BECOME A HEAlTHAMERICA MEMBER CAll US AT
800-648-0004 OR (415) 527-2320.
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• WOODSIDE MEDICAL CENTER
3201 Del Paso Boulevard
Sacramento, CA 95815

A VALLEY HI CENTER
7601 Ttmberlake Way. Swte 103
Sacramento. CA 95828

444-9160
10 IMPORT ANT REASONS
WHY YOU SHOUlD CONSIDER JOINING HEALTHCARE
II Comprehensive medical care at a predictable cost

II Access to urgent care 24 hours a day, every day

II 4 convenient primary office locations in
Sacramento

II Emergency care covered worldwide
II Preventive services and health education programs

II You choose a personal primary care
II Top-notch specialist care coordinated
primary care physician
II Sutter Memorial and Sutter General
for all non-ernergpncy admissions

your

II No deductibles for this comprehensive package of
benefits
II No claim forms

care

MONTHlY RA HS ARE liSTED ON THE PlAN RATE PAGES (See Table of Contents).
The information on these pages pertaining to Healthcare is only a
of some of the benefits and provisions of this plan. For
information regarding the benefits, provisions, exclusions,
and limitations of this plan, refer to the plan's Booklet-Certificate
(Evidence of Coverage) which is available through PERS Health
Benefits Division or from the plan at the address listed on Address
and Phone Number page (see Table of Contents).

Binding Arbitration: Enrollment in Healthcare constitutes an
agreement to have any issue of medical malpractice decided by
neutral arbitration and waiver of any right to a jury or court trial.

A Federally Qualified Health Maintenance Organization.
SUPPlEMENT TO MEDICARE PlAN

BENEFITS AND COVERAGES (Partial list)
Supplement to Medicare Plan
these services and benefits are available only in the Service Area and

a Healthcare Physician. All such services must be received at a hospital,
health facility designated by a Healthcare Physician.
COVERED SERVICES

MEMBER PAYS

services- All medical services, including diagnosis and
surgical procedures, emergency care and preventive services
care on referral- Including diagnostic consultation, short-term
services, long-term management of specific health problems.
laboratory tests; short-term physical therapy; allergy testing
materials; casts and dressings; minor surgery; injected

No Charge

services, including consultations and operations; semiprivate room
nursing care; anP>thetist servicP\
room; intensive care; cardiac care; drug~ and medicines;
casts; blood transfusions, if blood is replaced
tests; X-ray and isotope therapy; inhalation therapy; shorttherapy

No Charge

calendar year, including room and board, general nursing,
drugs, medicines, injections and supplies

No Charge

and diabetic supplies prescribed by a Healthcare Physician, or a
whom a member has been referred by a Healthcare Physician,
at pharmacies located within the Healthcare centers.
when medically necessary within the Service Area if authorized by a
Physician

No Charge
No Charge

No Charge
No Charge

$2 per
prescription
No Charge
No Charge

care includes prenatal nutrition counseling, instruction in the
hospital care, medical services including Caesarean secX-ray and laboratory services, and medications
nutritional counseling for specific health problems, e.g.
arthritis and chronic gastrointestinal disorders, prenatal
and nutritional information
classes on weight management, smoking cessation, CPR,
pediatric selfcare, hypertension, etc

No Charge

No Charge

Reasonable
Charge

$10 each exam
benefits are provided for emergency care when authorized by
except authorization is not required in an extreme
hereunder are limited to treatment which, in the judgment of the
will result in significant improvement of the member's
of two months, beginning with the first treatment.

No Charge

No Charge

$10 each visit
No Charge
No Charge
of prescribed inpatient care each year.
prescription by a Healthcare Physician, up to 20
health visits are provided each calendar year
services are limited to crisis intervention. Care for mental health
a chronic nature, or conditions, which require long-term
covered.

t

No Charge
$10 each for
first 5 visits;
$25 each
for visits 6-20

WITH PHYSiCIANS TO PROVIDE SERVICES TO HEALTHCARE MEMBERS INCLUDING
N CONSULT ANT PHYSICIANS TO PROVIDE SPECIAlTY SERVICES TO HEAl THCARE
STATE THAT SHOULD HEAL THCARE FAIL TO PAY THE CONTRACTING PROVIDERS,
fOR ANY SUMS OWED BY HEAl THCARE. SHOULD HEAL THCARE NOT PAY A
MEMBER MAY BE LIABLE FOR THE COST OF SERVICES.
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ILY.

Star ma~eates crty· 1n wtnch HGl Prov1dets are 1ndicated
Actual numbers of ProVIderS can be obtained by retenng to dwectory

From San luis Obispo to Mission Viejo, there're more than 300 private family-practice
physicians, 1,000 specialists and 80 hospitals
choose from.

to
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HEALTHGROUP INTERNATIONAL
A tederally.qualified

HMO serving the residents of Los Angeles, Orange, Santa Barbara,
counties. Principal benefits and coverage and copayments required.

nrn,~.~>-nr;t.rtu-..
'U'Uli:IUV

HGI participating providers. HGI will not reimburse mf.'mbers for S<'rvices rendered by other
HGI.
CHARGE TO YOU
'"'''..,.'~"'"

No Charge

CARE: 365 days each calendar year
• All medically necessary services
:,en1!1lf!Vatte accomodations
care units (e.g., ICU, CCU)
room when determined

No
No Charge

mENDED CARE:

• 100
• In physicran's office

home (if physician determines necessary)
• In
or skill<"<! nursing facility
• Consul!atr<m S<'rviu.s in or out of the

inhalation therapy (sbort term)
devKe;, rent.JI or purcha"'' of durable m<><kal equipment

No
No
No
No

Charge
Charge
Chargf'
Cha~~-

No
No
No
No
No
No

Charg<•
Charg<·
Charge
Charge
Chorge

No
No
• Outpatient crisis intervention and short-term evaluative mental health services
exceed 20 visits in any contract year.
care up to 14 days of psychiatric hospitalization each contract year.
days
including detoxification on an inpatient or outpatient basis,

$20.00/visit
No Charge
Member
50% of
Member
50% of
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No
No

• Tubal ligation
• IUD

16

No Charge
No Chaf);e
No
No

Consultations for weight loss, stop smoking, expectant parents preparation, disease
and
management, allergy control. nutrition education, etc.

Em~-:y

care is that care required for the alleviation of severe pain or the immediate
and treatment of an unforseen medical condition, which, if not immediately
and treated could lead to further disability or death. These services sbould be
HGI Family Physician or HGI unless !be emerg<>rr<Y b such that th<'
to contact tbeir HGI Family Physician or HGI.
Eml"'§encyCare
Em""'""'""' Care
!be HGI Service Area)

EmE'!l:MO:Y Treatment is that treatment which does not meet the definition of Emergency
and which is dbtained in an emergency facility.
~ Treatment arranged by your HG! Family Physician or HGI
~ Treatment not arranged by your HGI Family Physician or HGI

No
No

$50.00/Copay
Not Covered

per!aining to HGI constitutes only a summary of some of the benefits and provisions of this Plan. For detailed information
exclusions and limitations of this Plan, refer to the Plan's Evidence of Coverage and Disclosure Form Brochure which
Health Benefits Division, or from:

HEALTHGROUP INTERNATIONAL
Van Nuys Boulevatd, Suite 200, Sherman Oaks, California 91403, 1-&J0-456-4477

Ai!Bl11Vt'I10N: ENROLlMENT IN HGI CONSTITUTES AN AGREEMENT TO HAVE ANY ISSUE OF MEDICAl MAlPRACTICE DECIDED BY NEUTRAl
WAIVER
ANY RIGHT TO A jURY OR COURT TRIAl.
SHOWN ON THE PLAN RATE PAGES (SEE TABLE Of CONTENTS)
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HEALTH NEr A Federally Qualified HMO

Health Plan

The Weii-Balan
The Health Net
Advantages
Health Net balances your
demand for health care that's
expert, convenient and
comprehensive, with your
need for a health plan that's
efficient, easy to use and
affordable. With so many plans
to choose from, it's no wonder
you feel shaky about making
the right choice for your
medical care. Health Net will
help you keep your balance.

Health NetThe Largest Network

•

Health Net, a federally
qualified HMO, provides
services to more than 400,000
members through the largest
network of providers in
Southern California, so you get
instant recognition should you
need emergency treatment
while traveling away from
horne.

Binding Arbitration
Any dispute or controversy
between you or your enrolled
family members and Health
Net or any Participating
Medical Group must be
submitted to binding
arbitration in lieu of the jury
or court trial.
MONTHLY RATES FOR THIS PLAN
ARE SHOWN ON PLAN RATE PAGE

Total Coverage
Health Net is designed to
cover virtually 100% of all
expenses, from check-ups to
treatments at
chosen
Medical Group. Visits to
consultations,
and
minor surgery, hospital and
care are among the

No
No Paperwork Hassles
Health Net coverage starts
no
to satisfy. In
addition, nearly every Health
Net service is at no charge to
the
And, there's no
doctor
to file
services
by your
Medical Group
Hospitals bill us
there is no
about who pays for
what.
The information on these pages
pertaining to Health Net is only a
summary of some of the benefits and
of this Plan. For detailed
"'"'""'"' ..."' regarding the benefits,
exclusions and limitations
this Plan, refer to the Plan's
booklet-certificate (evidence of
coverage) which is available through
PERS Health Benefits Division or from
the Plan at the address listed on the
Address and Phone Number page
(see Table of Contents).

(see Table of Contents).

The Next Generation In Health Care
3

Prescription Drugs
Are Covered
The Health Net plan for
employees includes coverage
for all your prescription
medications for only a $2
charge for each prescription.

More Convenient
Community Locations
Health Net has an extensive
network of over 130 wellestablished medical groups in
los Angeles, Orange, Santa
Barbara, Kern, Imperial,
Ventura, Riverside, San luis
Obispo, San Bernardino and
San Diego Counties. One is
probably in your community.
For the specific names and
locations of the Participating
Medical Groups nearest you
contact us for the Health Net
location map. Be sure to place
the number of your
Participating Medical Group
on the enrollment form when
you join Health Net.

HEALTH NET
Schedule of Covered Services and Co-Payments
THE SERVICES Of THIS PlAN ARE PROVIDED WHEN PERFORMED, PRESCRIBED, DIRECnD OR
AUTHORiZED BY THE PARTICIPATING MEDICAL GROUP (PMG) AS DEnRMINED MEDICALLY NECESSARY

HOSPITAl
SKilLED Unlimited days of care in a semiprivate room with ancillary services
NURSING fACiliTY
Hospitalization for mental conditions, up to 30 days per calendar year
Intensive care
Outpatient services
Blood, blood plasma, blood derivatives, and blood factors

PROFESSIONAl
SERVICES

SURGICAL SERVICES

Visit to physician in Participating Medical Group
Specified immunizations
Injections and injectt>d substances (excluding allergy serum and medication)
Allerg, te>!ing and treatment (excluding serum and medication)
PenodK h(•.Jhh "valuation'
Vt'>~on and hearing examination'
Specialist consultatiom
X-ray and laboratory procedures
Physician visit to hospital or skilled nursing facility (excluding nervous and mental care)
Physician mental health visit to hospital or skilled nursing facility
(30-day limit per calendar year)
Physician visit to member's home (at discretion of Physician)
Nuclear medtcine
Organ transplants (non-experimental and non-investigative)
Prosthesis (replacing body organs)
Hemodialysis

Surgery in hospital or Participating Medical Group
Administration of anesthetics
Surgeon, assistant surgeon, anesthetist

No
No
No
No
No

charge
charge
charge
charge
charge

No charge
No charge
No charge
No charge
No chargE>
No< harg<'
No< h~rgt•
No charge
No charge
No
$10
No
No
No
No
No

charge
charge
charge
charge
charge
charge

No charge
No charge
No charge

EMERGENCY SERVICES An emergency is defined as a sudden, serious and unexpected illness or injury requiring

•

immediate medical attention. It is of the utmost importance that your PMG be contacted
before emergency services are sought. The only permissible exception is if the member is
unable to contact the PMG because of unconsciousness or the catastrophic nature of the
illness or accident and immediate
treatment is essential.
OUT-Of~AREA

If the Participating Medical Group is notified within 48 hours of emergency services being

EMERGENCY SERVICES sought and authorizes care:

Professional services
Ho>pital outpatient >ervin•.,
Hospital inpatr<·nt servites
Paymt'nt for continuing or follow-up emergency care will be made only if provided or
authorized by Participating Medical Group.

No charge
No charge
No charge

II the

Not Covered

Medical

is NOT notified and care is NOT authorized

AMBULANCE
THERAPY

fAMilY PlANNING

Air ambulance

No charge
No

Shon-term physical therapy
Short-term rehabilitation therapy
Short-term

No charge
No charge
No

Pre-natal, normal delivery, Caesarean section, post-natal and newborn care
of pregnancy including therapeutic abortions
abortions
Genetic testing of fetus
Circumcisions for newborns

No
No
$150
No
No

services (excluding in vitro fertilization procedures)
for females
Sterilization lor males

50% charge
$150 charge
$50

mental health consultation
medically necessary by PMG-50-visit limit per calendar year)
and alcorwl abuse acute care/detoxification
social services

HOSPICE CARE

No charge

Elected

by member (certification required)

charge
charge
charge
charge

$20 charge
No charge
No
No charge

HOME HEAlTH CARE

Home health visit (determined medically necessary by PMG)

No charge

HEALTH EDUCATION

Aim For Wellness programs through PMG

No charge•

Must be an essential, sta'ndard medical requirement for exclusive use of patient and
prescribed or authorized by PMG

No charge

DURABlE MEDICAl

•for some special (optional) programs, a nominal charge may apply
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You plan on
Toda}(s
youiloit.
You've worked hard and now you're
ready to enjoy an active retirement The last
thing you want to worry about IS health care
coverage. Now there's a health plan that eliminates those worries-The Health Plan of America.
Our comprehensive coverage takes care of all your
co-insurance and dt>ductibiPs, and includt>s pr( ·ventive
care SPNin•s like routin£> cht_>ckups ,md lab tf'sts. S< l
can ( oncentr<ill' on st.1ying well, not JU~t getting wc•ll.
But just as important, each member can choose a
personal doctor from our statewide network of
physicians. That gives you the freedom to find a
that is both convenient and suited to your special needs.

A Statewide Network of Care.
The Health Plan of America network includes over
of California's finest private physicians and over 40
respected, local hospitals throughout the state.
No matter where you live, from Chico to Los
from Fresno to the Bay Area, our coverage offers
choices and the quality seNices that make health care
an easier part of your life.
You put in a lot of work to earn your retirement.
Choose the health plan that will work just as hard to
you enjoy it-choose The Health Plan of America.

AMERICA
BENEFITS & COPAYMENTS
$5 copayment/visit
100l/o coverage

Routine immumzatlon

100l/o coverage

Allergy treatment
Testing
Administration of

lCK:flin coverage

Well h.1hy (an·

from lmth tu .1gc·!

E.ar and eye <>x. unination<, to agP Hl
MATERNITY CARE·

100% cowragc·

llX)O·o c uvt>rage
1(XJOio coverage

serv1ce~

Hospital servic t>S

Ddiwrv

Caesar~.m sectron
Nursery carP
Complication;,

100l/o coverage

MENTAL HEALTH CARE
2()01(, of physic ran
charges

100% coveragE'

1CJOl/o rr"c<e>r.>O<>
per calendar year)
100/o of charges
100l/o coverage

SKILlED NURSINC FACILITY
'>ervK p<, <i' mPdl(

appn 1VPd

SPlUAl ':>tRVICl'>
TreatmPnt for ak ohol

l(XJO/o coverage
1(~)%

npn•o.,o.,,uv .md

M< •chc

( OVPragP

(short term! 1CXJ<¥o cnveragP

OetrJXIflcation

10(1Yo c overagt•
$1 5 r """""'"''"

rnterventron
Home health care

to hospital)

Physician
Pre>cription

$5 copayment
$20 copayment
$5 copayment

100l/o coverage
health nrr't"''"""'n:.l
$.1/prescription
Plan physician
1CJOl/o coverage

•[xdudes voluntary abortiOns and sterilization
"'ExcludP> b1rth control r•lb

ealth Plan of
AS MODERN AS
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CARE"M

Health
of
A Federally
SERVI

SUPPLEMENT TO
Service Area
Health Plan of the Redwoods provides comprehensive health services to members throughout
Sonoma County.

How HPR Works
The Health Plan of the Redwoods
is a health plan designed to take
care of you and your family's
health care needs. Unlike traditional health insurance, where the
enrollee must seek his own care
and where medical expenses are
reimbursed after receiving medical
attention, HPR provides its
members with comprehensive
coverage through prepaid monthly
premiums. There are minimal outof-pocket expenses for covered
health services with HPR.

A Physician
As a member of the Health Plan
the Redwoods, you will have
opportunity to select a
physician from a list
the Plan. Following
ment of this
Care

and arrange for medical
services as necessary. In the
that

As a member of Health
you are as"ured
to medicJI cne on J 2..f-hour

HPR members receive care from
contracting Plan physicians of their
choice and are treated at their
physicians' offices. Care is personally coordinated by each
member's selected physician.
Hospitalization takes place in local
community hospitals.

No Claim Forms
HPR members receive no bills for
health services. There are no claim
iorms or deductibles with HPR.

Toward Preventive Medicine
Preventing routirw illne"" from
becoming maJor illne<;s is orw o1
HPR's goals. Emphasis ;, placed on
identifying, diagnosing and treating
medical problems before they
become serious. The full range
of HPR benefits and services are
designed to keep members in
good health.

CLAIMS rOR MONEY
FOR BODilY INIURY, MEN
DIS1 URBANCE OR DEATH
lNG OUT OF THE ALLEGED
RENDITION OF OR FAILURE
RENDER SERVICES BY PLAN
SICIANS OR OTHER PERSON
OR FACILITIES MUST BE SUBMITTED TO BINDING ARBITRATiON
INSTEAD OF A COURT TRIAL
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MEMBER
PAYS

PPlEMENT TO MEDICARE PLAN
accommodations and all medically necessary services while hospitalized.
services for surgery.
emergency care for illness or injury.

NO CHARGE
NO CHARGE
NO CHARGE
NO CHARGE

services when medically necessary.
care when medically necessary and prescribed by your physician.

NO CHARGE
NO CHARGE

in hospital. Participating physician consultation services in hospital.
Assistant Surgeon, Anesthesiologist.
(out of hospital).
office visits.

NO CHARGE
NO CHARGE
$4/visit
$4/visit
$10/visit
NO CHARGE
NO CHARGE

$4.00
$1.00/injection
$5/visit
NO CHARGE

Speech therapy, Occupational therapy.
Durable medical equipment.

NO CHARGE
50% of charges
any contract year (for evaluation and crisis interven-

""'"·""""r"' shall be defined as treatment directed toward alleviation of an
condition {or the exacerbation of pre-t!xisting condition) by shortto reduce impairment or disability.
Benefit
and hospital psychiatric care up to a lifetime maximum

in a participating licensed medical facility for diagnosis and treatconditions which are the result of abuse of alcohol or drugs, includ-

to a maximum
payment of
$40/visit
NO CHARGE

NO CHARGE

services (HPR is not responsible for payment of referred services).

$4/visit

planning/infertility studies and/or sterilization.

NO CHARGE
NO CHARGE
NO CHARGE

ovr,c.rnlr"'''··'' exam (female enrollees 18 and over).

birth to two years of age (eight visits).
immunizations.

NO CHARGE
50°/o of charges
to a maximum
payment of
$25/exam

each 5 years)
{1 visit each 2 years)

50% of charges
to a maximum
payment of
$4/prescription

from HPR participating pharmacies.
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Inpatient:

NO CHARGE

Outpatient:

NO CHARGE

Has Private, Personal
Physician Care And
Comprehensive
Coverage

-

-...
and

As an Inland Health Plan Member you'll receive all these
You select your own private doctor
from a wide range of participating
physicians.
There are over 57 5 primary care
physicians to select from,
supported by over 1,000
specialists.

local physicians in their own
offices and hospitals.
You will receive medical care
from local community physicians
and local hospitals in the heavily
populated areas of Orange, San
Bernardino, Riverside and eastern
Los Angeles Counties.

Comprehensive coverage.
See the chart on the following
page for covered services.

No claim forms for routine health
care.
Each member receives a
personalized identification card.

No hidden cosh.

< dH' tor,

There is no financial barrit'r to
ht•alth care. Deductibles.
out-of-pocket and extra costs are
at minimal levels.

Convenience.

tlw

Preventive care.
Our program includes
care such as immunizations,
checkups, well-baby care, vision
and hearing examinations and
diagnostic tests.

Worldwide emergency coverage.
Comprehensive emergency
coverage when
outside
the service area.

populated areas of
San
Bernardino, Riverside, and
Los
Counties. And our
health care
and

Personal and responsive service.
Inland Health Plan serves the
heavily populated areas of
San Bernardino, Riverside, and
Counties. That
eastern Los
means we care about as well

Information on these pages pertaining tu the Inland Health Plan is only a summary of some of the benefits and
provisions of this Plan. For detailed information regarding the benefits, provisions, exclusions and limitations of this Plan,
refer to the Plan's Booklet-Certificate (Evidence of Coverage) which is available through the PERS Health Benefits
Division or from the Plan by calling 800-24 7-5 72 7 or 714-824-1968.

Binding Arbitration.
Enrollment in this plan
constitutes an agreement to h.h e
any issue of medical malpractice
decided by neutral arbitration and
waiver of any right to a jury or
court trial.

A Federally Quali

ntenance 0

INLAND HEALTH PL.AN
The care of a private physician • The coverage of an HMO.
P.O. Box 50035, San Bernardino, California 92412 800 247-5730

MONTHlY RATES ARE LISTED ON THE PlAN RATE PAGES
(See table of contents).
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ization

ND HEALTH PLAN BENEFITS
visits

You pay $3.00 each
officP visit.

surgPon care, room and board, intensive care, coronary
cardiac surgery, dialysis, radiation therapy, cathode ray
t!wrapy, diagnmti< lah test;, and othPr hospitdl
room, drugs, X-ray, ldb ;upplie' and
and administration of blood or blood derivatives.
care, 24 hours a day, for any emergency

laboratory test, X-ray exams, physical, occupational and
for treatment of acute conditions expected to result in
improvement in 60 days, and other outpatient hospital

and drug abuse services, including diagnosis and treatment, on
Regular hospital benefits apply for hospital care.

PlAN COVERS IN FULL
You pay nothing.

You pay $15.00 eath
visit

PlAN COVERS IN FULL
You pay nothing.

You pay $3.00 each
office visit.

You pay $1 5 each exam.
You pay $25 each exam.
ped1atric and adult immunizations, examination for
the need for vision or hearing correction for members

You pay $3.00 each
office visit

services lor mother and child, including prenatal care, all
delivery {including complications and Ct>sarean
<
lor newhorn infdnh during mothpr<,
and postnatdl ear!'

You pay $3.00 each
offiCE' visit ALL

planning services, including genetic counseling.

H R

OSTS '\RE PAlO

You pay $3.00 each
office visit

50% of all costs are
covered.

PlAN COVERS IN FULL
You pay nothing.
Regular benefib apply
after $1
copayment

of pregnancy.

days during any calendar year for psychiatric

PlAN COVERS IN FULL
You P?Y nothing.

treatment for 20 vi>il'> during any c alt>ndar year.

You pa¥ }20 each
offir I' VI"L

You pay 20% alter
meeting $25.00
calendar year deductible.
prostht>tic devices such as artificial limbs, and the
of durable medical equipment such as

facility services for 100 days per calendar year.

PlAN COVERS IN FULL
You pay nothing.

PlAN COVERS IN FULL
You pay nothing.
You pay $3.00 each
office visit

treatment services.

Local ambulance services when medically necessary.

PlAN COVERS IN FULL
You pay nothing.

prescribed ·or directed by a participating physician
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You pay S5.00 each

Premium

withaL

alt Car
•
m1u

No payroll deductions for state employees!
IPM Health Plan offers a comprehensive package of fully paid
benefits including hospitalization,
surgery, maternity, well-baby care
and allergy testing and treatment.
IPM covers you in an emergency
no matter where in the world you
are.
Best of all, IPM's emphasis
on preventive cdre covPrs in full
annual or routine check-ups and
unlimited visits to the doctor's
office.
You get your choice of medical group and family doctor from
IPM's 16 locations in Alameda,
Contra Costa and Solano Counties.
You won't have an out of pocket
copayment for seeing your doctor.
And you won't be bothered with
claim forms. There are no deductibles either.
Sound good? CaiiiPM today
toll-free at 1 800 554-3110 for more
informdtion on IPM's PERS pl,m.
Binding Arbitration: Enrollment
in this plan constitutes an agreement to have any issue of medical
malpractice decided by neutral
arbitration dnd waiver of ,my right
to a jury or court tridl.

IPM Health Plan
100 Corporate Place
Vallejo, CA 94590
The Institute for
Preventive Medicine
A federally qualified health
maintenance organization.
Serving Alameda, Contra Costa,
Solano and parts of Napa and
Yolo Counties.
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Medicare Hospital Coverage (Part A)
per benefit period, up to
for covered services and supplies for
approved confinements. Pays for
90 additional days except for daily
<ovPr(•d <h.ugP> in lull for firs! 20 d.Jy\
.!It' dflfHOVPd < onfirwnwnl. I'Jy~ for
.tddillon.ll d<~y'> ('H <'pi for d.1ily

Medicare Medical Cove'rage (Part B)
a $75 calendar year deductibiP, MPdi80'X, of" reasonable charge>" for
shown below

IPM Health Plan
Supplement to Medicare Plan
IPM covers in full Medicare deductibles
for each benefit period and copayments
for additional Medicare approved days at
a plan facility
Full coverage for copayments on additional Medicdrt' ap1novt•d day~ wht•n
approved by IPM
IPM Health Plan
Supplement to Medicare Plan
There are no dl"ductibles. !PM covers 100');,
oi charges (in excess of any copaymenls
listed) regardless of what Medicare would
have allowed as long as IPM facilities are
used

deductible, pays 100'X, for Home
Services and 80% of reasonable
for the following:

No deductible. IPM covers 100% of
charges regardless of what Medicare
would have allowed as long as approved
byiPM:

x-rays & laboratory exams

Covered in full when approved by IPM

hospital services of all kinds

Covered in full when approved by IPM
Covered in full when approved by IPM

ambulance
or purchase of medical appliances
whpelchdirs

Covered in full when approved by IPM
Cove-red in full when approved by IPM

1.1l llfnih, <'YP'>, PI<.

Covered in full. Includes ldboratory dnd
x-ray procedures when provided at an IPM
facility
to 100 visits each calendar year, following
of hospitalization under Part A.
provide another 100 visits
calendar year

Medically necessary home health care
services provided upon the approval of an
IPM physician or a consulting physician.
No limit
Routine eye examinations (refractions) for
eyeglasses provided at IPM facility covered
in full

covered

lifetime hospital coverage under
to Medicare limitation and
charges with annual limit

Inpatient: 190 days lifetime covered in full
when approved by IPM
Outpatient: 20 outpatient visits per calendar year covered in full when approved
by IPM for members with Medicare Part A.
Additional visits for members with Part B
up to annual Medicare limit of $250

B

covered

Outpatient: $2 charge per prescription
issued by Plan physician and filled at Plan
affiliated pharmacy

furnished during

Inpatient: Drugs covered in full

to !PM Health Plan is only a summary of some of the benefits and provisions of
the benefits, provisions, exclusions and limitations of this plan, refer to the
Coverage) which is available through your Health Benefits Officer or from the plan
Phone Number page (see Table of Contents). Monthly rates are listed on the Plan
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I<AJSER PERMANENTE
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan. Inc.
Northern California Region

Selecting the Right Health Plan for You

·--·--
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o ......... c.-- ...
01'111.- ........ ~ ...

Special Emergency and
Care Services.
With Kai~er you know you can
get medical care when it is needed. All of our hospitals offer
24-hour emergency care. And
when illness or injury occurs, our
combination of phone mPdical adviet• .md -,amp-day urgent c,up appomtrnt•nh .l'>'>Ur<''> p1ompt lllt'dit o~l
.tttl'nt ion.

Easily Scheduled Routine
Appointments.
Planning your routine rnedicc~l
care is easy since you can
schedule check-ups for your~elf
well in advance by telephone
or maiL

• Comprehensive Care
We provide every service needed
to help get you well and stay
well.
Kdiser Permanente Medic.tl Centers and Offices

You have a choice of many
different health plans. How do
you make the right selection for
you?
First, ask yourself what you expect from a health plan. Quality
care? A full range of benefits? Low
out-of-your pocket expenses? Convenient medical care when you
need it? Kaiser Foundation Health
Plan provides all this and more.
That's why we're the number one
health care program in California.
We think if you compare our
benefits, quality, and cost, we'll be
your number one choicP a~ well.

• Convenience
Twenty-seven locations to serve
you.
Kaiser has 2 7 hospitals and
medical oifices located throughout
the Sacramento. San loaquin
\ .1lley, ,md S.m Frdnci~co Bay
areas and more are in the
planning.

Whether you experience a lifethreatening emergency, a minor ace ident, need a routine check-up or
Wdnt information on how to stay
he<1lthy
with Kai~er you're
coverPd. And, a-, long as you'rp d
Kaiser member, you needn't worry
about your coverage ending upon
reaching a "maximum" number of
doctor vi'>ib or hospital days ior
medical conditions.

Kaiser service area in
enroll in our

Binding Arbitration
CI.Jims for money
per5unal
dec~th
of thP

Specialty care available.
Virtually every field of
care is available within Kaiser.
When needed, your per5onal
physician can readily draw on the
special expertise required to treat
your medical prohiPrn.

full hospitalization is included in
your coverage.
There i~ no limit on the nurnbt>r
ho~pitJI days for
medical care pre~cribed by your
Plan physician. "Covered" means
no charge for you for the room, including intensive and cardiac care;
~urgeon, physician, and nursing
'"rv1ces; drug'> and nwdicine.
L1boratory and X-ray services are
.Jiso provided at no charge.

of covered

pages
Plan
of the
of this
Plan. For detailed information
the
and limitatiom
this
refer to the
BookletCertificate
which is available
Hedith Benefits Officer or
the
Plan at the address listed on A.ddress and Phone Number page
hee Table of Contents).
Monthly rate-., are li,ted on the
Pldn Rate pdges (see Tdble of
Content~).

~

I<AISER PERMANENTE
Katser Foundation Health Plan. Inc.
Northern Califorma Reg1on

Covered Services

Member Pays
No charge

""'"''"""' I<;IJ(>ratm·v tests • X·rays • X-ray and isotope therapy • usls
injections • administered medications • specified immunizations

No charge

th<>rapy • inhalation therapy • preventive services
check-ups
~~-. . ~-~-

.........

-----~~~--~~

No charge

..---·~~~~~~~--~--·-·----·~--~--~-----

---------

No charge
======================================~-=---
'%1!rllf''"" services, including consultations and operations
No charge
• anesthetists' services •
nursing • operating
care • cardiac care •
No charge
No
No charge
lenses every 24 months or at any time vision changes by at
contact lenses are available in lieu of regular lenses

No charge
No charge

once every 24 months from a specified selection of styles
to a 34-day supply) obtained at Kaiser pharmacies
requires a prescription)

$1 per prescription

__--_-_ ---=== ===----=

::::--::=;=:=:==·=:=-=~============--====-=:========-=-==--:-=-=-=-- ---------~·---·--~-·----

No charge

No charge
No charge
im>atierlt services each calendar year. (Care for
m<'dir·alllv require the care or supervision of a
not covered.)

No charge

No charge
to removal of the toxic substance(s) from the system.
medicine and rehabilitative services of limited duration
!'O!Jmlatlon Rehabilitation Center in Vallejo.
covered under Medicare that are prescribed or directed

No charge
No charge

No charge

to correct a significant disfigurement resulting from an accident or surgery are
Equipment, prosthetic devices and braces as defined in the Kaiser Evidence of Coverage.
St•rvit t•.: ln-An•,J: p.1ymenl

j, flrovidt-d for t h.~rgt•• for t•nwrgt•m y wrvitt• il
a Kai~er f,l(:ilily would t.au~e .1 deldy likely to result in death, seriou' di>abilily,
to !he member's condition. Out-of-Area: payment for services received !rom nonis limited to emergency service expenses required before the member's medical
transfer or travel to the nearest Kaiser facility lor care. The amount otherwise payable for
oul-ol-a:rea emergency services is reduced by any amounts paid or payable under any medical
program, except Medicaid.
benefit program or

lo
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embers
re for you!
• Experience and Quality

and No

Kaiser Permanente physicians are
comirlered among the top in their
field. All physicians applying to Kaiser Permanente must be board certified or eligible, and our physiciam
,JI~o (kvolt> about 200 hour~ ,1 ye<1r in
<ontinuing education. About h.1lf of
our physicians also teach at first-rate
medical 'iChools such as UCLA, USC
and UCSD. And we're experienced.
We've been providing high quality
care for more than 40 years.

Can I have my
own doctor?
Yes. When you join Kaiser Permanente, you are encouraged to
t",tdbli~h yourself with a per'iondl
phy~ici,m who Cdn coordinate all tht>
c.m• you ,md your I.Jmi ly m<~y JH'l'<L

Binding Arbitration- You must
'iubmit to binding arbitration any
claims for personal injury, mental
disturbance or death arising out of
the provision of or failure to provide
services by Kaiser Permanente personnel or fdci lities.
in defini•1g
Service Area:
the Escondrdo
Clrl~b,~d

MPrii-

1111

ll~

I<AISER
PERIVIANENTE
Southern Cailforn1a

Of course, you and your
are
not restricted to the use of
one of
our physicians and facilities. You may
receive care at any of our facilities
including those located in other

What if I have an

emergency?
Emergency services are available 24
hours a
a week at all nme
Southern California Medical Centers.
When you travel outside Southern
C1lifornia where a Kaiser Permanente facility is not
to
you, you have worldwide emergency
coverage at non-Kaiser Permanente
facilities for unforeseen illnesses or

The information on these
pertaining to the Ka1ser South
is
only a summary of some of the
benefits and provisions of this Plan.
For detailed information regarding
the benefits, provisions, exclusions
and limitations of this Plan. refer to
the Plan's booklet-certificate
(evidence of coverage) which is available through PERS Health Benefits
Divi~ion, or from the Plan at the adOH'~s shown on the AddrPss and
Phorw IMi:W h<'P T,1ble (Jf ContPnts).
,\\onthly rdtt''> dre -,hown on
Plan
R<~te pages (see Table of Contents).
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efits (Medicare)
your Kaiser Permanen!e benefits when
or directed by a Permanenle

No charge
---1\JoNocharge
No charge
No charge

As
a Permanente
physician and obtained in a Kaiser
Permanente

t\' pn·'r rifH·d
l'(•rmarwnlt·
idn and obtalfwd at <1 KdiSN
PPrrnanPnte Optir al

No

$5 each
No
No charge

No charge

a Permanente

by a Permanente
and obtained at a source
by Kaiser Permanente

See the Disclosure Form/Evidence of
""'"""'"'"' for a complete description of
ma•ro<mr-v
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Ser.;ices" benefit

•••

Supplement to Medicare
CHOICE
\9

members choose
own Lifeguard
participating primary care
physician from
lifeguard's list of
Family Practitioners, General
Practitioners,
Internists or
Gynecologists/Obstetricians.

and
best meets your needs.

., Your lifeguard participating
primary care physician will
coordinate your medical
needs and refer you to a
lifeguard participating
specialist when specialized
medical services are
necessary.

W Over 2,400 participating
physicians are available
throughout the service
offering you a wide choice
participating physician
locations. lifeguard
are located in their
group, or multispecialty
offices. You, and each
The information on these pages pertaining to lifeguard
a summary of some of the benefits and
of this plan. for detailed information
regarding the benefits, provisions, exclusions, and
limHations of th1s plan, refer to the plan's Booklet~
Certificate {Evidence of Coverage) which is avaiiable
through PERS Health Benefits Division or from the plan
ut th"" Jddre-o;s listed on AddrPss Jnd Phone Number
pcige (see fable of Contents)

... he
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•"
• No
Forms!
BINDING
THIS PLAN CONSTITUTES
ENROllMENT
AGREEMENT TO HAVE ANY ISSUE
MEDICAL
NEUTRAL AR!HT!l'AT!nl\l
MAlPRACTiCE DECIDED
AND WAIVER Of ANY RIGHT TO A jURY
TRIAL

COST TO YOU

6S

& SOUTHERN

E MAXICARE CHOICE
have to meet a deductible

chance your present doctor
is
a part of the Maxicare
You and each member of your
have your own choice of
up for either our
Network or a ~~·--

I

- HOW TO ENROLl- ==:J

Ask your Health Benefits Officer for a
Maxicare brochure for the locations of
the Doctor's participating in the
Based Network and for the locations of
the Medical Groups. Benefits nrn111m>n
are listed on the following page

BINDING ARBITRATION

For Further Information,
assistance in selecting your
physician, phone the Maxicare Consumer

~Medical Group
New Hospitals
& PhySicians

mOXICOre
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J

MEET YOUR
EEDS.
per benefit period, up to 60 days for
services and supplies for Medicare-approved
rnnitl!u,mt>nt<
for up to 90 additional days except
in full for first 20 days of MedicarePays for up to 80 additional days

reasonable charges

maxi care

™

MAXICARE SUPPLEMENT TO MEDICARE PlAN
Maxicare covers in full Medicare deductibles for each
1 benefit period and co-payments for additional Medicare! approved days

Full coverage for co-payments on additional Medicareapproved days
MAXICARE SUPPLEMENT TO MEDICARE PlAN
There are no deductibles. Maxicare covers 100% of
1 charges (in excess of any co-payments listed) regardless of
what Medicare would have allowed as long as Maxicare
facilities are used.
No charge office visits. $5 charge each home visit
No charge for physician visits in the hospital
No charge for
operation>

No deductible. Maxicare covers 100% of charges
regardless of what Medicare would have allowed as long
as Maxicare facilities are used
, Covered in full
Covered in full
Covered in full
Covered in full

I
I
ICovered in full
calendar year, following at least 3
under Part A Part B benefits
each calendar year

Up to 100 visits each calendar year, following at least 3
days of hospitalization under Part A of Medicare. Part B
benefits provide another 100 visits each calendar year.
Routine eye examinations (refractions) for eyeglasses
provided at no charge.

Maxicare Pian is only a summary of some of the benefits and nrrnn<•nn<
orov!SIJ::ms. exclusions and limitations of the Plan, refer to the Plan's ooc»<ier-cenmrcare 1
Division or from the Plan at the address shown on Address and Phone

you use Maxicare providers
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'

A HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION

The following
are offered to
our members at NO CHARGE.
• Physical Examinations
Office Visits
• Prescription Drugs
• Lab & X-rays
• Hospitalization
• Surgery
• Emergency Care
• Chiropractic Care

Center
• Diabetic and Cardiac

,
,v ... r""' ... which is
through your Health Benefits
or from the Plan listed on
zmd phone number pages
of contents).

• Eas! Miss1on

(619) 283-6464

Med1cal Center

• Crossmont Park fJmily Practice

Medical Group
• South Bay-Uptown Medical

PEAK HOSPITAlS
Hospital
• Palomar Memorial Hospital
Memoria!

• Pomerado Hospital
• Grossmont Hospital

• Mercy Hospital & Medical Center
.1\iernon.JI
• H.Jy llmplt.ll

MPdH dl ( 'pnlpr
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t

Peak~Pian

t

A HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION

*formerly Protective Health Providers

lOCATION

COVERED BENEFITS

MEMBER PAYS

PEAK Health Center

All visits to PEAK physicians
Referral consultation, diagnosis & treatment by PEAK specialists
Periodic health evaluations & preventive care
Laboratory, x-ray, EKG & other diagnostic services
Maternity care including doctor's normal care of the mother before,
during, and six weeks after delivery
• Newborn, well child & pediatric care
• Hearing & vision tests for children through age 17
• immunization~
----------------• Voluntary family planning services:
-Vasectomy & tubal ligation
-Elective abortion
-Family planning counseling
• Ambulatory care & rehabilitative services, including physical, speech
& occupational therapy
• Mental health care which includes care for alcoholism and drug abuse
(up to 20 visits per contract year as ordered by PEAK physician)
• Care for urgPnl problem~ (day or night)
• Medical social services
• Health education services
• Corrective appliances & durable medical equipment
• Eye refractions
• Standard eyeglasses, one pair per member per contract year
• Prescribed drugs
• Unlimited days for semi-private room & board including intensive
care unit
All

No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge

•
•
•
•

1

'

PEAK Pharmacies
PEAK Affiliated Hospital

No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge

duty nursing when prescribed by a
physical & respiratory therapy
• Administration of whole blood & blood plasma
by PEAK physicians including radiation
• All services
therapy
• CarP for lifP-thrPa!Pnin~ emNg<>n< i<>~ or wlwn .lllthori?(•d by .1 Pf AK

r--~--:----------1---- _!'_!.:_pit ;,l!l
•
In Your Home
(In PEAK Service Area)

• Care for life-threatening emergency illness or accidental injury
• When approved by PEAK or as an emergency service
• Home care services (diagnostic treatment & nursing) when arranged
by a PEAK
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No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
No

No Charge
No Charge
No Charge

edical Group
MONTHLY RATES ARE
ON THE PLAN RATE
PAGES (SEE TABLE Of

CONTENTS)
HEAlTH CARE CENTERS
centers are
the subscribers and members in the
Ross loos Medical
Plan

A
between
is the
administrative
key to health care
in our
network of over 500 full-time
physicians and 3,000 health care
professionals and support staff
the Southern California
area.
team concept of medical
administration involves senior
management, regional and local
and administrative
practicing
management as well
1n
well
manner. Staff physicians'
are enhancE>d by their
close association with other skilled
in a full
health care

is

•

los Angeles, Orange, Riverside and
San Bernardino Counties

(714) 623-6981
Pomona
887 E. Second St, 91766
Santa Ana
(714) 835-4850
2435 N. Grand Av, 92701

Burbank
(818) 842-7181
2150 N. Glenoaks Blvd., 91504

Torrance
(213) 539-6670
3333 Skypark Dr., 90505

Canoga Park
(818) 888-3120
7111 Winnetka Ave., 91306

Upland
(714) 946-7761
1382 E. Foothill Blvd., 91786

El Monte
(818) 579-6010
10454 E. Valley Blvd., 91731

West Covina
(818) 960-2711
1300 S. Sunset Av., 91791

EISegundo
(213)~1200
909 N. Sepulveda Blvd., 90245

West los Angeles
(213) 478-6571
1'1275 W. Olympic Blvd., 90064

Fountain Valley
(714) 963-9494
10900 Warner Av, Suite 101, 92708

Westminster
(714) 891-5441
14501 Magnolia St., 92683

(714) 773-4844
Fullerton
1401 S Hrookhurst St, 9263]

SAN DIEGO CENTERS**

Glendale
(818) 243-1181
1030 S. Glendale Ave, Ste. 400,91206

Alvarado
(619) 286-9661
6475 Alvarado Rd., Ste 128, 92120

Inglewood
(213) 671-7501
740 S Inglewood Ave, 90301

(619) 427-3361
Chula Vista
450 4th Av, Ste. 405, 92010

laguna Hills
(714) 472-8803
24902 Moulton Parkway, 92653

La Mesa
(619) 464-8482
7339 El Cajon, Ste. I, 92041

long Beach
(213) 597-3653
2220 Clark Av, 90815

Mira Mesa
(619) 578-1210
10737 Camino Ruiz, Ste. 100, 92126

los Alamitos
(213) 594-9531
10861 Cherry St., 90720

Rancho Bernardo
(619) 487-3000
11939 Rancho Bernardo Rd , 92128

los Angeles
Medical Center
(213) 413-1313
1711 W. Temple St, 90026

San Diego (North Park)(619) 283-4431
3939 Iowa St, 92104

los Angeles
(213) 753-3133
HO'i W 'i7th St, 'JOOU

Please Note: Telephone numbers
<~re <>ubject to change. If you have
any difficulty reaching a health
care center, call CIGNA
Healthplans, at (818) 500-7000.

lynwood
(213) 603-9776
3737 E. Century Blvd, 90262
North Hollywood
(818) 503-1920
6801 N. Coldwater Canyon, 91605
(714) 771-1000
Orange
2629 E. Chapman Av, 92669
constitutes
any issue of
decided by
waiver of

(213) 949-4456
Pi co Rivera
9155 Telegraph Rd, 90660

Alhambra
(818) 289-0271
1000 S. Garfield Av, 91801

los Angeles
(213) 737-7000
3031 S. Vermont Ave , 90007

N

Pasadena
(818) 793-4103
100 S. Mentor Av, 91106

Pacoima
(818) 896-5371
10875 San Fernando Rd , 91331
Pasadena
(818) 796-8173
401 S. Fair Oaks Av, 91105
70
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**For information regarding San
Diego health care centers call (800)
552-8918. These centers are staffed
by the Smith Hanna Medical
Group.
From time to time health care
centers may be reaching maximum
capacity Before you enroll in a
specific center please check with
CIGNA Healthplans, (818) 500-7070.

•
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ROSS lOOS SUPPlEMENT TO MEDICARE PLAN
NCIPAL BENEFITS AND COVERAGE

In Conjunction With Medicare
services
Surgery
X-Rays and clinical laboratory tests
Consultation with specialists
refractions

Hearing tests
Physiotherapy
lmm'unizations and inoculations
Prosthetic appliances and devices

Ross loos Services Provided in Conjunction with Medicare
No chdrgP up to $SOO in Rm\ Lom offl(
Post-hosplt.:ll exlt>nded care

No chargP for up to 100 day·>

Emergency care for dine>'> (m f<o>'> Loo:.
service area)

24 hours of onset

P'>

With Ross Loos authorization, no cost if obtained within

Emergency care for accident (in Ross Loos
serv1ce area)

No cost when treatment is received within 24 hours

Travel benefits

Inside Medicare area, all applicable expenses are covered.

Transportation-ambulance

When authorized by Ross Loos to obtain care at the nearest
facility within 24 hours of onset of emergency 20% of
reasonable charges.

Ross loos Services Provided in Addition to Standard Medicare Benefits
Outpatient

When ordered by a Ross Loos doctor, outpatient formulary prescription drugs are
provided by de\1gnatt>d pharmacies at a charge of $2 00 per md1vidual prescription
lim1ted to a 30-day supply
Ross Loos covers 80% of $1,000 of charges each calendar year after a $50 deductible.

V1s1on care

Standard size lenses are provided at no charge on Ross Laos prescription every 12
months when change in prescription is necessary
Standard siu' frames are provided at no charge, and are replaced ewry 24 months if
needed
Outside the Med1care area, Ross Laos covers charges for hospital, medical and
ambulance within the limits of the Basic Plan.
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Supplement to Medicare Plan for

with

A

8

Medicare

A Federally-Qualified
Maintenance
Organization Affiliated with B Cross of

I

California
appropriate activities you enjoy and
will want to follow
TakeCare provides a coherent system

of personal care.
TakeCare takes care

you.

We Bring TakeCare Close to You
Access to the TakeCare
is
through conveniently
privatepractice medical groups within a
rapidly expanding service area. Our
network currently extends
14
Northern California counties and
includes
Medical Clinic of Sacramento
four locations
Rancho
Cordova, Citrus
and South Sacramento
Lincoln Family Medical
in
Stockton
Eaton Medical
Gould Medical
and Turlock
Ross
Medical
San Rafael and Novato
Palo
Medical Foundation in
Palo Alto and
San Jose Medical

locations in San Jose and others in
Morgan Hill and Los Gatos
"'"''""''"" Medical Clinic with three
locations including Belmont
Medical Clinic with two
locations
Oak Hill Medical Group in Oakland,
San
Concord (two locations) and lafayette
San Francisco Medical Group at
tv1ount Zion Hospital and Medical

in Hay-

Monthly Rates are listed on the Plan Rate pages (see Table of Contents).
772-2533
TakeCare Hotline of PJ:.R.S. Members: Toll-free
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TakeC.ne Provides
Pn•wt•nfiv~

Can•

< .H<',

p.tp '>llH'.tf'>, lm•,t'>l .1nd pPIVI< ex,uni,

Cost To You
Nu Charge

munun1zations, allergy tests/injections, physical
examinations when ordered by your doctor, vision and
18
examinations to

Maternity Services

Hospital Services

.~~---------------------------------------------

postnatal and inpatient care; complications of
pregnancy; elective abortion; infertility counseling and
and consultation

No Charge

Written prescriptions from a participating physician. Includes a mail order prescription drug service for up to a
90-day supply of maintenance drugs. Birth-control pills
covered.

$2.00 each prescription
or refill

Semi-private room, cardiac and intensive care units,
·
private room if medically necessary
Outpatient care
100 days Skilled Nursing Facility (SNF) care
All necessary services and supplies

No Charge

Care Physician and, upon referral, special,ist

No Charge

Routine Office Visits
Medical Services
lnpa!ic>nt and Outpatient

:t

Emergency Services

Surgeon, assistant surgeon, anesthesiologist and
anhtfwtbt
·
X-ray and lab
Chemotherapy, radiation and short-term physical therapy
Home visits if you are too ill or disabled to be seen during
regular hours.

No Charge

Inpatient care
Outpatient care
Authorized ambulance services

No Charge
$10 each episode
No Charge

$10 each visit

Includes Out-of-Area Emergency Care anywhere in the
and overseas.

rnun·rrv

Mental Health Services

Acute Phase
Substance Abuse

Twenty outpatient visits per calendar year for short-term
evaluation and crisis intervention
Thirty inpatient hospital days per calendar year
Thirty inpatient physician visits per calendar year

$15.00 each visit

Inpatient hospital care
Inpatient physician visits
Physician office visits

No Charge
No Charge
No Charge

The information on these pages pertaining to
the TakeCare Health Plan is only a summary
of some of the benefits and provisions of this
Plan. For detailed information regarding the
benefits, provisions, exclusions and limitations f/ !he Health Plan, refer to the Plan's
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No Charge
$15.00 each daily visit

Booklet/Certificate (Evidence of Coverage),
which is available through your Health
Benefits Officer or from the Plan at the
address listed on the address and telephone
number page (see Table of Contents).

SUPPLEMENT
HOSPITAl BENEfiTS
BlUE CROSS
SUPPLEMENT TO MEDICARE
COVERAGE

BlUE CROSS
MAJOR MEDICAl COVERAGE
See your booklet-certificate for applica-

PART A

ble deductibles, maximums, and payment percentages.
Medicare deductible each
benefit period. Pays copayment for
additional Medicare-approved days.
for fi~t three pints of blood. After
coverage is exhausted, pays
for all medically necessary covered
hospital services for up to 365 days per
benefit period.

No additional benefits under Major
Medical coverage.

Pays copayment for additional Medicare days. AFTER Medicare benefit is
used
Blue Cross skilled nursing
benefit available, from the 101 st
through the 365th day during each
benefit

No additional benefits under Major
Medical coverage.

THIS PlAN DOES NOT COVER CUSTODIAL CARE IN A
SKILLED NURSING FACILITY OR HOSPITAL, OR
HOSPITAL CARE THAT IS NOT MEDICALLY NECESSARY.
SEE YOUR BOOKLET-CERTIFICATE FOR DEFINITIONS OF
THESE TERMS.

MEDICAl BENEFITS
BlUE CROSS
SUPPLEMENT TO MEDICARE
COVERAGE

BLUE CROSS
MAJOR MEDICAl COVERAGE

PARTB
Medicare deductible. Then,
the DIFFERENCE between
n:n.tm.on<and the customand reasonable fee as determined
Cross for
the
and supplies.

Benefits

on same basis.

Includes medical and surgical servof
diagnostic tests,
medical supplies.

Provided by Supplement to Medicare
coverage.

room ServiceS,
and radiology
""'r'"n~c medical supplies, etc. (Blue
Cross pays supplemental benefits for
emergency room services.)

Provided by Supplement to Medicare
coverage.

Includes independent lab services,
ambulance transportation, prosthetic
devices and durable medical equipment

Provided by Supplement to Medicare
coverage.

<>m<>rO'<>n•C'\1
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TO MEDICARE
BLUE CROSS
SUPPLEMENT TO MEDICARE
COVERAGE

See "Your Med1care
Handbook" for
description of
Medicare benefits.

HOME HEALTH
SERVICES

Blue
Cross
of California

Pays Medicare deductible if it is applied
(Home Health Care benefits are covered
in full by Medicare.)

BlUE CROSS
MAJOR MEDICAL COVERAGE

When Medicare benefits are exhausted
or Medicare conditions are not met.
Major Medical Benefits are available
within the conditions and limitations
of the plan for services of a nurse, physical therapy and speech therapy.

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS
BlUE CROSS
SUPPLEMENT TO MEDICARE
COVERAGE

BLUE CROSS
MAJOR MEDICAL COVERAGE

NERVOUS AND
MENTAL
DISORDERS

Pays only on services allowed by
Medicare.

Limited benefits for inpatient and
outpatient care according to Plan
maximums.

VISION
CARE

Vision Care Benefit pays for examinations, lenses and frames according to
Plan maximums.

No benefits available for routine eye
care.

DENTAL
CARE

Pays only on st>rvice~ allowed by
Med1can•.

Pays for treatment of damage to
natural tt•eth as a result of anidf'ntal
injury, within the conditions and limitations of the Plan.

PRESCRIPTION
DRUGS

Each calendar year-after $50
deductible pays 80o/o of covered
charges up to a maximum payment

Pays covered charges in excess of
Supplement to Medicare benefit
payments.

of$400.
SPECIAl DUTY
NURSING
SERVICES

Each calendar year-after $50
deductible, pays 80% of covered
charges for INPATIENT special duty
nursing up to a maximum payment
of$800.

BINDING ARBITRATION
fOR DETAilED EXPLANATION, RfHR
TO THE PLAN'S EVIOFNCE Of
COVf RAGE BOOKLET.

Pays for OUTPATIENT services of a
registered nurse or licensed vocational nurse. Pays for INPATIENT
special duty nursing AFTER Supplement to Medicare maximum is
reached.

The information of these pages pertaining to the Blue Cross
Plan is only a summary of the benefits and provisions of this Plan.
For detailed information regarding the benefits, provisions,
exdusion~ and limitations of this Plan, refer to the Plan's evidence
of coverage (booklet-certificate) which is available through Health
Benefits Division of PERS, or from the Plan at the address listed on
Address and Phone Number page (see Table of Contents).

MONTHLY RATES FOR THIS PLAN ARE LISTED ON THE PLAN
RATE PAGES (See Table of Contents).
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TRUST
COMPANION PlAN TO
CROSS PRUDENT BUYER
MEDICARE PlAN
EX PLANA II ON Of BENEfiTS
The Plan's benefits are
summarized below and on the
following page.
Column 1 lists the hospital,
professional and medical benefits.
Column 2 describes the
nl<'•rn•c.nt to Medicare
Column 3 describes the
$300,000 Major Medical
protection, which is in addition to
the
to Medicare
and enrolled
dependents are eligible for
benefits when out-of-pocket
expenses in each calendar year
exceed $100 for
Once the deductible met,
Major Medical pays 80% of UCR
until Plan
reach
Forthe
ofthe

Enrollment in the CAHP HEAlTH
BENEFITS TRUST is restricted to
members of the
Patrol

You and/ or your doctor may file
for Medicare benefits. When
Medicare payments are made,
you will re<::eive an Explanation of
Medicare Benefits (EOMB).
Attach the EOMB and a copy of
!he

Cross of California

P.O. Box 4054

calendar year

UCR

I

I'>

mental cue.

UCR: Indicates
on the
and reasonable
area in
the member
receives
rates for this
are
on the Plan Rate pages
Table of Contents).
iMPORTANT EXCLUSIONS UNDER HOSPITAL CARE
CUSTODIAL CARE
THAT IS NOT MEDICALLY NECESSARY
BOOKLET
CERTIFICATE FOR DEFINITIONS OF THESE

CAHP Health Benefits trust SUPPLEMENT
TO MEDICARE PlAN

Medicare deductible each benefit
co-payment for 61sl day
and
each
from
"lifetime Reserve' of
hospital days.

or 100°o of charges excess of
to Medicare Plan benefits
the average
private room).

nniPmPnt

Plan

a

Administration Provided by

MEDICAl BENEFITS

CAHP Health Benefits Trust
SUPPlEMENT TO MEDICARE PLAN
Pay' MPdkarP dPdurtiblt•. ThPn, p.ly>
tlw Dll rll<l NCI lwtwt•en Mt•di< .lrt'''
Jl<IYIIH'Ill ,md tlw < ll\tolll.HY ,lfld
red>On<~ble ft•P .Js determined by Blue
Cross for physicians' services and pays
the reasonable fee for other services and
supplies.

'

(I

~Blue Cross
-r
of California

CAHP Health Benefits Trust $300,000
MAJOR MEDICAl PLAN
Pays 80% or 100% of UCR charges for
( OVf'rPd c:_.t~rvi< e~.

PHYSICIANS'
SERVICES

Includes surgical services, medical
treatment, radiation therapy,
consultation, medical supplies, hospital,
home and office visits.

Pays 60% or 100% of UCR charges for
covered services.

OUTPATIENT
HOSPITAL
SERVICES

Includes emergency room services,
laboratory tests, X-rays and radiology
services, medical supplies, etc. (Plan pays
supplemental benefits for emergency
room services.)

Pays 80% or 100% of UCR charges for
covered services.

OTHER SERVICES
AND SUPPLIE~

Includes independent lab services,
ambulance transportation, prosthetic
devices, supplies and durable medical
equipment.

Pays 60% or 100% of UCR charges for
covered services.

HOME HEAlTH
SERVICES

Pays Medicare deductible if it is applied.
(Home Health Care benefits are covered
in full by Medicare.)

When Medicare benefits are exhausted
or Medicare conditions are not met,
Major Medical Benefits are available
within the conditions and limitations of
the Plan for services of a nurse, physical
therapy and speech therapy.

PRESCRIPTION
DRUGS

The l:'ffectiveness of your prescription
drug program depends upon your use of
a PCS Prescription participating
pharmacy. Most pharmacies are
participating pharmacies and will have a
PCS decal posted. If you are in doubt, ask
your pharmacist before your
prescription is filled. Show your PCS
Prescription identification card. You pay
$2 for each prescription or refill for up to
a 34-day supply or 100 units, whichever is
more.

Provided by Supplement to Medicare
Plan only.

ViSION CARf

Once every 12 months pays for one
examination and one pair of eyeglasses
(including frames) or contact lenses
according to a schedule described in the
Vision Service Plan certificate booklet.

Provided by Supplement to Medicare
'Plan only.

NERVOUS AND
MENTAl CARE

Provided by Major Medical Plan.

Hospital inpatient: Pays up to 60% or
100% of UCR charges up to $50,000 for
hospital and professional services for a
mental illness or functional nervous
disorder care. Also, pays up to $40 each
day for physician hospital visits.
Hospital outpatient: Pays 50°:o of UCR
charges for outpatient psychotherapy or
psychometric testing up to $20 payment
each visit, up to $750 each calendar year.

SPEECH
THERAPY

Provided by Major Medical Plan.

Pays 60% or 100% of UCR charges up to
$5,000 lifetime payment for services of a
speech therapist.

INPATIENT
SPECIAL DUTY
NUR)ING

After $50 deductible, pays 60% of
covered charges up to maximum
payment of $600 each calendar year.

Pays 60% or 100% of UCR charges after
Supplement to Medicare Plan maximum
is reached.

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS
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Supplement to

Medicare Plan

Union labor life Insurance

Association Of California State University Professors

Hospital Benefits
Part A

Major Medical Plan

Hospital Inpatient Benefits

Pays Medicare deductible each
benefit period. Pays co-payment for
additional Medicare-approved days.

Skilled Nursing Facility

Pays co-payment for additional
Medicare-approved days.

After $250 calendar year deductible
per person (3 per family maximum),
pays 80% of covered charges to
payment of $15,000, 100% thereafter
per calendar year, to a maximum
payment of $1,000,000 lifetime per
person.

When a member goes to a participating hospital the plan pays 90"/o of
cover~d charges.

Pays 80% or 90% of semiprivate hospital room and board and 70% of all
other covered charges.
Pays 80% or 100% of covered charges
for not more than 90 days during
any calendar year. Charges in excess
of $15 per day for room and board
are excluded.

Part B

Major Medical Plan

Benefits

Pays Medicare deductible. Then pays
"covered charges" less benefits paid
by Medicare.

Pays 70'){, or 100% of covered charges
for services and supplies.

Outpatient Hospital Services

Outpatient hospital services including emergency room service, laboratory
tests, X-ray and radiology services, and medical supplies.

Other Services and Supplies

Other services and supplies including diagnostic X-ray and lab, ambulance, prosthetic devices and durable medical equipment.

Doctors' Services

Doctors' services including medical and surgical services, diagnostic tests,
X-rays and medical supplies.
When a member goes to a participating doctor the plan pays 100% of his
covered charges.

Home Health Services

Pays Medicare deductible if it is
applied.
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Provided by SuppiPmPnt to MediPl.m only.

c.~re

'

t

Additional Benefits
Parts A & 8
Supplement to Medicare
Plan

Major Medical Plan

Nervous and Mental Disorders Limited benefits for inpatient and
outpatient care according to Plan
maximums.

limited benefits for inpatient care
according to Plan maximums.

Dental Care

Dental benefits payable only for
accidental injury to teeth.

Prescription Drugs

$4 <h.trgP JWr pwsc ription for 34-day
supply or 100 units, whichever is
greater.

ProvidPd under Supplement to Medicare Plan.

Inpatient Special Duty Nursing Provided under Major Medical Plan.

Pays for private duty nurse while an
inpatient when ordered by a doctor.
NOTE: See "Your Medicare Handbook" for an explanation of
Medicare benefits & the
definition of "reasonable
charge," and your Union
Labor Life Supplement to
Medicare Plan bookletcertificate for the definition
of "Covered Charges."

'
For more information contact:
• your local campus health benefits officers
• PGA Insurance Services-(213) 320-6500
• ACSUP's State Headquarters-(818) 886-1196

The information on these pages pertaining to ACSUP is only a summary
of some of the benefits and provisions of this plan.
For detailed information regarding the benefits, provisions, exclusions and
limitations of this plan, refer to the plan's booklet-certificate (Evidence of
Coverage) which is available through your Health Benefits Officer or from
the plan at the address shown on the address page.

Monthly Rates are on the rate pages
(see Table of Contents).
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CAHP

BENEFITS
TRUST
SUPPLEMENT TO
MEDICARE PlAN

EXPLANATION Of BENEFITS
The Plan's benefits are
summarized below and on the
following
Column 1

the
and
Column 2 describes
to Medicare
Column 3

the
Medical
protection, which is in addition to
the Supplement to Medicare
benefits. Subscribers and enrolled
dependents are eligible for
benefits when
expenses in each
exceed $100 for each
Once the
met,
Major Medical pays 80% of UCR
charges until Plan
reach
$12,000. for the remainder of the
calendar year
of
UCR
mental care.

$300,000

Studies.

Enrollment in the CAHP HEALTH
BENEFITS TRUST is restricted to
Uniformed members of the
California Highway Patrol (retired
or active) and their dependents.

•I

I

Medical-Surgical, Special and
Major Medical Plan Benefits
You and/ or your doctor may file
for Medicare benefits. When
Medicare payments are made,
you will receive an Explanation of
Medic.ue Benefits (EOMB).
Attach the EOMB and a copy of
the billing statement to a
completed Beneficiary Claim
Form and mail to the Plan's
Administrators:
Blue Cross of California
P.O. Box 4054
Woodland Hills, CA 91365
The information on these pages
pertaining to the CAHP Health
Benefits Trust Plan is only a
summary of some of the
benefits and provisions of this
Plan. For detailed information
regarding the benefits,
provisions, exclusions and
limitations of this Plan, refer to
the Plan's booklet-certificate
of coverage) which is
available through the Health
Benefits Division,
or from the Plan at the address
listed on the Address and
Phone Number page (see Table
of

IMPORTANT EXCLUSIONS UNDER
- CUSTODIAL CARE
CARE THAT IS NOT MEDICALLY NECESSARY
SEE YOUR BOOKLET- CERTIFICATE
DEFINITIONS OF THESE TERMS

CAHP
TO MEDICARE PlAN

CAHP Health Benefits Trust $300,000
MAJOR MEDICAl PLAN
After $100 calendar year deductible, pays
80% of UCR charges to $12,000. 100% of
UCR thereafter per disability.
80":o or 100% of charges in excess of
to Medicare Plan benefits
{up to
o or 100" o of the average ;emiprivate room rate for private room).

hmpl!al cJre.
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Provided by Supplement to Medicare Plan

•

only.

.,

Administration Provided by
CAHP Health Benefits Trust
SUPPlEMENT TO MEDICARE PlAN

CAHP Health Benefits Trust $300,000
MAJOR MEDICAl PlAN

Pays Medicare deductible. Then, pays
the DIFFERENCE between Medicare's
payment and the customary and
reasonable fee as determined by Blue
Cross lor physi<ians' services and pays
the re<Jsonable fe<' for other services and
supplies.

Pays 80% or 100% of UCR charges for
covered services.

Includes surgical services, medical
treatment, radiation therapy,
consultation, medical supplies, hospital,
home and office visits.

Pays 80% or 100% of UCR charges for
covered services.

OUTPATIENT
HOSPITAl
SERVICES

Includes emergency room services,
laboratory tests, X-rays and radiology
services, medical supplies, etc (Plan pays
supplemental benefits for emergency
room services.)

Pays 80% or 100% of UCR charges for
covered services.

OTHER SERVICES
AND SUPPliES

Includes independent lab services,
ambulance transportation, prosthetic
devices, supplies and durable medical
equipment.

Pays 80% or 100% of UCR charges for
covered services.

HOME HEALTH
S!RVI( f'>

Pays MedicarP deductible if it is appliPd.
(Home Health Care bend its are covered
in full by Medicare.)

When Medicare bPnefits are exhausted
or Medicare conditions are not met,
Major Medical Benefits are available
within the conditions and limitations of
the Plan for services of a nurse, physical
therapy and speech therapy.

PRESCRIPTION
DRUGS

The effectiveness of your prescription
drug program depends upon your use of
a PAID Prescription participating
pharmacy. Most pharmacies are
participating pharmacies and will have a
PAID decal posted. If you are in doubt,
ask your pharmacist before your
prescription is filled. Show your PAID
Prescription identification card. You pay
$2 for each prescription or refill for up to
a 34-day supply or 100 units, whichever is
more.

Provided by Supplement to Medicare
Plan only.

VISION CARE

OncP every 12 months pays for one
examination and one pair of eyeglasses
(including frames) or contact lenses
according to a schedule described in the
Vision Service Plan certificate booklP!.

Provided by Supplement to Medicare
Plan only.

NtRVOLJ) AND

Provided by Major Medical Plan.

Hospital inpatiPnt: Pays up to 80°'o or
100% of UCR charges up to $50,000 for
hospital and professional services for a
mental illness or functional nervous
disorder care. Also, pays up to $40 each
day for physician hospital visits.
Hospital outpatient: Pays 50% of UCR
charges lor outpatient psychotherapy or
psychometric testing up to $20 payment
each visit, up to $750 each calendar year.

SPEECH
THERAPY

Provided by Major Medical Plan.

Pays 80% or 100% of UCR charges up to
$5,000 lifetime payment for services of a
speech therapist.

!NPA TIE NT
SPECIAl DUTY
NURSING

After $50 deductible, pays 80% of
covered charges up to maximum
payment of $800 each calendar year.

Pays 80% or 100% of UCR charges after
Supplement to Medicare Plan maximum
is reached.

MEDICAL BENEFITS

PHYSICIANS'
5ERVICES

I

~Blue
Cross
~ of California

AODITIONALBENEFITS

MI:I'HAl CARE
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SUPPLEMENT

California Correctional Peace Officers Association
Enrollment in the C.C.P.OA Supplement to Medicare is available
Correctional Peace Officer members of C.C.P.O.A. in the
n<>n::>oi:rnPnt of Corrections and Department of Youth Authority.

•

HOSPITAL BENEFITS
See "Your Medicare
Handbook" for
Medicare benefits.
BENEFITS

C.C.P.O.A.
SUPPLEMENT TO
MEDICARE
COVERAGE

C.C.P.O.A.
MAJOR MEDICAL
COVERAGE

See your booklet-certificate for applica-

PART A

tion deductibles, maximums, and
payment percentages.
HOSPITAL
INPATIENT
BENEFITS

Pays Medicare deductible each benefit
period. Pays copayment for additional
Medicare-approved days. Pays forfirst
three pints of blood. After Medicare
coverage is exhausted, pays for all
medically necessary covered hospital
services for up to 365 days per benefit
period.

No additional benefits under Major
Medical coverage.

SKILLED
NURSING
FACILITY

Pays copayment for additional Medicare
days. AFTER Medicare benefit is used up,
Blue Cross skilled nursing benefit is available, from the 101 st through the 365th
day during each benefit period.

No additional benefits under Major
Medical coverage.

THIS PLAN DOES NOT COVER CUSTODIAL CARE IN A SKILLED
NURSING FACILITY OR HOSPITAL, OR HOSPITAL CARE THAT IS NOT
MEDICALLY NECESSARY. SEE YOUR BOOKLET-CERTIFICATE FOR
DEFINITIONS OF THESE TERMS.

I

MEDICAL BENEFITS
CCP.O.A.
SUPPLEMENT TO
MEDICARE
COVERAGE
BENEFITS

PHYSICIANS'

SERVICES

HOSPITAL

SERVICES

OTHER SERVICES
AND SUPPLIES

CC.P.O.A.
MAJOR MEDICAL
COVERAGE

PARTB
Pays Medicare deductible. Then, pays the
DIFFERENCE between Medicare's
payment and the customary and reasonable fee as determined by Blue Cross for
physicians' services and pays the reasonable fee for other services and supplies.

Benefits paid on same basis.

Includes medical and surgical services of
physicians, diagnostic tests, X-rays and
medical supplies.

Provided by Supplement to Medicare
coverage.

Includes emergency room services,
laboratory tests, X-rays and radiology
services, medical supplies, etc. (Blue
Cross pays supplemental benefits for
emergency room services.)

Provided by Supplement to Medicare
coverage.

Includes independent lab services,
ambulance transportation, prosthetic
devices and durable medical equipment

Provided by Supplement to Medicare
coverage.
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t TO MEDICARE

Blue
Cross
of California

HOSPITAL BENEFITS
C.C.P.O.A.
SUPPLEMENT TO
MEDICARE
COVERAGE

C.C.P.O.A.
MAJOR MEDICAL
COVERAGE

Pays Medicare deductible if it is applied
(Home Health Care benefits are covered
in full by Medicare.)

When Medicare benefits are exhausted or
Medicare conditions are not met. Major
Medical Benefits are available within the
conditions and limitations of the plan for
services of a nurse, physical therapy and
speech therapy.

See "Your Medicare
Handbook" for
of
Medicare benefits.
HOME HEALTH
SERVICES

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS
C.C.P.O.A.
SUPPLEMENT TO
MEDICARE
COVERAGE

C.C.P.O.A.
MAJOR MEDICAL
COVERAGE

NERVOUS AND
MENTAL
DISORDERS

Pays only on services allowed by Medicare.

limited benefits for inpatient and
outpatient care according to Plan
maximums.

VISION
CARE

Vision Care Benefit pays for examinations,
lenses and frames according to Plan
maximums.

No benefits available for routine eye care.

DENTAL
CARE

Pays only on services allowed by Medicare.

Pays for treatment of damage to natural
tePth as a rP~ult of accident,li in1ury, within
thP <onditiom and limitations of the Plan.

PRESCRIPTION
DRUGS

Each calendar year-after $50 deductible,
pays 80% of covered charges up to a maximum payment of $400.

Pays covered charges in excess of
Supplement to Medicare benefit
payments.

SPECIAL DUTY
NURSING
SERVICES

Each calendar year-after $50 deductible,
pays 80% of covered charges for
INPATIENT special duty nursing up to a
maximum payment of $800.

Pays for OUTPATIENT services of a
registered nurse. Pays for INPATIENT
special duty nursing AFTER Supplement
to Medicare maximum is reached.

BINDING ARBITRATION
FOR DETAILED EXPLANATION, REFER

TO THF PI AN'S FVIDFNCF or
COV! RACI llOOI\1 f I.

information of these pages pertaining to the C.C.P.O.A. plans from
Blue Cross of California is only a summary of the benefits and provisions
of this Plan. For detailed information regarding the benefits, provisions,
t'X< lu~i1 m> and limitatiom of thi~ Plan, rPkr lo tfw Pl.m'~ t>vid<•nt <'of
< owr.1ge (hooklt-h Pr1ifit ,If(') whi< h is available through Health Benefit~
!Jivi~ion of PERS, or from tht• Plan at tlw address listed on Address
and Phone Number page (see Table of Contents).

Monthly rates are listed on the Plan Rate pages
(see Table of Contents).
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d Phone Number5 of C :1rriers

Direct Pavment of Premiums (Form HBO 21)
' ' t y;,...l~...._,;lt:Ot \ppii(..tljun::t ,ruLd! i,LO Jd)
for Identification Cards
IVN Of

n
UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS
Associates
P.O. Box 3219
CA 90510
(113) 320..6500
l:iA\' t'AUfK htAUH PlAN
1111 Bayhil! Drive
San Bruno, CA 94066
(415) 952-2005

SlUE CRO'IS
Blue Cross
California
Att: PERS Unit

1950

Street

CA 94659
(800) 421-7377

lJlUE S!11HD
Blue Shield of California
Att: Subscriber Accounts-PERS
P.O. Box 398
Lakeport, CA 95453
{707) 263-1500
HIGH
Y \ rROL'viEN
CAHP Health Benefits Trust
2030 V Street
Sacramento, CA 95818
(916) 452-6751

PEA.CE

:~t.'L}'..Je_,t.,:

'-\~n11c~:uun i\ul~lJt:'<:>

C\l-\H'-,HRN/

, OL'\,I.M [!()!',j Hb\l H f'L\i'l

i ttAN.":>AMERICA;
OCCIDENTAL
Cal-Western life
PEGA
Department 3-14
P.O. Box 959
Sacramento, CA 95804
(916) 449-6249
(916) 449-6251

P.O. Box 162600
Sacramento, CA 95816
(916) 456-7000
or P.O. Box 0
Stockton, CA 95201
(209) 951-4560

CENTRAl VAllEY HEALTH
PlAN/VAlUCARE
6700 N. First St., Suite 124
Fresno, CA 93710
(209) 435-8366
CHilDREN'S HOSPITAL
HF. ..UTH P!..~"J
Membership Services Dept.
P.O. Box 3805
San Francisco, CA 94119
{415) 668-8211

t!UNCH Hf:All H PLAN
4131 Geary Blvd.
San Francisco, CA 94118
(415) 666-8881
f-;['4fRA.l '.1W!C\l Cf~fERS
701 S. Parker St., Suite 5000
Orange, CA 92668
(714) 647-2200
(800) 824-3121
'ui\!:rl!

u< ),\,"

UIII:!..;V

HEALTH PLAN
P.O. Box 23038
San Diego, CA 92123
(619) 571-3102
ritAi..)

PlAN
3052 Willow Pass Road
Concord, CA 94519
(415) 671-4550

5801 Christie Ave.
Emeryville, CA 94608
(415) 653-3522

fA \.ill\' HEAl fH PROGRAM
1000 Studebaker Road
long Beach, CA 90815
Attn: Health Plan
(213) 493-6411

828 San Pablo Avenue
Albany, CA 94706
(415) 527-2320

•

P.O. Box 8168
Sacramento, CA 95818
441-2066 (CCPOA)
468-6486 (CCPOA)
441-6149 {Blue Cross)

Requests for Booklet-Certificates

\I

United Foundations for
Medical Care*
1390 Market Street, Suite 911
San Francisco, CA 94102
Attn: Ruth Bodden
(415) 864-5501

rH:r\l! H .:1,

'

vtL~IC\

:Hcr\UHC\Kt

1800 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 444-9160
HI'AUHGROUP
i ..., fER~ A TIO~Al.
5000 Van Nuys Blvd.
Suite 200
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
(800) 458-4477

* Administering for First
Farwest life Insurance
Company of Portland, Oregon

I
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HEALTH NH
Health M.:intenance Network
P.O. Box 9103
Van Nuys, CA 91409
(818) 703-3006
HEAlTH PlAN OF AMERICA
2200 Powell Street, Suite 970
Emeryville, CA 94608
Bay Area: (415) 42Q-4360
Sacramento: (916) 489-5244
Fresno: (209) 432-8502
Southern California:
(714) 997-5041
HEAlTH PlAN OF THE
RHlWOODC
3033 Cleveland Avenue
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
(707) 544-2273
IMANU HtAlTH

PlA~

11155 Mountain View Avenue
lorna linda, CA 92354
(714) 824-1860

.

'

·"

100 Corporate Place
Vallejo, CA 94590
(707) 557-3110

KAISER NORTH
For Direct Payment of Premiums, ID Cards, BookletCertificates and Conversion
Policies, send to:
P.O. Box 12994
Oakland, CA 94604
Attn: Membership Accounting
(415) 428-6209

For Health Statement Applications, send to:
Medical Review Department
P.O. Box 12938
Oakland, CA 94604
(415) 428-6515
KAISER SOUTH
Membership Accounting
815 Colorado Blvd.
los Angeles, CA 90041
(213) 660-1720
liFEGUARD
1715 So. Bascom Ave.
Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 371-9611
MAXICARF
5200 West Century Blvd.
los Angeles, CA 90045
(213) 568-9000
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PEAK HEALTH PlAN
3636 Camino Del Rio North
Suite 200
San Diego, CA 92108
(619) 283-6464
ROSS-LOOS MEDICAL
GROUP
Commercial Marketing Dept.
700 North Brand Blvd.
Glendale, CA 91203
(818) 500-7070

TAKFCARF CORPORATIOI\;
1950 Franklin Street
Oakland, CA 94659
(415) 645-3210
or 11050 Olson Drive
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
(916) 636-2300
WHITTAKER HEALTH
SERVICES
501 J Street, Suite 206
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 443-6667
or
770 E. Shaw Avenue,
Suite 326
Fresno, CA 93710
(209) 225-6667

Basic Plan & Supplement to Medicare Plan Monthly RJtes
The following monthly rates do not reflect any State or Public Agency contributions. The State's contribution is set
by legislative action and the contributions of Public Agencies vary from one Agency to another. Consult your
Employer for the amount of the State's or your Agency's contribution. To find what your coverage will cost you,
subtract the State's or Public Agency'!i contribution from the applicable monthly rate shown below.

The plan abbreviations in parentheses are to be used in Item 1 of Sections Band C of Enrollment Form HBD-12.

Dep

= Dependent

B

=Basic Plan

SM

= Supplement to Medicare Plan
BAY
PACIFIC
(BP)

ACSUP
(ACSUP)

Basic (B)
Emp. only
Emp. & 1 dep.
Emp. & 2 or more deps.

BlUE CROSS
PPO
IBC-PBP)
Monthly
Rate

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

s 79.87
148.46
198.26

2111
2112
2113

$113.85
220.97
277.00

2331
2332
2333

69.90
139.80
201.20

2121
2122
2123

70.95
135.00
194.30

2334
2335
2336
2337
2338

138.49
188.29
189.60
149.77
211.17
199.57

2124
2125
2126
2127
2128
2129

176.07
234.10
191.03
177.90
237 20
233.93

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

Plan
Code

821
822
823

$142.78
273.46
358.29

221

s 96.30

223

187.20
252.90

2321
2322
2323

831
832
633

106.31
213.52
311.11

231
232
233

40.00
80.00
120.00

834
835
636
837
638
839

236.99
321.82

234
235
236
237
238

130.90
196.60
145.70
136.30
176.30
202.00

222

Supplement to Medicare (SM)
Emp. only
Emp. & 1 dep.
Emp. & 2 or more deps.

BUJE SH!flD
OF CALIFORNIA
(8SC)

umhinalion \H &: :,,\.1)
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.

(SM), 1 dep. (B)
(SM), 2 or more deps. (B)
& 1 dep. (SM), 1 or more deps. (B)
(B), dep. (SM)
(B), 2 or more deps. (SM)
& 1 or more deps. (B), 1 dep. (SM)

298.35
249.99
347.56
334.82

239

2339

CAl- WESTERN
TRANSAMERICA

BlUE SHIELD
Pf'O
(65-PP)

r-

\:H•

[CAHP)

,-\liP ?!'0
(CHP-I'BPJ

0('Clflf'<T ~~
i(WfO)

Basic (B)

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

Ernp.
Emp. &
Emp. & 2 or more deps.

2351

s 61.00

801

2353

803

$ 85.00
158.00
211.00

531
532
533

s 84.77

159.00
214.00

$ 95.00
177.00
236.00

2301

2352

Emp. only
Emp. & 1 dep.
Emp. & 2 or more deps.

2361
2362
2363

70.95
135.00
194.30

811
812
813

69.15
126.25
159.30

2311
2312

631
632

2313

69.15
126.25
159.30

60.05
12276
167.80

~M)
(SM), 1 dep. (I'll
(SM), 2 or more deps. (8)
& 1 dep. tSM). 1 or more deps. (B)
(B), 1 dep. iSM)
(BL 2 more deps. (SM)
Emp. & or more deps. (B), 1 dep. [5M)

2364
2365
2366
2367
2368
2369

148.95
203.95
190.00
145.05
204.35
200.05

814
615
816
817
818
819

151.15
210.15
185.25
152.10
185.15
211.10

2314
2315
2316
2317
2318
2319

14215
195.15
179.25
142.10
175.15
195.10

634
635
636
637
638
639

802

2302

2303

:>upplemenl to ,\1edicare [S,'vt)

Combination (B &
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.

86

633

163.70
219.90

138.98
195.18
178.96
147.48
192.52
203.68

e

It
CEp.,;TRAl VAll£\
H.P./
VALUCARE
{CVHP)

CCPOA
{CCPOA)
Ba~ic

(RI

Emp. only
Emp. & 1 d"P·
Emp. & 2 or more deps.

CHI LORI!'-.'~
HOSPITAl
HEALTH PLAII.
(CHHP)

coo,:nu, cos 1.·
HEALTH PLAN
(CC)

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

2741

2601
2602
2603

$ 64.05
168.09

761

s 66.00

2541

762

226.94

783

178.30
234.50

2542
2543

$ 77.26
154.56

2743

$ 65.00
156.00
211.00

2751
2752
2753

69.90
139.60
201.20

791
792
793

68.00
136.00
204.00

2551
2552
2553

51.65
103.70
155.55

2754
2755
2756
2757

142.90
195.90
192.80
154.90
216.30
207.90

794
795
796
797
796
799

156.30
214.50
192.20
156.00

2554
2555
2556
2557
2556
2559

129.13
201.07
175.64
129.13
160.98
201.07

2742

226.50

Supplen•dll lo Meciltdle (S..'vt;
Emp. only
Emp. & 1 dep.
Emp. & 2 or more deps.

Combination (B & SM)
Emp.
Emp.
Emp
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.

(SM), 1 dep. (B)
(SM), 2 or more deps. (B)
& 1 dep (SM). 1 or more deps (B)
(B), 1 dep. (SM)
(B), 2 more deps. (SM)
& 1 or more deps. (B). 1 dep. (SM)

2756

2759

224.00

212.20

I
FA.~A''

";;' ;,
Emp. only
Emp. & 1 dep.
Emp. & 2 or morp deps.

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

591

s 67.50

592

593

fiR~'

fO\....-'.,..J_~:,·i~u:,

FARWEST
(FFW)

HEALTH PLAN

Y HFA.JTH

PROGRAM
(FHPl

Plan
Code
621
622

208.70
265.25

623

Monthly
Rate

s 65.00
162.00
212.00

(FDNl

fiU:i'.C.h
HEALTH PlA"'
fFRl

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

641
642

$ 89.50
176.65

643

232.60

2171
2172
2173

$ 89.50
178.95
241.70

74.67
149.34

2161
2182
2163

63.30
126.60
189.60

2184
2185
2186
2187
2166
2189

152.75
215.50
169.35
152.60
216.00
215.55

Supplement to Medi< .ue (S '-.1)
Ernp. only
Ernp. & 1 dep
Emp. & 2 or more deps.

Cornhin.ltlon (B i\
Emp
hnp
bnp.
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.

"'"'II

(SM). 1 dep (BI
('>M). 2 or rnorp d"P' (H)
& 1 dep (SM). I or mor<• dt'P'· (B)
(B). 1 dep. (SM)
(B), 2 or more deps. (SM)
& 1 or more deps. (B), 1 dep. (SM)

611
612
613

70.26
143.65

614

191.46
246.01
200.20
160.89

61'>
616
617
618
619

238.99

256.23

217.44

I
87

651
652
653

71.00
130.00
190.00

651
852
853

654
655
656
657
656
659

146.00
198.00
180.00
144.00
204.00
194.00

854
855
856
857
858
859

224.01

161.82
217.97
205.49
164.17
238.64
220.32

•
GENERAL
MEDICAL
CENTER
{GMC)

Basic
Emp,
Emp. &
Emp. & 2 or more deps.

GREATER
SAN DIEGO
(GSD)

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

2051
2052
2053

s 84.92

401
402
403

s 88.26

171.00
240.78

2061
2062
2063

36.15
72.30
108.45

411
412
413

52.38
104.76
157.14

2064
2065
2066
2067
2068
2069

122.23
192.01
142.08
121.07
157.22
190.65

414
415
416
417
418
419

140.65
227.21
191.32
140.64
193.02
227.20

176.53
263.09

HEALS
HE>\lTH PLAN
(HE)
Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

Plan
Code

"-1onthly
Rate

2201
2202
2203

s 87.71

451
452
453

s 87.13

173.30
229.70

2211

71.00
142.00
213.00

461
462
463

69.62
133.12
183.12

156.59
212.99
198.40
158.71
229.71
215.11

464
465
466
467
468
469

150.63
209.91
192.40
150.63
200.63
209.91

Supplement to Medicare (SM)
Emp. only
Emp. & 1 dep.
Emp. & 2 or more deps.

2212

2213

Combination (B & SM)
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.

(SM), 1 dep. (B)
(SM), 2 or more deps. (B)
& 1 dep. (SM), 1 or more deps. (B)
(B), 1 dep. (SM)
iBL or more deps. (SM)
more deps. (B), 1 dep. (SM)
& 1

HEAl THGROUP
HEALTHCARE
iHC)

Basic (B)
Emp. only
Emp. & 1 dep.
Emp. & 2 or more deps.

IN lERNA TIONAl

:Hil

2214
2215
2216
2217

2218
2219

HFAL TH MAINTEP..ANCE
NETWORK
,HM"l

168.14
227.42

HEALTH PlAN
OF AMERICA
•A\1fRl

Monthly
Rate

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

s 88.63
179.24
262.46

2091
2092
2093

$ 88.00
174.50
230.60

672
873

58.53
120.90
175.59

2101
2102
2103

58.50
117.00
175.50

874
675
1!76
877
878
879

149.14
232.36
204.12
151.00
205.69
234.22

2104
2105
2106
2107
2108
2109

145.00
201.10
173.10
146.50
205.00
202.60

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

Plan
Code

701
702
703

s 85.98

2031
2032
2033

s 88.20

159.06
210.65

861
862
863

711
712

62.30
124.60
176.19

2041
2042
2043

57.20
114.00
171.60

135.38
186.97
176.19
148.28
199.87
199.87

2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049

145.40
217.65
186.25
145.00
202.60
217.25

176.40
248.65

HE>\LIHA'>ItRICA
OF C \liFOR'OIA
(HACi

Supplement to Medicare (SM)
Emp.
Emp. &
Emp. & 2 or more deps.

713

871

Combination
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.

1 dep.
2
(B)
&
(BL 1
(II), 2 or more
(SM)
& 1 or more deps. (!l), 1 dep. {SMl

714
715
716
717
718

719

HfAl TH PLAN 01
TH~ REDWOOD!>
(HPR)
Plan
Code

Bask (B)

Supplement to Medic are

Plan
Code

s 95.00
186.00
244.00

2011
2012
2013

371
372
373

75.00
150.00
208.00

2021
2022
2023

374
375
376
377
378
379

166.00
224.00
208.00
170.00
228.00
228.00

2024
2025

Monthly
Rate

IPM
HEAlTH. PLAN
(I PM)

KAISFR NORTti
(KN)

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

2261
2262
2263

s 83.40
155.14
206.84

561
562
563

77.07
154.14
231.21

2271
2272
2273

67.90
139.64
191.34

661
662
663

50.25
100.50
150.75

171.63
247.31
229.82
166.67
243.74
242.35

2274
2275
2276
2277
2278
2279

139.64
191.34
191.34
155.14
206.84
206.84

664
665

127.47
192.56
165.59
127.47
177.72
192.56

s 89.60
184.16
259.84

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

s 77.22
154.44
219.53

(c;;~r

tmp. only
Emp. & 1 dep.
Emp. & 2 or more deps.

Combination (8 & SM)
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.

Monthly
Rate

341
342
343

Emp. only
Emp. & 1 dep.
Emp. & 2 or more deps.

INLAND
HfAlHi PLAN
(IHP)

(SM), 1 dep. (8)
(SM), 2 or more deps. (B)
& 1 dep. (SM), 1 or more deps. (B)
(B), 1 dep. (SM)
(B), 2 or more deps. (SM)
& 1 or more deps. (B), 1 dep. (SM)

2026
2027
2028
2029

666
667
668

669

(•
PI:AI\.

KAISER
SOUTH
(KS)

Basic (R;
Emp. only
Emp. & 1 dep.
Emp. & 2 or more deps.

LIFEGUARD
(1..1)

MAXICARE

(M'.Yi

Monthly
Rate

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

s 92.20

431
432
433

s 90.31

169.50
225.85

2291
2292
2293

78.45
160.15
197.55

2294
2295
2296
2297
2298
2299

155.75
212.10
216.50
173.90
211.30
230.25

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

Plan
Code

571
572
573

s 91.27
182.54
258.48

2281
2282
2283

671
672
673

61.64
123.28
184.92

674
675
676
677
678
679

15291
228.85
199.22
152.91
214.55
228.85

HEA.L TH PLAN
(PHI' 1
Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

195.14
256.17

2241
2242
2243

s 84.96

441
442
443

66.86
133.72
200.58

2251
2252
2253

56.82
113.64
164.78

444
445

171.69
232.72
194.75
157.17
224.03
218.20

2254
2255
2256
2257
2258
2259

146.09
222.49
190.04
141.78
192.92
218.18

174.23
250.63

Supplement to Medicare (SM)
Emp. only
Emp. & 1 dep.
Emp. & 2 or more deps.

Combination (B & SM)
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.
£mp.

(SM), 1 dep. (8)
(SM). 2 or more deps. (Bl
& 1 dep. (SM). 1 or mor<> deps. (8)
(B). 1 dep. (SM)
(8). 2 or more deps. (SM)
& 1 or mort' dep,. (8), 1 dep. (SM)

89

446

447
448
449

)

TAKECARE
(TC)

ROSS..LOOS
(RL)

Basic (B)
Emp. only
Emp. & 1 dep.
Emp. & 2 or more deps.

SupplemE'nl to Medicare (SM)
!:mp. only
l:mp. & 1 dep.
Emp. & 2 or more deps.

Combination
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.
Emp.

~B &

SM)

(SM), 1 dep. ( )
{SM), 2 or more deps. (B)
& 1 dep. (SM), 1 or more deps. (B)
(B), 1 dep. (SM)
2 more deps. (SM)
1 or more deps. (B), 1 dep. (SM)

WHITIAKER
HEALTH SERVICES
(WHS)

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

Plan
Code

Monthly
Rate

561

$ 87.70

563

2641
2642
2643

$ 77.63

171.58
230.31

521
522
523

s 86.20

562

681
682
683

61.96
123.92
185.88

191
192
193

72.65
144.15
198.75

684
685
686
687
688
689

145.84
204.57
182.65
149.66
211.62
208.39

194
195
196
197
198
199

157.75
214.25
200.65
157.70
212.30
214.20

171.30
227.80

161.49
220.21
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Service Areas By County
served by each health plan. Contact your health benefits officer or PERS
information.
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OFFICE OF STATEWIDE HEALTH PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

PROPOSED TESTIMONY FOR THE OCTOBER 15, 1986
INTERIM HEARING OF THE ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE
ON FINANCE AND INSURANCE

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name is Louis
Leary, and I am the Chief of the Planning Section at the Office
of.Statewide Health Planning and Development.

It is my Office

that was urged to form the Task Force and undertake the study
addressed in Assembly concurrent Resolution 144.

ACR 144

requests that we study various existing models of health plans
throughout the world, and make recommendations as to the best
means of meeting unmet health needs.

My Office is not mentioned

in Assembly Bill 2801.
To be candid with you, the Office of Statewide Health
Planning and Development opposed ACR 144.

We had three primary

reasons for this position.
The first reason for opposition was basically
financial.

We estimated that ACR 144 would cost $80,000 to

implement, yet it provided no appropriation.

We did not believe

at the time that we had sufficient resources to redirect in order
to form the task force and undertake the study.

se

reason was that we did not believe it was

cessary to establish yet another State commission
to

heal

care needs.

The california Health Policy

Adv sory commission is currently preparing a report
r

ed

ACR 144 of last year (Frizzelle).

th
ass

ivate

This report will

public sector initiatives that should

in containing rising health care costs.

Thus, from the

of this report, OHSPD will seek to assure that health
continue to be met.

care

irdly, my Office has also been responsible for
ing a biennial report dealing with competition in the
lth care industry

One requirement of this report is that we

ecommendations that may facilitate the development of
th ser ices.
t

mon

a

ago.

staff
nu

We released the first version of this
I

will make copies available to you and

t makes a series of findings, highlighting
ems in california's health care system, including

pr

ng

gent care and the current widespread

nur

ng home and other long term care services.

Gover

signed legislation
e
i

hea

e

(AB

3713-Elder) authorizing

this Report in annual increments that
tions to improve the distribution of

rvices, focusing on the needs of special
i

4 3
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Thus it seemed to us that there were already sufficient
commissions and reports studying the issue of unmet health care
needs, albeit from slightly different perspectives.
We currently do not know how we will react to ACR 144.
It is a recently passed measure, and the issue is under review.
Regarding AB 2801 (Hauser), this bill does not seem to
impact our Office.

As we read the bill, as amended April 17, it

calls for the creation of a California Voluntary Health Plan
Panel, which would propose a voluntary health plan to the
Legislature.
issue.

This seems to us to deal with an insurance type

Our Office does not deal with health insurance, per se,

and probably should not play any significant role in the
development of such a voluntary health plan.

Our historic role

has been to plan for needed physical health facilities, such as
general acute care hospitals and skilled nursing homes.

We have

never planned for how consumers should pay for the services
provided in these facilities.
Since we do not forsee a role for our Office, we do not
offer any comments as to how this measure should be amended next
seision, assuming it is reintroduced.

However we do have some

observations and cautions to offer on the feasibility of a
state-sponsored voluntary health insurance plan.

A state health

insurance plan would represent a significant step in the
direction of increasing government intervention into california's
health care system.

4033b

It is hi

ly unlikely that a state-sponsored health

whi

i

covers long-term care as well as acute

ich is targeted for low-income senior citizens and

e

ins red/uninsured populations, could ever be

fina

viable.

clearly the targeted populations are of

-average risk and unable to contribute premiums
to manage that risk.

Inevitably, state general fund

ions would be necessary to cover the costs of such a
progr

However, two problems in financing health care for
sen or citizens are evident.
catas r
acute

ic il

They are Medicare's non-coverage of

which requires unusually long lengths of

talization, and payment for long-term care, usually in

nursing homes, after Medicare coverage runs out.
The Reagan Administration has recently proposed adding a
tr
li

4033

c care component to Medicare.
to wa

It would be prudent for

and see if the problem will be addressed on a

- 4 -

national level before embarking on an expensive state solution.'
Also, the concept of insurance coverage for long-term care
requ1res careful deliberation.
encouraging.

Evidence I have seen is not

Only those individuals who are of a high risk of

long-term care institutionalization appear to be willing to
purchase long-term care insurance.

This is obviously not

attractive from an actuarial viewpoint.
At this time, I would be happy to answer any questions
the committee might have.

4033b
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Mr Hauser:
Thank you very much for your testimony.
I just have one quick
one
ou listened to Dr. Brown from UCLA on his presentation.
H
you had a chance to review that kind of information?
years ago I saw a long detailed study that I got from Dr.
r at UCLA, and I'm going to go back and read it.
A very
expensive plan -- $3 to $4 billion, it could be.
Mr Hauser:
Well, g ven what we're currently pouring in in federal and state
dol a:rs for Medicare and Medi-Cal, aren't we already putting an
awful lot of taxpayer dollars into this area of health care?
Mr.
And ncluding what is spent at the county levels as well, on the
medical
indigent.
Mr. Hauser:
That seems to me that we ought to take a look at those figures
and
do a tradeoff or a comparison study.
Mr
Al

Leary:
right.

Mr. Hauser:
Which one is really the most expensive to us! Because the system
we've
ot now is certainly expensive and it's getting more
expens ve
day and we're still having an awful lot of people
left out.
Mr.
OK.

ry:
Bu I
nk Assemblywoman Wright did bring up an
The
nadian system to a certain extent has
to expanded choice proposals, where you direct
more limited choice.
And senior citizens are very
poli cal
, and have probably delayed such proposals
Cal and
icare quite a long time.

important
features
people in
powerful
for Medi-

Mr. Hauser
Readin
the brochure from the Province of British Columbia, it
e the only direction to health care services go through
ly
ic ian, and there's no restriction, at least in
brochures, as to what physician one starts with.
in that program,
the "gatekeeper".
Mr
T

it's basically the physician has

Hauser:
t

extent it appears to be, and yes, you can get ....

Mr. Leary:
th t softens the ••••
fie care you have to be referred by your physician.
the specialty fields are going to get very excited
about that, of course, but again, my point is, I'm not sure we
an continue with the syste•n we have today, with an awful lot of
a
llars t al
levels.
Leary:
We l, we have a massive tome evaluating the British Columbia
model.
I'll go back and read it.

•

Mr. Hauser:
Thank you very much •
here.

Thank you for your time.

Thanks for being

GEORGE DEUKMEJIAN, Governor

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

DEPARTMENT OF CORPORATIONS
1107 9TH STREET, 8TH FlOOR
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814·3610
IN REPlY REFER TO,
FilE NO.

October 14, 1986

The Honorable Alister McAlister
and the Honorable Dan Hauser
Members, California State Assembly
Assembly Committee on Finance and Insurance
SUBJECT:

Testimony of the Department of Corporations at Interim Hearing
on Proposals for a Statewide Voluntary Health Coverage Plan,
October 15, 1986

Mr. Chairman and members, I am Warren Barnes, Supervising Counsel of the Health
Care Service Plan Division of the Department of Corporations. Commissioner
Franklin Tom appreciates having been invited to testify before you today, and
regrets that he is unable to do so in person. However, he has authorized me to
express his views regarding statewide voluntary health insurance.
As you know, the Department of Corporations regulates health care service plans
under the Knox-Keene Health Care Service Plan Act, a comprehensive licensing and
regulatory statute.
Commissioner Tom believes that the purpose and design of a statewide voluntary
health insurance program raise major issues of public and social policy. He
also believes that neither he nor the staff of the Department of Corporations
has any particular wisdom regarding the resolution of these public and social
policy issues by virtue of the Department's administration of the Knox-Keene
Health Care Service Plan Act. Accordingly, Commissioner Tom has no substantive
policy recommendations in this area.

•

However, Commissioner Tom does have two procedural recommendations regarding
regulation which relate to this area. First, as you know, one of the primary
legislative purposes underlying the Knox-Keene Act's regulation of health care
service plans is to assure the financial stability of plans by means of proper
regulatory procedures (H & S Code Section 1342(f)). This purpose is achieved
through the requirement that each health care service plan shall be and shall
demonstrate that it is a fiscally sound. Therefore, Commissioner Tom recommends
that any statewide voluntary health insurance program be designed and implemented in manner which would not jeopardize the fiscal viability of health care
service plans.
Second, as yQu are also aware, the Knox-Keene Act is a comprehensive statute
providing for the licensure and ongoing regulation of health care service plans

er McAlister
Dan Hauser

every area of plan operations. Accordingly, Commissioner Tom also
any voluntary health insurance program be designed so as not to
ative regulation.

That

the comments of the Department of Corporations today.
ions I would be happy to respond to them.

sao

If there

Mrs.
Bartlett:
I
i d.
And I have to get home too.
However, I am representing
the Advisory Council of the Los Angeles Area Agency on Aging.
I'm both a retiree and a volunteer, as are most of the members of
the Counc i 1.
We are an advocacy group and because of that, we
ar
very aware of the needs of the senior citizens.
And I m
going to talk only about senior citizens.
The cost of
catastrophic illness, which was just mentioned by the speaker
before the last, is just getting to be out of bounds entirely,
and it just happens that yesterday I received a magazine from
AARP in which it says that "universal insurance coverage is
needed to solve the problem of long term catastrophic care
expenses", AARP Executive Director Cyril F. Brickfield, who is
the Executive Director of a 28-million member organization, told
a national fact-finding panel in Washington.
Brickfield, who
addressed a hearing of the Private-Public Sector Advisory
Committee on Catastrophic Illness, said that broad insurance
coverage to protect people from devastating health care costs is
necessary because the private savings approach is not adequate to
meet the phenomenally growing demand for costly, long-term health
care.
I think that is one of the prbolems that is most primary
as far as senior citizens are concerned.
That also, of course,
includes the extended custodial care and home health care, both
of which as you know, are not covered extensively by Medicare.
That includes after a hospital stay or remaining in one's home
where care is needed, rather than being institut onalized, which,
of course, would be more expensive in the long run.
Also, one of
the needs is the pre-existing conditions (and how many seniors
have no pre-existing condition?) and age limitation can now be a
bar to getting supplemental insurance even if we can afford it.
Neither of these limitations should be included in the plan. And
finally, this really is brief, various group plans that insure
retirees vary so greatly in their benefits that it results in
inequity in that. Thank you very much.
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B Sh1 $839.00; $119.00; 590.00; $6JJ.OO
7 & over:
~
$139.00; $610.00; $723.00
: B Sh: $813.33; $89.17; $442.50; $527.50
~
$104.17; $452.50; $542.50
: Grt.West: $591.82; 165o5l; ¢ a 958.32
ez $455.14; $10?.00;
$531.00; $633.00
¢
$125.00; $549.00; $651.00
Monte, BC: single $718.70; 2-P $1,319.58:
family $1~797.99
~ ; $210.89; 572.67; $632.67
er: $197.45; $48.32; 197.45;.$197.45
single rate of $452.67
• Occ .: $560.00; $410.00; ¢ J $560.00
B Sh:
¢
$125.00; $549.00; $651.00
ra
, these were converted to monthly.
A and B; over

~-----------~-

*

A

enroll in both health and dental
corrected them.
retiree can take dental, but must
in both health and dental,
Spouse ?
tes are being quoted Statewide in several districts.
a few districts have reasonable rates,
are just above a reasonable rate.

ed chool District

Paul Held

91711·2697

September 5
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tate le
lation
528)
for schoo
The Claremont Unified School
to ffer these plans to our re
s.
are outlined below:
Single Rate

Two Party Rate

$300.00

15.00

650.00

lan must live within the specified service area e

246.

493.48
ive in Southern
i

33.33

5

L 17

JLl

since we do not offer a.plan that pays

plans
es.

44
SO%

hed

September, 1986

EL RANCHO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
BUSINESS DIVISION
a Assembly Bill 528, the following health and welfare
plans are offered for certificated retirees to purchase.

A.

MONTHLY

ANNUAL

57 5. 77
208.59

5,757.70
2,085.90

1.103.35
751.63
751.63
348.45

11,033.50
7,516.30
7,516.30
3,844.50

640.45
230.15

6,404.50
2' 301 . 50

1,229.98
861.96
861.96
426.66

12,299.80
8,619.60
8,619.60
4,?66.60

280.44
205.62

2,804.40
2,056.20

535.88
386.24

5' J58. 80
3,862.40

verage
are
Parts A & B

Coverage
thout Medicare

care A & B spouse without Medicare

icare, spouse with Medicare A & B
th Medicare A & B
ue Cross sponsored)

PRUD

A.

ra

icare
re A & B

ra

se
thout Medicare
care A & B, spouse without Medicare
icare, spouse with Medicare A & B
with Medicare A & B
(HMO)

A.
Parts A & B
s A & B
rage

Medicare Parts A & B
th Medicare Parts A &B

G/\RVEY SCHOOL DISTRICT
Ros
CALIFORNIA

PLEfASE INDICATE
BY CHECKIHG THE

BOX.

CERTIFICATED

2-PARTY
r

421.94

[

367.60]

r

104.17

[

798.68]

[

205.51

MlD RETURN

SI

ClP

I 11ft

: ::\TURE

"-P'

I

(r
-.1

I

'
.•I ; I;'
1.

-

--------------------------1''"'\'.-(: t
s.
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w

SAlFA tvrn ICA-MAL l BU LN IF IED SQ-QJL DISJR ICT
AB528 JENTrlLY RATES
ICE
SINGLE

Two-PARTY

FAMILY

$964.08

$1.836.43

$2,123.55.

f( (.)

'> .4--i.:.

I i]30·I -~~.

J, )b'TLi

I

$902.88
7:J).

If C'

$321.36
.? !.. .,_

$1,775.23
/. 17 '1. 3L

$ 612.14
';)-fu

~c.

I

$2,062.35
/,l/£l.3

$ 707.85

'2.,

l)t;;"t,

~\

$1.836.43
/,

~3C:· J (.

$1,254.87
j D s: 15
1.(

1

$1,059.79
9& 3.1~

B

Sit:~tzl.r.:

T~Q-PeBTY

Eet111.:x::

$411.63

$ 784.09

$ 906.68

·~<f3,o7

$350.43
Y-'1 ..1·

u3

$137.21
J)L-f-

(p

5:S. '-4-l

$ 722.89
t;o·.L'"f/

$ 261.36
) )7.

1';

Sc

$ 784.09

L ~ :- . ....~. l

$

535.79

If if(., • 'f'i

$ 452.49
1'7'7-~

155.::.7

$ 845.48
'7 (j 'f. ::,-(
$

302.23
"{'1- ~j..

.-/v..;;..,.
-/L.

~c

CHOOL DISTRICT
ent Dt:fKlttment

RTIFICATED RETIP,EE PREMIUM RATES
~--

of physician plan.
n~d:

*
$839.00 PER ;\\0 T

r-c

(B On!y)

care (A & B)

care
Only)

f 33. 0

!I

p

:;90. 00

!<

II

119. 00

If

!I

723.00

"
"
"

II

G10.0J

139.00

A & B)

sc <n·e 67 wit

) utilizing their p

s

ian

ia.

RTIC!PATE IN THE BEhlEFIT PH(1GRAMS
;HOOL DISTRICT IN COMPLiANCE \VITt·l AG5:L3.

DATE

bnd

"
I!

s for the 1986-87 school year incompliance with

2 ()

art A

$976 tenthly
ar

A&
$107 tenthly
$125 tenthly

n

r

f: q' C7
!L-' ' ( ( /

Part B only
$531 tenthly
$549 tenthly

Med

ca

e

Part A or B
'

$633 tenthly
$651 tenthly

n Medicare Parts A & 8
$362.60 tenthly
$725.20 tenthly
Med care Parts A & B
$ 71.65 tenthly
$143.30 tenthly

Un

rates wi 11 apply
Med care Parts A & B
$246.74 tenthly
$493.48 tenthly
1::

icare Parts A & B

$ 66. 12 tenthly
$312.86 tenthly

$19.00 tenthly
$41.16 tenthly
$19.00 tenth1y
$41.16 tenthly
the Dental Health Plan you must be enrol led in

lth Plans.
enrol led in Medicare Part B if eligible.

!•

'

L,f}Dv~-Vr-'-/ f!/.~J.t~<:
RETIREE RATES

I

AB 528
RATE

E 1986-87

Medicare

$958.32
267.19

$165.51

46.15

$591.82
165.01

on Medicare

$362.60
362.60

$79.99
79.99

$194.24
20.67

icare

$362.60
362.60

$82.16
44.05

$194.24
24.48

the ret i r ee rate w i ll a p p 1y •

/··.J/

";.1

COUNTY OFFICE OF EDUCA TJ0N
PERSONNEL SERVICES DEPT.
EAST IMPERIAL HIGHYA Y
DOWNEY, CA 902.2
MONTH~.. Y Bfi..LING RATES
FOR RETIREE MEDICAL & DENTAL PLANS

Monthly Rates
Single
2-Party
1.

2.

t11der Age 6.5:

$4.5.5.14

use with Medicare A & B107.00
12.5. 00

214. 00
2.50. 00

.531. 00
.54 9. 00

1, 062. 00
1, 098.00

633.00
651.00

1,266.00
1, 302.00

$ 90.02

$ 181.65

53.71

11 o. 72

.53. 71

14.5.34

Part B Medicare only-

4.

No Medicare-

wi

e with No Medicare or Under 6.5:

Medicare A & B:

3.

care A&: B, Spouse with No Medicare:

147.03

1.

edlcare or Under 6.5;

ed.i care A &: B:

$238.61

$

57.98

$ 29.0.5

477.22
11.5. 96

$

52 • .54

oot have Medicare Part A (the Hospital cow:rage) and Part B
may find it is cheaper to enroll in Medicare and P'J'Chase

rln"''....,_,,.

plan than to enroll in some of the plens above. Contact
Office fer details.

A

)'01.1"

86

1'

)

.18
180.

District
ifornia 90723·4378

in awaiting the District's decision regarding
which requires that we make available medical
oyees who retired from the Paramount Unified
~_;_;:_;_c._,[_

rates have been recommended by our insurance
by the Board of' Education for medical coverage

Prudential and/or Crown)
with Medicare A & B
with Medicare B
thout Medicare
&wife with Medicare A & B
&
with Medicare B
& wife without Medicare
wi

$ 210.89
572.67
632.67
$ 403.40
1,090.20
1,210.20

Medicare
thout Medicare
icare
without Medicare

$

th Medicare
thout Medicare
with Medicare
without Medicare

$

82.01
362.60
$ 164.02
725.20
74.82
255.44
'
$ 149.64
510.88
$

23.87
59.11

the above coverages, please contact the Payroll
ately in order to complete the necessary forms and
i
monthly premium payments prior to
ions regarding the premium rates or other matters related
insurance coverage can also be answered by the Payroll

'L

t

:;",

;,,

otPcrsonnel

Code 818 795·6981
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, and

, Pasadena Unified. School
errployees the "',...,-.,-,,..-r,
currently
to active certifito be covered. are
to pay all
incurred.
program
Enrollrrent for retirees interested in the health
during the month of
1986, to
's regular
Enrollrrent period for
the

1986.
offered. to

. for 10 rros.
10 rros.

s
$
l

' c;,.- .7

J_:..,;;

rros.
10 rros.
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sn.oo

$

1115.00

1115.00

1170.00

1170.00
Lff<-1

•

ll
I

$ 492.00
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 755.00 not on Medicare
935.00

~

On
Sub;;cnber

$

224.00

dependent

iagc

65[witho~t

$.

1

1.!

,

~

362.50
725.20

205-.08

1087.80
(age 65/with Medicare)
$ 103.66
-151.33----:.:o0.30

car~
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Not an M-dicare
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acar~/One
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& one dependent
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72.08-7

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - 144.16
Not on Medicure
3::!4.79

dependent

328.00

451.00

365.00

485.00

..

-615.00-

650.00

plan only
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1; !)")!)~

Medicare)

175.20
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~ 1 FO~ERLY ROSS-LOOS) MEDICAL GROUP HEALTH ?LAN
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tenthly
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MONICA COLLEGE HEALTH BENEFITS UNDER AB-5 8

Ellen Bennett, SMC Insurance 0

~:ce.
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Medicare A&B
$658.80 tenthly
n Medicare 8 only

ree
e
o led in Medicare
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$

Medicare A&B
$252.71

i

Mo
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led in Med care

$

73.37 tent
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Mr. Hauser:
Thank you, Mr. Lewis.
Let me ask you j st one quick questi
What has been the e
rience in the last
ars
th the r
insurance portion of castastrophic?
Mr. Lewis:
I am not sure, but Les Engelson would have
that because he's been involved in it from the
understanding is that their re-insurer pi
s
situations that involve $75,000 or more.
But otherwise,
districts within that 5-county area carry
contract out.
I had a figure here -- their administrative
s
are less than 5 percent, and that includes contracting out cla
service.
so one of the points here, to get the cost
do something like that or something like PERS
Mr. Hauser:
The reason I asked about the re-insurance is that in a numbe
other lines, general liability in particular, we have found
re-insurance market very difficult.
I
just wondered if
any information on the re-insurance market in •••
Mr. Lewis:
I don't there, but I know in my regular work
at :r:ea regular, ongoing thing with most c
nies
cause
share the risk on everything that comes along of
size.
Mr. Hauser:
That drying up of that market, though, is one of the
ing
created part of the so-called insurance cris s
n
iabi
insurance, when Lloyd's and zurich and those fo ks
it se 1 ng
or quit buying contracts on re-insurance.
OK.
ank you very
much for your time.
Thank you for joining us t
ay

,;/_dL
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CLOSING STATEMENT
That concludes the presentation
today•s hearing.

of testimony for

My thanks to those witnesses testifying today

and others who gave of their time to assist us in our
deliberations.

Those persons, including our witnesses, who have

yet to submit written materials to become part of the official
hearing record may do so through November 15.

Any questions

which we directed to hearing witnesses, and any data which we
requested, should be submitted to us in writing by November 15.

I would like to express my appreciation to our Committee
Staff for their assistance and to our Sergeant-at-arms who
provided for the organization of the hearing room, recording the
hearing, and assistance in keeping order.

;

Mr. Hauser:
To begin this morn ng's hearing
I'd
k
consultant Sal Bianco to read a letter
ep
the Finance and Insurance Committee, Mr
McAlister.
Mr. Sal Bianco:
Thank you.
Good mor i ng.
As
airman of
asked Mr. Hauser to chair today's hearing
this opening statement.
The hearing will
matters combined in Assembly Bill 2801 and
Resolution 144 authored by Mr. Hauser.
Our ag
Committee staff has provided background informa
familiarize us with these areas in
health c
:r
Any materials which witnesses wish distributed should be
the Sergeant-at-Arms.
Please talk direct
n o the
and state your name and title for the record.
I
your deliberations today.
I invite Mr. Hau
opening remarks.
I'd like to formally welcome the many witnes s
h
here to testify, and those of you who have come because of the
critical nature of our subject.
We have a numbe
of membe
the Committee who are officially signed up to be he
hopefully they will join us as the day progresse ,
will be a prepared document of this hearing
distributed to all members of the Finance and Insurance
as well as other interested parties.
I'd like to
that the record wi l be kept open until N
receipt of written testimony for all of those
either augment their prepared text today
to send additional information to us.
Chairman McAlister for asking me to
hearing on my bill, AB 2801.
I
priority of the California Senior
hearing shortly.
There was a modest
consider the scope of the problem it was att
i
Fully 20 percent or more of our citizens are ei
uninsured or dramatically underinsured.
no one has denied that this problem exis
does anyone deny its gravity.
Medical
Now this is a time when to be without
ica
tempt the fates, and the many who are withou
that position because they're without choi e
calls for assemblage of a task force mad
professionals, insurance experts, state
and those representing the vast consti
the Commission on Aging, Senior Legislatur , and repr
of other medical user groups.
The bill called for
study existing models of health plans in othe
world, and I was quite frankly, shocked to

States stands alone with South Africa in the i
in not offering some
orm of medical insur
For this group to make recommendations to the
to formulate and implement a plan to deal
insurance crisis.
That particular b ll was stopped in
recommended for an interim hearing -- a s
o
opposed by a variety of interests, all of wh
gravity of the situation. Their opposition was based
of points some of which I found a little strange.
heard over and over was that all the studies on va
already existed and thus AB 2801 would simply dup
already known.
That legislation ended last spring wi
comments that those plans were already available and
had been completed.
I have yet to receive any of those s
I am looking forward to the testimony that this committee
receive today.
I cannot help but believe that any informat
whether it favors the approach of AB 2801 or
ot,
the cause of finding a solution to this growi
impacts so many of our people, a soluti n
Legislature will implement.
As a final note, I successfully passed ACR 144,
the Office of Statewide Health Planning and
conduct a study similar to that envisioned in
today, we' 11 hear from that office's
resentat i
plans.
Since the Resolution passed with a bipart san
oth Houses, I trust that the office is looking fav
the idea of reordering its priorities and getti
to
most important health planning issue in the state.
Now
one other measure that was closely connected w th
that was a piece of legislation carried by Assemb
that was really a landmark piece of legislation and
600 that dealt with the uninsurable and catastrophic
alth
situations.
As most of you are aware, that bil
overwhelmingly out of both Houses in the
islature,
vetoed by the Governor.
It also had overwhelming
virtually every interest group in the state.
I'd
i
little bit from Mr. McAlister's response to that ve o
sort of lay the groundwork for the politi a
we're dealing.
I quote:
"The reasons sta
not substantial.
But that is perhaps its mos
feature.
Real objections could be met with rea
e
amendments to correct any genuine flaws in the legisl
However, legislators cannot wave a magic wand and d
the need for medical care.
If that were poss
simply pass another of our meaningless resolutions an
abolish the problem.
This is a real problem, it 1 s
I hope your testimony today will focus on rea soluti

We have a number o
opportuni ies
testifying on a common theme, and in
ask them to come forward as a panel.
a panel consisting of Mr. Lee Strohbehn, Mr
Harry Humphry, and Mr. Sol Garter.
If
please come forward, and then Lee, if y
testimony I would appreciate it.
While they're getting arranged, I w u
Assemblyman Frank Hill, who didn't have qui
as I did to make this hearing.
We're certai
him here.
Mr. Strohbehn:
Assemblyman Hauser, members of the Commit
Insurance, I'm Dr. Lee Strohbehn, a member
Senior Legislature.
On behalf of t e
Legislature, let me express our appreciation
that you have given us to testi
in this

s

i

Although seniors and the California Senior
to promote AB 2801 and the concept of a
deli very system, it must be stated that i '
senior bill.
It's a universal one.
The
equal access to health care must be provi
or al
our pe
And to illustrate that concern that all age groups have
health care may not be available when neede
d li
introduce Michael Urbanek, a young famil
man
County.
And after he's had an opportuni
o speak,
permission to come back and continue my statement
Mr. Urbanek:
Good morning.
My name is Michael Urbanek
A
ago, Mr. Strohbehn made a presentation to a
belonged to about this particular problem.
there were a lot of us in that club who ould have
this issue being resolved. When I saw Lee thi
me "Well I was glad I got you to come her bee
hear the perspective of a young man".
I t
d
this is resolved, I may no longer be young and
for a job in the Senior Legislature, but I
efforts in this regard.
I'd like to re
jus
letter that I gave to Lee two years ago, after
got it in his prepared statement.
"I am 33 years old, have been self-empl
for
am what you would call 'conservative 1 on most
and I have had medical problems in the past, heres
pretty serious, mine fairly minor.
And for that, w
uninsurable, at any price, at least in practica
terms.
rates available are so high, with such seve e excl
s,

tha

another episode cou d easily cost us our
future for our children."

•

Now I will continue with an update which covers
of years.
The point is that this Assemb
b 11 at
that is not just a senior citizens' problem, a
excruciatingly wrenching for them.
But th r
constituency to get this problem solved.
been fortunate in the intervening time since I first
Lee, although there have been some close calls.
briefly like to tell you about them and their ramifica
Through the latter part of 1984 and 1985,
wi
experienced some kidney stone problems.
Thy
uck ly
shortlived events, costing us only a few hundred dol
straining the budget but not breaking it.
worst
was that here was yet another ailment, that, if I eve
any kind of private health coverage, would be exclu
policy.
Then in March of 1985, my wife came w thi
of undergoing a major operation to remove a third
was a much more serious event than the oth rs,
subsequently passed a huge stone.
It is not unr a isti
that, had an operation been necessary, we would h
$8,000 to $10,000 hospital bill, which would
home and business.
In fact, after that event,
out resumes and my wife started looking for a
would include some kind of medical benefits.
was
give up my self-emp oyment to save what I felt was
She didn't feel that she was ready to go back to work
since our second ch ld had just turned two
ars old.
enjoying what will probably be her last child of that ag
not ready to give up that experience.
The on
jobs
that would fulfill our insurance needs, however, we
so a fulltime job is what she took.
In Febru
of th s
part-time job with a local bank became available, wh ch o fe
medical benefits with a split premium, our share being abou
a month.
The cover age is adequate, she gets to spen
with the kids, and it is affordable, but it was a long
here's a footnote to our story about becoming insure .
a 3-month waiting period before her insurance ook
would be covered as of last May 1.
In March o
running, I experienced some chest pains that
worried.
A few days later, they recurred.
I had no
my agenda was clear.
I couldn't see a doctor just yet.
tell my wife, I stopped doing anything t at was
taxing, and I waited for May 1 to come.
After al ,
life insurance.
It turned out that the pan was
muscular contraction, not a heart problem at all.
express the magnitude of my anxiety, the stress of wai i
will say that my wife and I did nothing special, tha
acted responsibly and solved our insurance problem the
way.
But look at the roadblocks, look at the t

number of things could have happened t
Most of the people in
situation don
We, after all, are the ones who are
our own way.
Workers' compensation,
food stamps, as a practical matter, are not
we don't want them.
We want to be able
doctors, hospitals and insurance c
Those industries really don't want t
it is immoral for them to spend mi
ions
concept proposed in Assembly Bill 2801.
they can work so hard to deny familie
means survival, but we have nowhere lse
Mr. Strohbehn:
Michael's family is an example of
people in California who are uninsured
price of health care goes up, more and more
necessary to abandon health care benefits
of those who are uninsured are working pe
Part-time workers ordinarily have no
large corporations have fragile he
Congressional study states that the
Fortune 500 industrials in the
protection for their employees may excee
privately it is said that this liabili
is p
trillion dollars.
But the saddest comme
health field has to do with children
The
been insensitive in its provision for
The Administration has allowed a bad s
School nutrition programs have been cut
slashed, food stamps have been
children do not have e proper
percent of our children do not
percent of the births to minority
illegitimate.
Many of these girls have
This accounts in large part for the g
intensive care.
The best insurance
good access to prenatal care.
What are we doing when we neglect
resource of the future?
Even
sever
National Health Service must admit one
the course of the history of the Hea
British children has markedly improved
And what about cost?
Other nati
accomplish quality care for all at
Canada spends a little over eight percent
care, including long term care.
our c
eleven and twelve percent of GNP, with
care.
And by neglecting long term c
consignment of most old people who need inst

gross indignity of losing in just thirteen weeks
the assets it has taken a lifetime of hard
t

l

The most consistent opponent of both AB 280
the California Medical Association.
Their
that because previous studies have probably
health systems, further studies would be
of resources.
If that's true and if valid s
work of the panel will be much simpler.
significant finding will lie not in
ramework
itself but rather in the updated reactions o
various plans.
Studies made 5 or 10
:rs
current experience factors necessary to proper
CMA has not had a particularly sterling record
the field of providing better access to heal
are.
recall the resistance to Medicare.
Medical s
ieties
millions of dollars into fighting the Congressiona
p
which resulted in Medicare.
Socialism, they called it, a
subversion of the nobility of the healing arts
there's a physician who received notoriety on nationa
refusal to take Medicare patients in the late 6 's
takes them on assignment.
Medicare's been a f nanc a
the world of medical doctors and hospitals.
s John
lately reaction is characteristic of medical associ
they've been confronted by the prospects of social
must recognize the internal conflicts of doctors as
to maintain their status quo and their average
112,000
net incomes.
And for a moment I'd 1 ike to
art f om
because a statement has been called to my attention m
high CMA official, which has angered me.
He said this, "
do not know anything about the problems of health
are
in California".
In reply I'd like to caution you that
not allow doctors or the CMA to overinflate your per
the effectiveness of doctors.
Have you ever wonde
sick people in hospitals really got there? A 1981 s
in the New England Journal of Medicine concluded that
admissions to a reputable Boston medical center, 36% were there
for "complications" caused by previous medical treatment.
these were major problems and 2% were fatal.
At least
of hospital beds in this study, then, were occupied
sick people who were made really sick by doctors.
In
hospitals, an Atlanta-based company called
if
audits large payments to hospitals for insura
discovered that of nearly 13,000 hospital bills
15-month period, 97% of them included over arging, wi
high as 15%.
The only reason I've cited these examp s
show that none of us may be as infallible as we would like
to think.
While seniors may not be sophistic ted
political approaches to provision of heal
care, tho
which oppose the efforts we are making in that direct
admit to some self-serving biases.
The legislator wh
and who make the final decisions must be st cally

nherent problems as they hear
the successful pursu t of wealth
attraction of c rporate sharks t
$450 billion year
across this nat
been like blood bait.
These new
invaded an area that has tr
i ti onal
doctor-patient relationship.
term care facilities,
've set up chain
gency care units,
even child care
if the present course continues, that b
century, the provision of medical care
and that all physicians will be empl
e
patient's not going to benefit, because the
will continue to skyrocket and
of t
ferred from doctors to corporate p
stockholders.
What was once a source of gre
sionate, caring family doctors
services to the poor in hospitals and ou
supply medical repo ts as a courtesy wil
concept quoted on stock exchanges around
own protection, for the maintenance o
concept, and the
ilos
of conce n i
for the sick and injur
rather
house, fast food mentality, the Cal
should without delay embrace the
care delivery system which is
it to fruition.
Resistance to the idea
groups has brought down a predatory c
it
A national health insurance plan should have
ago.
Even though every other advanced coun
only hope that for us it is not too
a
health industry does not have too powerful
legislators, and that if we are success
corporate greed will not suck out all its bene
hope that there are
ose who will st
benefit our people, and not allow a two-tie
which will divide us and cause most of u
against tremendous odds, to achieve
given birthright for all.
Before closing, I must tell you
Legislature in its 1986 annual sessi
Friday again voted a statewide
th
No. 1 priority.
Eve
year of its existence
lature has made health care delive
a rna
no question that that will be back year a
until we achieve a satisfactory r
t
Thank you very much for listening.

Mr. Hauser:
Mr. Harry Humphry, senior senator, California Senior

•
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Mr. Humphry:
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Committee members.
My name is Harr
Humphry, I'm a member of the California Senior
islature
official of the California Medical Association was
ot
in one
of your Los Angeles papers not too long ago to the effect that
the senior legislators did not know much about the medical care
i n o u r state •
undoubted 1 y , the sen i or s know 1 e s s f r om
he
speaker about the speaker's professional viewpoint, but I
est
that they are more qualified to speak from the point of view of
the consumer.
We're an important part of the medical care
system.
I'd like to take a moment to establish my own
credentials for speaking on this particular subject.
I've
an active member of the California Senior Legislature since its
inception.
I've worked on health study commit tees, I've
on
the Senior Legislature's legislative committee for 3 years,
reviewing, planning the proposed legislative measures being
presented to the California Legislature.
I'm also on Medica
and supplemental insurance myself.
I'm personally acquain
with the deficiencies of the Medicare system. For several years,
the CSL has had a priority of planning for a national health
plan, but this is evidently not realistic in the presen
political climate in Washington.
Therefore, it is more
tant for California to lead the way, which we can do by th s
initiative, initiating a step and a study for a successful health
plan elsewhere in order to thoroughly develop a California health
plan of our own.
My family adds to my knowledge of the American
health care system.
My wife is a physician with 30
ars' exper
ience in public health.
My 2 sons are act ve medica
practitioners.
One in a private pediatric practice and one
n
solid clinical work as an internist.
I also have a daughter in
medical school at the present time and 2 daughters who are in the
medical-related research in academic fields.
For the last 4
years, I have been chairman of the board of directors for our
county health clinics which are, incidentally, State-subsidi
and supervised.
We have taken assignment on all the Medic
e
patients, accepted Medi-Cal, and have a sliding fee scale for
low-income patients.
36% of our patients of those centers are on
the Medi-Cal.
Our doctors have given up the obstetric
act ce
as we cannot afford the medical malpractice insurance an
ore
In fact, a pregnant Medi-Cal beneficiary in our county really has
to go outside the county to get obstetric care and delive
for
that child.
The Board of Health of our centers is
ali ng all
the time with the economics and operations of a doctor's off ce,
and that's what we're really talking about here today.
economics and planning aspects of medical care.
We know that we
do not have the equitable and accessible health care service for
all of our Californ a citizens.
Last June 19th and 20th, th
Senate Rules Committee sponsored a symposium on the sub
t of
uncompensated health care and access for the unsponsored and
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indigent patient.
There were
c om pan i e s , Ho s p i tal As soc i at i n ,
economists, and so fo th.
Most of
with the medical community prese
"Band-Aid" approach to improving the
the underinsured.
at is,
h
up the present fr
financi
another system to p
for the medi
excluded.
We don't need another means
category of third party payment -- we
and distributing equal health care with a
to all.
Now, all
e residents of
preventive health care, long term
neglected aspects of the health serv
Assembly that our health care system
of rapid change today, and most of i
commercialization.
Traditionally, the fee-fo
paying are being replaced whether the
not.
Health maintenance organizations,
systems, Medicare and Medi-Cal are di
doctors will be paid.
Prospectiv
increasingly determining
re
the other providers,
t the changes
other and lead to inequities in p
driven by a need to reduce costs rather th
services.
Categories of eligibility a
access, as does the refusal of doctors to
or take assignmen
on Medicare.
he
resources on paperwork and bureaucra ic
shocking proportion of the medical car mon
1986 issue of a journal of health affa r
exchange of letters
tween Dr. Arnold
New England Journal of Medicine, and Prof
economist at Princeton in the effect of a
entering into the medical field.
Dr.
the large corporations assuming contr
because their primary interest is in
fi
responds that many
tors t
ay have
the financial aspects of medici e
Reinhart supports the Canadian p an
exchange of letters points up
h
getting out of reac
financially to
people in our country.
The problem
Instead, it's going to become more
leaders of our State make a st
nations to see what would be the
Californian citizens have an access
without bankrupting the counties or
themselves.
I know that the CMA will s
been made.
But no impartial, serious
problem has even been undertaken
Thi
about, is just that study. The makeup

called for in this bill, has a good representation from different
population groups, so that all aspects of the situation can
studied.
We ask the passage of AB 2801 so that we can
ild
towards a healthier health plan for everybody in the State of
California. Thank you.
Mr. Hauser:
Thank you very much, Harry.
Just for background:
You mentioned
the problem in the county of, for example, no obstetric care.
Mr. Humphry:
Yes.
Mr. Hauser:
Which county?
Mr. Humphry:
That's Amador County.
Incidentally, I understand that, we do
have an obstetrician in the county, but he will not take a
Medi-Cal.
He has told us that he is going to get an assistant,
and when he gets the assistant that he would be considering
taking low-risk Medi-Cal pregnant ladies.
Mr. Hauser:
Sounds like three of the four counties that I represent.
Mr. Humphry:
(Laughs.) You know the problem.
Mr. Hauser:
Yeah, I know the problem.
Mr. Humphry:
Thank you.
Mr. Hauser:
Thank you.
Mr. Sol Garber, Senior Assemblyman.
Mr. Garber:
Thank you, Assemblyman Hauser and members of the panel.
My name
is Sol Garber, I am the Senior Assemblyman representing the West
San Fernando Valley, which coincides with Assemblyman Tom Baines'
area.
I am also Chair of the Southern California Coalition for a
National State Health Plan, a coalition representing many groups
of various backgrounds throughout Southern California.
Some of
these groups are groups such as the Gray Panthers, California
Conference of Senior Citizens, the California Social Workers,
political clubs, unions, etc.
Today I'm speaking on behalf of
that coalition more so than for the Senior Legislature.
I am now
and have been on numerous councils and committees pondering
health care delivery in California and in the United States.
I am also the co-author of Senior Legislature proposal 50,

forerunner of AB 2801, which
right!
The time is now!

ings

s

This morning and
s aftern
hearing, many statis
a few of these numbe s
have heard again and again
to you; however, I want to introduce
and 2. The first you have alre
heard
The first number is 6.
For 6
Legislature has placed a national
priority.
For the last 2 years
plan as their first priority.
And
priorities, 3 are calling for a
40% of our success story and on the site,
good state health plan, our 66% success st
I figured that out. We want to go to 80%
The American people have
by Congress on this most vital issue.
State level for action.
Massachusetts
issue on their ballots in November.
will appear on the ballots in the
i
wi 11 be heard.
Also in Ca 1 if or n i a,
Senior Legislature introduced SLB 50,
good friend Assemblyman Dan Hauser, and
second number I shall talk about is No.
reach our goal for a national or state he
months, the Souther
California Coalit
Health Plan has demanded that I set a c
to reach this goal for an understan
comprehensive health care plan for all
nation.
I promised
that this wi
the past, during our session in the Sen
the Senior Legislators throughout Cali
approached me on the very same issue:
initiative way.
I want to read some
people come from:
Chula Vista, Sherm
Norco, Mariposa, Lancaster, Red Bluff,
Ojai, Long Beach, San Diego.
It covers
pleas.
I hope you do.
This second t
there are 2 ways to achieve our objective
is the legislative way.
We, the citizens
chosen you to carry out our wishes for
us the right to life, liberty, and the
None of these are available without a
universal, comprehensive health plan f
California and for the nation.
The sec
goal, of course, may be through a Proposit
whatever number is assigned to an initi
may be based on either the British Columb

Roybal's H.R. 507
adjusted to California
combination of all the health plans of
tion of all concerned California s
proposition.
They'l be consulted,
must go the initiative way.
I personally would prefer the first of
our legislators, who should carry
constituents and all the people of our great
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You can be assured that our calendar goa
universal, comprehensive health plan for al Ca
announced early in 1987.
It will take int
actions and proposals in the next session
This calendar will a so include an alternative agen
go the initiative route.
The time is right, the t
Thank you.
now it is up to you!
Mr. Hauser:
Thank you, Sol.
I'm going to have to i nte:r ject
own personal prejudice here in that I
ertai
y
legislative route to the initiative :route,
ing
receiving end of too many initiatives, I guess
But
agree with you that t's incumbent on the Legislature
to address, or try to seriously address, this ent r
Before I let you sit down, are there any questions
panel members or consultants at this point?
OK,
much.
I'd like to call on Mr. Clifford Holli
Seniors.

, Congres

l

Mr. Holliday:
Assemblyman Hauser, members of the Committee, my
Holliday, I was requested to appear this morning as a
tive of the Congress of California Seniors, a statew
tion and the western regional representative of
Council of Senior Citizens headquartered
n
organizations that have been deeply involved over a
years with legislation relative to the welfare of sen ors,
only their health but their economic and social wellbei
in our submittal of testimony relative
most
t
the
care, which I hope you'll permit me to more
1 ss just
it without reading it all because of the length of it;
we have had a couple of conferences since that t me wh n
other elements have come up relative to Bi 1 2801.
particularly was relative to the provisions for setting
conference committee that will be administering the
as we read that we find that we have 2 doctors
he a 1 th care and one from the insurance comp
with 4 public members.
And in our conference,
consensus was that maybe this would be a little

if to start off there would only be one
Just one
sician, one from
insu
providers, and that 5, that al
e
Legislature and one from the Commi sian
public representat ves.
And thi
appointing
Seni
islature repr
be from a provi r gr
, to be one
That would take care of that.
And then
one doctor and switching that to a
representing the public and 4 re r
whole.
And this was very strongly
probably something can be done.
concern was the amount of
that
for financing.
Now with 9 members on
staffed, it seems like $100,000 is ra
But to provide adequate research and
s gn
therefore our recommendations in
ose 2 i
the original testimo
, but I will gi e
before I leave.
Relat ve to the orig nal
term care, in the design of
icare and
the long term care was not
ate
It is estimated that probab
as much a
are now confined in convalescent homes
provided the outreach programs and serv
maintain people in their homes.
I have
of a number, at least 3 or 4 people, tha
services in their home and are able
I also have other
friends who are
while in the testimony it menti
be a very conservative figure, the peopl
paying from $1,600 to $1,800 a month,
neighborhood that are paying that amoun
been doing it for
ars.
It's so expens
the members or both in some cases in conv lescen
completely, even though they are
ite
financially, by the t
they are
a convalescent home, it's devast
of them are having to go on to
in the long term care there is a big
Assemblyman, you're acquainted with
working on this now for quite a num
delighted when the long term care b l
to be there and he has devoted, you m
energy and life to the long term care
for additional support in that field
not only with the panel itself,
sensitive about, but we are also
sensitive and conscious about what
term provisions for taking care of pe
ill. The natural answer of this would be, r
it would be, that if we had an
ate
most of the other industrial countries d ,

have access to health care.
And I think some
my life has given me the privilege
f si
employers and the business people,
e
actually experienced in the costs now, over $ 00
employee to carry health insurance.
And as re
companies themselves
the employers say
they're passing it on to the employee, and
the employer is bann ng the program entire
their employees.
And I think that in the nteres
system of our nation, that the ultimate
comprehensive national health policy where eve
to insurance, and if that were the case,
cost, regardless of what you say, it's got to
if that were mobilized and put into proper funding, I ven
e
say that the health costs of this country from tak ng nearly 12
of the gross national product could be cut down t
other
ion'
experience towards 7.5% to 8%.
And this is what we will
supporting.
We thank you very, very much for the pr i vi 1
coming here this morning, and we will be
ery h
anything we can in the future to help. Thank you ve
Mr. Hauser:
A consultant has one question he'd like to ask.
Mr. Bianco:
If I might.
I'd like your reaction, if
occurred:
If the federal government deci
and the President,
at the solution to access to
for the citizens of the United States was done in the
way, what do you think about this?
1.
The Congress wou
that they will leave to the States the respon ib
requiring insurance companies, health care service
employers, no matter what their size, to partie ate in a
administered by the State, that would provi
health insur
any eligible resident of that state.
2.
In
term care, the federal government would say
would be addressed in the following ways:
One,
Medicare, the health care financing administration on
level would require providers, that would
sicians
sake of argument, and insurance companies and health care
plans that interact with paying for Medicare coverages
wi 11 have a limited form of long term care coverage
additional long term care coverage wou d fa
responsibilities of the State to administer
lop
any guidelines from the federal government whatsoever.
said that, would that at all begin to address the basis
testimony, and how would you react to that
al?
Mr. Holliday:
I think, as you've stated the question, in refer
State's participation, I understand that in
a,
government does provide 50% to the state and the state

less administers
r program.
through a long period, about 4
term care program.
I underst
, I
of relatives who live up there, by the
just retired from the City of Vancouver Hea
they are really enthusiastic about their health
up some on the long term care,
there's some in there, relative to how
what you're saying is, that if I get
you feel that through the insurance system
i n sur an c e and the State a dm in i s t e r the p 1 an
companies pay for it.
I understand that tha
is
saying.
That is not true in some of
countri s
countries, they have it set up like a pos off
,
that it's an organization, and you go to the eli ic
you go, it's a thing that may be private
,
less, the clinic is the agency between the patient
which is the government in that case.
So I wou d be
to.... I think at the present time
2
again insurance-oriented, that we have
My ultimate personal thought on this
a national health plan like we have
like we have a national post office,
because what is more important than
school system we must support, and
just as important and not be leaving
worldly possessions, what
've gathe
wealth in t
Mr. Bianco:
Thank you, Mr. Holliday.
Mr. Hauser:
I'd like to now call
Specialist.

on Ms. Bonnie Burns, Consu

ng

Ms. Bonnie Burns:
Thank you, Chairman Hauser, panel members.
I
nk
this hearing is especially appropriate
Halloween.
I can never talk about insurance w
about trick-or-treat, so I brought
own Halloween
materials to show you.
I want to tell you that
programs which serve the aging population. I worked
on the legislation that became the HICAP programs,
Health Insurance Counseling and Advocacy P ogr
statewide counseling programs.
I work for
of
and I do counseling and Medicare assistance in 4
well as some training.
So I think I know a 1 ttle
Medicare system.
I was thinking, what cou
that would show you the seriousness of the probl
health insurance needs?
And strangely enough,
treat bag, I do indeed have something.
This

worst example, or the best example
of
nightmare.
This is
$52,000 hospital bil
have insurance, you can just imagine wh t
personal finances.
What's interesting
what different ways
at people view i
haven't already had
cardiac arrest that s
to getting a bill such as this.
The h
ita
and says, "Someone's got to pay this.n
look at it and say to their attorneys, "Fi
don't have to pay it and if we do have to
sure that we don't have to pay it again."
looks at this bill and says, "B
!
Coul
insurance with that!"
So those are the
ffere
people have of viewing the results of the costs.
question of access. Not only access to health i
but also access to the health care system.
Because
want to admit it or not, the health care
dollars, and it's a question of who pays for
of that care, and who's going to make the
route.
This State and indeed the rest
insurance coverage has been restricted
who will use it the least.
And it's been accompl
1 i ttle public not ice except by those direct
whom you have already heard from.
Access to health care coverage exists for some
and for others if they are young, heal
the premium.
But those who are part-time employees,
poor, widowed or divorced will find that
access to insurance coverage.

unemp

Those who are self-employed, or those who are
than 10 employees, will also have a difficul
moderately priced or even reasonably priced health
they can get it at all.
The insurance industry, in their year of the crisis,
us believe that it
s not economically pract cal t
above-mentioned groups.
And they are ri
t if you
need to protect their three billion dollar pr fit
last.
To paraphrase the comic strip character
I think are old enough to remember, I have seen
and the enemy is them.
Employers have contributed heavily to the pr
converting from a full time employee base to
base to avoid providing benefits.
Empl
early retirement with lump sum pension benef ts
orating health care benefits.
And we have just
tip of the iceberg of that problem, because

ages of 50 and 65 who believe that they can get nd vi
insurance coverage are in for a very rude shock.
advertising has left an indelible impress on
public that insurance coverage is unive s
truth is that it's sometimes available
it's not available at any price.
The discovery of this reality comes at a
life for most people~
It happens to women
a spouse or at the t
divorce, while men
a job termination.
Many benefit packa es
conversion privileges. The definition
less insurance for more money with the b
entire premium.
Women are the hardest
You can imagine that a woman who has s
ral
is on a limited income may not be able to af
health care coverage.
Recent federal legislation requires
coverage be extended to spouses of empl
But that legislation only affects c
employees for whom health care coverage wa
employment.
The spouse still must pa
something that many women will find diff
do.
A recent national study found that
ir
on pe
nation are not covered by a health insur
plan
profound implications for our national
ou
health, as well as the expenditure of public funds.

There is a proverb in the insurance industry
at
get their health care free they will overuti ize
because they're not paying for them.
reverse
is that if people have to pay for all of their heal
will not seek services when they need
is
ast
supported by a Field Institute study done in Califo ni
found that 42% of the people studied did not, in fact,
receive needed medical services when
or their fam
became ill, because of the cost.
When those pe
needed medical services, that care is oft n m
provide, with the result that there is litt
cost can be borne by the family.
The F
d
that the preponderance of bills placed w
were for medical services.
This problem cuts across all ages and
ncome
problem is one of access to i nsur a nee and whe
industry will accept an application for
who needs it and can pay, as well as
access and cannot pay, and the person

•

It should be noted that there is an ocean of
making application for health
coverage by that company.
Seniors and
told that they can apply for insurance
and with the application they must also
some t i me s that pre mi u m i s f or a who 1 e
chance at all that the insurance camp
i v
accept that person for coverage, but they have
premium for the length of time that it
application down, and that's 30, 60, 90
s, and
a market analyst to know that they're drawing
money for the time that they have the use of
te
Insu
very difficult and complicated subject to discuss
an
people will defer to the experts.
Unfortunately, most
experts are chosen from within the indust
a
1
sought, and there are very few experts at the
int of use, so
that paper solutions often appear to be much more workable
they ultimately prove to be when implemented.
The
ld arg
over pub 1 i c funding versus private funding ignores the rea i
that ultimately, we all pay for this enormous un
liab 1
for uncompensated care. When you go to any health care
the cost that you pay is reflective of their uncollec
the lower reimbursement rate from Medi-Cal, a lowe
rate from Medicare if they accept that, and s
you ar
that cost when you pay your bills.
So we're p
i g
anyway, and we're also paying for it in our tax-suppor
Cal system.
So the argument over public versus private fundi
I think, is a red herring.
There's too much evi
to
we already do that
I want to show you what
allow the public sector to take over the marketing
coverage .••• In my trick-or-treat bag ••.• You
fam
the Consumers Union complaint to the Attorney General that
with false and misleading and deceptive adverti ing.
We 1,
are 12 of those that were complained about.
Now, what's wro
with these?
These are all post cards, and they
ing
on
them like "American senior citizens Benefit Fulfil
Center".
"California Association for Concerned Senior Ci
"Consumer Advisory." "Consumer Referral Service Center
Division." Now, the thing that's wrong with all of
these cards ask for your name, address and
one
want more information about Medicare.
So seniors
them out and send them back.
We 11, these are le
[ i rms.
They sell these.
In fact, some of
produced by insurance companies, and
from $3 to $9 a name.
To insurance agents who are
the sales techniques that they use, not to make
one
make appointments with the seniors that they're to see.
just show up. Because if they call, they mi t be to d
didn't want to see them.
So they show up at their
seniors resist, they show them a card and say
wanted to know about this or you wouldn't have
mation in." So the seniors are responding to

think is a legitimate senior organization, names that sound ve
much like the senior organizations that I work for, a
it's
simply a marketing device.
And the kinds of pe
that
t
buy these and tend to solicit within the senior communi
are not
the kind of people that most insurance companies want working for
them.
However, they've taken absolutely no steps to make sure
that that doesn't happen.
I also have some others that were not mentioned.
One,
personal favorite, is an envelope like this with a
icture o
Medicare card on it that says, "If you only have
is card,
can't afford to get sick. 11
There's a ton of informat
in
with the same sort of postcard response.
So when we allow the private sector to get invol
in the
of
making of medical care, we ask for these kinds of abuses, whether
it comes from the insurance industry's marketing techniques or
whether it comes from the health care industry themse
terms of vertical integration, which is a lot of the nursing home
problem, the for-profit hospitals, for-profit nursi
o
then turn around and hire the lowest-paid personnel that
can
find to take care of our older people that we're institutionalizing because we have no clearly developed communi
to keep that from happening.
And if I cou
fi
a nurs
that was charging $1,500 a month, I think I'd take it in a
minute, because the people that I work with are
ing $2,500
month.
So if you want to talk about the impover shment of this
population, it happens at the senior's level as well as the
younger people's level.
It cuts right across the board
I
e
seen a number of abuses in the time that I've been doing
I've worked with the Medicare population for 9 years, and on
the last 2 years have I found anyone interested enough in
problem to take it on and who has a big enough name behind them
to begin to get some results.
But I have seen seniors sold
policies every 6 months with a new 6-month pre-existing limitation, which means that for the first 6 months you own that
policy, it pays nothing for anything that you already have.
I've
seen people visited within days of each other by agents who
these cards.
They're sold duplicative, multiple polic es,
sometimes policies that don't do what the senior thinks
and sometimes policies they don't even know that they have.
So
for somebody to have 4 or 5 or 10 policies is not all that
uncommon, and many of the people in the high cap?
ram have
seen that.
Our State is in a unique position to do something that will set
the standard for the rest of the nation, whether we do t with
some sort of approach to the uncompensated care problem or
whether we do things that will help control
e •
I hope we have the courage as a State to take
ank
you.
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Mr. Hauser:
Thank you very much.
Now I'd like to call on Mr. Richard
Commissioner with the Commission on Aging.

ones,

Mr. Jones:
Mr. Chairman, and members: My name is Richard Jones, a member
the California Commission on Aging.
I am here t
to
behalf of the 25-member Commission on Aging in support o
Assembly Bill 2801.
We join hands with our colleagues of the
California Senior Legislature, and with eve
senior citi
group existing in this State that we know of
n supporti
bill and the tremendous need it seeks to address.
Mr.
rman,
this year, this State, through private and public funds,
spend almost $40 billion on the health care needs of its
citizens.
Yet we have millions of our fellow Californians
can't afford health care when they need it.
Every
r we have
thousands of older people who must spend their last few assets on
their 40% of health care that Medicare doesn't cover, or
must spend themselves down, become paupers for the first t
their lives -- in order to qualify for Medi-Cal.
We can do better that this for $40 billion a year
0
Commission has for the past 2 years been s
i
the succes
Canada in providing comprehensive health care to all its
izens
for less money than we are spending in California
r capita
The chairman of our health committee went to British Columbi
this past summer to find out first hand just how
tors
patients feel about their comprehensive health system whi
,
the way, includes long term care.
Mr. Chairman,
ike what
they have in British Columbia, and they are getting more for
fewer dollars.
We have been told by the California
ica
Association that there are almost insurmountable federal
obstacles to our adopting a California state plan.
Yet
recently learned that the State of Hawaii has such a p an.
Hawaii may be out of our sight, but what they have done there is
not out of our reach.
All we are asking the California Legislature to do by passing AB
2801 is to force the State to look at British Columbia, Hawaii,
and other states to find out what they have done to
ovi
comprehensive health care while trying to get a handle on costs
Is this too much to ask for a state that is spending $40 bill
a year on private and public health dollars?
Is it too much
ask the Legislature to have us look at the best in other health
care systems and
en mold the best into a plan that ift
California?
Why you did just that in 1982 when
passed AB
2860, the Torres-Felando Long-Term Care Reform Act. We a
administration to look at the long-term care models
states and other countries, and then we submit to you
California.
That resulted in the Governor's Seniors
of 1984.
Now is the time to do the same regarding
c
for all Californians, young or old, employed or retir

There's one thing th
we can all be ce
access to health ca e, quali
health
costs wi l not go
Now
provider a d patient, governm
employers and
l
t
r in
for Ca ifornia that
s second to none.
bring all like-mi
and cancer
with the State in searching for what
where in the world -- to make
ali
Mr. Chairman, if General Motors
rys
hands with their Japanese counterparts t
g
competitive prices
why can't we in Ca i
regarding health care? Well, we can! And AB
make it happen.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members, for
with you a view that is held unanimously
Commission.

r

Mr. Hauser:
Thank you very much, Mr. Jones.
I think
certainly not getting our dollar's wor
that's being spent t
in Californi •
We had an earlier request from a gent
testify at this place here. would you plea
sir. Could you identify yourself for the
Mr. Batinovich:
My name is Matthew Batinovich.
I 1 m the
Gray Panthers.
Mr.
airman, members of
start off saying that the last hearing I
public health for a state plan was in
committee blocked it by one vote.
I mi
profession brought a physician from
English system of medicine was no good.
understand, the purpose of AB 2801 is to
for a State health care plan for consider
the State Legislature.
In the bill, as
restrictions and guidelines for
disapprove of these restrictions
A.
The panel is unfair.
The panel
representatives of the medical professional,
care services, and insurance companies engag
insurance.
There are a lot more people
these business interests. B. The propo
a voluntary one, not mandatory.
C.
It wou
funded.
D.
It eliminates from consider
foreign plans that go outside of these guidel

i

we, the Gray Panthers of San Pedro, are oppo
to any plan that
is voluntary.
Why?
Because the rich would not join, the poor
could not pay their way, thus leaving on
the middle c as
A health plan must be mandatory and comprehe siv
to be
successful.
To make a point, I shall digress for
moment.
During the depression days, when the unions were organiz
,
question was raised that the unions seek health
ans and pensi
plans from the employers.
I, at the time, an
anizer
union
official, opposed the idea of each union seeking
se bene its
and argued that we must have state and national plans to co
all of our people. Needless to say, I lost out.
I argued that a strong union could exact good health
pensi
plans, those fairly strong would get some mediocre
ans, and the
weak unions would get nothing.
It has taken 50
ars to prove
that I was right.
Just read the papers and you wi 11 note that
hardly a day goes by that health plans are being decimated,
dropped, or the costs increased.
Mi 11 ions of workers, former y
covered by plans, are now without satisfactory heatlh care.
is
is true of the pensions as well.
Now, back to the bill.
Private funding, by my inte
tat on
would mean that the plan would be nothing more or less
an an
insurance plan with HMO' s supplying the service and the publ i
paying the premiums.
In other words, it would strict
be profi
making plan that would result in high premiums, corr
ion, and
poor health care.
In my opinion, it would be in the s
category we find ourselves with the Medicare
stem, whi
is
rife with corruption, poor health care, and a system whee
obscene profits and salaries come before quality health care.
I shall digress here for another memonet to give you an idea of
what I have in mind.
These are some of the salaries paid to the
health care organizations:
David Jones, co-founder and chairman of Humana, Inc., the large
for-profit hospital chain, had compensation of $18,116,000 in
1985, the second highest paid executive in America.
Next, Thomas Frist , co-founder and head of Hospital Cor
at
of America, received a salary increase from $1.4 million to $2
million.
Richard Earner of National Medical Enterprises rose from $
million to $6.4 million.
Robert Van Tuyle, of the largest nursing home
in, Beve l
Enterprises: his salary also went up, to $1.9 million.

Vv<

Now we're just talking
about the profits here.

about

the salar es,

Chief Pharmaceutical executives ave aged $98
This is up from 28% in 1983, yet in the
pay hike for the American worker was on
Some say that private enterprise can
This is a myth promoted by moneyed intere
examples to prove that this is a my
California, in the early 40's, a steamsh
bankruptcy, but in order to get out from
turned over the entire assets, proper
other words, lock, stock and
rel, to
The then Finance
irman of California
Governor Culbert Olsen, took charge and, afte
he brought the steamship line back to a
at which time the stockholders sued to get
and got it.
Then they turned around
State for the money the State h
again!
The State of South Dakota took
and made it successful, and it is now
their perimeters, and making
No more of this baloney that private i
st
need a real nonprofit health care
stem
people's health comes first, rather than
I propose
care plan,
Committee
before the
bill which
a copy of
ratings of

to the Committee that it s
which reportedly is the best n
wor
should take a good look at Congressman
Congress.
I am giving you a
will help to guide you in your
the world health systems ratings.
the United States at the bottom.

Let those that say we cannot afford a true
consideration that Israel has a national
American taxpayers, are paying for it!
billions of dollars to kill human beings
preserve human life.
2.2 million elder
line and do not qualify for Medicaid,
one-third of their income on heal
care
I again say, let's stop spending
taxpayers' money to kill human beings
human life.
Chairman and Committee,
tunity.

Mr. Hauser:
Thank you for your testimony.
It was very refre
unique approach, and your criticisms of the
ou
are certainly heard. Thank you.
Mr. Batinovich:
I might raise one question.
I noticed that in the last ses i
of the Legislature, that the Legislature unanimously,
20
members, voted for health care to be paid
e t
rs, t
the tune of $3 23,000 a year.
Was any mention ever br oug t
about also having the health plan paid by
State f
ll th
people?

•

Mr. Hauser:
Not during the debate on that particular bi 11.
I
ould note
that those who voted against my bill voted for their own
benefits, as well as those who supported my legis ation
Your
point is well taken. Thank you very much.
Mr. Hauser:
Mr. Carl K. Oshiro, Director, Special Projects, Consumers Un
Mr. Oshiro:
Mr. Hauser, Members of the Committee:
Thank you for the
opportunity to testify this morning. You have big issues on
hands here.
And what I'd like to cover is really
round for
you.
As you consider these weighty issues, you should be aware
of the problems in our current delivery system with private
health insurance in this State, specifically as it's delivered to
seniors.

•

Frankly, the delivery of private health insurance in C iforni
to senior citizens is a scandal.
Recently, the Select Committee
on Aging of the U.S. House of Representatives issued a
t
covering this, and they labelled it a crisis.
What
ound
was that in 1986, senior citizens will spend some 13 billion
dollars for private health insurance to supplement Medicare.
this amount, that committee estimated 3 billion dollars will be
was ted because of fraud, deception, and other abusive
by insurance companies and their agents.
It's really
industry at its worst.
From beginning to end of the p ocess,
there are abuses.
Bonnie Burns, the previous witness, menti
the complaint the Consumers' Union filed recently with the
Attorney General.
The complaint was against 19 entiti
including insurance companies, insurance agencies, dummy firm
set up by companies and agencies, and lead development firms.
What these companies were doing was systematically attempti
scare senior citizens into buying more health insurance.
were posing as phony government agencies, they were posing as
bogus senior citizens' groups.
Now I think anybody in the
insurance industry or outside of it would say that that s not
lawful practice. We found that that practice violated some dozen
laws of this state.
It's going on today.
In the Oaklan
Tribune, the president of one of those lead development firms

seniors with redundant policies, co
ing
dollars in just wasted coverage.
And
rhap
serious abuses we found is tha
nsu
n
systematically cheating senior citizens of mil ons
health insurance benefits.
In 1980, the Cal forn
directed the insurance commission to issue r
would ensure elderly consumers that the
reasonable benefits for the premium dollars th
Direct the insurance commissioner to
what's
own
ratios.
Bonnie mentioned that term in conne tion
cartoon strip.
The commissioner adopted regulations
binding on all companies selling Medicare
lement
California.
Those regulations state that indivi
poli
must have loss ratios of at least 60 percent.
That means
every dollar the company receives in premiums, it has o
60 cents in benefits to seniors.
Our research into thi
with filings by companies with the Department indicates
companies are violating this standard, not just
a few
but by huge percentages.
I've provided the Committee consultant with s
like to also supply you.
Mr. Hauser:
Carl, could I also get -- I realize you have
the petition itself

r

Mr. Oshiro:
I'd like to direct your attention to th
release -- there are two attachments ther .
is a list of fifteen policies that we found
filings of this year, of Medicare supplement
ratios of less than 50 percent.
As you
ecall,
standard is 60 percent
And in that l st, the e a
with loss ratios as low as 4.6 percent, and 28.3 percent
of these policies have been approved by the Dep
tme t
Insurance for sale in the state of California
Also
di
your attention to the second attachment, which f
t
like this.
This is a filing by Federal Home Lif
Battle Creek, Michigan.
It was filed before une 30
it presents is some data concerning Medicare
California by that company.
It indicates tha
earned premiums of over 6 million dollars in Cal forni ,
incurred claims and increased policy reserves
on
$
According to that company, its loss ratio was 9.3 percent
if this company were made to comply with Californi 's 60
loss ratio, it should be paying benefits seven t
-- roughly 3 million dollars more just for this
think what we have here is really a massi
benefits from senior citizens.
These poli
a daily basis.
Here's one company with
sales.
If the abuse of senior citizens in

be halted, it really is up to the Department of Insurance
As
you are aware, Mr. Hauser, there is no federal regulation of
e
business of insurance.
All of that is devoted to state
regulators.
And I wish I could say that our Department of
Insurance was tough and vigilant in doing the job, but it is not.
We've heard a lot of words from our commissioner about how
consumer-oriented she is, about how concerned about seniors
issues she is, but we haven't seen much action whenever it comes
down to it.
The Department has a history of not doing
in
this area.
Cold lead developers, those phony mailers that Miss
Burns showed you -- those were brought to the attention of the
Department of Insurance over two years ago. No action was taken.
We again brought it to the attention of the Department in April
of this year.
People who received it said, "This is a serious
problem - we'll look into it."
Nothing happened.
So for that
reason, two weeks ago, we filed this formal complaint after
completing our own investigations, against nineteen entities
at
we came up with.
The Consumers Union doesn't have subpoena
power.
Yet our own informal research turned up nineteen
companies.
And the Attorney General was looking at it, he
s
he believes it's a serious problem.
In fact, one of
things
that I hope to do while I'm down here is meet with the
investigators for that agency.
The Department had a
r
head start.
So far, it's issued one cease-and-desist order
against one agency, and it's issued an Order to Show Cause
against another.
This is not enough to stop the prob
that
are going on in this area.
Another area where the Department of
Insurance is not doing enough is that it has failed to provide
senior citizens with information that seniors could use to
protect themselves against marketplace abuses, and also to shop
wisely among policies.
One of the serious problems in this area
is the complexity of the cover age.
No two policies are alike,
Medicare coverage is complex, and it's important for the market
to operate that the Department give seniors information they can
use.
Other state commissioners do this on a regular basis.
We
found at least a half a dozen other states that are providing
side-by-side comparisons of Medicare supplement policies sold in
that state, so that seniors can judge for themselves which poli
meets their needs.
Some of those agencies are actually
publishing loss ratio information, so that a senior could see,
"Aha, this company's paying me less than 10 cents on the dollar.
I'm going to avoid that company."
The Department has no such
information.
The Commissioner said they're working on it -so
far, there's no product, and I don't think there's any time table
for a product.
The last time the Department did something in
this area was in 1981 when it had a handbook on Medicare
supplement policies, but it really was window-dressing.
It
printed a total of 1,000 copies for distribution.
I think that's
more for your consumption as legislators than for seniors'
consumption as consumers.
I think the question of loss ratios
really points out the Department's attitude in this area.
By
laws that you pass, the Department is supposed to be the
8

watchdog.
The wat
watching for abu
for abuse by agents.
If it's watchi
it's
closely, and it's certainly not biting a
al
problem shows that senior citizens are li ral
millions of dollars, that they're paying too much
too little in this area.
Mr. Hauser:
Thank you very much, Carl.

We do have a c

of

t

on

Carl, I'd like to start with one of the last comment
about the 1,000 pamphlets that were printed in 981.
D
any other information relative to the printing of those
other than what you've just told us?

Mr. Oshiro:
No, I've tried to get a copy of the p
are all out.

let.

unde

Mr. Peter Groom:
I think Mr. Hauser and others should kn
a
background on that, to put that into some form of pe
First off, there was a problem that occur
in 1981,
with the state budget.
And the decision and that p
pamphlet, or any pamphlet, is not necessar i
- I me
some reasoning behind that.
There was an order
Brown in which all printing would be
possible, and further that travel would be r
direct impact on the Department of Insurance.
Other departments had that, but I think that should be known.
And by the way, that gave rise to legislation which
ir
the
Insurance Commissioner to investigate consumer c
laints and t
disseminate information. Because the genesis of that sh
that
unless the Legislature put into statute the requirement
at
information be disseminated, the Insurance Commissioner would
have little to go on except inherent authori
and power.
think that's important that be put on the record
a
s
somewhat in defense of the Department, Mr. Chairman, bu
I th
it should be articulated.
Mr. Hauser:
Whatever the problems were, we are now in 1986 and
Now I guess when the Department comes up, we ca ask
happened since '81. But that's another issue. What I
like to ask you about is, in the amount of t
tha
spent in working on this particular problem, how many
you met with the Department of Insurance staff
h
recall?

Mr. Oshiro:
I have met with the Department staff on three occasions.
The
first occasion was with Mr. Brookhart who is chief of the
Consumer Affairs Division, and it was on that occasion that I
showed him copies of the mailers, and this was back in January of
this year.
And in fact it was Mr. Brookhart who said he thought
this was a serious problem.
In the months that followed, I
talked with people in his investigations unit, in his rate
regulation unit, and then most recently, in the legal department.
Mr. Hauser:
OK, in your conversations did you
Francisco office?

talk

to anyone

in the San

Mr. Oshiro:
Yes.
Mr. Hauser:
That would be your legal folks?
Mr. Oshiro:
And also investigations with Mr. Ward who is •.•.
Mr. Hauser:
Head of Investigations.
OK, in your conversations, well, let me
just ask it a little differently, did you, from looking at your
documents, were you aware of the state of Washington and their
efforts in this area?
Did you at any time have a discussion
about the state of washington and what i t ' s done and
accomplished, with the California staff?
Mr. Oshiro:
Yes, with at least
ree different staff people.
I provided them
with the copies of the cease-and-desist order that the Insurance
Commissioner in Washington State has issued, I've reminded
that that agency has been active in stopping this activity -- to
make them aware that other states have considered it illegal.
Mr. Hauser:
was there any discussion on their part about thei
acknowledgement about what happens in Washington, or was that all
new information from your perception?
Mr. Oshiro:
The general reaction was that it was all new information.
least with some staff, there was some resistance to
believe.

it

at
I

Mr. Hauser:
What about the National Association of Insurance Commissioners
and their work in this area?
Are you aware of that, number one,
and number two, if you are, was the Department of Insurance aware
and did they comment to you about any of that effort?

Mr. Oshiro:
The Department here did not mention
i
the NAIC.
I'm aware that the Washington Stat
Commis
other state insurance commissioners outside of Ca
asked for more work in that area.
Mr. Hauser:
Thank you.
We're going to start with the California Regulato y
response before lunch, and I would like to ask if
representative is here from the Commission~r's Office of
Department of Insurance?
Would you like to
ead off
response, please?
Mr. Peter Groom:
Chairman Hauser, members of the Committee,
with me, I'm trying to get over a case of the
have settled in my branchiae and if I ever
various interim hearings, maybe I'll have a
doctor.

ncy
th
the
the

'11
ave to
ar
lu which seems o
w th
e

Mr. Hauser:
Good luck (laughs) .
Mr. Groom:
I am Peter Groom, here to represent the Department
in response to your invitation of September 25,
9 6,
on Assembly Concurrent Resolution 144 and Assemb
Commissioner Gillespie very much wanted to be here
already made other commitments for this
e before she received
your invitation.
I am an attorney on her staff and I am Chief of
the Policy Approval Bureau of the Legal Divis on of the
Department.
My Bureau is responsible for implementing the
statutes and regulations governing the design of life
health
insurance products.
My formal testimony will be 1 i
to ACR
144 and AB 2801.
The Administration's views on AB 600
already set forth in the Governor's veto message, and
numerous opposed legislative analyses, which
Administrati
has issued in the past.
I would like to interject a per o a
note.
In my position, I am the one who handles most of the cal s
the Department gets from persons who have poor
cal histories,
1
women who have lost their medical coverage because
ve been
divorced, who never had a job, frequently they're at an age
they have medical history where they can't get insurance.
also the Department's lead person on AIDS issues, and
many people who have ARC, they have lost their jobs
their cover age, in many cases they're not quite
for MediCal, and of course you know they have
impoverish themselves before they're eligible for medical ca e.
Our Department is very, very concerned
th the issue of the

{/
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uninsureds. But as the Governor's veto mes
e ind
strong reservations about the particular mechani
Get back to my testimony .... Also, I wi
not respond at
to the many issues raised in Mr. Bianco s mem andum of
10, 1986.
We first learned of the radical
these hearings through that memo, which we
yesterday morning.
That was hardly eno
prepare the elaborate presentation which Mr.
you in our behalf.
But we do have a
Department shares the concerns of th se
previously about abuses in the marketing of
insurance.
This is a continuing problem
received special attention from the Department.
one of the early states to promulgate special
governing the design and advertising of Medicar
policies.
In fact, those regulations from 1972 o
co
special requirements for Medicare supplement loss ratios.
concerns in this area are reflected in the fo lowing
actions.
Before I go into those actions I would
ike t
that as many of you probably know, our current r
based upon federally mandated minimum st
s which came
through the so-called Bacchus Amendment of 1980 or 1981.
the important aspects of the Bacchus Amendment was
at
overloading of Medicare supplement policies
insurance agents
federal crime, and we can see that alth
ry
lear
Department sometimes has perhaps not done a c
lete
past, certainly the Feds have done a no better job.
understand that people who complain about policy ove 1
FBI, which is the organization responsible for car ying out these
provisions of the Bacchus amendment get very, very li
interest on the part of the federal government.
To get back to our testimony again, on July 30, Comm ssioner
Gillespie issued a temporary cease-and-desist order ag nst
National Association of Retired Persons pending a
aring.
hearing was held and that order was made permanent the d
before
yesterday.
On August 5 of this year, Commissioner G 1 e
formed a Department task force to
ress the
California's senior citizens.
A press release att
testimony explains, gives you the background on
entities mentioned in the Consumers U ion
investigation has been completed on 12 and th
referred to Department attorneys for formal disc pl
Investigations are continuing on the rema ning ent
preparing this testimony at 6:00 last night, ref re ce
California Association for Concerned S
ior
inadvertently omitted from the testimony.
We've
hearing on that at the request of the attorney
respondent, and we will have those hearings at
0 c t o be r , t h i s m on t h .
The De p a r t me n t com p l a i n
currently being analyzed to identify additional
or
agents who appear to have been the source of
i

ll'o /

Medicare supplement
ield.
The
special market con uct examina
supplement insurer.
We are curr
results of a survey of insurers that i
insurance, and we expect to issue our sh
supplement insurance ve
short
ow
benefit by benefit comparison and p
policies issued by approximately 35 or
Finally, the Commissioner's Insurance
established a subcommittee to study
problems.
When i
reports back
Committee, public hearings will be
man Hauser's legislation, I have
contrary to your invitation letter,
expressed a "no opinion" on either ACR
because of AB 2801's location in the Health
have to admit that our legislative servi
did
to our attention.
Because of that we have n
on AB 2801.
We have little to say about
observe very generally that the matte
Commission will be charged to
lore
already.
Surely, the Congressi anal
health care studied the programs existing
great length.
In your letter you hav
Department of Insurance would play implement
not comment on the resolution becaus
whatsoever to the Department. Of course,
render whatever technical assistance
our Department has no mission under
health care economics, so I do not
might be.
As with ACR 144, AB 2801 assign
the Department of Insurance in its current
impact on my Department would depend
voluntary health plan panel eventual y ar i
idle to speculate on that impact at this
observers of the privately funded health
can make some comments, but you must
comments should not be construed as the
position on the bill.
That
al
legislative analyses you already
that the plan contemplated in
considerably more expensive than the
the better group insurance plans.
contemplate a benefit structure which is
that found in the vast majority of
benefit programs, since it includes a
component.
This cost problem would
prohibition of any form of underwriting
program as set forth in the following Sec
that many people will not join the
themselves getting sick.
Any financi
benefits program must have a substantia

insureds to subsidize those who incur expenses.
these
inherent cost problems is the requirement that al
health
benefit programs be priced in such a way that the voluntary
health plan remains price-competitive.
We appreciate that
is
does not necessarily mean that the other health plan premiums
have to be the same, because the voluntary health plan has a
richer mix of benefits than most existing programs have.
Nevertheless, most private programs would probab
be requir
to
substantially raise their premium rates.
Also, the prices for
competing products would be governed by the plan with which those
products would be competing.
Thus, the voluntary heal
plan
would have little incentive to control its own cost because it
could control the price of its competitors. This could result in
large increases in the cost of health care insurance to
Californians.
Finally, the proposal ignores the structure of
cost-plus insurance group programs and self-insured programs.
I
wonder how one tells an employer to raise "premiums" it charges,
or he charges himself, for providing health benefits to his
employees.
In essence, this Department would have to observe
that we think it highly unlikely that the government-sponsor d
entity proposed in AB 2801 could succeed in providing a
luxe
freedom of choice health insurance program with affordable
premiums, to everyone where private enterprise has failed.
That,
as I say, is an unofficial view of AB 2801 and has not been
improved by my agency or anyone else, and, as I
, it's hardl
the formal view of the Department.
Are there any questions?
Mr . illlih ·
t/~JtiZ.
Thank you very much for your presentation, Mr. Groom.
appreciate all the bureaucratic avoidance of claiming the
responsibility of the Department.
However, let's take a
corollary issue -- that was AB 600. What role did
rtment
play in the technical working of that piece of legislation
its ultimate veto?
Mr. Groom:
Well, as to the ultimate veto, I cannot say.
I prepared
of
the drafts of the legislative analyses which we submitted.
0
course, if you understand our legislative analyses have to be
approved by the Commissioner, then they're approved by the
Governor's office, and so many things were changed in the course
of that trip.
But in any event, my analyses made many, rna
technical comments about AB 600, the majority of which I wou
have to say were not reflected in the myriads of amendments that
were made.
I cannot cite you chapter and verse, because the bill
has been through so many stages, and of course some of us
remember its predecessors and Senator, or Representative Torres'
at that time legislation, and I think there was even legislation
before that .
.ff~.s~:

Mr. ~ h ·
It's been ongoing for a long time.

Mr. Groom:
Yes, it has.
I would
for about 1
r/4U!«l
Mr. •• ·a :
Yes.
So would you comment on the AB 600
':f?J/tt/Ct:»

Mr. II
r:
If I might, I'd like to refresh Mr. Groom's
analyses done by the Department of Insuranc
with Assembly Member McAlister, both of which
The first analysis was done in the spring
Department in which 50 points were made.
In re
memorandum, Mr. Groom and I had a conversation
discussed each of those points, and many, if not
points were put as amendments into the bill.
by the Department was done in November of 1985.
the spring of 1986 was that analysis
legislative liaison for that Department to A
McAlister.
The Department, in both instances, in
fall of 1985, followed their responsibil ty
suggested changes, but the document, at least the
was in the Governor's office, and when
decided to release that document, we then h
raised 26 points and once again, arne
s
bill.
So in toto, 76 points by the Department
of them valid, I'd say 99 percent of them, were
in amendments to that bill.
That November '85
last analysis that Assembly Member McAlister eve
on the bill, and the bill that went down to
last amended version being August 26 of this
received any further analyses officially
Governor's office.
Mr. Groom:
I cannot comment on that.
131#hJC:::c::>

Mr. II Rl Ill:
The other point I'd like to raise is in
fense of
as it relates to these hearings.
You
Groom, but Insurance Commissioner Gille
cal
or 6th of October, and we spent a half hour on th
called in response to 4 hearings -- 3
the F
Committee, this being one of them, and the 4th
Select Committee on Insurance.
In that conversati
I had regarding this hearing, we were at the
already sent our invitation letter out
o
however, we had then decided to add to the agenda
raised by Consumers Union, and she and I discussed
Mr. Oshiro was going to testify, and further that the
would more than likely want to be prepared to re
tell you and the members of the audience
Commissioner Gillespie has proved to be hi

v

legislature on any issue or any committee hearing that ever takes
place.
Now, if that information didn't get to you I'm very sorry
about that, but in case you didn't know, everyone should know
that the Department was really good about responding.
Mr. Groom:
We 11, Mr. Gillespie was very unhappy that she couldn't be here
because she does try to make all of these things.
HALUeat.

•

Mr. 1 1 ·
Also, being an active member of the Select Committee, yes, she's
been at the hearings, including yesterday a few blocks from here •
Mr. Groom:
So I understand.
ltA'-I.S E~

Mr.
Not being that familiar with L.A., I couldn't tell you which
direction in a few blocks from here •.• it was somewhere around
here! .... Let's get back to 2801 for just a moment because, the
way I interpret your remarks on 2801 or at least the direction
that 2801 was proposing to take, is your comparing or appearing
to be preparing in effect, policy forms of the types of coverages
available as to whether or not such a venture by the State or
State-sponsored, could or could not be successful?
Now is that
based upon your experience in the policy forms and coverage
availability aspect, or has there been any review by the
Department in the actuarial aspect?
Mr. Groom:
There has not been an actuarial review, but I would have to say,
and I'm not an actuary, I'm an attorney, based upon the many,
many group insurance policy programs or group insurance policies
that are submitted for my review and approval, this is certainly,
as I say, a deluxe program -- something I did not mention in my
testimony was also the recent additional requirement that there
be full freedom of choice of providers, which is something that
has disappeared from virtually all the major group programs in
recent years.
All those factors combined would indicate to me
that this would cost substantially more because it provides
substantially more coverage, than the typical group insurance
program, and that's why I made the statement that I think it
would be considerably more expensive, unfortunately.
HI}~ I?;(._

Mr.
i:
Oh, I admit that I am neither an actuarial or an attorney.
I was
a claims adjuster for 20 years so I have a little background in
insurance.
But given some of those parameters, how do you
account for the drop in per capita costs that we see in
comparative systems such as the Canadian system?
a

I

•

Mr. Groom:
Well, my problem is
at I am not a med
know, from reviewing rate filings on nati
insurance policies, is that cent al L.A
very, very substantial
above that of
United States.
This includes Manhat
Washington, D.C., this includes Boston,
considered to be the most expensive area
health costs. There is also a very
California, extrapolating or based
filings that we get.
Fresno, and some of
the cheapest places in the State of
individual health insurance is concer
,
actually the San Fernando Vall
, is the
country, at least according to some of
~e"

Mr.
Why, lack of competition?
Mr. Groom:
Well, that is something that has
ied a
field.
I'm not that much of an e
rt,
suppose you could say, but many people have
perhaps too much competition -- there are s
certain parts of California, that their patient
enough that they have to charge more mon
t
overheads including, I have to admit,
r
~se.e

Mr. l t 1 a :
That doesn't sound like a very capitalis i
Mr. Groom:
Well, Adam Smith would be surpri
Mr. Hauser:
I'd also like to welcome Assemblywoma
hearing, since Cathy has part of an a
Valley with those high health care cos
Ms. Wright:
Am I on?
Mr. Hauser:
I can hear you.

/lis,

w~lurt

I don't know if

one a

I'd like to pursue that.
Do you
higher costs, the possibility is because
maybe a migrant sort of population in pa t
you have maybe people who are really i
hear so much about people who immigrate
settle in some of these cities such as L s

poor health when they get here, and if that s
compared to what you're saying in Fresno,
believe where we have more subtle communities
stable families probably the health care is different.
Mr. Groom:
As to the first question, I have no idea.
As
o
question, I'd like to observe that in these rate filings
major nationwide health insurers, the cheapest rates seem
in the Pennsylvania Dutch country, around Lancaster and
Pennsylvania.
Ms. Wright:
Being from Pennsylvania, I could tell you why.
I
sical
ink
in the State of Pennsylvania we had, and I can take
own
section, and it's very close to the Pennsylvania Dutch area
what it is is a case of, I think, where families take care of
their elderly themselves, and so there's a much more clo
t
situation than I think you have as in California where we're s
mobile and everybody moving around; I think New York is the
way, you have a lot of mobile people moving around, but
Pennsylvania, especially in the section of the state
at I come
from which is very close to the country, you would have Mom
Dad as the ones who probably built the homestead but
have
youngsters that stayed at horne, even when they married,
stayed horne and took care of the elderly.
And I
ink
at
have some bearing on that, and Pennsylvania Dutch are ve
much
tied into family and taking care of their own, and I'm
if that might have something to do with it.
Be interest
find out.
Mr. Hauser:
Remember, you're not an actuarial.
Mr. Groom:
Nor a health economist.
Mr. Hauser:
I
think that basically covers the questions we ha
appreciate your taking time out to be here.
If we
additional questions, will you be able to s
wi
s f
rest of the afternoon?
Mr. Groom:
Yes, sir.
Mr. Hauser:
At this point, we are go
OK.
I appreciate it very much.
recess for lunch. We will reconvene no later than 1:30.

t£9?

Mr. Bauser:
OK, ladies and gentlemen, if I cou d h
we'd like to get the hearing going agai
by apologizing on behalf of the ommittee
staff for our tardiness in being back he
however, it was a lot fur
r away
service was a lot slower. But it was
We're going to shift the agenda just a
because of time schedules and time
individuals.
I also want to make t c
like to submit written testimony
they're certainly welcome to do so,
transcript.
I also got an idea how
downtown L.A. if we hang around here until
speed things up I would appreciate it.
ask Dr. Richard Brown of the School of
of California, Los Angeles, to make his
Dr. Brown:
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for inv t
subject of the proposed California Vo
be speaking on behalf of myself and Dr
be out of the country and regrets that
would like to begin by noting some of
Rohmer and myself to propose a Ca
program, a strategy that we believe
several difficult
oblems now plaguing
consumers, providers, and state pr
studies, approximately 15 percent of Ca
by private medical insurance, MediCal, or
of the year.
Half of these uninsured per
covered by employment-based plans.
F
paid too little to be able to afford i
coverage themselves.
About one-th rd of
children.
These approximately 3.8 mill
dependent upon county services and
generally unevenly available and often
the different counties.
Even many
such inadequate coverage that they c
medical care at a price they can aff r •
disabled persons cannot meet their
e e
despite the help of Medicare and the avai
those who are very poor.
Cost containment
access to some public and communi
including county health services.
have led us to recommend the enactment in
health insurance program whose basic form
Dr. Rohmer, building on and coordinati
private and public health insurance plans.
insurance program
could ensure that

for necessary medica expenses.
It would
provide health insurance coverage to all
relieving the state and the coun
of mu
indigent care responsibilities.
Through
program would also provide coverage for thos
employed, not insured, and not eligible for Med are or Medi
It would provide a uniform base for health insurance benef
ensuring that necessary health care expenses would be me
health insurance plan in the State.
In so doing, it wou d
a rationally coordinated system of health insurance in the
that would replace the patchwork qui 1 t of confusing and 1
private plans, eliminating the gaps through whi h so
uninsured and inadequately insured persons fall.
It wou d a
require that hospitals, doctors, and other
ovi
rs be paid
ways that foster economic efficiency to control health c
costs. But why, you might ask, a State health insurance
ogram
rather than a national program? Simply because
re has been
movement along these lines on the federal level for
Furthermore, the cost containment methods
lied
insurance plans have exacerbated the plight of the
And finally, there are sufficient precedents to
State initiative in this area can be effective in
mpr
access and constraining costs.
The str
of a State hea
insurance program fo lows the path of State and local initiat
taken by most Western democracies in the
1
national health insurance programs.
The
provincial federal health insurance
since the 1950's, is an especially re
The Canadian program is operated by the
the federal contribution amounting to approx
The provincial plans are supported primarily
revenues. Only some provinces require resi
ts to
usually as payroll deductions. Although nominal
provincial plans have achieved near-universal
population.
The Canadian system has emphasized universa
to a full range of quality health services, and has genera
broad and deep satisfaction and political support
population.
A 1984 Gallup Poll found that 81
population reported being either quite
satisfied with their provincial health plan.
are paid primarily on a fee-for-service bas s accord
schedules negotiated by the provincial hea
p a
medical society.
Hospitals receive a prospective
budget within which they must operate, unlike the
charge-based, cost-based, per-diem and
r-case re
methods that predom nate in the United St tes.
global budgeting eliminates incentives to increase
duplicate services provided by other ho i tals
a d
administrative costs which run about 2.5 percent of
spending in Canada, compared to about 8 5
States.
Primarily because of the negot i
to pay physicians, and the prospective

hospital operating and capital costs
cost-effective.
In 1971, health e
United States consumed about 7 percent of
countries.
10 years later, with the Canad
n
operation, the U.S. was spending 9.5 percent of
care, while Canada was spending on
7.5 percen .
Hawaii, paralleling the Canadian ex
health insurance program covering
population, since 1975.
It is ba
those that we propose.
Massachusetts
considering such legislation.
I would 1 ke
basic principles or elements of our pr
Ca
insurance program, which if adopted might become
nation.
I would like to call your attention
issues that we have raised to further discussi
your consideration.
1)
First of all, such a program should build
insurance plans.
It would build on exis ing
existing public and private health plan
indemnity and health maintenance organizat on
addition, it would offer a new States
would be available for difficult to insure
persons, and as a publicly controlled
those who would prefer it.
2)
Secondly, there should be what we would cal
Insurance Plans, or AHIP.
All new
existing
specific provisions outlined in points 3-9
low,
plans to be designated "approved heal
in
therefore participate in the California Heal
3)
Benefits:
All AHIP's must finance or
covered person a minimum package of medical
necessa
to be specified by CHIP in the legislation.
discussion of this, clearly these services
physician services in all locations
all
therapeutic services ordered by physicians
and care in licensed general hospitals ordered
and all generally recommended preventive
services. However, there are a number
s
s
Should these plans initially include
itiona
prescribed drugs, necessary dental care,
hearing aids and other prostheses, and
facilities, or should these be added later
benefits be distinguished by whether c
not?
Furthermore, we must ask the quest on
affect these requirements for self-insur
state?
Would we need, as Hawaii achiev
exemption to the ERISA provisions?

4)
Premiums.
Premiums would be regulated, with a max
for the specific package of benefits set by CHIP.
AH
compete for subscribers by offering lower premiums for
package of benefits, or by offering more benefits for
premium.
An issue is raised as to whether in order
financing of the plans, and not unduly bur
prem urn
as employers and individuals, should the premiums be commun
rated for all insured groups except the disab ed and
der
whose premiums would be paid by government programs?
5)
Population coverage and source of premiums.
All Californ a
residents must be enrolled in an AHIP of their choice
wou d
be free to transfer to another AHIP at the beginning of any
month. Premiums would be derived from various sources,
ng
on the individual's category.
Rather than detailing all of this,
let me just summarize it.
We believe that for
l
minimum of 50 percent of premiums must be contribu
by
employers. Obviously there are issues raised as to the
employees that an employer would have to have before he or
would be required to provide such insurance, how would low i
employees be handled, would their insurance premiums
subsidized, etc.?
Self-employed persons who must enroll
personally pay their own premiums would be a second c
third category would be legal dependents of the
the persons who wou d be covered in the plans o
subscriber through payment of additional premiums.
most of these cases, the premi urns would be paid
But what about the case of low income wage earners
employers do not contribute to the coverage for
ts?
would the state cover that?
A fourth category would be
eligibles, whose premiums would be paid by the Medi-Cal
requiring of course a federal waiver.
Fifth
Med Car
beneficiaries requiring the same waiver.
And sixth, nonempl
and/or low income persons who do not qualify under
above
categories and who are now considered medically indigent,
premiums would be fully paid or subsidized by State general
and possibly by county funds.
I believe that this would
excellent opportunity for the State to relieve the
ount
com p 1 e t e l y of in d i gent care res p on s i b i l i t i e s , t a k i n g o v e
financial burden of providing such care through this kind
program.
6)
A sixth principle, co-payments. Co-payments should ei
prohibited or kept to a minimum.
Presumably, c
ts
only apply to services initiated by the patient, not to
ordered by the physician, and they should not ex
20
of the charge, and should not be imposed on any persons
substantially low income such as MediCal, Medicare, or
c
indigent persons.

.-?\ /

7)
Payment of professional providers.
services should be p id by methods wh
participation and control utilization
s.
that a single method might best be
there might be good grounds for requiring
at least, let's say one of three allowed methods
schedules, capitation payments, or salary
8)
Payment of hospitals.
Hospitals shou d be paid in
that provides adequate financing for necessary
facilities and services including operating and capital
teaching programs when appropriate, and which encourages both
quality and economic efficiency.
What is the best way to achieve these goals?
a
method that has been widely used in Canada and other
prospective global budgeting, with payments made
riodical
from a single payment source.
If California adopted this method
hospitals might be paid by a Hospital Financing Commission./ The
HFC would annually review all hospital budgets
them
according to national standards.
It would
rive
a 1
AHIP's in proportion to hospital util z tion
members, so that AHIP's that use more ho ital ser ices
members would pay a large share of the total ho ita
the end of each fiscal year, hospital
s would be reconc
and reasonable deficits would be paid by the HFC.
9)
Quality assurance.
A systematic program
assurance would be required in all AHIP' s, and of
would be required to maintain adequate informat on
permit such a review.
10)
Administration.
Clearly, an administrative structure wou
need to be set up with adequate local, regional and statewid
advisory committees representing consumers,
oviders,
the
health plans.
Capital funds should be established to facilitate
the formation of public and nonprofit cooperative heal
and to enable these entities to compete with private
plans and facilities.
In conclusion, I would like to point out
differences and disagreements about these issues
We ourselves differ on some particular points.
developed a utopian scheme or even what we would regard as
far-reaching model for the development of health care i
State or the nation.
Rather, we have outli
a min
--...--that would provide immense benefits to Californ
a a d,
believe, win sufficiently broad political support to make
feasible.
Covering the entire population, it would protec
health of all Californians, assure all
lat on
they could obtain appropriate health care when th
relieve the counties of their primary fiscal re

providing care to the presently large uninsured populat on
reduce the number of persons who are not insured
roug
hei
employment, and permit rigorous strategies to contain costs
promote quality health services.

•

We support the provisions of AB 2801 that would create
universal health plan.
We believe that coverage by some form
health insurance should be mandatory, although our proposal makes
participation in any particular plan voluntary.
We think that a
State health insurance plan would have to be funded in part
private premium payments and in part by general tax revenues. We
support the provision of a comprehensive range of servic
although it may be more feasible politically to est
li
minimum package of essential services that would be requir
all plans.
We encourage the Committee to consider some of the
additional principles we have proposed as mandates for such a
plan.
In addition, we recommend that the composition of the
panel envisioned in AB 2801 reflect the diverse public more than
it does, and that their work be provided with sufficient funds o
conduct the actuarial and planning studies that will
necessary.
We would be pleased to provide whatever assistance and technica
support we can to your Committee and to the Panel.
Thank you
very much.
Mr. Hauser:
or. Brown, Assemblywoman Wright has a couple of

tions.

Ms. Wright:
I do.
In listening to your presentation, it would appear to me
that what you're asking for is a system that replaces
i-Ca
Dr. Brown:
In part it would replace Medi-Cal,
indigent medical care.
Ms. Wright:
In other words,
system, period.

lace

what you would see is eliminating the Medi

or. Brown:
Well, no, not entirely,
contributions.
Ms. Wright:
Federal contribut ons,
talking about Medi-Cal.
or. Brown:

but it would also

because that

is a

my understanding,

source of

is Medicare.

ra

I

Medi-Cal involves approximately half the cost of
i-Cal being
paid for by the federal government.
That woul
be revenues
the State, which would be important to retain.
But
:rough a
federal waiver, we could have those premiums, that is the cost of
covering Medi-Cal patients, applied as premiums to a plan
That's done now in some counties in California.
Ms. Wright:
Much of your presentation reminds me a little bit of what we went
through when we decided on expanded choice.
Because
at
saying is a lot like expanded choice, and that met almos
percent opposition from our senior citizen communities.
Dr. Brown:
Well, I think one of the reasons for that opposition is that
people felt they were being pushed into plans without adequate
provisions for perhaps all the provisions
would be concerned
about.
I
think they could speak to the source of
heir
opposition if they were opposed, but I think this is quite
different from that, in that this encourages a broad r nge
f
plans and ••.
Ms. Wright:
And you would see expanded choice being r

laced by this?

Dr. Brown:
Yes.
Ms. Wright:
So you would see Med -Cal in part and
replaced?

exp

ce

i

Dr. Brown:
Yes •.•
Ms. Wright:
The reason I say this is because I look at a situat on
want to accomplish, and certainly we want to ace
1 ish
care of everyone that needs the care, and not just sett ng
program for everyone to take advantage.
Because when you
people taking advantage of a program, then you
exorbitant costs that we have right now
When
the costs of Medi-Cal, much of it is dealing w
because they don't have to pay for it. We have
where
there are constantly complaints about "We can't
Cal because every time we turn around it's more than we
for."
Dr. Brown:
That may be due to overutilization,
underbudgeting of the Medi-Cal program.

that may

b

due

0

Ms. Wright:
we 11, I don't see how you can say unde
et i ng, because
happens with the Medi-Cal program is, it's based on the
ev
year.
And every time they budget based on the previous
before it gets through half the year, you're w
over b
again.

•

Dr. Brown:
There are major constraints on utilization of the
e iprogram that prevent overutilization.
If anything, there s
probably some evidence that Medi-Cal patients may be in part
some cases, underutilizing services.
I think the main gr
we are especially concerned about here are the medically
indigent, the people in this State who are without any insurance
Ms. Wright:
You're not only concerned about senior citizens.
Dr. Brown:
We are concerned about senior citizens who have ina qu
coverage through the Medi-Cal program and can't afford pr v t
insurance and don't qualify for Medi-Cal.
Ms. Wright:
Have you looked at
Barbara County?

the program that's bei

utilized in

Or. Brown:
No, I have not.
Ms. Wright:
Because again, elements of what you're saying, in my mind
very much like the program that's being used in San a Barb r
County, by the way, successfully.
It also appears to me f
your presentation that you are talking about eliminating s
part of the program as far as Medi-Cal is cancer
for
simple reason and I'm telling you, there's only
dol a
that the State can spend, and I don't think
people, who are our wage earners today, are
ar
to
the kind of taxation that would be involved if you went
with the program as you are suggesting
still eave a
other programs in place.
Or. Brown:
Well, may I point out a source of savings.
If the State
that all employers, essentially all employers with obvious
exceptions, provided health insurance coverage
employees, that would reduce by approximately half the
persons in the State without any health insurance at
that is a major cost for the counties and the State.
in that could be applied to improving the health ca

,__,)

and access for the remainder of that
program would not cost more because, i
premiums to one of these, you know,
don't know what the current rate is, but gener
percent of the average costs of treating a
that category in that area.
So it does not
in costs, rather it represents a savings t
and to the State.
Ms. Wright:
If you're going to follow that idea of them mandating
employer that they must carry a health insurance
og am
say that the main thrust of your program
s t
take ca
indigents, you're asking the employer to take care of
ople who
aren't even employed by him.
Dr. Brown:
No, I'm not. We're asking him to take care of the pe
employed by him, whom he or she is not now provid
coverage to.
Half of the uninsured are
believe that those people's insurance
through mandating that employers pay
That's done in the State of Hawaii, very effective
nearly universal coverage in Hawaii as a result.
Ms. Wright:
To tell you the truth, I don't like Californ
other state, because I think our situations
different and unique to California.
Hawaii, and you talk about Canada,
democracy, so I mean there's big differences
governments are run, there's big differences as
costs are as far as their doctors and ho itals
And I think the main thing it comes down to
seniors concerned about health care?
It's
cost
State concerned about health care?
It's the cost.
and I haven't looked into it, so I am not s
authority, but I doubt very much if you will find the
a
care
costs in Hawaii or the health care costs in C
a the same as
the health costs here in the States or even in Calif
Dr. Brown:
And one of the main reasons for that is the universal
insurance programs that control costs effective
Ms. Wright:
I don't believe that.
Dr. Brown:
OK.
Mr. Hauser:

ove age

Thank you very much, Dr. Brown.
Is there
get a copy of your prepared statement? OK,
be in touch with you for some additional in
for your time.
I'd like to move now to Dr. Gladden Elliott,
California Medical Association.
Dr. Elliott

presi

t

Dr. Elliott:
Thank you, Mr. Cha rman and Mrs. Wright.
A you
California Medical Association opposed both AB 28~1
28~1 would have created the California Voluntary
Agency for the purpose of first developing a state':.•li
plan for California, modelled after existing plans,
those in Canada and Australia and Hawaii
as you have heard,
secondly, implementing and operating this plan beginni
Ju
1988.
The bill would also have mandated the Legislatur
codify and fund any plan proposed by the agency.
The ACR
requests the Office of Statewide Health Planning and Devel
to form a 15-member Health Plan Commission for
studying various existing models of health plans thr
world.
The major thrust of the California
ical Associat
opposition is based on the fact that we do not believe
approach taken in these measures will resolve the problem
hand.
Our leadership has met with representatives of
Legislature and the State Commission on Aging several t
think four times, during the year, in a major effort to
the associated problems with these plans as we could
them specifically.
We opposed the plans for
now like to list.
1)
During the last decade, the California Le
repeatedly denied passage of Canadian-model
legislation.
Since these were defeated, there
significant changes which would enable such a plan to now
the needs of California when it did not do so previa
Additional expenditures to redevelop an alre
disc
seemed to us to be a waste of money.
2)
At present, the federal ERISA preemption e
insured employers from state insurance mandates
Assumi
measures contemplate participation byt
self- nsu
the plan is doomed to failure unless ERISA is
this exemption.
California Medical Association has
for five years to get relief from the ERISA
ion
allow the State to participate in risk pools and by
unsuccessfully tried.
3)
28~1 would have mandated the Legislature to
fund the plan without knowing any specific details
including its costs.
To bind the Legislature in
is unprecedented.

4)
Before the viabi ity of the pr
an
detailed information is necessary pertain
benefits.
Long-term care, for instance,
coverage for Medi-Cal, is not included
Beneficiary financial responsibility,
and the like are also unknown.
Dr. Brown s test
of the questions that we raised, in fact I th
questions than he provided answers.
Without the informat
the answers to those questions, the Legislature mi t as we
writing a blank check for massive government subsidies o
program.
As proposed, the plan purports to be private
in part; however, because it is also desig
to cover
are currently uninsured and underinsured, we see no
affordable premiums for the general population could be
without significant government subsidies.
A con er ative
estimate is that this type of plan would cost the government
hundreds of millions, and I think that's extreme
conservative- billions of dollars, actually.
The study prop
ACR 1
would duplicate a study already underway by
Cal orn
Policy and Data Advisory Commission.
Similar
, the
State Health Planning Department is currently r
annually report to the Legislature on how to best
health needs.
In addition, every major health org
the State is now studying the issue of unc
sate
the California Medical Association's view
business should be to define those unmet
coverage shortfalls, followed by an ana
financing those needs.
As previously poi
144 would divert already scarce resources aw
studies of more cogent issues, such as the care
the underinsured,
e aliens, transients,
present, California Medical Association is
toward resolution of problems relating to unc
s
uninsured and underinsured individuals, as well as the
i
of medical care, the ERISA preemption, and many others.
We're
happy that, though cost has not reduced, at
t the escalation
has abated, and we are now beginning to see s
stabilizat
We have formed a liaison committee which has met w th
organizations I named, four times in
is
ear, and
continuing to meet.
That is to be suppor
n part
internal study group of CMA's that has begun war
v
British Columbia and other alternative plans.
In
representatives of our group made a trip t
Bri ish Col
recently, met with the administrators and physicians wor
within the plan and with some of the workers that are covered
the plan.
A report of their findings is to be given at our next
meeting, which is early November.
After listening to Dr.
r
I believe I will recommend to our committee that th
sk Dr
Brown to talk to the committee as well.

I have included with the handout
delivered by the President-elect, F
San Jose, dealing with our thoughts about
access for the unsponsored and indigent atien
symposium conducted by the Senate Off ce of
requested that you have that so that you can have an oppor
to study it and what we consider to be rna or p oblems
cur rent health care
livery system.
If
c n answer que
on that testimony, I'd be happy to

•

Ms. Wright:
I have one question, it's not necessarily on
but your presentation did quirk a thought in
m
didn't present to Dr. Brown, and I probably should have.
In
dealing with looking at these programs such as the Austral an
plan or the Canadian plan or even the Hawaiian plan, is there
anything that deals with the liability and
cost of liabi
insurance in reference to hospitals and doctors per ormi
services?
Dr. Elliott:
That certainly is part of what we are looking at
As
Hawaii has its problems with liability simi ar to
California.
The problem in Canada and Australia
different.
In fact, until very recently in Ca
liability was not a problem as such.
There s
suits.
The cost of liability insurance in Ca
is a fraction of a fraction of what the cost is
of the major differences but not the sole dif

o

Mr. Hauser:
Dr. Elliott, I want to thank you for your testim
taking time out to be with us today.
I
acknowledge that there is a serious problem.
do we resolve that problem?
One thing I would
this Committee if at all possible be provided with a
report from your group that is looking into some
those
and alternatives, and I still think that we have the
to together arrive at something that will work for
California, for the people of the State of Californi
that's as much as we can ask of each
r, and is
As you know, you and I have had some discussion on
want to point out, 3801 as introduced had a
r
chips built into it, and as long as we continue to
bargaining chips, I don't think we are going
o c
solution.
Some of those were giveaways simply to move
the process.
Again, let's keep working towards a sol
I do think it's commendable that the CMA is looki
at
with some objectivity, other plans, to see whether or no
kind of system will work or a modification of
at
system.
I would also be curious, when you do ha e
opportunity to review Dr. Brown's pr
sal
again

this Committee as to how your organiza io
fee s about
implementation of that type of plan.
Thank you ver
h
your time.
Dr. Elliott:
I would be happy to respond to that.
One of the reasons
been discussing and talking and continui
to discuss i
what you stated that we do want -- to try t
find a
resolve the problems, and it is our intent to provide
our committee back to the liaison group of the seniors
Legislature as we develop it.
So we are continuing on
thank you very much for your comment.
Mr. Hauser:
I'd like now to call on Charles Forbes, General
ounsel
California Hospital Association.

f

to

Mr. Forbes:
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
My names is
General Counsel with
& Garrett? for
Hospital Association.
ike to submit s
testimony for the members of the Committee who are here
the Committee staff.
I will naturally not re
that, I
my remarks very brief and I recognize your time
oblems. In
first place, with respect to what Dr. Elliott said vis-a-vis
problems that he perceived and the California Medical Associati
per c e i v e d w i t h the 1 e g i s 1 at i on , we gene r a 11 y agree •
\4/e are
concerned, the California Hospital Association, however,
the
broad aspects of the program, and we are enthusiastic
are being seriously addressed, and have been serious
in the past, and hopefully will be successfully addres
the
future.
So we can guarantee and assure you of ou
complete
support and cooperation.
We have had a committee in California
Hospital Association working on the issues of compens
care,
and I will refer to those very briefly in some of
I'd like to go through just the highlights of the pr lem as we
perceive it.
Uncompensated care in California costs the ho ita
industry about a billion and a half dollars a
ar,
ich is
significant amount of dollars.
Now that
s attributab e
basically, to the charity care that is
red in the
tal,
the bad debts that are incurred by the hospital in
ition
of care, unreimbursed Medicare and Medi-Cal costs, and
st
resulting from a reduction in terms of
ia i
programs
the hospitals enter into at a reduced form of re
That is a significant amount of money that is not
i
made up by other programs within the State
and s
hasp t
suffering from additional Medi-Cal and Medicare cutbacks are
being squeezed further and further and the no net ncrease
li
that exists in California with respect to the
i-Ca
vis-a-vis contracting hospitals continue to further ratchet
the compensation to hospitals, and they cannot muc
1
provide the subsidy for some of the governmental and even
nongovernmental programs that exist right now.

)( 0

Uncompensated care is a problem
at is especially
respect to certain institutions in California. 60 percent of the
uncompensated care is provided in only 12 percent of t e
hospitals.
And these hospitals are basically the most needed
types of hospitals that are rendering care to the uninsur
underinsured population within the State of California, so it
s
more critical to perhaps the most needed hospitals that
operating in California with respect to this segment o
population.
The costs, as I say, the reductions, have
attributable primarily to Medicare cutbacks and the
o
the prospective payment system, and the transition of that system
into a national rate where we are compared, our costs basical
with the costs of many of the other states within the United
States which results in a lower cost really to the reimbursement
to California hospitals, because our costs are generally greater
than in many of the Southern states with which we are compared,
which causes us a particular problem under Medicare.
The
iCal cutbacks as well as the no-net-increase policy in terms
f
the State at the present time, are causing severe problems to our
hospitals.
Many hospitals have been on a contract under
h
Medi-Cal contracting program for a period of several years now
without any increase and no indication on the part of th
administration to provide any increase whatsoever, and that is
particularly disturb ng, and they are going in the administration
for another waiver of the assurances generally required to obtain
a change in reimbursement programs.
They are going current
to
the administration in Washington seeking ano er waiver
nd
refusing to grant any assurances that they are complying
the
mandate of Congress.
The administration, I'm sure, would take
different view of that statement but it certain
is the view of
the California Hospital Association at the present t
We
have, as I indicated, established and had functioning, an
uncompensated care task force addressing the problems;
h
made certain recommendations, all of which are in the paper
you have before you, and we will provide you with a copy of
report if you do not have it.
I believe that I would just l ke
to outline certain of the principles that the Hospita
Association would advocate.
1) Health care services for
financially disadvantaged patients are the responsibili
society and society as a whole.
2) Payments for health
services to such patients should be funded from public s
which are broad-based and represent a fair spread of the c
throughout society.
3) High quality, medically necessary he a
care services should be accessible to patients unable to
4) Payments to health care providers should be adequate to
the cost of the provision of such care, and finally, 5} a
of incentives should be established to encourage provi
render care to unsponsored patients and maintain access
patients unable to pay.
Their other recommendat
s a e
contained in the report but I will not all
to them now, but

);;

Thank you very much,
recommend them to your reading.
I will attempt to answer any questions.
Chairman.

Mr.

Mr. Hauser:
Ms. Wright.
Ms. Wright:
I'm going to keep everybody awake.
You said that you had some
kind of a committee studying the issue of the hospitals?
Mr. Forbes:
Yes.
Ms. Wright:
Do you in any way have a liaison with the doctors'
that's also evidently doing the same thing?

group now

Mr. Forbes:
Yes, we do.
We do work very closely with the California Medic 1
Association.
I am not certain, nor do I state at this present
time, of the actual interrelationship between
ir committee
that is studying it and our committee that is studying it, but we
do have a formal liaison with the California Medical Associat on
and interchange ideas concerning various issues.
Ms. Wright:
Well I think that at the bottom line you're all providers,
certainly, if you could come up with some answer to the
oblem
that it should be one that has been worked out with all the
providers, and thereby would be one program rather than us
looking at three or four different proposals.
Mr. Forbes:
We 11, I agree with that whole-heartedly.
I think if we're not
part of the solution, we're a definite, real, genuine
rt
the
problem here, and we do have an obligation to our constituency,
the obligation to the Legislature, and really an obligation to
the people of the State of California, to come up with
constructive ideas rather than constantly criticizing some of the
approaches that have been taken.
Now that's my personal opinion.
I believe that it's the position of the Association.
Ms. Wright:
At the beginning of the session, 1985, I was going to cure all,
so I decided to have representation from the medical profession,
and I talked to those fellows, and I talked to the insurance
people, and then I talked to the trial lawyers.
They were all
going to discuss health insurance.
And when I got done,
everybody was blaming the other fellow.
I threw up
in
total disgust because nobody was going to give me any answers.
All they were going to do was talk about who was at fault.

Mr. Forbes:
Well, if I may just comment on that, the Trial Lawyers and the
Medical Association and the Hospital Association have
unfortunately been at loggerheads for quite some time.
Ms. Wright:
Kind of a 2 to l siding there, I would say.

•

Mr. Forbes:
Well, and hopefully maybe reason and rationality will come back
to us and something can be done to address the real issues that I
think this Committee is addressing, and hopefully both organized
medicine and the Hospital Association on behalf of its industry
are addressing.
Ms. Wright:
Because, you know, you outnumber the Trial
I would hope so.
Wish you could
Lawyers 2 to l in your situation there.
accomplish something we can't accomplish.
Mr. Forbes:
I would rather not comment on that, thank you (laughs).
Ms. Wright:
(Laughs)
Sorry, I thought you might just make a slip.
(Laughter.}
Mr. Hauser:
A couple of quick points, again I want to re-emphasiz :
Currently the hospitals in California are having to, in effect,
eat about $1.5 billion in unpaid services.
Mr. Forbes:
That's correct.
Mr. Hauser:
Now part of that, obviously, is a reduced return to their
shareholders, or somehow reduce in profit, but part of that's got
to be picked up somewhere.
Mr. Forbes:
Well, actually,
calculation as
rendering the
whether they be

what we're talking about the $1.5 billion is the
to that which they eat that is below the cost of
services to these benef ici aries of the services,
undocumented aliens, whether --

Mr. Hauser:
Still, somebody has to pay for that.

Mr. Forbes:
That's correct.
Mr. Hauser:
Right, now the State is not paying for that
Mr. Forbes:
That's correct.
Mr. Hauser:
Are the private health
that?

insurers,

in part, he p ng to

Mr. Forbes:
In part they are, but in part, because of contracting
authorized by the Legislature, they now want to red
share of that cost shift.
Mr. Hauser:
I understand that only too well now,
t I
may be a few people left that write out a
Are they in part paying?

e

at was
their

sume
or

Mr. Forbes:
Yes, sir.
Mr. Hauser:
so we, as a society, are paying?
Mr. Forbes:
No, not as a society.
I think that those
e
o are
health insurance that are subsidizing this, those pe
e
patients in the hospital who are sick are
ing fo:r
t,
society as a whole.
And I believe, and I think
paper
indicate, that this should be a responsibility of soc e
as a
whole.
Ms. Wright:
Then could you explain why some of your membership, and
have asked some of the doctors when
were here to
some of your membership proceed to waive c
ts
you're having this problem about making ends mee ?
Mr. Forbes:
Well, that is a function of the competitive a
within the hospital industry today, that may or m
be
germane to the issues you're discussing, but
ortunate ,
situation in California has resulted, at least in certain area ,
in overbuilding of hospitals.
In fact, we have more h
i
certain areas than we need, and as a result you're n compet t
between hospitals, and one of the ways to engage in an effect
competitive system in the market is to make it more attractive

'); y

for the patients to come to your hospital as oppo
hospital across the street. Now that situation exists t
an
I don't know how long in the future it will exist.
We have
pretty much curtailed the increase in the building of beds
California.
Ms. Wright:
Then you don't think anything that is a loss that you made in
your statement would include some of those co-payment waivers?

•

Mr. Forbes:
No, that should not, because basically what we have said is that
this is what we are getting reimbursed as a result of reduction
in costs.
Now, indirectly it may include that, but that is not a
significant amount of it.
Ms. Wright:
I was only saying that, because I think if we're going to discuss
health care costs and how we're going to be able to furnish
health care to everyone in the State of California and stil
maintain costs, I think everything has to be incl
laid on
the table, and I think co-payment is one of them also.
Mr. Forbes:
I would totally concur with that statement.
Mr. Hauser:
Thank you very much for your time.
Mr. Forbes:
Thank you, I appreciate it very much.
Mr. Hauser:
I would like to determine if Mr. Jerold Wenker, Department of
Aging, is still with us? •••• Not at the present time. How about
a representative of the Department of Health Services?
Ms. Mary Griffin:
Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee.
name is Mary Griffin and I'm here today in response to your
request that a representative from the Department appear at
hearings relative to the California Voluntary Health Plan, and
specifically to your bill, Mr. Hauser, 2801, and to your Assemb
Concurrent Resolution 144.
I'm going to keep my remarks very
brief, and will keep them to the five questions that Mr. Bianco s
letter addressed, his September 25th letter.
l)
You asked for our views on the proposals set forth
two legislative measures.

these

The Department of Health Services reviewed ACR 144.
Since the
subject of this resolution was not really an issue for our

Department, we did not do an ana sis
don't really have any comments on that p rt
However, with respec
to AB 2801, we rev
bill and its subsequent amendments.
our
2801 were the placement of the function w
Health Services, the time fr arne set for
funding designated for accomplishing sue
complex undertaking.
These concerns of cour
our letter to you of June 19.
Let me elabo:r
if I may, on these concerns.
As you are awar
of the Department is to ensure the health
State of California, ensure that it 1 s
otec
of local assistance contracti
grant progr
health side, and to ensure that those who are
State's Medi-Cal program receive the health care
sometimes difficult today.
The legislation which is under discussion,
essentially a matter of insurance.
De
Services does not develop, operate or regulate
plans.
We do contract with private a d
ub
service plans to provide medical care for the
the State's Medi-Cal program.
These health
and licensed by other state agencies.
We are also concerned that the time frame
may be a little bit too ambitious.
It
months to study the various models
the Legislature.
Apparently there s a g:re
going on by everybody.
2)
Your second question asked what :r 1
we
Department would play in the implementatio
of
Department does not have a role identified,
s y
aware.
we would, however, be willing to enter a
any
from the Office of Statewide Health Planning and Deve
provide any information they may require.
3)
Thirdly, you asked if the provis
ns
enacted, what role would we play and how
implement such prov is ons.
As I sta
does not operate, regulate or licens
industry and thus does not have that
staff.
However, if AB 2801 were enac
comply with its provisions.
This would
staff with the types of expertise requi
and operation of a health insurance
an.
duplication with the activities of other state
11
4)
Your fourth question asked:
• • • • Shou
2801 be reintroduced during the 1987-88 legislative
suggestions would we have for amendment?"
Since

was opposed to AB 2801, no amendments were devel
or the
bill.
If you are to reintroduce it in '87-88 we'd again t
a
look at that bill, review and analyze it.
outcome of that
analysis would be dependent upon the specific language of th
bill.
I'm assuming that the hearing tad
will af ect
t
you're going to end up with in that bill, and thus it wou d
premature at this time to attempt any additional analysis until
we see that bill.
5)
Your final question related to the role of the Department
state government and "regulated constituencies" in addressing the
issues raised by this legislation.
I can only address the
question from the Department's perspective. We have 1
been i
the forefront of attempting to provide for the delivery of
quality health care to our Medi-Cal population in a cost
efficient manner.
We have over 280,000 members, beneficiaries
out of the 2.7 or 2.8 that we have on our rolls, enrolled in
health plans in this State today.
Additionally,
aware, we, through the local governments provide a
grant and contract programs to help get
rough some of
specific types of health care problems that we have with th
citizens in this State.
The issues that you are attempting to deal with in this
legislation are well known both to the public and private sector
The uncompensated health care panel that the senate put on was
well attended. The Director spoke at that conference. Eve
is aware of the issue.
The Department is, too.
And I thinkhere's where I want to assure you -- that we are committed to
working with you, with all segments of the health care indust
,
to ensure that Californians enjoy a little bit better standard of
health care in this State. Thank you.
Mr. Hauser:
Just one thing I want to make clear is that, even though it
s
say "insurance" and we're using an insurance model for th
funding mechanism, the objective is in that providing of hea th
care to a current population that doesn't have access, or has
considerable difficulty obtaining access to what we have today.
Ms. Griffin:
I understand the problem, it's very real.
Mr. Hauser:
And I understand that there may be some discussion
tween
Department and the Insurance Commissioner's office in
something does come through. But that's what we're looking
the service portion.
The model for the insurance is si
funding mechanism.
Ms. Griffin:
Thank you.

C:/1

Mr. Hauser:
Any questions?
testimony.

..•• Thank

you

ery much

fo

t

Mr. Hauser:
Mr. Jerold Wenker, Department of Aging.
Mr. Wenker:
Thank you very much, Chairman and members.
name
Jer ld J
Wenker and I am the Special Assistant to the Di ec or of t
California Department of Aging, and I am representing Alice
Gonzales, the Director, here today.
Thank you very muc
f
inviting the California Department of Aging to present test
The Department of Aging serves as the
incipal unifying f
for services to seniors in California.
As the State Unit on
Aging, the Department fulfills the goals outli
the Older
Americans Act and the Older Californians Act in
for seniors.
To serve the nearly four
Californians, the Department works with the 33
aging throughout the State.
Under the dire
Department, the area agencies on aging manage
services to seniors at the community level, i
programs, social services, health insurance c
advocacy, among many other programs.
Since the enactment of the Governor's Seniors'
Californians in 1984, the Department has as
in constructing a community-based long-term care
State.
The Multipurpose Senior Services Pro
Health Care Program, and Linkages Program
foundation for such a system. The multiplici
o
one common goal:
to improve the quality of
Californians.
The Department serves as the focal point for the
ra ,
and local agencies which serve the elder
in Cal forn a.
Department acts as an advocate for seniors to cant nue t
an environment which respects and values our
lder
itizen
is the role of the Department to foster an env
allows such a community-based system of l
flourish.
The Department looks forward
expansion of these programs in the next
our y
Specifically, the Department has been asked to comment on
measures which were explored during the most recent session of
the California Legislature.
The question was pre
letter of invitation concerning the role of
a tment
implementation of ACR 144.
The California
artment
does not have an identified role in this resolution.
the Department would be willing to ente tai
re
from
the Office of Statewide Health Planning an
Devel
o
provide available information.

J
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As with ACR 144, the Department of Aging has no ident fi
in Assembly Bill 2801.
The Department does n t regulate
license the health insurance industry, and as such would have no
role if the bill were to be enacted in its present form
I
likewise premature to comment on what the Department's role would
be should this bill be reintroduced and/or amended in
e next
legislative session.
We would, of course, c
ly with
ts
provision should such a bill be enacted in a form that involves
our Department.
The goals in the Department for the coming session are what we
all share:
to help seniors remain independent.
It is the goal
of the Department and this administration to strengthen the
programs which have been successful in providing alternatives to
institutional care for seniors. Thank you very much.
Mr. Hauser:
Thank you.
Would you comment on the ef ec
counseling program that the Department had?

veness

of

the

Mr. Wenker:
Sure.
The Health Insurance Counseling Advocacy Program has
a tremendous success.
As you know, the Legislature passed
with the Governor's support, in 1984.
Right now, we have ten
sites across the State. The Health Insurance Counseling
Program helps really inform seniors of the problems that exis
and the confusion that exists, with Medicare and supplemental
health insurance pol cies with Medi-Cal.? As Bonnie
t,
there's a lot of confusion and a lot of deceptive practices that
go on.
What the role of the Department has been is to
te
seniors so that they can become better consumers and real
back against the types of abuses that exist out there
marketplace.
The Governor proposed, in the California Senior
Legislature session this year, to expand that program sta
across the State.
The Governor believes in that program, and
we're looking forward in the next session to submit a bill
rom
the administration, to have it passed, and to continu
the
expansion of the Health Insurance Counseling Advocacy Program.
Mr. Hauser:
Would the Department philosophically support a concept
provided better medical care funding for seniors in this St

at

Mr. Wenker:
We're looking at all alternatives for institutional ba
re at
the Department level.
Any sort of bill that comes up tha
affects the Department we look at and analyze and will addr s
accordingly.
Mr. Hauser:

Oh, yeah, that's a good question.
D
about coordination w th the Department of
of these phony policies floating around
bring it to the attention of the
tme
there's a ••.• ?
Mr. Wenker:
Yes, we do.
We have coordination with
Insurance, and our Health Insurance Counse
whenever there are cases of abuse or questi
not only report it to the Department of Insur
level, but also to
Department of Consumer Af a
can be a registry of those companies which have h
the past and which have had cases of
practices.
Mr. Hauser:
Thanks, Don.
being here.

Any other questions? .•••

ank

Mr. Wenker:
Thank you.
Mr. Hauser:
p
i
Do we have any representatives from th
Retirement System? Mr. Barry Hacker, Ms. Ramona But
would both come forward, please.
Sor
to keep
long, appreciate your patience.
Mr. Barry Hacker:
Mr. Chairman, members, Barry Hacker,
islati
from the Public Employees Retirement System.
Butler, Retirement Program Specialist from our
Division.
On behalf of the PERS Board
in
to thank you for the opportunity to be he
t
issue, and no need to apologize, Mr. Hauser, bee
testimony is important and it's diffic lt t
in.
Universal health care coverage is someth
provided to a small segment of the PERS
time.
Depending on an employer's wil ingnes
the benefit, the employees of that
gain.
For example, State employees have an
from 70 different health plans provided
providers, and the premiums are paid in arge
Mr. Hauser:
How do they keep them straight?
Mr. Hacker:
How do they keep--

Mr. Hauser:
70 different plans?

•

Mr. Hacker:
Well, we have a contract mechanism each
r that we
to
review each and every plan that we administer.
It's a little bi
difficult.
It's getting to be a big program.
The State empl
r
picks up 100 percent of the average premium cost for each member,
and 90 percent of the average cost for each family member or
dependent. We have two other major groups of employers under our
program, namely school members and public agency members.
The
employers participate at some pre-agreed-upon monthly
contribution rate for each and every member of the contract.
I?ERS has, through the years, stuck to a basic premise of
providing the same coverage to active and retired members alike,
with no distinction as to rates.
In response to a growing
concern by some employers over that forced cost, legislation was
passed which allowed an employer to contract for 100
rcent or
some portion of full coverage for active members, and a lesser
portion of coverage for retirees, provided that in each
successive year, the retiree contribution amount was increased
5 percent, until the two levels were equal.
This was a cost
saving mechanism for employers, and that seems to be consisten
with the PERS Board of Administration's interest to
same benefits to actives and retireds.
In recent
rs,
Public Employees Medical Hospital Care Act has become more and
more attractive to a variety of employers and entities.
C
retirement systems under the 1937 Act are now eligible
contract for coverage, special districts under those 1937 Act
employers and with n other PERS counties can now contrac
separately, next year, independent retirement systems will be
able to contract for coverage for the first time.
These types of
changes have the impact of broadening the pool of eligibles who
are active, and retirees covered under our program.
All the
expansion that has occurred to date has met with the Board's
approval, and they continue to support that environment,
providing that the benefits that are made available are elective.
The plans sometimes are required to offer benefits.
Whether or
not they actually become offered depends upon the contr
process that we talked about a moment ago.
We are trying to
balance our approach to the provision of health benefits coverag
with two things in mind:
One is quality uniform service t
our
members and retirees, and two, the cost containment concerns of
our employers, and that's the nature of our discussion today.
And I'd 1 ike to ask Ramona now to share with you some of
specifics that we've included for your review today, and we 1 1
try to be as brief as we can.
That concludes my remarks.
you.
Ms. Ramona Butler:

Thank you.
I 1 m very happy to be
second largest health benefits
og am i
present time, we are covering over one-h
in this program.
This includes bo h
e
retirees and their family members, and
contracting public agencies -- the cities
districts around the State which opt to
program.
I would like to call your attention
exhibit in the binder that has been pass d
Exhibit 2.
In Exhibit 2, there are a numbe
represent the growth in this program.
ri
is from the 1973-7 4 contract year through the l9B
year -- that is in Chart 1, showing the growth of our
og am i
prime lives? only.
This doesn't take into consideration f ami
members.
The fact that we increased our enrol
fr
145,000+
to 236,000+.
One important aspect of this growth:
You
note
in the very right h
column, and that is that the
pati
of the retirees in this program has incr
dur
same
period from 19.05 percent to 27.12 percent
Chart No. 2 reflects the public agency part
program.
In the same period mentioned before,
having 110 participating public agen ies
environment of changes of the legislation whic
referred to, something I would share with y u
July 31 of this year we have picked
an add
because of the changes in their partie
tion r
present time we now have, as of today,
18
participating around the State.
Chart No. 5 represents the average ag
various and sundry plans.
One of
most
this chart is the fact that the older groups do g
the fee-for-service types of plans which lack
containment incentives that are built int
programs.
We are very much in favor of the g
agency portion of the program, because
growth in this area, because in a number
agencies in fact had no retirees and
the average age of the group as a whole
people consider our group to be a fairly old
have retirees participating on the same bas s
employees.
Mr. Hauser:
Let me ask you, I'll thumb through the charts
little
you been able to develop loss ratio statistics i
categories?
Ms. Butler:
Not to this date.

However, we are in the

ocess

ng

some more sophisticated management information systems that will
hopefully give us a lot more data in the future.
Mr. Hauser:
I think that would be very
of handle on it, whether
program, or we go on a
program, that sort of data

•

valuable to have, to give us some sort
it be simply helping you augment this
different departure with some other
would help tremendously.

Ms. Butler:
As Mr. Hacker stated, we offer over 70 different plans, including
supplements to Medicare plans.
The range of premiums in these
plans have to do -- they are reflected in booklets in Exhibit 4 •
In the base plan, the single party enrollment ranges from $79.87
per month to $124.39 per month.
The supplemental plans range
from $36.15 to $95.53.
Now there are very many reasons for the
wide range in these premiums.
That includes, of course, the
benefits that are reflected in the individual plans, but it also
includes the cost of doing business in the geographic area which
these plans serve.
Mr. Hauser:
Could I also just -- I'm sorry to keep interrupting you.
Ms. Butler:
That's quite all right.
Mr. Hauser:
One other point, since I've had to go through this book a number
of times myself.
Some of the plans are not available geographically to fit every set of circumstances.
Most of the Kaiser-type
plans, for example, are not available where I live, way up on the
north coast.
So we do have to have those various options in
there.
However, 70 seems like an awful lot of plans! •••• I understand there are other laws that restrict that
Ms. Butler:
I would like to comment on that.
Yes, you are correct in that
some of the more rural areas lack access to HMO's and those plans
that have more cost containment incentives contained in them. We
are, however, seeking to expand the HMO network and the preferred
provider network throughout the State.
The PERS program is responsible for providing reasonable access
to medical care at an affordable cost to the enrollee, and this
is as much a challenge to a program of our size as it is to a
much smaller program.
We have gone outside of the expertise of
the staff members in seeking to get a handle on cost containment
and in 1984 we commissioned a report by an outside consultant,
and in fact, the very same year we have included in our program
many of the cost containment recommendations made by that outside

consultant.
That includes a mandator
tiliz
program, the incorporation of preferred provider
also plan consolidation to have somewhat less
presently have.
Now I've just referred to some
efforts taking place at PERS, and of course
other legislative activities that address
Committee is very much aware.
The federal
ove
to be one of the most important forces in shap ng
the health care in this country, and much of
exerted through the Medicare program, and P R
monitors changes to the Medicare program because of its
our supplement-to-Medicare plans.
Two of our plans
Medicare risk program in this contract year as
Medicare changes.
Other entities have also
us wi
innovations based upon that changing environment.
As the succe
of utilization rev ew programs flatten out
other ar as
possible cost containment are being expanded
explored.
Case
management to actively direct cases into cost-eff tive
wellness programs which further enhance preventive
an incentive to encourage enrollees to consider
traditional health care delivery
stems
re
ongoing search for a mechanism to fun
health i surance
through cost-sharing or tax alternatives, and the PERS
ograrn
funded through a sharing of premium costs by both the empl
and the enrollee, and a sharing of the medical costs
health plan and the enrollee.
In conclusion, we
pla
the
efforts of this committee, and PERS is ready as a resource
order to assist and provide information on the e
ience of our
program, which is 25 years old at the present t
Thank you.
Mr. Hauser
Any questions?
I have one.
Does STERS h
e all the teachers'
health insurance issues, or does PERS get invol
in that?
Ms. Butler:
As a matter of fact, STERS members are eligibl to par
this program. However, at the present t
we have onl
districts around the State that are p rticipating,
eligibility to participate has been establi
s
Mr. Hauser:
Only 3 districts have thus far expressed ..
Ms. Butler:
That is correct.
However, it has always be n that
teachers and the classified employees would have to
this program at the same time, and they have not al
do that.
With the changes in the legislation this
makes it possible for one of the groups to come
other, and we expect to see quite a bit of activi

Mr. Hauser:
Very good.
Thank you again.
sure we will be in touch.

Thank you for the informat

Mr. Hauser:
Do we have a representative here today
Statewide Health Planning and Development?

from

the

m

ff ce

o

Mr. Lewis Leary:
Thank you, Assemblyman Hauser, and members of the ommittee.
name is Lewis Leary, I'm the Chief of the Planning Section of the
Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development, and I'm here
to represent Larry Meeks, who couldn't be here today.
And
'm
not going to bore you by telling you all of the wonderful things
that our office does, but believe me, we do a lot of won r
l
things, and they're in my written comments which we will submit
to you.
Our office was urged to form the task force and to u
rtake the
study addressed in Assembly Concurrent Resolution 144
We
currently don't know how we will finally react to the Concurrent
Resolution.
It is a recently passed measure, and
under review back in Sacramento.
I think it's pr
important though, that we came here and listened to what your
concerns are and what the concerns are of the legislation
sponsor s , and what types of t h i n g s you ' d w i s h to a c com p 1 i
h rough such a study.
I think we also need to take a look a
some of the points that Mr. Bianco raised this morning
- tho
were new proposals, I hadn't heard those before -- and then als
review some of the
estimony that's been presented tod
In
regard to AB 2801, this bill doesn't seem to impact directly our
office, therefore we're not going to offer any specific comments
as to how this measure should be amended in the next session,
assuming it is reintroduced, however, we do have some
observations and cautions to offer on the feasibility of
State-sponsored voluntary health insurance plan.
A State health
insurance plan would represent a significant st
in
e
direction of increasing government intervention into California's
health care system.
I think it's important to point out that
is unlikely that a State-sponsored health insurance plan whi
covers long term care as well as acute care and which is ta
for low income senior citizens and other unde:rinsured
uninsured populat ons, could ever be financially viable
Clearly, the targeted populations are of hi
than average i
and unable to contribute premiums sufficient to manage that
sk
Inevitably, State general fund allocations would be necess
cover the cost of such a program.
I think we also have to recognize there are 2 problems i
financing health care for senior citizens.
They are
icare'
noncoverage of catastrophic illness which requires unusual
ong
lengths of acute hospitalization. That's one problem.

The second problem is payment for long term
a
nursing homes after Medicare coverage runs out
administration has recently propo
ng
component to Medicare.
It may be prudent f r
and see if the problem will be addres
national
before embarking on an expensive State solution for catastr
acute care.
Now the concept of insurance c
rage for 1
care is going to require careful deliberation.
seen is not encouraging.
Only those in
duals
high risk of long term care institutionalization a
willing to purchase long term care insurance.
This
not attractive from an actuarial viewpoint.
At this time I'd be happy to answer any
might have, and I'll prepare copies of the more
for you and give these out.
Mr. Hauser:
Thank you very much for your test
one.
You listened to Dr. Brown from UCLA
Have you had a chance to review that ki
o

ju
n

Mr. Leary:
About 3 years ago I saw a long detail
Rohmer at UCLA, and
'm going to go
expensive plan -- $3 to $4 billion, it

t

Mr. Hauser:
Well, given what we're currently pouring in n
dollars for Medicare and Medi-Cal, aren't
a
awful lot of taxpayer dollars into this area of
Mr. Leary:
And including what is spent at the county
medically indigent.
Mr. Hauser:
That seems to me that we ought to take a
and maybe do a tradeoff or a comparison s
Mr. Leary:
All right.
Mr. Hauser:
Which one is really the most expensive t
us
we've got now is certainly expensive and
expensive every day and we're still having an
left out.

as

at

1

se

I

ig

Mr. Leary:
OK.
But I think Assemblywoman Wright did bring up an
tan
point.
The Canadian system to a certain extent has
ures
similar to expanded choice proposals, where you direct people in
to more limited choice.
And senior citizens are very
rful
politically, and have probably delayed such proposals for MediCal and Medicare quite a long time.
Mr. Hauser:
Reading the brochure from the Province of British Columbia,
seems like the only direction to health care services go th
the family physician, and there's no restriction, at least
their brochures, as to what physician one starts with.
Ms. Wright:
I think that in that program,
been called the "gatekeeper".

it

it's basically the physician has

Mr. Hauser:
To a great extent it appears to be, and yes, you can get •••
Mr. Leary:
Maybe that softens the ••.•
Mr. Hauser:
To get specific care you have to be referred by your physician.
Now some of the specialty fields are going to get very excited
about that, of course, but again, my point is, I'm not sur
we
can continue with the system we have today, with an
1 lot
tax dollars at all levels.
Mr. Leary:
Well, we have a massive tome evaluating
model.
I'll go back and read it.
rv1r. Hauser:
Thank you very much.
here.

the British Columbia

Thank you for your time.

Thanks for being

Do we have a representative from the Department of Corporat ons?
Mr. Warren Barnes:
Chairman Hauser and Cornrni t tee members, I am Warren Barnes.
I •m
the supervising counsel of the Health Care Service Plan Di is on
of the Department of corporations.
Commissioner Torn appreciates
having been invited to be here today and he regrets that he
unable to do so.
Consequently he has authorized me to express
his views regarding the statewide voluntary health insurance plan
and the issues that it is attempting to resolve.
As you know, the Department of Corporations regulates health care
service plans under the Knox-Keene Act.
There are more
an 00

of them now.
Somewhat less than 50
service, the balance are specialized.
comprehensively, licensing ongoing p
on-site medical reviews, virtually
its operations at every level is
law.
So that's really the only ex
Corporations has that could be of use
o
believes that the purpose and design of a s a
health insurance program does raise a number
public policy and social policy issues.
He
the Department's experience in this are
regulating the health care service plan,
all truth has no particular wisdom regar
issues that face the Committee, and so
policy recommendations of a substantive
does have 2 recommendations that relate to regu a i
of some value.
First, as you know, one of the
r
tive purposes under
ing the Knox-Keene Act
its r
health care service plans is to ensure the fi
l
the plans through a variety of regulat
actually have to demonstrate fiscal
basis, and therefore Commissioner T
statewide voluntary health insuranc
developed be handled in a manner that wou
fiscal viability of the health care ser
key important aspect
be 2 consequences if plans were jeopardized financ a
would risk bankruptcies, and to the extent th t
occur, it would be very disruptive in terms of the
care for the enrollees that are currently in t o
that's the number one recommendation.
And t
recommendation that Commissioner Tom has
ina
Keene Act is very comprehensive and very r
honesty, in comparison with many other state ,
ommi
also recommends that any voluntary health insurance
designed so as to avoid any duplicative regu ation
thought that the health care service plans
qui
regulated already at this point.
That concl
I would be happy to attempt to address
have.
Mr. Hauser:
Thank you very much for your time.

Thank

Do we have any representatives of the C 1 f
Health Underwriters who have stuck with s?
Mr. Brent Nance:
Thank you.
I'm a last-minute replacement f
local L.A. area Health Underwriters
s
frankly, was not prepared to speak to 2801
make a few comments, however, and some of

full

personal comments . • . • We've met before,
you are going to be on that freeway for a long

thank

Mr. Hauser:
Give us your name? for the record, though, please.
Mr. Nance:
I'm sorry, Brent Nance.
I am a member of the L A.
Underwriters Association, I contributed to
ali
Underwriters Assoc ation, a professional health un
association, am a professional independent insurance agen,
president of Concerned Insurance Professionals for Human R
t
and a participant in the AIDS Project Los Angeles State F nded
Program and the Home Health Care Hospice Program
re we'
trying to look at cost alternatives and case managemen
and
effective utilization of insurance services.

•

Presently, about 82 percent of the population of this count
covered under some form of health insurance.
t 70 percent of
that is provided by group insurance benefits, and
40
percent of those group insurance benefits are being
ovided
ERISA self-funded employer plans. Approx
15 to 20
are totally uncovered, and of the 82 percent
at
some form of health insurance, a lot of that is in
coverages.
One of the things I think we have to keep in mind that has
mentioned several times is the regulatory au or ties
with these various aspects.
As you are aware, Cali o
regulates in some respects insurance companies providing
in California, in other respects, they are unable
many plans that are offering benefits in California.
self-funded plans are nonregulated by the Department of Labor
fall outside due to exemptions of California control.
uneven playing fields create quite a problem t
ing to
ways to finance health care costs in California, as wel
as
nation.
My understanding of the system as present is that
you may be able to force insurance companies to help f
for indigent and uninsured people, you are not likely to be ab
under the current system, to force ERISA plans to do so likewi
For that reason you will find that the insurance industry
whole is going to oppose mandates on them
at increase
uneven playing field.
Mr. Hauser:
Unless, like
exception.

Hawa

i,

we

get

an

exemption

from

t

Mr. Nance:
Right.
COBRA has been mentioned as a potential soluti
problem.
As you are well aware, it's not a total answe
that many people who need to access COBRA because of
disabilities and so forth don't have the funds to pay for

--,....

ER

premiums.
The local association was
AB 600, which the Governor saw fit to
the concept of AB 600 and will
on
Legislature to help
ith those issu
personally from AB 600 is the cost 1
join that plan effectively still
person's ability to access that.
One of the considerations that might be
are risk pools like AB 600, but a so cat
help pick up the cost of catastr
ic
la
leve 1 s.
Another concept that might be c
states and perhaps parts of California,
to pay for insurance premiums for those who
benefits.
In doing so, public benefit tax dol
to help pay the premiums necessary for the n ranee
continue paying on claims.
Personally, I th
valid concept and in New York it's used quite
seems like an area that we should give broade
in California.
I think those are
primary comments t
appreciate the opportunity to be her
Mr. Hauser:
Thank you very much, and I just had one
testimony from the gentleman from Consumers
Has the industry tried to self-police
Listen, I come from the insurance in
trying to get something out.
Mr. Nance:
Personally, and speaking only personal
the insurance industry's ability to poli
over the years has seemed to be that an
find unethical conduct by one of its
and will terminate that licensing agreement
is free to continue those practices with some
carrier and unsuspecting population gr
I had the same conversation with Peter Gr
of Insurance.
We spoke earlier during
unch.
better job as an industry in weeding out
in our industry, and all I can say s
the insurance agents in this state d
try to help consumers make appropria e
anything else, those few of us who don't
those modes create a terrible black
age f
Mr. Hauser:
Thank you very much.
Is Ms.

Thank you for

Debbie Charles,

Analyst

B

e

d

You'll submit written testimony?
OK.
Thank you very much.
How about Mr. Barnhart, Blue Cross? Also,
'll submit written
testimony.
Is Mrs. Ruby Bartlett, Vice President of
LA.
County Area Agency on Aging Advisory Council, stuck it out wi
us?
Mrs. Ruby Bartlett:
I did.
And I have to get home too.
However, I am representing
the Advisory Council of the Los Angeles Area Agency on
ing.
I'm both a retiree and a volunteer, as are most of the members of
the Council.
We are an advocacy group and because of that, we
are very aware of the needs of the senior citizens.
And I'm
going to talk only about senior citizens.
e cost of catastrophic illness, which was just mentioned by the speaker before
the last, is just getting to be out of bounds entirely, and it
just happens that yesterday I received a magazine from AARP in
which it says that "Universal insurance coverage is needed t
solve the problem of long term catastrophic care expenses", AARP
Executive Director Cyril F. Brickfield, who is the Executive
Director of a 28-million member organization, told a national
fact-finding panel in Washington.
Brickfield, who addressed a
hearing of the Private-Public Sector Advisory Committee
Catastrophic Illness, said that broad insurance coverage to
protect people from devastating health care costs is necessary
because the private savings approach is not adequate to meet the
phenomenally growing demand for costly, long-term
lth care
I think that is one of the problems that is most primary as f
as senior citizens are concerned. That also, of course, includes
the extended custodial care and home health care, both
which
as you know, are not covered extensively by Medicare.
Tha
includes after a hospital stay or remaining in one's home where
care is needed, rather than being institutionalized, which,
course, would be more expensive in the long run
Also, one of
the needs is the pre-existing conditions (and how m
seniors
have no pre-existing condition?) and age limitation can now be a
bar to getting supplemental insurance even if we can afford it.
Neither of these limitations should be included in the plan.
finally, this really is brief, various group plans that insure
retirees vary so greatly in their benefits that it results in
inequity in that.
Thank you very much.
Mr. Hauser:
Thank you very much for your time.

Thank you for being here

Do we have a representative here from the California Chamber of
Commerce?
How about the California Manufacturers?
I'm sure
they'll both present written testimony.
In fact, I can count on
it.
We have a presentat on by the members providing
lth coverage
to State Teachers Retirement System.
Elaine Burrow?
ain,
thank you for hanging in with us.
I realize it's a long d

..- L... I

Mrs. Elaine Burrow:
Mr. Chairman, members, thank you.
I appreciate be
g here.
First of all, I will introduce myself a little more.
I am Elaine
M. Burrow of Ember Insurance of Escondido, California.
For the
past year, I have been working with John
and the Division
45 Board.
Their express need was for a policy or insurance
package to cover their retired schoolteachers that are on Social
Security and those that are not on Social Security, at an
affordable price.
I presented a package of 2 Hartford Insurance
plans.
Plan 2A and a Hospital Indemnity Plan
I have incl
an Explanation of Benefits Summary covering Medicare
us these 2
policies in this.
Mr. Downey feels this Hartford package shou d
be considered at State level.
Plan 2A is a Medicare supplement.
For the people on Social
Security, they would need only this policy.
The annual premium
is $58 3. 20 for everyone, man or woman.
For those people not on
Social Security, Plan 2A would pay as if they were on Medicare
plus then the Hospital Indemnity Plan would also kick in and pick
up an additional $50 a day in the hospital.
This policy's
premium is figured according to sex and age banding.
On
example of benefits summary, I have used an example of male, age
74.
The annual premium on this is $390.00 annually.
annual
premium for both policies for those people that needed both is
$973.20.
Both policies are guarantee issue according to
existing condition clause in each policy.
There is no hi
age
limit.
Plan 2A pays up to $3,000 for mental conditions.
Alli
& Associates is the marketing corporation for Hartford Health
Plan.
They have further agreed to allow STRS a preinistrative fee of $6.00 per person per month the first year if
will market and administer those plans.
Allied & Associates,
i.e. Hartford Insurance, has further agreed that if the STRS
Insurance Board would like to draft a policy to their
ific
needs, Hartford will underwrite it.
This process is best
described as time-consuming; however, through this lengthy
process, the retired schoolteachers could be covered by Plan 2A
and the Hospital Indemnity Plan.
Now, for those people who are on Medicare, for the first 60
,
Medicare pays all but $492.00 and the Plan 2A picks
the
$492.00.
For those that are not on Social Security,
would
get the $492.00 plus an additional $3,000.00 for that 60 d
s
from the Hospital Indemnity Plan.
Anything over that amount,
they would be at liability for themselves.
OK? The 6lst thr
the 90th day, Medicare pays all but $123.0'0 a day, and Plan 2A
picks that up, and then, for those not on Social Security, that
plus the $1,500.00.
I'll try to make this short.
I won't go
over •..• Oh, all right.
Mr. Hauser:
What do you say let's back up a second,

we do have a

tion.

Because I think it's been one of the primary issues raised here
today, and that's the pre-existing conditions.
"Both policies
are guarantee issue according to pre-existing condition clause i
each policy."
t'1rs. Burrow:
That's right.
Everyone can't get this insurance, but like, for
instance, if you take it out today for Plan 2A, whatever you have
had diagnosed or treated for in the last 6 months, Plan 2A would
not pay for the next 6 months.
Mr. Hauser:
Oh, for the next 6 months.
Mrs. Burrow:
For the next 6 months.
clause.

It's a 6-month pre-existing condition

Mr. Hauser:
OK.
Just a 6-month pre-existing clause.

All right.

Mrs. Burrow:
Now, for the Hospital Indemnity Clause, and I will re
"
condition for which you have received medical advice or treatment
within a 12-month period preceding the effective date of your
insurance will not be covered until you have been without medica
advice or treatment for that condition for 12 consecutive months
ending on or after your effective date of coverage, or after 24
months following the effective date of your coverage".
What
they're saying is that, let's say for instance if you're taking
high blood pressure medication.
You cannot be free of that for
12 months.
So for that, for the condition which is underlying
that, they would pick up in 24 months. But if it's anything that
they can be rid of
n 12 months, it will pick it up then.
For
anything new, it picks up immediately.
Mr. Hauser:
Let's say you've had a cardiac.

Cardiac arrest.

Mrs. Burrow:
All right, if you've had it prior to your effective date on Plan
2A, it wouldn't pick it up for 6 months.
On the Hospital
Indemnity Plan, when you can be free of medication or treatment
for 12 months, it will pick it up.
Mr. Hauser:
How about the young man here today, that avoids going to the
doctor for that 12 months, just to avoid the ••••
Mrs. Burrow:
There's also something called "prudent person".
people, if they're having chest pains •.•.

.-
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Mr. Hauser:
Yes, I've read those clauses too (laughs).
Mrs. Burrow:
(Laughs) So there's going to be somebody outsi
of every rule,
no matter what.
I do believe that.
And a person having
st
pains, I think would prudently go to a doctor.
Mr. Hauser:
OK. Yes.
Diabetes, high blood pressure, certain cancers, you've
got a 2-year waiver.
Mrs. Burrow:
That's right.
Also, for anything that is intensive care or
cancer, the Hospital Indemnity Plan pays double the amount.
Mr. Hauser:
Yeah, but only after the 24 months.
Mrs. Burrow:
Yes, true. However, if this were ••••
Mr. Hauser:
If I'm 74 and I've got cancer, I'm probably not going to buy your
plan.
Mrs. Burrow:
Well, do you have another plan?
Mr. Hauser:
Probably not to make it for 2 more years.
Mrs. Burrow:
Well, if you have another plan, I wouldn't even want you to.
Yes?
Mr. Bianco:
I'd like to stick with this for a second.
Let's take diabetics.
You explained to us the question of the 6 months and the 12
months.
However, if you're taking insulin, is insulin covered
after the 24 months?
Mrs. Burrow:
Yes.
On the plan, on
Indemnity is when you're
a related condition that
words, amputation caused

the Hospital Indem ••.• Now the
ita
in the hospital.
This would have to be
would put you in the hospital.
In other
from diabetes.

Mr. Bianco:
so , I don ' t understand that very c 1 ear 1 y •
It ' s s orne
at
difficult.
OK, you've explained the hospitalization on that.

Let's get off that.
month waiver issue.
insulin.

I'm going to go to the first
Does that policy provide for

Mrs. Burrow:
No, not prescription.
about the condition.

I'm sorry,

I

6

thought you were talk i

Mr. Bianco:
Therefore, a diabet c would not be able to
continual insu in
treatment, notwithstanding the 6-month issue, at all in
f
of coverage, correct? Is that what you just said?
Mrs. Burrow:
There is no medication other than if you're in the hospital.
Mr. Bianco:
Right.
Only if they were in the hospital, and then that would be
withheld for 12 months, correct?
Mrs. Burrow:
Right.
Mr. Bianco:
One last question.
kidney dialysis?

Does either

of

the policies provide

Mrs. Burrow:
Yes, if this is a new condition, it would, absolutely.
If t
not a new condition, it would come under your 2A.
It would
you in the hospital, then after one year, yes it would.

or

i

Mr. Bianco:
I just would like to make an observation.
Anyone who is famil ar
with diabetes knows that insulin is a way of not having to dea
with the expensive cost of kidney dialysis
a form of
preventive care.
That has been one of the major reasons why the
Diabetes Coalition, both state and national, has been searching
for a solution, because there is no program in the private sector
that will help anyone with their problem, notwithstandi
h
much dollars they have to pay for such coverage.
Mrs. Burrow:
Well, the only time that, in the case of insulin, in
of the prescriptions, that is not covered.
But if
condition that they had to have treatment for, it would
for
it under Plan 2A after 6 months.
But it wouldn't pay for
unless they were in the hospital and it was after the end
a
year.
Mr. Bianco:
I'm sorry,

one final

point.

The cost of kidney dialysis is

somewhere in the neighborhood of $30,000 on the average, per
year.
The cost of insulin treatment is a heck of a lot less.
The insurance industry, recognizing this, notwiths
ng its
recognizing this, has always taken the position that they don't
want to provide a preventive care approach.
The plan
re
discussing with us, Hartford, seems to follow that thinking.
Mrs. Burrow:
Like you say, I think most of them do.
I don't know of one
at,
you know, walks into a ready-made liabili
and
11 pick it
100 percent.
They're not going to do it.
Mr. Hauser:
No, but I think one of the things we're asking is, we
little help convincing some of our insurance fr end
that
long
sometimes preventative care is an awful lot cheaper in
run than the complications that can result, whether it b
insurance or any other way.
Mrs. Burrow:
That's true.

I agree.

Mr. Hauser:
Now, if you're putting me onto this program, and I read
rest
of the chart, and, being an ex-adjuster, I understand a littl
bit about it.
But you're putting this together for the Retired
Teachers Group.
Mrs. Burrow:
Yes.
Mr. Hauser:
It will be eligible to all members of that group.
plans to make money on that?

And Hartford

Mrs. Burrow:
Well, I think so but now I don't know ••••
Mr. Hauser:
Well, they normally wouldn't underwrite it if
di
make
money on it.
So what's the next logical step, is to ask the
question:
What about expanding it to all retired people?
re
it would affect all seniors?
Mrs. Burrow:
Well, I would have to talk to Hartford.
Mr. Hauser:
Well. vou've

an~

~

l~rnPr

ric~

n~~,

Mrs. Burrow:
That's right.
Mr. Hauser:
And that's certainly one of the things
marketing this kind of insurance.
And if the
Cal dollars to pay their premiums, substantially
out ahead, and Hartford does OK.
Mrs. Burrow:
I will call Ben Nemeth, who is President of Allied & Assoc a
tomorrow, after I get back to my office,
esent thi to
I have found them to be extremely helpful, e
ially for
special need. They usually come through pret
well.
I would like to point out, too: On the--beyond 150 days,
says
woul
90 percent under Plan 2A, for 365 additional days
like to point out that that is not a maximum 365 lifet
s in
the hospital, that is per condition. Many of your policies
a maximum 365 lifetime days and then bonk, you're cut o
is per condition.
All right?
This also would a
or
people that are not on Medicare some c ov rage with s
nursing which they don't have that, either.
This would
them $61.50 a day from the 21st to the 100th
$61.50
for 30 days is $1,845.00. For the full 80
$4,920.00.
And then beyond the l00th day,
t wou d
to $60.00 a day.
So even though they aren't on
still would get that benefit, whereas those who
would get that benefit plus the Medicare benefit.
I'd also like to point out that the $3,000
mental disorders -- most of your policies do
for mental disorders, and this does.
For Part B,
percent of medical reasonable costs after
Part B
is paid.
It also pays for outpatient hospital, it p
for
first 3 pints of b ood, which is the blood deductible,
does have a hospice care benefit on there also.
before, the total premiums for these two annua 1
$973.20, which, to me, that's about as affordable
I've been able to devise.
Mr. Hauser:
One other question:
How about
other than skilled nursing?

other forms of long

iv1rs. Burrow:
It does not have any -- none of your Medicare supplement
because it is not covered by Medicare.
But there are
policies out there -- there are 2-year, 4-year and 6-yea
and they are expensive, but when you stop and look at it this
way, I'll take a $1,700 premium on one, and that would pay $3,000

a month for 4 years.
And I would 1 ike to
that in our area,
where I am, you can't get a nursing home for $1,700
month 1
alone, so your $1,700 a year is still a
od return on
if you have to use it.
And they are not above saying
you'd like to turn over your assets to us, we'll be gl
you until they are gone, then you can go on welfare",
chills me every time I hear it.
Mr. Hauser:
And it happens frequently.
Mrs. Burrow:
It happens frequently, and I have heard it myself.
Mr. Hauser:
I would be very interested, and I know the Committee as a
ole
would, that your contact at Hartford could provide
ditiona
information, as well as the policy forms.
We'd like to t
look at them.
It sounds like a very interesting proposal, and
again, I would like to have the chance to review them if
could assent to put them together for us.
Mrs. Burrow:
I certainly can.
In fact, Plan 2A is just now coming off
press.
I called Hartford at the time I went
to Sacramento
talked to Larry Crimell (?) and he told me he
the pack
So I called him and they got all the stats out to me, which
see here.
But the policies themselves are just somethi
off
press today.
Yes, indeed, I will get the policies to you
your consideration.
Mr. Hauser:
We certainly would appreciate it.
and thank you for your time.

Thank you for s

ing with

s

Mrs. Burrow:
Yes, and thank you for this opportunity.
Mr. Hauser:
Mr. Russell Lewis, Chairman of the Insurance Committee, for the
California Retired Teachers Association. Mr. Lewis.

Mr. Russell Lewis:
Mr. Chairman, actually Lester Ingleson of Bake sfie
is
chairman, and I'm representing him in speaking for the Retired
Teachers Group of California.
Just to correct one or two points
here that have just been made:
The Hartford plan has never
presented to the California Retired Teachers Association,
their insurance committee.
We evaluate and make recommendations
to retired teachers, but such a plan has not been presented.
If

you're ever talking about a plan of that type, t
I would
suggest that you w te the specificati ns, or just get some
experts to write specifications, and put t out to bid
Bee u
that would seem to me to be the ri
t way to do
siness

I

•

Now, I appreciate the opportunity to represent the thousands
retired teachers because, within this group, we have some
ike
we've referred to today, who really have a
ifficult t
having their health benefits provided one
or an
r,
we
certainly want to
ank you for this opportuni
The costs
greatest for the people who can least afford the
Education is a non-Social Security kind of
t
find that actually 40 to 60 percent of
pe
le
minute -- about 60 to 70 percent of the
ople -- do
coverage because of Social Security, because of the spouse,
because of previous employment, one way or the
er
But
other 30 or 40 percent are the ones that real
work a hard
Now I'm thinking of one couple in our retired gr
in
Monica that, before they ever get to buying a Blue
supplement or any other supplement,
're paying over $70 •
They had penalties on their Medicare and then, when
h
buy the Medicare A and B, other costs for a couple really
there, and they couldn't afford that.
And n the sur
s we
made, there are others in the same boat.
Now the intent
AB 528 in 1953 along the line of your 2801
t specifical
for
educators, was intended to do a job here
re educators could
buy these benefits of a school district plan that were b
than what an individual goes out to buy.
And what
as h
is that it hasn't really been working the way it was i
do.
We appreciate the fact that the Legislature had a
and tried to get it implemented, but when districts come
costs of anywhere from $1,200 to $1,700 dollars
r month for a
couple, that's just not in the ballpark.
And so we have
problem.
You' 11 not ice that the figures that were given
the
first people were something like figures between $39, wasn't
t
and $95 for supplemental costs.
And here we're getting fig
s
up in the hundreds.
In the appendix of my little paper
I've
shown the costs in a lot of districts, and they're just not
reasonable.
I'm going to just skip over some of the
ings here
the lateness of the hour, but there are 2 reasons
under AB 528 has not really worked. And one s,
have gotten some misleading information, or erroneous,
from the brokers, and the brokers have studied some of
-- I have a statement here from one of the health care
review magazines which says that, on average,
may have 3-1/2 times the cost of the total population.
they fa i 1 to say is that a lot of those costs, the
that 2/3 of the personal health care of the elder 1 y c orne
other programs, mostly from Medicare, and the remaining
3
out-of-pocket expenditures, co-insurance deductibles, a

covered goods and services.
And because the brokers have not
provided that information, an honest picture, the rate scales are
far higher than they should be.
It was interesting that the '84'85 cost ratio expense in the Sacramento Unified District is
within the ballpark of the figures that the people first gave-less than $95.
In fact, they were lower for the retirees -- the
people over 65 -- than for the active employees.
Just a little
more than half the cost.
And that fits in with what the first
people were saying.
So, the intent of your bill to have some
kind of a statewide plan, even if it involves a co-insurance kind
of thing, is certainly in order.
One of the problems that we have in schools -- there are nearly
1,200 school districts.
It's very difficult to get good plans
for all of them that are equal and fair, some way or other, to
all people.
We have a couple of models to go by.
One is the
first that the people here talked about a little while ago, that
seems quite workable.
Another model that might be thought of is
the Joint Powers Agreement arrangement in mid-California with
Fresno, Inyo, Mono, Santa Barbara, Kern -- anyway, there are 5
counties, and there are something 1 ike 96 districts, that have
this self-insurance with a re-insurer for catastrophic expenses.
Now that seems to be a workable thing, because their rates are
reasonable.
Not as low as PERS but they are reasonable and
something that people can normally look forward to.
A part of
the problem here is, I happen to be a licensed insurance person
here too, and I could have brought you 3 or 4 plans like the
Hartford plan, that would be competitive.
But I'm wearing a
volunteer hat today working for educators or my colleagues
because I have some expertise that some of them don't have.
But
in that Bakersfield area, there was one 1,500-employee district
that saved $40,000 per year in brokerage fees.
So, as we're
looking at these things, if you do something like the PERS plan
or something like this Joint Powers Agreement Plan, you're
putting more money into benefits for people.
I enjoy brokerage
fees too, and I wouldn't mind having a statewide plan.
To me,
that's not where we should be going.
Now one of the other things that I have to throw in here, even
though I know that i t ' s not realistic.
You know, school
employees are State employees, and other State employees have
these health benefits paid in full.
And so, some way or other,
maybe equity would say that in the long run, school employees
should be regarded on the same kind of basis as other State
employees, and in the meantime, a better implementation of
AB 528, and I can understand why Blue Cross didn't show up today,
because they had been one of the greatest offenders in setting
these rates.
At any rate, implementation of AB 528 1953, which
fits in the scheme of things with 2801, we hope can be
implemented and improved upon as time goes on.
Thank you for
your time.

Mr. Hauser:
Thank you, Mr. Lewis.
Let me ask you just one quick question:
What has been the experience in the last few years with
reinsurance portion of castastrophic?
Mr. Lewis:
I am not sure, but Les Engelson would have been familiar with
that because he's been involved in it from the beginning.
My
understanding is that their re-insurer picks up catastrophic
situations that involve $7 5, kHH~ or more.
But otherwise, the 96
districts within that 5-county area carry the load.
contract out.
I had a figure here -- their administrative
osts
are less than 5 percent, and that includes contracting out claims
service.
so one of the points here, to get the cost down is to
do something like that or something like PERS.
~r.
Hauser:
The reason I asked about the re-insurance is that in a n
r of
other lines, genera
liability in particular, we have found the
re-insurance market very di ff icul t.
I just wonder
if you
any information on the re-insurance market in •••.

Mr. Lewis:
I don't there, but I know in my regular work that re-insurance is
a regular, ongoing thing with most companies because they just
share the risk on everything that comes along of any size.
Mr. Hauser:
That drying up of that market, though, is one of the thi
s
at
created part of the so-called insurance crisis in liabili
insurance, when Lloyd's and Zurich and those folks quit selling,
or quit buying contracts on re-insurance.
OK.
Thank you very
much for your time.
Thank you for joining us today.
We have reached the section of the agenda that is set for
unscheduled witnesses -- a few of you have hung in with us all
day, and want to give this opportunity if anyone wanted to make
any brief additional remarks.
• ... Thank you for not leaping to
your feet •
I ' d j u s t 1 ike to make a c o up 1 e of c omm en t s i n
closing. Today has been very educational, I know it has been for
me, I believe it has been for members of the Committee staff and
the 2 other Assembly members that were able to join us for part
of the day.
Again, we will prepare a document of these
proceedings.
Those of you who gave us written test
appreciate it very much, that will be incorporated verbat
We will also leave the document open until November 7 for
who would like to submit additional information or additio
testimony.
Again, thank you for being with us today.
I'd like to thank
staff in particular for hanging in there with us.
I know many of

you have another hearing tomorrow.
Fortunately for me, I'm
headed back to the North Coast.
But again, it's been a very
productive day, and very enjoyable. Thank you.
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The Honorable Alister McAlister
Chair, Assembly Finance & Insurance Committee
State Capitol Building, Room 3112
Sacramento, California 95814

Dear Assemblymember McAlister,
Thank you for the opportunity to present our written testimony on the
voluntary statewide health plans as envisioned in AB 2801 (Hauser) which
was the subject of your recent interim hearing.
It appears from the bill that the sponsors (the Senior Legislature) want
a plan that:
1) is universally available to anyone on a voluntary basis regardless
of medical condition;
2) offers freedom of choice of providers and covers a broad range of
services including long-term care;
3) is self-sufficient, privately funded, and competitive with private
insurance.
We would like to offer the following comments:
No. 1 above, making the plan available to everyone regardless of medical
condition, and at the option of the individual, ensures that the program
will be very costly. Group health insurance is based on the premise that
the group exists for purposes other than for insurance coverage. This
provides a mix of people to assure healthy members to offset the cost of
sicker members. Premiums for group policies are lower than individual
policies for this reason. Once the group is opened to anyone, adverse
risk selection comes into play -- more seriously ill persons tend to
the group for the sole purpose of obtaining insurance coverage and the
balance between sick and healthy is skewed.
No. 2 above, offering freedom of choice among providers and comprehensive
coverage including long-term care, will make the proposed program even more
expensive. Private employers and insurers are turning to prepaid health
plans and preferred provider organizations to contain costs. These options
offer lower rates for services and have controls to prevent inappropriate
and unncessary medical services. The Legislature recognized the high price
of freedom of choice plans when it gave the MediCal program the authori
to negotiate contracts with selected providers in 1982.
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Coverage for long term-care is another difficult problem. In order to
make it affordable, younger, healthy people must be encouraged to purchase
it in order to offset the cost of those needing long-term care. A voluntary
plan almost guarantees that younger people will postpone buying the coverage
until they are likely to need it.
No. 3 above, a self-sufficient, privately funded plan that is competitive
with private insurance appears to be precluded by the criteria in Nos. 1
and 2 above. It would be highly unlikely, given the adverse risk selection
that will occur, that such a plan could be competitive, let alone selfsufficient. The premiums necessary to cover costs of claims experience will
price this type of plan out of the reach of most Californians. Only those
with high medical bills will even consider it an option over current
individual plans.
In conclusion, we do not believe this proposal is the best solution to
e unavailability of affordable health insurance. A recent Chamber
tosk force studying the problem of the uninsured recommended that medically
uninsurable persons be allowed to buy into the MediCal program with
monthly premiums based on their ability to pay. This would enable them
to take advantage of existing contracts and cost containment features
of the MediCal program, without creating a new bureaucracy for this group.
We will continue to work with you on this problem.
the opportunity to present our views.

Thank you again for

Sincerely,

9

Nancy Sullivan
Director, Employee Benefits
NS:als
cc:

Members of the Committee

ASSOCIATION OF CALIFORNIA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES

BRAD WENGER
COUNSEL & SECRETARY

1400 K STREET, SUITE 212

SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA 95814

(916) 442-3648

October 8, 1986

Honorable Alister McAlister
Chairman, Assembly Finance and
Insurance Committee
State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Assemblyman McAlister:
This is written to express our views concerning statewide volunta
health insurance as contemplated in AB 2801 (Hauser) that will be t
subject of an interim hearing by the Assembly Finance and Insuranc
Committee on October 15.
We regret that circumstances prevent us from presenting oral testi
but trust that these written comments will assist the Committee
addressing this very important subject matter.
We also are i
that representatives of other health carriers will testify in s
of enactment of a catastrophic health plan consistent wi
which was regrettably vetoed. We concur with this view.
For over 20 years our Association has considered legislation to
private health coverage more broadly available to the public.
of a statewide insurance pool or plan is one way of attaining
goal.
During this period we have opposed many bills which, in our
opinion, were flawed.
Some did not provide for a sound financia
base.
Some did not treat all health benefit payors in a fair~
nondiscriminatory manner.
This is the case with AB 2801 because the State cannot legally re
a growing number of self-insured plans to participate in t
p
California Voluntary Health Plan.
Without their participation,
privately financed plan would be unfair and doomed to failure.

i

In 1982 our Association joined with other health carriers to draft
catastrophic health insurance plan acceptable to our indust
Subsequently, an industry draft, drawn from existing plans
states, formed the basis for AB 166 (McAlister) of 1983 whi
predecessor of AB 600.

Honorable Alister McAlister
October 8, 1986
Page 2

AB 600, because of t
tireless efforts of Assembl
n
ister
his staff, in our view, would have provided a sound financial
structural base for the administration of a wo
le catast
health insurance program.
This program, when fully operational,
fill an existing gap in private health coverage by making
coverage available to persons considered uninsurable in the p
sector.
For the most part, these are persons not covered
employer-sponsored
group
health plans,
and
not
le
to
indjvidual
coverage
because
of
their
medical
condition.
catastrophic coverage would especially benefit persons with
threatening diseases, such as AIDS, \..rho might otherwise require
assistance.
In summary, we believe that the Legislature has already developed a
workable and
fair
catastrophic health plan for uninsurables
in
AB 600. We will continue to support its enactment.

Sincerely,

Brad Wenger
B\'J:pp

~

I<AISE.~

PERMANENT£

October 21, 1986

Assemblyman Alister McAlister
Chairman
A-Committee on Finance and Insurance
State Capitol Building
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Assemblyman McAlister:
The following comments are submitted in place of the test
I was scheduled to give before your Committee at its October 15
hearing on the Voluntary Health Insurance Program as proposed in
AB 2801.
On behalf of the Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Inc., I wou
like to express my appreciation for the opportunity to participa e
in the debate on this very important issue.
In our judgment, the principle reason for the development of
Voluntary Health Insurance Program in this state is to create a
mechanism that would permit high risk individuals to purchase
health insurance. Generally, these would be persons who, because
of health status or age, are unable to buy coverage from existing
health benefits carriers and do not qualify for public assistance
programs.
In other words, the real issue here is the development of a
program for uninsurables. This is clearly a very serious p
l
that deserves the legislature's attention.
We believe that a program like the one you proposed in you
Assembly Bill 600 is the appropriate way to address this problem.
AB 600 contains a logical mechanism to subsidize what wou
necessarily be high subscriber rates.
In addition, your bil
attempts to treat self insured organizations the same as regulat
health benefits carriers, thus, it would not impose an undue
burden on any particular segment of this industry.

Kaiser foundation Health
Kaiser Plaza
Cahtorma

Inc

Assemblyman McAlister
October 21, 1986
Page Two

As you know, a number of us who repre
benefits carriers have been wor ng on
is
your staff for some time. Our
forts evo
which most of the industry supported.
We urge you and the Committee to consi
logical response to a very important prob
Sincerely,

Joe

JVC/jj

cc: Brad Wenger
Gibson Kingren
Brent Barnhart
Terry McGann

v.
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JOE STERN, SENATOR
California Senior Legislature
6923 Amherst St. S.D.,
115

To: Senate Finance and Insurance Committee
From: Senior Senator Joe Stern, California
Re: AB 2801 (Hauser)
The American Health Sys
is a national d
countries, only the United States and South
health care. Even though 40 million Americans
our per capita cost for
ical care is the highe
the best. Many other countries have greater 1
mortality, two of the most reliable indicators
It is almost a daily occurance for an emergency case
from a hospital because they can't demonstrate that
In some cases this has resulted in deaty or
Not only are almost 40 million Americans without coverage~
most of the rest depend on their jobs for coverage. The
the job, regardless of causeJ their whole family loses
AB 2801 is patterned after the British Columbia Plan,
the best of the Canadians plans. These plans
years. Many Canadians living in the United States
because they don;t want to give up their health
have met praise their system lavishly.
The continued failure of our legislators to
e
has raised suspicions in many people that our legislators
to the medical lobby than to millions of consumers.
overwhelming support for a national plan. Unt
we
need a California plan.
The California Senior Legislature made AB 2801
They considered it the most important issue for
Hauser worked very hard trying to get support.
Why has this bill been given such short shift? Are
you don't like? If there areJ let us sit down and discuss
you can be sure of: this or a similar bill will be number

•

We urge youJ the members of the Finance and Insurance
only pass this billJ we urge you to show your apprec
and dedication of the 120 senior legislators who were
to represent and speak for them.by becoming co-sponsors
ab 2801 through the legislature.
We have lived under the thumb of the medical
time for our representatives to demonstrate the
pernicious body which has opposed every attempt
The California Senior Legislature
October 5th. We urge you to take
120 legislators and they can take
thousands of seniors who they see
AB 2801

will meet in
some action which
back and
reagurlarly.

~~
~etired
(707) 442-3763

5enior Volunteer 1'roJtram

3300 Glenwood Street

Eureka, California ..,u.....

TESTIMONY RE SUPPORT OF ASSEMBLY BILL 2801

CALIFORNIA VOLUNTARY HEALTH CARE PLAN
PRESENTED TO ASSEMBLY FINANCE AND INSURANCE
OCTOBER 15, 1986, LOS ANGELES
PRESENTED BY:

AREA I AGENCY ON AGING,

AND

HUMBOLDT/DEL NORTE SENIOR LEGISLATIVE

THE AREA I AGENCY ON AGING, THE HUMBOLDT/DEL
ACTION COUNCIL (SLAC), THE CALIFORNIA
ON AGING, THE TRIPLE A COUNCIL OF CALIFORNIA AND
LEGISLATURE ARE ALL ON RECORD SUPPORTING AB
ESTABLISHED A STATE HEALTH PLAN AS THEIR NUMBER

STATE

PRIORITY DURING THE 1986 LEGISLATIVE SESSION.
MUCH HAS BEEN WRITTEN ON THE RISING HEALTH
, AND STATE AND THE INADEQUACY OF THE SYSTEM IN
CALIF 0 RNIANS.
IN 1985 THE AREA AGENCY AND SLAC SPONSORED A "'r.•·""
ON HEALTH CARE AND DEVELOPED STRATEGIES TO WORK
AB 1743 (AGNOS)- NATIONAL HEALTH CARE PROGRAM.

DEFEATED.

OUR COMMITMENT TO HEALTH CARE REFORM IN
A DIRECT RESPONSE TO THIS BEING THE NUMBER
IN THIS STATE.
BACKGROUND STATISTIC&
•

HEALTH CARE WILL COST AMERICANS $400

(

.uu.oJ.u....,A,

IN

TESTIMONY
PAGE TWO

•

HEALTH CARE COSTS HAVE RISEN BY

•

THE AVERAGE AMERICAN
ON HEALTH

•

MEDICARE FOR

ELDERLY AND

BY 1990 UNLESS CHANGES ARE MADE

e

MILLIONS OF WORKING AMERICANS
CARE COVERAGE EACH YEAR THROUGH
IN EMPLOYERS.

•

DURING THE CURRENT ADMINISTRATION,
MEDICAID FOR THE POOR BY $5 BILLION
BY $13 BILLION.

e IN 1982, 700,000 CHILDREN WERE
e SINCE 1981, 567,000 SENIOR CITIZENS
•

IN THE PAST FOUR YEARS, 725,000
OF MEDICAL SERVICES BECAUSE
HEALTH CENTERS.

•

DURING THE CURRENT ADMINISTRATION,
AND CHILD HEALTH CARE HAS DROPPED 1
GET NO ROUTINE MEDICAL CARE, 18
CARE.

•

EACH YEAR, 150,000 PREGNANT WOMEN
THEY CAN GET MEDICAL ATTENTION.

•

LAST YEAR 200,000 AMERICANS WERE
CARE AND 800,000 WERE DENIED ROUTINE
THEY DID NOT HAVE ENOUGH MONEY.

AB 2801
TESTIMONY
PAGE THREE
POPULATION PROJECTIONS FROM CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF

INDICATE

THAT IN THE NEXT FIVE YEARS, THE POPULATION 60 YEARS OF AGE AND OLDER
IN HUMBOLDT AND DEL NORTE COUNTIES WILL INCREASE BY 4%, THE 75+ POPULATION
WILL INCREASE BY 6%, 75+ BY 51%. ADVANCED AGE, WHAT HAS BEEN CALLED
OLDER OLD OR ELDERHOOD, IS AN INDICATION OF INCREASED POTENTIAL
TO INDEPENDENT LIVING. PHYSICAL CHANGES WITH ADVANCED AGE AND
IMPLICATIONS FOR SERVICE DELIVERY ARE DISCUSSED IN "FUTURE DECISION
FOR AGING POLICY: A HUMAN SERVICE MODEL" (A REPORT BY THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON HUMAN SERVICES OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON AGING, U.S. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES, MAY 1980, p. 42-43):
••• OUR RESEARCH CLEARLY SHOWS THAT BECOMING A SENIOR ADULT
(60-75) DOES NOT AT ALL MEAN FUNCTIONAL DEPENDENCE. BUT ATTAINING
AGE 75 (ELDERHOOD) MEANS THERE IS A GOOD CHANCE THAT
OF DEPENDENCE WILL BEGIN TO EMERGE •••

THE IMPACT OF THIS INCREASING PROPORTION OF ELDERS IS CLEAR.
WHILE THERE IS NO SPECIFIC CHRONOLOGICAL BASE TO THE INCREASING
LOSS OF INDEPENDENCE, IT IS STATISTICALLY CERTAIN THAT AS AGE
INCREASES SO WILL INDEPENDENCE DECREASE.
IMPAIRMENTS AND THE UTILIZATION OF SERVICES, BOTH OF WHICH
INCREASE WITH AOE, INCREASE MORE RAPIDLY BEGINNING AT ABOUT
AGE 75. THE PROBLEMS WHICH ARISE AT THIS PERIOD ARE APT TO
BE CHRONIC; BY DEFINITION THEY DO NOT GO AWAY.

ALMOST HALF OF THE PEOPLE 65 AND OVER ARE LIMITED IN ACTIVITY
BECAUSE OF ONE OR MORE CHRONIC CONDITIONS. HOWEVER, ONLY
42% OF THE PEOPLE AGES 65 TO 74 ARE LIMITED IN CONTRAST WITH
56% OF THOSE 75 AND OVER. ABOUT 18% OF ALL PEOPLE 65 AND OVER
ARE UNABLE TO CARRY ON THEIR MAJOR ACTIVITY BECAUSE OF A
CHRONIC CONDITION, BUT WITHIN THE AGE GROUP THE PROPORTION
INCREASES FROM 13% OF THE PEOPLE 65-74 TO 23% OF THOSE
OVER.

TESTIMONY
PAGE FOUR

PEOPLE 75 AND OVER ARE ALSO MORE
INJURIES THAN THOSE 60 TO 74. THIS
LOSS OF SENSOR ABILITY, WHICH
DEFECTIVE VISUAL ACUITY INCREASES
40. UNFORTUNATELY, THE ABILITY TO
DECREASES, SO THAT AFTER AGE 75,
THAN 20% HAVE NORMAL VISION.
ALSO DECREASES, LEADING TO ACCIDENTS WHEN
TO DARK ROOMS OR FROM OUTSIDE TO

ABILITY TO HEAR, TO TASTE, AND TO SMELL
OF FOOD TASTING BITTER OR SOUR MAY
BUT TO PHYSICAL LOSS OF THE ABILITY
AS PEOPLE AGE, THEY ARE LESS LIKELY
LOSS OF THE ABILITY TO EAT AND
NUTRITION.

AS A RESULT OF THIS MARKED INCREASE
AND IMPAIRMENTS AND THE GREATER
ELDERS USE MORE HEALTH CARE AND
ADULTS. MOST IMPORTANT FROM THE
PEOPLE USE VASTLY MORE IN-PATIENT HOSPITAL
ADULTS APPROACH 75 YEARS, THERE IS A
THEY WILL SLIP INTO FUNCTIONAL DEPENDENCY.

AT PRESENT, THE STATEWIDE AVERAGE OF CALIFORNIANS
9.0% OF THE TOTAL POPULATION AND IS EXPECTED
YEAR 20000. IN MANY CALIFORNIA COUNTIES,
REACHES 25%. HEALTH CARE COSTS OF THIS GROWING
DRAMATICALLY. THUS, IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT
ON THE SPECIAL HEALTH AND RELATED NEEDS ASSOCIATED
PROCESS AND THE GERIATRIC POPULATION, WITH
AND CULTURAL DIFFERENCES, SO THAT THEIR
MAY BE PRESERVED TO THE GREATEST DEGREE
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OLDER PERSONS ARE GENERALLY MORE DEPENDENT

THE HEALTH

SYSTEM AND HAVE A HIGHER INCIDENCE OF CHRONIC HEALTH
ATTEMPTING TO ACT UPON NEEDS, THE OLDER PERSON

FINDS THE

HEALTH CARE SYSTEM AN INTIMIDATING, FRUSTRATING LABYRINTH
WITH WHICH ONLY THE MOST SOPHISTICATED AND MOST

CAN

MEDICARE AND MEDICAL RULES AND REGULATIONS ARE SO
AND FREQUENTLY ILLOGICAL, INCONSISTENT AND UNREASONABLE
COMPRISE ADDITIONAL BARRIERS TO ACCESS. CONSEQUENTLY, FEELINGS OF
INSECURITY AND A LACK OF CONFIDENCE MIGHT AFFLICT OLDER PERSONS
WHEN DEALING WITH THE HEALTH CARE SYSTEM. DESPITE MEDICARE,
CARE COSTS HAVE INCREASED AND THE ELDERLY CONTINUE TO HAVE TO PAY
A SUBSTANTIAL PROTION OF THEIR MEDICAL EXPENSES.
IN CONCLUSION, WE BELIEVE OLDER AMERICANS HAVE THE RIGHT TO ACCESS
A COORDINATED CONTINUUM OF HEALTH CARE SERVICES. THESE SERVICES
SHOULD BE ACCEPTABLE, ACCESSIBLE, AVAILABLE, AFFORDABLE AND
FOR THE OLDER AMERICAN.

AB 2801 IS ONLY A BEGINNING. IT RECOGNIZES THAT

vd, rlJ

HEALTH

CARE IS A RIGHT THAT SHOULD BE GUARANTEED TO ALL.

PATRICIA A. BERG
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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t~EMORANDUM

TO:

Assembly Finance and Insurance Committee Members
Assembly Member Dan Hauser
Requested Witnesses
Interested Parties

FROM:

Sal Bianco, Principal Consultant

SUBJECT:

Notice of Interim Hearing/Background Information
Witness and Agenda Summary
NOTICE

On Wednesday, October 15, the Assembly Finance and
Insurance Committee will hold an interim hearing on a proposed
statewide voluntary health coverage plan. The hearing will
commence at 10:00 a.m. in the Auditorium of the State Building
located at 107 South Broadway in downtown Los Angeles. The
hearing should conclude by 4:00 p.m.
The interim hearing topic was addressed in two measures
this Legislative Session - AB 2801 and ACR 144 - authored by
Assembly Member Dan Hauser. They were sponsored by the
California Senior Legislature. Attached are the policy committee
analyses prepared by committee consultants William C. George and
~li 11 Brown.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The subject matter of providing adequate and affordable
health care coverage is not new to the California Legislature
This two-year Legislative Session witnessed measures addressing:
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1)

Long-term care - AB 2583 (R
AB 3310 (Roos), and SR 2498 (Mel

2)

Task fo ces on long-term, indi
uncompensated health care
B
AB 3915 (Duffy).

3)

Coverage for the uninsurab es an
AB 600 McAlister, et.al.)

0

n
11

Work ng po r!!

The proponents and opponents argumen s c
demonstrated by the following attached documents:
1)

Testimony by Senior Assemb
of AB 2801.

an So

?)

The California Medical Associ ti
letter to ACR 144.

1

n

best

G be

n

oppo

i

S

e

Additionally, addressing major medica
coverage for an eligible 3-1/2 million Ca fornian
a safety net" for a 1 Ca 1 i for n ian s sub e t t
illness from AIDS to the most rare disease
AB 600. The major issues of ERISA, fund ng, o
eligibility, cost of administration, health care
containment, and State General Fund sa ing
11

The following attachments on AB 600 add e
previously mentioned points:

e

1)

Assembly Member McAlister's six page 1ette
o th
Governor with a two-page listing of suppo t and
interest, which urges his signature.

2)

The Governor's veto message.

3)

Assembly Member McAlister's seven p ge p
in response to the Governor s ve

The delivery of health care cann
e c
a review of its marketing. State regulator
Departments of Insurance and Corporations, are
charged with this responsibility. Quality o car
of health care service plans, indemnity insurance om
nonprofit hospital service plans are key eleme ts i
regulatory process.

ss

e ea e
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Consumer awareness, especially for seniors, on the
purchase of basic or supplemental health coverage plays a major
factor in controlling market abuses, which range from "stacking"
to "roll-over" to "false group affiliation." The Department of
Aging has played a unique role in the past few years through its
counseling of seniors on health care coverage purchases because a
regulatory vacuum existed.
These issues are best illustrated by the following
attachments:
1)

Consumers Union's press release charging 19 firms,
which sell health coverage to seniors, of committing
major abuses.

2)

hQ~-~Tn~~l~~-Ii~~~ and ~~~-~Q~~-~~r~QIY recent news

3)

Department of Insurance recent press release
rescheduling hearings to determine whether marketing
practices by licensees should cease.

artie es detailing abuses.

WITNESS AND AGENDA SUMMARY
The following information provides a sketch on the
course and scope of the October 15 interim hearing.
Opening remarks will be given by Committee Chairman
McAlister and Assembly Member Hauser. If Mr. McAlister is unable
to attend Mr. Hauser has been asked to conduct the hearing.
The morning session will be devoted to presentations on:

•

1)

The need for adequate health care coverage .

2)

The proposed statewide voluntary health plan.

3)

Marketing

4)

Regulatory response.

The lead witness on the proposed plan will be Mr. "Lee 11
Strohbehn, Senior Assemblyman. Joining him will be: Mr. Michael
Urbanek; Senior Senator Harry Humphrey; and Senior Assemblyman
Sol Garber.
A supporting perspective will be given by Mr. Clifford
Holliday representing the Congress of California Seniors, Inc.

October 10, 1986
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Ms. Bonnie urns, a consulting Me ica e Spe
expected to provide a broader view o the problem.
"The Marketing of Insurance to Seni
presentation by Consumers Union's Director
Carl Oshiro, Esq. A comprehensive analysis

a

st

i

e a

S pee a 1 P
p anned.

e

The California Regulatory Agency Response" will
commence with the Department of Insurance. In urance
Commissioner Roxani Gillespie will lead departme t p
onnel
responding to Mr. Oshiro's testimony, detailing the egul t
initiatives of her agency, and addressing the k
issues
presented by the legislative measuress which are the s bject of
the interim hearing.
11

Representatives from the Department of Health Services,
the California Commission on Aging, and the Depar ent of
Corporations are requested to testify and compl e t the
Insurance Department presentation.
The subject matter from the perspective of the Publi
Employees Retirement System will be presented by egislative
Representative, Barry Hacker, and Health Benef ts Divis on
Retirement Program Specialist, Ramona Butler.
The Office of Statewide Health Planning and De e op e t
has been requested to testify. It is assumed the majori
of i
presentation will be devoted to the provisions of ACR 14
A Luncheon Recess is scheduled from noo

to 1:30 p.m.

The afternoon session's lead witness will be Dr. Richar
Brown of UCLA's School of Public Health. Dr. Br wn will address
the principles in any proposed statewide health plan. He is
expected to address the British Columbia health plan,
ic ha
been a component in the ACR 144 and AB 2801 proposal .
Mrs. Ruby Barlett, representing the os
Area Agency on Aging's Advisory Council is ex e
very brief supporting statement.

gel
Co
o g e

The health care industry's response w
b 1 ad
California Medical Association President, Dr. ladde V. El

t.

Charles Forbes, Esq., General Counsel fo the Califo i
Hospital Association and officers from the Calif rnia Associa io
of Health Underwriters will address uncompensated care and
availability and affordability issues.

October 10, 1986
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Representing Blue Shield of California will be
Ms. Debbie Charles, Legislative Analyst. Messrs. Joe Criscione
from Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Brent Barnhart from Blue
Cross of California, and Brad Wenger from the Association of
California Life Insurance Companies will be present to provide
direct testimony or will submit testimony prior to the hearing.

•

The California employer response has been requested from
the California Chamber of Commerce and the California
Manufacturers Association •
The final afternoon pr~sentation will address providing
health coverage to members of t~e State Teachers Retirement
System. Elaine M. Burrow of the Emburr Insurance Agency and
Russell Lewis, Chairman of the Los Angeles Area Insurance
Committee of the California Retired Teachers Association, will be
the key witnesses.
Any unscheduled witnesses will be invited to testify
prior to Closing Remarks and Adjournment.
Written testimony submitted by November 7, 1986 will be
compiled and represent the official record of the interim
hearing. An interim hearing document will be published.
Any further information can
at (916) 445-9160.
SB:ws
Attachments

~e

obtained by contacting me

Date of Hearing:

April 8, 1986

AB 2801

ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON FINANCE AND I
ALISTER McALISTER, Chairman
AB 2801 (Hauser) - As it will be Amended
SUBJECT
Statewide agency for providing statewide medical and hospital services.
DIGEST
Currently there is no statutory authority for a state agency to offer health
care provider and hospital services.
This bill:
1) Makes legislative findings about unaffordability of health insurance, lack
of health plan coverage for many Americans and the need for a statewi
medical health plan.
2)

Creates the California Voluntary Health Plan Panel consisting of nine
members, five appointed by the Governor, two by the Speaker, and two
the
Senate Rules Committee. Two of the members must be physicians, one
representing the health insurance industry, one representing health care
deliverers, one from the California Commission on Aging, one from the
California Senior Legislature and three public members.

3)

Requires the panel to develop the California Voluntary Health Plan using
domestic and foreign models, including those of Canada and Australia.

4)

Requires the panel to convene by March 1~ 1987 and present a completed
description of the plan to the Legislature in January 1988 for delibera on
and implementation before July 1, 1988, including an appropriation for
start-up costs.

5)

States that the appropriation for start-up costs will be a loan from the
General Fund to be repaid within ten years at the Pooled Money Investment
Account interest rate.

6)

Requires the panel to supervise the agency and implementation of

7)

Requires the plan to:
a)

an.

Be universally available.

- continued 2801

b)

Be voluntary.

c)

Offer freedom of choice of any medical facility
health care services, including but not 1
nurses.

d)

Be privately funded.

e)

Be comprehensive and provide a continuum of care including
nonmedical long-term care.

f)

Permit Medi-Cal and Medicare recipients to assign their benefits to
plan.

and

ical a

8)

Require all "participating" health care service plans, nonprofit hospital
service plans and disability insurers "doing business in this state"
accept all applicants regardless of state of health or age.

9)

Permits the panel to establish minimum and maximum rates for a11
participating health care service plans and other health insurers
the plan remains competitive with private health insurance •

10) Permits the legislature to adjust the premiums to maintain plan se1
sufficiency.
11) States the Legislature's intent that the plan become self-sufficient
that premiums or any other amounts accruing to the plan become part
assets of the plan.

FISCAL EFFECT
$500,000 to be appropriated for the panel to devise the Cali
Health Plan.

ia Vol

COMMENTS
1)

This bill asks the panel created by it to establish a plan which is
universally available and in competition with other health insurers
California Constitution Article XVI, Section 6 states:
"The Legislature shall have no power to give or to lend; or
to authorize the giving or lending, of the State, or of any
county, city and county, city, township or other political

- continued -

ensure

AB 2801

Page 3
corporation or subdivision of the State now existi , or
t
may be hereafter established in and of or to any person,
association, or corporation, whether municipal or otherwise
or to pledge the credit thereof in any manner whatever, for
the payment of the liabilities of any individual,
association, municipal or other corporation whatever; nor
shall it have power to make any gift or authorize the making
of any gift, of any public money or thing of value to any
individual, municipal or corporation whatever ••• "
Assuming the future legislature were to act, could any
money be given
the plan since it would be the capital to satisfy claims before there were
sufficient reserves derived from premiums?
2)

On page 3, lines 4-6, the bill mandates a future legislature to act.
is
is merely a statement of legislative intent but not binding upon the future
legislature since the act of one legislature does not bind its successors
(In re Collie (1952) 38 C2d 396).

3)

The proposal is not very clear. It appears to provide a health an for
difficult to insure older persons but is universally available.
though
the plan appears to have separate existence the bill refers to
"participating" health care service plans, requiring them to "accept all
applicants" as a condition of doing business. Proponents mention the
Canadian model but according to others the British Columbia Heal
Program
is an insurance monopoly with no private insurance carriers.

4)

Jf there is an intent to affect employee benefit programs, this may be an
ERISA issue.

5}

There is no provision for an actuary on the panel. Before any valid
prediction can be made of probable exposure in order to compute premiums,
the insured universe will have to be defined and claims and their severity
be estimated. Much additional work must be done. The plan should be more
specifically defined, an organization designed, staffing estimated, control
better stated, a method to coordinate plan actions with those of other
insurers, a reporting procedure established and a budget determined.

The bill needs much work.

- continued ..
AB
1
Page 3
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The following have expressed interest in this measure:
SPONSOR:

California Senior Legislature

SUPPORT:

Gray Panthers of California
Commission on Aging, State of California
Congress of California Seniors, Inc.
California Seniors Coalition
Nevada Commission on Aging, Nevada County
Senior Citizens' Foundation of Western Nevada County
Senior Legislative Action Council
California Retired Teachers Association
Save our Security - S.O.S.
June Allyson, Actress
North Coast Opportunities, Area Agency on Aging
Area 1 Agency on Aging, Retired Senior Volunteer Program
California Association of Area Agencies on Aging
Area 4 Agency on Aging
Council on Aging, City of Los Angeles
Seniors for Action on Issues

OPPOSED:

California Medical Association
Association of California Life Insurance Companies
Blue Shield of California

William C. George
445-9160

Date of Hearing: June 17, 1986
REVISED July 3, 1986 for W&M

ACR 144

ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON FINANCE AND INSURANCE
ALISTER McALISTER, Chairman
ACR 144 (Hauser, et.al.) -As Amended: June 30, 1986
SUBJECT
Study of health care insurance plans.
DIGEST
Current law
No explicit directive for a feasibility study on public insurance coverage for
comprehensive, long-term care now exists.
The Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development under the Department of
Health and Welfare currently has authority to research health care delivery
systems and is charged with developing a state health policy to assume the
necessity of needed, appropriate and affordable health services.
This bill:
1)

2)

Requests the Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development to:
a)

Undertake a comprehensive, worldwide study of health care plans.

b)

Establish the Hauser Health Plan Commission to facilitate the
completion of the study.

Requires the task force to make recommendations to the Legislature no later
than January 31, 1988 on the creation of public health plan available to
all citizens at affordable premiums.

FISCAL EFFECT
Not yet determined. However, the cost of such a one-year comprehensive study
is likely to be in the moderate to significant range (approximately $100,000)
and since the measure seeks no budget authorization, it is assumed the cost
will be absorbed in the Office of Statewide Health Planning budget of nearly
$2 million allocated for health planning.
COMMENTS
The sponsors maintain this measure is essential because a significant portion
of citizens are uninsured on underinsured and all citizens should have
reasonably priced, comprehensive, long-term health care readily available.
- continued ACR 144

Opponents' arguments center around two main issues:
1)

The resolution permits the task
California State Hea th Plan ich a
government plan would harm
vate
health plans in other countries, such
effect on private del very systems.

2)

Foreign health care systems have
other private and public health care policy
public expense is unwarranted.

This bill is somewhat of an outgrowth of AB
interim at the author's request on April 21,
California Voluntary Hea
Plan based upon the s
models including the national health service of
A number of measures are pendi
availability and affordabi1ity
AB 3200 (Duffy) requires such a study as it
the Senate. AB 2583 (Roos, to enrollment on
from the Insurance Fund to do a study of publ
for long-term care provi
by a home health
appropriate $150,000 from the General Fund to es
publicly supported 1
financing alternatives
been assigned to this Committee. In 1984,
task force to study long-term care insurance.
Governor stated the Departments of Insurance,
use their existing authority and resources to
This resolution is based on some assumptions whi
well-founded. What represents a state of being
of the state's citizens are either uninsured or
economics of health care be enhanced if the ci
concern over affordability and availability of
At issue are:
1)

Is there need for such a study?

2)

Is objectivity a necessary component of a

3)

Does the intent of
resolution as
response to be generated by the task

s

ACR 144
Page 3
4)

Given that the existing system of private health insurance has its
shortcomings and that there is concern over the adequacy of the safety net,
is it feasible for such a task force to reach consensus around a true
solution that is politically and economically viable?
The following have expressed interest in this measure:
SPONSOR:

California Senior Legislature

OPPOSED:

California Medical Association

Will Rrown
445-9160

ACR 144
Page 3

n1a

Qt ahf

~enior 'legislature------~

1020 9th Street, Room 260
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 322-5630

April 7, 1986

CALIFORNIA SENIOR
LEGISLATURE
AB 2801 (HAUSER)
CALIFORNIA VOLUNTARY HEALTH PLAN
My name is Sol Garber.

I am the Senior Assemblyman of the California

Senior Legislature from Van Nuys (Assemblyman Tom Bane's District).

I wish

to take this opportunity to thank this panel for allowing me to testify today.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, for many years, the citizens
of California have been receiving newsletters and questionaires from
their legislators requesting answers on the issues of the day.

Never,

never, not even once, has the following question been asked in these
inquiries.
"SHOULD THERE BE A NATIONAL OR STATE VOLUNTARY HEALTH PLAN IN
CALIFORNIA?"
The positive results of such an inquiry would overwhelm each and every
legislator who puts forth this question.
The California Senior Legislature is five years old.

And, for five

years, a national or state health plan has been the number one priority
of this body.

Why is this so?

It is because we are active members who, in the sage age of our lives,
have the time and the wisdom to hear, see, and understand the needs of
all in our communities.

Furthermore, many of us are also members of

other organizations such as the Gray Panthers, Congress of Senior Citizens,
National Association of Retired Federal Employees, Older Women's League,
and others.

We attend many conferences and coalition meetings that call

for better health care at affordable cost for all people in this great
state and country.

PAGE 2
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, attended

In fact, it was due to a health conference at

by more than 200 young and older persons that the need for this bill
(AB 2801) was born.

was instructed

The California Senior

and was happy to bring forth this proposal.
that the concept of a petition was advanced.

this conference

It was also

The result of this idea,

coupled with a petition started earlier by the Coalition for National Health
Care and the Gray Panthers, that we are now

to you a

signed by more than 150,000 California residents.
; had

Had the gatherers of these petitions been better

had some financial backing, I am confident that the number of signatures
presented here today would be and could be multiplied ten-fold.

In

fact, I am aware of 6,000 additional signatures in San Diego that could
not get here in time.

I am further assured that there are thousands

more elsewhere in the state.

There are petitions here from every section of our great
Diego, San Bernardino County, Orange County, Los

San
and its

surrounding territories, such as Alhambra, Long Beach, and Simi
from the coast of California, Monterey, San Luis Ob
Barbara, San Francisco and the Bay area, Alameda and Santa Clara Counties
our

and from the northern counties where Assemblyman Hauser has

Yes, North, East, South, and West, the citizens of California want
are

better, innovative, creative health care at affordable cost.

tired of the Band-Aid approach offered by the administration, the medical
profession, and the insurance industry.
H.M.O's, P.P.O's, D.R.G's "Expanded Choice", Medi-cal, Medicare,
and Health insurance (with or without its deductibles),
payments, catastrophic insurance (if and when availab

, co, are all Band-

Aids covering the cancer of health care delivery in this country.

Do you know that there are over 3,000 supplemental and

health

insurance policies offered to Californians today; and, yet there are

5,000,000 underinsured or uninsurable people in the state?

AB 2801 (HAUSER)
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Do you know that there are over 3,000 supplemental and/or health
insurance policies offered to Californians today; and, yet there are over
5,000,000 underinsured or uninsurable people in the state?
This profusion of confusion makes us unique in health care
in the industrial world.

For, with the exception of South Africa, we are

the only industrialized country without a national/state health

No

country that has ever adopted a national/state health plan has recinded
the program.

It has become a fact of life to its people.

And, statistics

reveal that in 1983, the United States ranked 17th in quality health care.
All 16 nations ahead of us offer a nationaYstate plan to its citizens.
Members of the committee, kindly hear the pleas of your constituents.
CALIFOfu~IA

LEADS THE NATION.

It is you, the legislators, who should write

a decent, well researched health plan for California.

The California

Senior Legislature, the California Medical Association, the insurance
industry, and others should have input into the research and development
of this plan.
write it.

But, I reiterate, it is you, our legislators, who should

AB 2801 calls for this procedure.

Therefore, on behalf of

all Californians, I urge a "YES" vote on AB 2801.

Thank you.

Sacramento

June 5. 1986

The Honorable Dan Hauser
Member of the Assembly
State Capitol, Room 3130
Sacramento, Cal lfornla 95814
Re: ACR 144
CMA Position: OPPOSE
Dear Assemblyman Hauser:
The Cal lfornla Medical Association has adopted an "Oppose" position on
ACR 144. This measure, as amended June 4th, requests the Office of
Statewide Health Plann ng and Development to form a task force to st
existing models of heath plans throughout the world. The task force wou
be required to make recommendations to the Legislature before January 31,
1988 regarding the creation and Implementation of a Cal lfornla State Hea h
Plan. This plan would be universally available, comprehensive
provide
for a continuum of care, Including medical and non-medical I
care,
with premiums that alI persons In Cal lfornla could afford.
Speclflcal ly, the CMA must oppose ACR 144 because:
1.

At present, the ERISA preemption exempts self-insured employer
from State Insurance mandates. Assuming this bl I I antlc!pa es
participation by the self-insured employers any plan Is doomed to
failure unless ERISA Is amended.

2.

Many foreign health plans (Including Canada) abol shed the pr
health Insurance Industry in favor of a central government plan.
This resolution permits the task force to recommend such a
We bel !eve that the problems of underinsurance and unlnsurance
be corrected without abolishing the health nsurance lndustr

3.

Both consumers and providers should be free to choose whet
not they want to participate In a government health pan.
measure permits a "mandatory" plan.

does not requlr
care of lndf
s,
groups left uncovered
of benefits Is not specified.
would include alcohol and
ograms, smoking cl !nics, exper
ant cosmetic surgery, unsclent
c
measure should require any recommendat
covered, its cost, and the sour
have been redundantly
the years. Of alI fore
dered the most I lkely candl
he Canadian
reQul
es and, as noted, has el im
The Cal lfornla
is atur
passage of bl I Is promot ng
eves that any State-funded stud
fa s of the existing
nsured and the underlnsured.
flab e population groups
a pre-existing medical cond
oyment, al lens, t anslent
ed insurance by their
near-poor who can't
It coverage, victims
, etc.

study of foreign
focus on resolvl
respectfu y

Associ

, Consultant
th Consultant
tant
Joint Rules Commltt

COMMITTEES

SACRAMENTO OFFICE

Annemhlu
Qialif.nrnia ileghdature

STATE CAPITOL
SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA 95814·4995
PHONE 19161445·7874

ELLIE BAILEY
LEGISLATIVE ASSISTANT
QtC:fF~ICT 0 1~FiCf:

554 VALLEY WAY
MILPITAS. CALIFORNIA 95035·4192
PHONE 14081 263·5300
(415) 791·2151

GLORIA ALICIA CHACON
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

ALISTER McALISTER
ASSEMBLYMAN. EIGHTEENTH DISTRICT
CHAIRMAN
FINANCE AND INSURANCE

September 15, 1986

•

Honorable George Deukmejian
Governor
State Capitol
Sacramento, California
Dear Duke:
My Assembly Bill 600, which is be
allows with urgency major medical health insurance
purchased by up to three-and-one-half mil
Cali
have been rejected for coverage in the
a preexisting medical condition or are
excluded from health coverage by their
their health condition.
As I complete my legislative career
believe that my AB 600 is the most important
piece of legislation I have ever authored.
AB 600 is the product of two
of
legislative consideration with input and
care law firms, trade associations, publ
and
state and national specific health disability
local public agencies and interested
1986, the Department of Insurance has
of AB 600 raising 76 points. We have
points through amendment or verbal exp
1986, we have addressed points raised by the
Finance. Further, it is the product of a
effort to remove for millions of Californians
available and affordable health insurance
to
significant gap in our state's health care del
600 will show the way for the nation to follow
economic security for entire families
uninsurable illnesses.

CHAIRMAN, FINANCE
INSURANCE
AGRICULTURE
LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT
PUBLIC INVESTMENTS.
AND BONDED INDEBTEDNESS
AND COMMERCE
CALIFORNIA LAW REVISION
COMMISSION

j

Honorable George Deukmejian
September 15, 1986
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has been given to the development of
involving current
techniques. Applications for coverage
insurance effective January 1, 1988.
In order to continue the obj
insurers to limit health care costs, my measure
to engage in alternative health care cost
requires the establishment of peer
secondary medical opinions where neces
"fee-for-service" system is retained where feas
that both the public and private medical
developing treatment techniques to deal with
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome, the CHCA
management programs. Case management has
factor in reducing health care costs whi
care. Finally, to further control hea
copayment on coverage is required and is
aggregate maximum individual and family
under the CHCA health policy.
A second major point is the deve
insurance policy wh
is affordable by b
provided bene ts with deductibles per
policy year with a maximum 20% copayment 1
coverage for the first two years of
actuarially determined premiums developed by
independent administrator.
Insurance pol
adjusted twice a year with adequate written
include age and geographical location as
coverage per policy
in benefits is
in the scope of benefits can only be accompli
by
between the Legislature and the Governor
statute.
third year of the program, premiums are e
li
than 300% of the average of rates app
standard risk in our state for comparab
Any "permanent resident" of
apply for coverage. We have defined "
utilizing current statutes and case law
in dissolution of marriage situations.
state court system could expand the el
measure beyond what the Legislature and
measure does not contain a severab
Legislative intent language.
If adverse court
occur in the future, both the Legislature
be required to act in response to any need to c
the program.

ian

costs.
annual revenue of
1
size of e

Honorable George Deukmejian
September 15, 1986
Page 5

Trust Fund or the Public Employees Retirement System
ensure
adequate revenue to prevent utilization of General Fund monies.
Further, there is a "fail safe" mechanism requiring the 300%
limitation on premiums cost formula to revert to an actuarial
formula if the prudent reserve is exhausted and the CHCA tax is
at the maximum variable limit of one percent after January 1
1992.

•

Recognizing the federal Social Security
's
inequality on payors and non-payors of the system, AB 600
addresses this issue by establishing a non-refundable application
fee, credit of annual premiums paid against premiums to be
charged for payors of the CHCA tax and commensurate annual fee
charge for non-payors of the CHCA tax who are also eligible
participants of the AB 600 health policy program.
Both lower-paid and higher-paid workers would
an
equal rate up to the taxable wage limit. Any change in
levied rate requires agreement by the Legislature and Governor
statute.

•

There has been discussion over whether the 3/10
1%
tax is in fact a fee or a tax.
Recognizing your public
expressions on this subject matter, AB 600 proposes to e
s
so-called tax effective January 1, 1987. The Legis
Counsel
reviewed this issue and decided this was not a tax levy which
would be the proper
signation if such a fee were a true tax.
Perhaps most important, is the fact that Californians must help
themselves and not always rely on government to provide the
service. This annual burden averaging $50 per year appears to
a small price to pay to have the option available to receive
health coverage when an uninsurable illness strikes and
s an
individual or family to lose their economic livelihood.
It is
the true mechanism of accepting a risk and sharing that cost
the benefit of all of society.
The last major point revolves around
abi
to respond to any federal government action
AB 600
contains contingent provisions which would go into ef
three phases based upon federal action.
First, the Attorney
General must consult with the Insurance and Corporations
Commissioners, to publish a finding that the federal government
has acted to require states with risk pool mechanisms for
purposes to require participation in their risk pool mechanism
all entities insured or self-insured for purposes of providing
health coverage.
Second, a finding would establish an assessment
system for the purposes of annually reducing premiums.

jian

small but
is no loss to
effect if the Cal
e
to al
insurance companies to offset
costs against their payment of the
s
1
sis.
If the California electorate makes that
, then all other entities paying an assessment
an offset. This latter offset would require an
Legislature and the Governor
enactment. California would once
lishing a system whereby any annual
worker contribution rate,
assessment for any entity of
health
I

ly request your s

on AB 600

s,

ALISTER McALISTER

ASSEMBLY BILL 600 (McAlister)
As Amended August 26, 1986
SUPPORT

Los
The
Los
The
The
The
The
San

Angeles Times (1985 and 1986)
Sacramento Bee (1985 and 1986)
Angeles Daily Journal
Modesto Bee
Oroville Mercury-Register
Fresno Bee
Foster City Progress
Mateo Times and Daily News Leader

California Medical Association
California Hospital Association
California Association of Life Underwriters
Association of California Life Insurance Companies
Los Angeles Association of Health Underwriters
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Inc.
Lincoln National Life Insurance Company
United Foundations for Medical Care, Inc.
Blue Shield of California
State Council on Developmental Disabilit s
California Association of Residential Resources
Developmental Disabilities Board, Areas I, IV, V, IX, X, XI
Association for Retarded Citizens
California Association of the Physically Handicapped, Inc.
American Cancer Society
American Heart Association
California Epilepsy Society
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
National Multiple Sclerosis Society
United Cerebral Palsy Association
United Cerebral Palsy Association of California
R. Albert Garcia Insurance Associates, Inc.
John F. Kennedy Memorial Hospital
The Equitable Financial Services
Carter Pension and Insurance Services, Inc.
American Diabetes Association, Northern & Southern California
San Diego Areawide Diabetes Center, AIC Club
California Diabetes Coalition
California
California
California
California

Chiropractic Association
Psychiatric Association
Dietetic Association
State Psychological Associat

ASSEMBLY BILL 600 (McAlister)
As Amended August 26, 1986
SUPPORT
Foundation
Ileitis & Colitis, Sacramento
Ileitis & Colitis, San Francisco
zation
of Business & Pro

ssional Women

State Employees Association
Federation, AFL-CIO
Association of Social Workers
San Mateo
Costa
's Association of California
of San Francisco
Council
, VP Max Factor Corporation
America, Inc.

INTEREST

based)

America
1 Group
s Retirement Sytems
of Corporations
Department of Health Services

~fate of <!Jalifornia
GOVERNOR'S OFFICE
GEORGE DEUKMEJIAN

SACRAMENTO 95814

GOVERNOR
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To the Members of the California Assembly:
I am returning Assembly Bill No. 600 wi
signature.

t

my

This bill would establish the "California
Coverage Association" to provide health insurance to
residents of California in a "risk pool" for
not otherwise obtain health insurance
ause
existing medical condition. The Association wou
through a payroll tax on California workers subject to
disability compensation, an appropriation from the dis
fund, and, pending federal approval, an annual fee on
insurance carriers, insured employers and sel
sure

ili
1

This bill inappropriately establishes a new tax
California residents. Additionally, the
opriat
short
the Disability Fund would add to a project
not
must be made up from a General Fund loan. It
appropriate to pay for administrative costs from money from
y
r
the Disability Fund, which should be used str
payment of Disability Insurance benefits.
Moreover, this bill would impose additional costs on
private insurance carriers which could result in h
r rat
for all residents. It also- would subject health care se
ce
plans to dual reg tration by both the Department
Corporations and the Department of Insurance.
unnecessarily result in increased bureaucracy
u

Ali
r
Me list r
Assemblyman · 18th District
PRESS

October 1, 198

RELEASE DATE:

McALISTER EXPRESSES DISAPPOINTMENT OVER VETO OF AB 600 MAJOR
MEDICAL INSURANCE BILL & URGES ITS PASSAGE AS A CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT OR AS A 1988 INITIATIVE

Assemblyman Alister McAlister today declared:

I

join with the thousands of Californians whose

1

s

and fortunes are at stake in expressing my deep

at

the Governor's veto of AB 600.

bil

While a far-reaching measure--and the most

I

authored in my 16-year legislative career--it would not have cost
the General Fund a single dollar.

About one out of six persons have no health insurance
ever and the coverage of many others is subject to unreali
limits, conditions and exclusions.

- more MILPITAS OFFICE
554 Valley Way
Milpitas, CA 95035-4192
(408) 263-5300
(415) 791-2151

SACRAMENTO OFFICE
State Capitol
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 445-7874
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In fact, the yawning gaps in our health insurance system
sent the great unfinished issue on our Social Agenda.
are not to
des

If we

11 these gaps by moderate programs carefully

to meet the specific unfilled needs, then over a period

of years the pressures and demands for a more far-reaching and
1 restructuring of our health insurance system will grow
stronger and more insistent.

These demands will be voiced not by

the poor, who with a clear conscience can always rely on
Medi-Cal, but by the middle-class who in significant numbers are
to dissipate their life-time savings and reduce themselves
to pauper status in order to qualify for Medi-Cal when afflicted
by a major debilitating illness.

I have not been one who favors socialized medicine or even a
1 system of health insurance.

I would far prefer that we

solve our health needs thru refining our present pluralistic
of group and individual private health insurance for
the bulk of our working population and public medical programs
for

indigent.

A nationalized health system is not the best

way to encourage our brightest people to devote their lives to
, nor will it lead to major private enterprise investment
in health care.

Unfortunately, if our political mainstream is

not sensitive to the pressing need for serious reform and

- more -
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expansion of our present system, we are only feed

fuel to

fires of those who would overturn the existing system with an
absolutely comprehensive but, regrettably, national

system

with all of its negative implications for a healthy free
enterprise economy, stultifying bureaucracy, bigger government
and reduced incentives for medical professionals.

Taken literally, the Governor's veto message raises one major
objection that is impossible to remedy and several
objections that no one could possibly take seriously.

The "new tax on California residents" represents the fiscal
conservative recognition that there is no free lunch and that
medically necessary care must be paid for somehow.

If not

for by AB 600's proposed combination of a .3 of 1% payroll tax on
the taxable wages of $21,900 plus insurance premiums paid by
those who choose to enroll in the program, it will continue to be
paid for by the present combination of medically-provoked middleclass bankruptcy plus taxpayer financed Medi-Cal.

Certainly

Governor would not have signed a bill transferring existing UI or
DI funds to this program, nor would he have signed a measure
appropriating $3 to $4 billion from the General Fund over the
next 5 years for this purpose.

- more -

ster

from the Disability
to cover

0

interest with

was on
costs

a

wou

a few

tax.

1 costs on private insurance
the form

WOU

II

an annual assessment on all

carriers, insured employers and self-insurers which would
federal legislation were enacted to
tate j

ction over self-insurance and emp
s.

If such were enacted, the annual assessment,

ranged from only $100 to a maximum of $5,000
on the number of people whose health care were
par

lar

ty.

The money would have been

to

1

1 premiums paid by those persons

enter

to

program.

sional assessment feature of AB 600 had
from the private sector--the very
that would

the assessment if federal

were

s

veto a bill partially on the
finitesimal burden on businesses, none of
of that burden?!

In fact, AB 600 had

have
no

- more -

employer opposition and was supported by the California Medical
Association, California Hospital Association, California As
tion of Life Underwriters, Association of California Life
Insurance Companies, I,os Angeles Association of Health
Underwriters, Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Inc., United

•

Foundations for Medical Care, Inc., Blue Shield and

others •

It had no insurance company opposition and almost no opposition
of any kind.

Contrary to the veto message, AB 600 would not

ect

care service plans to dual registration by the Departments of
Corporations and Insurance.

We have no idea where such a

misconception could have arisen.

Certainly the measure would

have been vigorously opposed by all health care service plans
it created such dual registration, whereas in fact none opposed
and Kaiser and MaxiCare supported it.

The reasons stated for the veto are not substantial, but that
is perhaps its most discouraging feature.

Real objections cou

be met with real responses--with amendments to correct any
genuine flaws in the legislation.

However, legislators cannot

waive a magic wand and dispense with the need for money to pay
for medical care.

If that were possible, we would simply pass

- more -
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of

meaningless resolutions

aboli

lem.

Where do we get
out

s money?

Do we continue to take much of

the hide of the seriously ill, even to the

of

them and their families into bankruptcy and desperation?
It is not as though we had asked the state to throw several
bill

of dollars at an imaginary problem we had invented or
ed.

The problem is real and it will not go away.

t is probably growing bigger.

In

Nor is the cost not being

borne today; it is being paid by desperate middle-class people
themselves into poverty, by Medi-Cal and, tragically, by
sickness, reduced human productivity and prematurely
wasted lives.

objections to the bill,

as

costs, the conceivable assessment on private
the erroneous dual registration issue, have
we

arguments, taken seriously or remembered

Count

ss

s

the past 3

s and
of

f

no one.

business, insurance and
staff and I devoted literally thousands of
s to developing as close to a

consensus

- more -

1

over

ster

comprehensive major medical health bill
possibly devise.

7

AB 600 as

s

It is the culmination of 12

that include bills by other legislators,

luding a

Republican, former Assemblyman Dixon Arnett, as well as

1 s

Barry Keene and Art Torres.

Although I am leaving the Legislature, it is my
recommendation that in 1987 the Legislature again

ss AB 600,

but this time in the form of a constitutional
bypassing the Governor's veto power.

AB 600 passed

Senate

38-0 and the Assembly 65-14, therefore should

necessary 2/3 vote to place it on the bal

are

clearly entitled to express their opinion on a

ect

compelling importance.

If for some reason it cannot pass the

s

as a

constitutional amendment, I will encourage the

a

drive to place it on the June or November, 1988

I

as an

initiative.

# # # # #
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Publisher of Consumer Reports

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Monday, September 29, 1986, 9:00 A M.
Contact:

Carl Oshiro [415] 431-6747

CONSUMERS UNION ATTACKS DECEPTIVE INSURANCE MAILINGS
AIMED AT SENIOR CITIZENS
Today, consumers Union, the nonprofit

•

Consumer

Reports, charged nineteen firms with us
cies and bogus senior citizen's organizations to
insurance to elderly consumers.

The

l

came

a

page complaint sent to California Attorney General, John Van de
Kamp and State Insurance Commissioner,

a

"Insurance companies and their agents are

hundreds of dollars for policies which they may not need,
carl K. Oshiro, attorney for Consumers
state officials stopped this scam."

"It's

The consumer

the Attorney General and Insurance Commissioner
ings and impose substantial fines and other

the
the

firms involved.
The consumer complaint describes how
agents and firms specializing in finding new
sending thousands of letters to senior citizens
to look like notices from either official government
independent senior organizations.

or

The notices warn

deep cuts in medicare and -strongly recommend that
mental insurance.
Natwnal Offtce.
256 Wash1ngton Street· Mount Vernon· New York 10553
(914) 667-9400

West Coast
Office.
1535 M1ss1on Street· San Francisco California

are urged to return a response card to receive more
medicare and supplemental policies.
iors

When sen-

names and addresses are sold to insurance

agents.

of receiving printed information from an object-

ive source, seniors are visited by agents, some of whom rely on
fear, deception, and high pressure tactics to sell policies.
"They're like wolves in sheep's clothing," said Oshiro.
"They may look like a government agency or senior's organization,
but they're an insurance company out for your money."
The complaint comes only weeks after the United States House
of Representatives Select Committee on Aging reported that senior
citizens will spend approximately $13 billion for private health
insurance in 1986.

The committee estimated that $3 billion of

this amount will be wasted because of fraud, deception, and other
abusive practices by companies and agents.
Among the abuses uncovered by the committee were the sale of
overlapping or duplicative policies to seniors.

Recently, a 79-

year old Santa Cruz woman was sold 9 overlapping policies amounting to $6,500 a year in premiums.

Another elderly couple in Santa

Rosa was sold nearly $13,000 in overlapping policies.
The deceptive mailings received by senior citizens in California include notices from:
American Senior Citizens
Benefit Fulfillment Center
California Association for Concerned Senior citizens
Consumer Advisory Service
Consumer Referral service Center

- 2 -

Consumer Support Services
Health Insurance Referral Services
National Health Services
National Senior Advisory Center
Retired Persons Information Center
Senior Security Benefit Service
United Senior Citizens of America
United Seniors of America
Insurance commissioners in other states have
a number of these firms.

In 1986, the Washington state Insurance

Commissioner issued orders against at least eight firms engaging
in bogus mailings.
Seniors who receive suspicious mailings for
ment insurance are urged to contact Consumers Union
Mission Street, San Francisco, CA 94103.

1535

Seniors who have ques-

tions concerning health insurance and medicare can contact
California Department of Aging at [916] 323-8913 for

name of

the Health Insurance Counseling and Advocacy Program
local area.

END/END/END
Additional Contact Persons:
Bonnie Burns
Medicare Specialist [408] 462-5510
John Van de Kamp
california Attorney General

[916]

Roxani Gillespie
California Insurance Commissioner

324~5437

[213] 736-2273

[415] 557-3245

Patricia Petersen
_
_
Deputy Insurance-Comm~ssioner, Washington state
-

3 -

;:-c; /

[213] 736-2551
-[206] 753-73

addresses.
Consumers Union,
Consumer
numbers of letters
gone out m California in recent months
Medicare cutbacks leave
unprotected and urging
supplementary health insurthem to
ance policies. When they return response
cards, Consumers Union said, they are
mlicited
insurance agents.
The letters sound "like a notice from
your government, saying, 'You better pay
attcntJOn to thi~,' " said Carl Oshiro, an

•

is an
said.
In

cases, the
the letters are
interested
in senior
citizens and their needs arc recommending
the insurance when, in fact, the groups are
fronts for insurance sellers.
In some cases, to "create an official
appearance, many of the mailers use
Washington, D.C., addresses,'' said the
complaint, which added that representatives at the District of Columbia Council on
Aging "have never heard of any of these
organizations."
According to Oshiro, "A lot of these

government
said.
One group, the complaint says, the
California Assn. for Concerned Senior
Citizens, was "founded and controlled by
an insurance agency whose primary business is the sale of Medicare supplement
policies to seniors."
Oshiro said the agency is Morelli Insurance of San Jose. A secretary there said
Tuesday that "Mr. Morelli is out of town"
and could not be reached for comment. She
Please see MAILERS, Page25

eption
Accusation
Continued from Page 3

would not reveal Morelli's first
name.
Oshiro said
overlapping policies are
sold, "policies that don't deliver what they
promise to deliver."
"We have come across people
with 20 policies," and some policies,
Oshiro said, have a "coordination of
benefits" provision, which means
that only one policy at a time will
pay, and the others will not cover
any cost difference.
"Seniors are wasting millions of
dollars each year on policies which
do not meet their needs," according
to the complaint.
The complaint says the agencies
violated "at least a dozen statutes,
regulations and official guidelines"
on consumer insurance standards.
It asks state agencies to issue
cease- and- desist orders against
the attempted sales.
Preliminary Review

Spokesmen for the attorney general and the insuran~e commissioner said
would look into the
situation.
Brookhart, consumer affairs chief for the Insurance Department, said the complaint will receive a preliminary
review from the new insurance
commissioner, Roxani Gillespie,
before being turned over to the
iiepartment's investigations and
fraud unit. ·
Named in the complaint .were
United' American Insurance· Co.,
Globe Life & ,Accident Insurance
Co., Torchmark Corp:; American
Senior Citizens, Benefit Fulfillment
Center, California· ASsn. for Con~
cerned.. Sen,ior1 j'¢iuzeils, ;¢oi!sumer
Advisory Serv~ce, 10)nsumerzRe-.
ferral Servi«:;e 1C~!1~r 0 Consumer
Support.~yices !triP. li~t.l'! ·l.n:
sU,an~.~,erral:Servi~.,;h'. "n· t

. Also,· Nationah.He.aJtq, seryic~.

Na~cw~ ,~ni~J;·ll\dy~~yJ'unter,
R~tir(id_.f~rsop$~-

tE!l'.~~mor,~s
·}(iCe, ;:;J)pit~L
£IIJ~~.M

. g;m~t.ioQ. ~~- .

¥ Jleri~fit.~~ ·
. ·~tl!J. :.:P'
P. A~pex:h

,'Cilt~,~enio

;ft{at:k~;fng

.·
•Group •.t:u.... ;. .
,~d ,
'jd:OJ; U~ .
cy;A,g,en(!y~·,.,.;'! ' . '
bert Lirik , senior
-.v1
~.or ·tkd &nericiui
..
. ~~··
..!? .,)'~t-~n i
· :~~.. J: . . . ,tip get e
. ·~1~u:tt!a ,.:it, }:~) .~mment ·

..

. .. ... tr. . ·r·-- ..
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OM of the rompaniell named by
Consumers Uruoo, California Asllociation of Collcemed Senior au-

Oct. 6
'lin
; one from the firm

reached to comment.
"A lot of these organlzatlons are

zens, ill San Jose, is under investi- marketing Medicare services
gati6o by the state insuraDee com- under the guise of belonging to a
mlsaloner.
government agency or some klDd
Consumers Union asked the of consumer-sounding organizaattorney general and the state tion," Gillespie sald. "There Ia a
insurance commlsaloner to investi- considerable basis to wbat they
gate Its allegations against several (Consumers Union) are saying."
companies in California. Osblra
Consumers Union, the non-profit
said the group bad brought tbe publlllher of Consumer Reports
alleged abuses to the attention of magazine, said tbe services usually
the ll.ate two years ago, but little take the fonn of mass mailings to

~
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100 Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102
Contact:

1126

Carey Fletcher
(415) 557-3245

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Department of Insurance Reschedules Hearing on
California Association of Concerned Senior Citizens
SAN FRANCISCO, October 2, 1986 -- The State Department of
Insurance has rescheduled a public hearing in San Francisco to
October 29, 30 and 31 to determine whether the California
Association of Concerned Senior Citizens, Inc.; its parent
corporation, California Assurance Corporation; and five
lice~sed insurance agents should be prevented from soliciting
insurance business in California.
Previously set for October 6 and 7, the hearing has been
continued to the new dates by Administrative Law Judge Michael
C. Cohn following a hearing on a motion by the respondents.
The hearing stems from a Department investigation
disclosing evidence that licensed insurance agents formed the
California Association of Concerned Senior Citizens in 1984 to
solicit the purchase of medicare supplement and life insurance
~~licies from
alifo~nia senior citizens.
Using mass maili s,
the company allegedly misrepres~nts the nature and purpose of
its business, as well as the availability of group benefits.
Senior citizens responding to the mailings are offered
in~ividual ~edicare supplement and life insurance policies,
Ia:her than group policies. It is alleged that in some
instances, representatives of the California Association of
o~cerned Senior Citizens also misrepresent the requirements,
benefits and availability of their policies.
If the allegations are found to be true, the Insurance
Co~missioner will order those charged to cease and desist from
engaging in acts and practices violating the Unfair Practices
provisions of the California Insurance Code.
The public hearing will be held at the State Building, 455
Golden Gate Avenue, Room 2248, San Francisco, CA., on October
29 at 9 a.m., October 30 at 9 ·a~-m~ and October Jt-at 9 a.m.·
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AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY
AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY
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Introduced by Assembly ME~mlt>er "'""''""'''""'"
(Coauthor: Senator "-'"'"'"""·'"'"' ..'""'

January 29, 1986
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An act to add Division 12.6 (commencing with
15500) to the Health and Safety Code,
to J.:U'CO'U.l'-'<1.1
hospital services, and making an
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

AB 2801, as amended, Hauser.
Voluntary
Health Plan.
There are no provisions of existing
which provide
the offering of statewide medical services
This bill would create the California
Agency in the State Department of Health
also designate a panel, as specified,
developing a California Voluntary Health
contain specified elements. The bill
intent.
It would appropriate the sum of $600,000
General Fund to the panel for purposes
Vote: %. Appropriation: yes. Fiscal
State-mandated local program: no.
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The people of the State of California

1
SECTION 1. Division 12.6
2 15500) is added to the

enact
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DIVISION

CALIFORNIA VOLUNTARY
PLAN

15500. The Legislature finds and declares the
following:
(1) The cost of health care has become greater than
people can afford .
(2) The premium cost of most comprehensive medical
is beyond the means of many Californians .
(3) Fully 15 percent of Americans are not covered by
health plan whatsoever.
(4) The need for a comprehensive statewide medical
health plan is clear.
15501. There is hereby created in the State
Department of Health Services a California Voluntary
Health Plan Agency to operate a California Voluntary
Health Plan.
15502. There is hereby established a California
Voluntary Health Plan Panel.
(a) The panel shall consist of nine members: five
appointed by the Governor, two by the Speaker of the
Assembly, and two by the Senate Rules Committee. At
least two members shall be physicians. At least one
member shall be a representative of the health insurance
industry, appointed by the Governor. At least one
member shall be a representative of the health care
delivery industry, appointed by the Speaker of the
Assembly. At least one member shall be from the
California Commission on Aging, appointed by the
Governor. At least one member shall be a representative
of the California Senior Legislature, appointed by the
Senate Rules Committee. The remaining three members
shall be public members.
(b) The panel shall develop the California Voluntary
Health Plan, using existing models within the United
States and abroad, including, but not limited to, the
Canadian model and Australian model as a means to
develop a program that will best fit the unique needs of
the State of California.
(c) The panel shall convene by March 1, 1987, and
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AB

shall present a
Legislature in January
Legislature shall
Pecessary and appropriate,
implement the plan ~ wa:s
statute and by an
Budget Act. That appropriation
General Fund, repayable
rate
Investment Account
The
panel
shall
act
as
15503.
the agency and shall supervise
plan, however the plan
elements:
(a) It shall be universally
(b) It shall be voluntary.
(c) It shall offer freedom of
any provider of health care
limited to, a physician, nurse, or
participants.
(d) It shall be privately
(e) It shall be comprehensive,
continuum of care, including
long-term care.
(f) Recipients of Medi-Cal
their benefits assigned to the
15504. All participating
nonprofit hospital service plans,
doing business in this state
regardless of their state of health or
is empowered to establish the
rates that all participating
other health insurers, both
charge as premiums to ensure that
competitive with private health
15505. It is the intent of
shall become self-sufficient
other amounts accruing to
the assets of the plan. The
premium amount for the
to keep and maintain its

c•;;-
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SEC.
The sum f¥re one hundred thousand dollars
($500,000j ($100,000) is hereby appropriated from the
General Fund to the panel for the purposes of devising
t"he California Voluntary Health Plan. The actual amount
to implement the plan shall
determined by the
paneL
portion used for start-up
as determined
by the panel shall be a General Fund loan to the agency
and shall be repayable to the General Fund within 10
years at
Pooled Money Investment Account interest
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AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY JUNE 30, 1986
AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY JUNE 4,
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Assembly Concurrent Resolution

No. 144

~,

Introduced by Assembly Members Hauser, Bane, Calderon,
Clute, Cortese, Floyd, Hayden, Hughes, Margolin, Molina,
ftftEl ~ O'Connell, Roos, and Stirling
(Coauthors: Senators Dills, Leroy Greene, Keene,
McCorquodale, Marks, Presley, Rosenthal, Stiem, and
Vuich)
April 28, 1986

Assembly Concurrent Resolution No. 144---Relative to
health insurance.
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST
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ACR 144, as amended, Hauser. Relative to health
insurance.
This measure would request the Office of Statewide Health
Planning and Development to undertake a study of various
existing models of health plans throughout the world, and
form the Ga:li:fomia ~ Hea:ltk Pltm ~ Foree Hauser
Health Plan Commission to study these models, and make
recommendations, as specified, to the Legislature by January
31, 1988.
Fiscal committee: yes.
I
WHEREAS, The cost of health care has become far
2 greater than m~ny California individuals or families can
3 afford, at least 15 percent or more of Californians are not
4 covered by any health insurance plan whatsoever, and

l~
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ACR

1 many
are seriously uu'"'"'A
WHEREAS, Illness and
are
3 hazards to all persons and the financial cost
4 medical and hospital treatment
become a
5
any person and prevent
6 treatment; and,
7
WHEREAS, This situation
all
8 segments of society, including
9 and ethnic origins, and most especially on our ""-A,UVA
10 citizens, who by their great contributions
11
state should be free from
12 affordability and availability of any
13 treatment; and,
14
WHEREAS, Attempts to create a
15 insurance plan by the Congress have
16 tiespite ffte. fe:ef ~ etM,. South Africa
17 States among indust:riali2!ed Rations Me ~~'I+H'
18 ef national health insurance;~·
19
WHEREAS, California
20 meaningful national reform in many areas
21 public need; now, therefore, be it
22
Resolved by the Assembly of the State
23 Senate thereof concurn·ng, That
24 Health Planning and Development
25 requested to undertake a study of various ,...LU..,,,U
26 of health plans throughout the world, and that
27 form the California 8ffite Health pffin ~ ~~
28 Health Plan Commission, not to exceed 15 u.,u:>LJ.ue~.::r""'
29 representing the medical community, the insurance
30 industry, the hospital and health maintenance
31 organization industry, organized labor,
32 organizations, the California Senior Legislature,
33 Commission on Aging, and other uninsured or
34 underinsured user groups, to aid the office in
35 completion of the study, actively soliciting public input
36 for that purpose; and be it further
37
Resolved, That the ~ feree .....nuu,....,.,,..,.,.,.
38 recommendations to the Legislature
39 eft the creation t:tnti implementation e: California
40 Health pffin ~ wtH ee uni•iefsally
2

]
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ACR 144

eofH:preheasi'f•e, ftftEl provide fer e eoatiftuttffl ef eere;
iaeludiag fH:edieel ftftEl fl:Of.l:ffiedieelloag!~erfH: eere; w#ft
premitlffl:s fft.M ell persoas ift Celiferaia Cftfl: afford; ftftEl
# fmther january 31, 1988, as to the best means of
meeting unmet health needs; and be it further
Resolved, That the Chief Clerk of the Assembly
transmit a copy of the resolution to the Office of
Statewide Health Planning and Development.
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AMENDED IN SENATE
AMENDED IN SENATE
AMENDED IN SENATE
AMENDEDIN

JULY

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY JUNE 27,
AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY JUNE 10,
AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY MAY 28, 1985
AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY MAY 9, 1985
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ASSEMBLY BILL

600

Introduced by Assembly Members McAlister, Bane, Chacon,
Davis, Duffy, Eaves, Elder, Farr,
Hauser,
La Follette, McClintock, Mojonnier, J.U!.""'""'£'"''
and Maxine Waters
(Principal coauthor: Senator
(Coauthors: Senators Alquist, McCorquodale,
Montoya)
February 7,
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' An act to add Part 6.5
Division 2 of, the Insurance '-'V'........,,
1110, and 1589 of, and to
Unemployment Insurance Code,
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PRESS RELEASE

DATE~

istrict

October 10, 1986

SACRAMENTO - Assembly Finance and Insurance Committee
Chairman Alister McAlister (D-Fremont) announced today that his
Committee will conduct an interim study hearing on establishing a
statewide voluntary health coverage plan.
A voluntary health coverage plan for all Californians was
sponsored by the California Senior Legislature and introduced as
Assembly Bill 2801 authored by Assemblyman Dan Hauser (D-Eureka).
Supported by numerous senior citizens groups, it was opposed by
organized medicine, employer organizations and the health
insurance and health maintenance organization indust
"Seniors have expressed legitimate concern for adequate
health care.

Our day-long hearing in Los Angeles on Wednesda ,

October 15 will be devoted to a comprehensive examination of this
issue," McAlister said.
State regulators ranging from the Department of Corporatio s
to Health Services have been requested to testi

Examinat on

of the impact on the Public Employees Retirement and State
Teachers Retirement Systems is expected.
A major highlight will be an examination of the Consumers
Union's 14-page complaint to the Insurance Commissioner charging
-moreMILPITAS OFFICE
554 Valley Way
Milpitas, CA 95035 • 4192
(408) 263-5300
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McAlister/Page 2
"19 firms with using phony government.agencies and bogus senior
citizens' organizations to sell health insurance to elderly
consumers."

Insurance Commissioner Roxani Gillespie has been

requested to testify.
The recently concluded California Senior Legislature's
Session in Sacramento once again concluded that statewide health
coverage is a number one priority.
The October 15 hearing will commence at 10;00 a.m. in the
Auditorium of the State Building at 107 South Broadway in
Los Angeles.

The public is invited to attend and testify.
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